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1

Understanding
CommandCentral
architecture
This chapter includes the following topics:
■

About CommandCentral components

■

About CommandCentral server components

■

About the Control Host

■

About the Standard Agent

■

About the Unified Agent

■

About the Agent Push Install Utility

About CommandCentral components
CommandCentral includes several components that discover information about
your storage infrastructure. Based on a distributed client-server architecture,
CommandCentral consists of the following components:
■

The Management Server
See “About the Management Server” on page 18.

■

Control Hosts
See “About the Control Host” on page 34.

■

Standard Agents
See “About the Standard Agent” on page 36.
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■

Unified Agents
See “About the Unified Agent” on page 36.

■

The Agent Push Install Utility
See “About the Agent Push Install Utility ” on page 39.

About CommandCentral server components
CommandCentral server components consist of the following:
■

Management Server
See “About the Management Server” on page 18.

■

Database server
See “About the Symantec Database Server” on page 30.

■

Authentication broker
See “About the Symantec Product Authentication Service ” on page 30.

About the Management Server
The Management Server is the central host in CommandCentral.
The Management Server does the following:
■

Provides the discovery of network and storage resources through explorers.
Explorers discover information about the hardware and software in your
storage network. For example, explorers discover switches, storage arrays,
and applications.

■

Provides the discovery of hosts through agentless capabilities. Agentless
capabilities let you discover information about a host without installing an
agent on the host.
See “How you can discover hosts in CommandCentral” on page 101.

■

Coalesces data from Standard Agents, Unified Agents, and Control Hosts.
See “About the Standard Agent” on page 36.
See “About the Unified Agent” on page 36.
See “About the Control Host” on page 34.

■

Monitors discovered objects and performs actions in response to certain events
and conditions.

■

Displays the information about storage resources through the Console. The
Console provides graphical and textual displays with which you can display
the data that CommandCentral discovers.
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The Management Server consists of several components that perform these
functions. The components are as follows:
■

Central HAL Manager (CHM)
See “About the Central HAL Manager (CHM) ” on page 20.

■

Local HAL Manager (LHM)
See “About the Local HAL Manager (LHM)” on page 21.

■

Xprtld
See “About xprtld” on page 24.

■

Alarm Service (used by CommandCentral Storage only)
See “About the CommandCentral Storage Alarm Service” on page 24.

■

Alert Manager (used by CommandCentral Storage only)
See “About the CommandCentral Storage Alert Manager” on page 25.

■

Storage Change Manager Server (used by CommandCentral Storage Change
Manager only)
See “About the Storage Change Manager Server” on page 27.

■

Simple Instrumentation Collection Layer (SICL) (used by CommandCentral
Storage only)
See “About the Simple Instrumentation Collection Layer (SICL) ” on page 28.

■

Symantec Product Authorization Service
See “About the Symantec Product Authorization Service” on page 29.

■

Symantec Private Branch Exchange
See “About the Symantec Private Branch Exchange” on page 29.

Figure 1-1 provides an overview of the server components and their interactions.
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CommandCentral Management Server: architecture

Figure 1-1
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About the Central HAL Manager (CHM)
The Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL) provides device discovery and management
services for CommandCentral. The Central HAL Manager (CHM) runs within the
Management Server and manages a set of device and application explorers. These
explorers run locally within the CHM, gathering data about storage network
resources.
Each CHM has its own domain name. Explorers that report their data to the CHM
belong to that domain.
Figure 1-2 provides an overview of the CHM components and their interactions.
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Figure 1-2

Central HAL Manager (CHM): architecture
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To ensure that CommandCentral maintains accurate data about the storage
network, the CHM does the following:
■

Processes all heartbeat events

■

Locates the explorer interfaces and provides a centralized process with which
clients communicate to initiate a task (for example, creating a zone)

■

Monitors task progress

■

Updates the database with any changes that result from a management task

About the Local HAL Manager (LHM)
The Local HAL Manager (LHM) runs on the Management Server, Control Host,
and Standard Agent. The LHM supports remote job execution and device and
application explorer management through an embedded instance of the CORBA
notification service.
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The LHM also performs the following functions:
■

Handles the CHM domain registration and configuration

■

Fetches logs on Control Hosts and Standard Agents

Figure 1-3 provides an overview of the LHM components and their interactions.
Note: The following figure shows the LHM portion of the Standard Agent and
Control Host. Note that array explorers, switch explorers, and virtual server
explorers are installed on the Control Host only.
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Figure 1-3

Local HAL Manager (LHM): architecture
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The device explorers and application explorers that the LHM controls are loaded
as needed and run within the LHM service context. These extend the functionality
of the LHM and provide discovery and management operations for supported
object models.
Device and application explorers include the following:
■

Host and HBA explorers
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■

Fibre Channel explorers

■

Application explorers (such as Veritas Cluster Server, Microsoft Exchange,
Oracle, and HP-UX Logical Volume Manager)

■

Array explorers

■

Virtual server explorers (VMware)

For more information about device and application explorers, refer to the following:
See “About device and application explorers” on page 201.

About xprtld
Xprtld is a light-weight Web server that provides HTTP-based protocols for
communication. It runs on the Management Server and Control Hosts where it
configures schedules for the collector explorers for Unified Agents (MHCollector)
and agentless discovery (RHCollector). Xprtld also runs on the Unified Agent
where it enables the transfer of data to the MHCollector.
See “About the Unified Agent explorers” on page 38.
See “About agentless explorers” on page 115.

About the CommandCentral Storage Alarm Service
The Alarm Service is a component (Windows service/UNIX daemon) used by
CommandCentral Storage. It uses collectors to monitor, retrieve, and correlate
SNMP and other data from storage network resources.
When fed into the Alert Manager, data from collectors can trigger policy actions
such as the following:
■

SMTP mail (notification)

■

Console alerts

■

Shell scripts and command files

■

Logging for reporting purposes

The Alarm Service has a command-line interface—vxascmd—with which you can
connect to an Alarm Service server to obtain server and object information and
perform various Alarm Service commands and queries.
Figure 1-4 provides an overview of the Alarm Service.
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Figure 1-4

CommandCentral Storage Alarm Service: Architecture
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About the CommandCentral Storage Alert Manager
The Alert Manager (VxAM) is a CommandCentral Storage component that manages
policies associated with objects on the storage network. A policy associates certain
sets of conditions with storage resources and defines actions to be taken when
these conditions are detected.
The Alert Manager is seamlessly integrated with CommandCentral Storage so
that Console users can do the following:
■

View what policies are in effect on their network

■

Define and modify policies

The Alert Manager resides on the Management Server and performs the following
functions:
■

Manages communication with the Simple Instrumentation Collection Layer
(SICL) on Standard Agents and Control Hosts

■

Receives policy and alert updates from the CommandCentral Storage Console
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■

Pushes relevant updates to their respective agents

The Alert Manager evaluates the data it receives from the Alarm Service against
its policies and raises new alerts or adjusts existing alerts when policy conditions
are met. The Alert Manager logs statistical data to the CommandCentral Storage
database.
SICL on the Control Host and Standard Agent communicates with the Alert
Manager that runs on the Management Server. These two monitoring components
work together to manage alerts so that conditions are evaluated remotely and
alerts are delivered into a central site for processing. This two-tier architecture
provides a scalable system that can perform well even if there are hundreds of
Standard Agents. SICL is configured to identify what types of conditions can be
evaluated and/or what event types are filtered.
See “About the Simple Instrumentation Collection Layer (SICL) ” on page 28.
Figure 1-5 provides an overview of the Alert Manager on the Standard Agent.
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CommandCentral Storage Alert Manager: Architecture

Figure 1-5
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About the Storage Change Manager Server
The Storage Change Manager Server is a component of the CommandCentral
Management Server. CommandCentral Storage Change Manager uses the Storage
Change Manager Server to detect and analyze the changes made to your storage
resources.
As device and application explorers gather data about your storage resources (for
example, storage arrays), they import the data into the CommandCentral database.
Then, the Storage Change Manager Server analyzes that data to detect any changes
that occurred to your storage resources. Once the Storage Change Manager Server
detects the changes, it does the following:
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■

Generates change messages that describe the changes made to your storage
resources

■

Evaluates changes against custom policies

■

Generates violations for those changes that violate custom policies

■

Evaluates changes against active violations

■

Resolves the violations for those changes that correct any violations

■

Evaluates changes against best practice policies

■

Generates risks for those changes that do not match the requirements of a
best practice policy

■

Removes risks for those changes that correct any risks

■

Sends the information to the CommandCentral database

About the Simple Instrumentation Collection Layer (SICL)
The Simple Instrumentation Collection Layer (SICL) is an engine used by
CommandCentral Storage. It resides on the Standard Agent and performs the
following functions:
■

Launches scripts or executables based on a configurable interval

■

Captures output from the scripts or executables

■

Processes script/executable output as monitoring samples

SICL is driven by a configuration file, which it uses to do the following:
■

Identify its Alert Manager server

■

Configure scripts including command line and execution interval

■

Control other SICL behavior such as logging and debugging

A SICL script gathers data using native techniques such as vendor CLI, log file
scrapping, database mining, and so on.
Although SICL scripts are not limited to any one scripting language, each script
is expected to supply monitoring data back to SICL by writing the following
elements to a standard, well-known format:
■

Object type

■

Object identification (as object name or as an SQL statement)

■

Monitored property (collector)

■

Current property value

Figure 1-6 provides an overview of the Simple Instrumentation Collection Layer.
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Simple Instrumentation Collection Layer: architecture

Figure 1-6
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About the Symantec Product Authorization Service
The Symantec Product Authorization Service (VRTSaz) is a common component
that provides a centralized access control decision-making service. After the
Symantec Product Authorization Service validates user identities, the
Authorization Service makes access control decisions. The service determines
whether specific users have the authority to perform specific tasks on the specific
resources that are protected through authorization.
The Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL) is the only part of CommandCentral to
use the Authorization Service. HAL uses the Authorization Service to control
access to management operations for devices and explorers.

About the Symantec Private Branch Exchange
Symantec Private Branch Exchange (PBX) is a common Symantec component.
PBX uses socket passing to reduce the number of ports that are required to be
open across a firewall. PBX uses a paradigm similar to a telephone switchboard,
in which calls placed to a switchboard are redirected to a known extension. In the
PBX exchange, client connections that are sent to the exchange’s port are
redirected to an extension that is associated with the Management Server. This
process multiplexer runs on the Management Server, Control Hosts, and Standard
Agents.
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PBX relies on the Symantec Infrastructure Core Services Common (VRTSicsco),
a package that contains runtime libraries.

About the Symantec Database Server
The Symantec Database Server is a common Symantec component. It is based on
Sybase Adaptive Server Anywhere (ASA). For CommandCentral, the server runs
on the Management Server and manages the following databases:
■

The CommandCentral database (ccstor)

The CommandCentral database (ccstor) contains the following:
■

Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL) stores

■

Reporting, views, stored procedures, and configuration

■

Policies, alerts, configuration, and statistical data

■

Data from the Storage Change Manager Server

Figure 1-7 provides an overview of the CommandCentral databases.
Figure 1-7

CommandCentral Databases: architecture
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About the Symantec Product Authentication Service
The Symantec Product Authentication Service is a common Symantec component.
It validates identities based on network operating system domains (like NIS and
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NT) or private domains. The Authentication Service protects communication
channels between Symantec application clients and services through message
integrity and confidentiality services.
The Authentication Service consists of the following components:
■

Root broker (RB)
See “About the root broker ” on page 33.

■

Authentication broker (AB)
See “About the authentication broker ” on page 33.

■

Authentication clients
See “About Authentication clients” on page 34.

■

SSL protocol
See “About SSL protocol ” on page 34.

Figure 1-8 provides an overview of the Symantec Product Authentication Service.
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Symantec Product Authentication Service: Architecture

Figure 1-8
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About the root broker
As the primary authentication broker (AB), the root broker (RB) does the following:
■

Validates itself with a self-signed certificate and is the only broker that can
authenticate other brokers

■

Resides at the top level of the authentication hierarchy

■

Contains a Private Domain Repository (PDR) with only ABs

The RB name is stored as the fully-qualified domain name. The RB may exist on
the Management Server or another host that is known to the Management Server.
RBs are OS-neutral. For example, an RB installed on Windows can authenticate
authentication brokers on Windows and UNIX-Linux. An RB installed on
UNIX-Linux can authenticate authentication brokers on UNIX-Linux and Windows.

About the authentication broker
In addition to the root broker, the Authentication Service requires at least one
authentication broker.
The authentication broker has the following characteristics:
■

Resides a level below the root broker and a root-signed certificate validates
the authentication broker

■

Acts as an intermediate registration authority and a certification authority

■

Can authenticate clients, such as users or services, and grant them a credential.
Cannot authenticate other brokers (performed by the root broker )

In some cases, an authentication broker resides on a dedicated host. Most often,
the authentication broker resides on an application host.
The authentication brokers comprises the following two sub-components:
■

Registration authority—determines authentication principals validity

■

Certificate authority —issues a product credential to the requesting
authentication principal based on the Registration Authority's validity check

Each authentication broker also has a PDR, which stores the services and users
of any resource management applications that choose to use this broker.
Unlike the root broker , authentication brokers are not OS-neutral. The
authentication broker must run on the same operating system (Windows or
UNIX-Linux) as the Management Server.
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About Authentication clients
Authentication clients consist of the libraries that link with a Symantec application
client and implement the program calls that request authentication.
Authentication clients do the following:
■

Set up trusts.

■

Acquire credentials and authentication from the broker.

■

Secure communications

About SSL protocol
The Authentication Service uses Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) to provide secured
communication between the authentication broker , authentication libraries, and
Symantec products. During the authentication process, the CommandCentral
Storage Console uses SSL to communicate with the authentication broker to
request a product credential. Once the product is authenticated, an SSL connection
is established between the CommandCentral Console and the Web Server. The
CommandCentral Console and Web Server interact over the SSL connection by
sending and receiving messages until the Console terminates the communication.

About the Control Host
The Control Host is a special type of Standard Agent.
See “About the Standard Agent” on page 36.
The Control Host includes the same capabilities as the Standard Agent, but it also
lets you do the following:
Discover remote hosts The Control Host includes the collector explorer that manages
through agentless
agentless explorers. This explorer enables the Control Host to
discovery
collect data from agentless hosts and then send the data to the
Management Server. This setup is an alternative to the typical
setup in which you configure agentless hosts to report directly to
the Management Server.
See “How you can discover hosts in CommandCentral” on page 101.
Discover arrays and
switches

The Control Host includes Fibre Channel switch and array
management capabilities. These capabilities allow the Control
Host to discover arrays and switches as the Management Server
can. Before CommandCentral 5.2, it was possible to enable these
capabilities in the Standard Agent (previously known as the
managed host).
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Discover VMware ESX The Control Host includes the VMware explorer, which lets you
servers
discover VMware ESX servers from a host other than the
Management Server.

Note: The Control Host cannot collect data from Unified Agents. Unified Agents
can report to the Management Server only.
You can read more information about these capabilities to determine if you need
to install a Control Host.
See “When you need to use a Control Host” on page 35.

When you need to use a Control Host
The Control Host is similar to a Standard Agent, except that it also lets you discover
the following:
■

Remote hosts through agentless discovery
See “How you can discover hosts in CommandCentral” on page 101.

■

Arrays and switches

■

VMware ESX servers

See “About the Control Host” on page 34.
See “About the Standard Agent” on page 36.
You might use a Control Host to discover remote hosts, arrays, switches, or VMware
ESX servers for the following reasons:
Network configurations
prohibit discovery

Network configurations might prohibit discovery from the
Management Server if you need to:
■

Perform discovery of an object that is behind a firewall.
If you do not want to install the Management Server in
the firewall, you can:
■ Install a Control Host in the firewall.
Grant the Management Server access to the Control
Host.
■ Configure discovery from the Control Host.
■

■

Run the EMC Solutions Enabler Command Line Interface
(SYMCLI) to discover an EMC Symmetrix array, but you
cannot run the SYMCLI from the Management Server.
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You have a Solaris
Management Server

CommandCentral cannot perform agentless discovery of a
remote Windows host from a Solaris Management Server
or Solaris Control Host. If you have a Solaris Management
Server and you want to perform agentless discovery of a
Windows host, initiate discovery from a Windows Control
Host.

You want to distribute the
discovery of hosts, arrays,
switches, and VMware ESX
servers

The Control Host can discover remote hosts, arrays,
switches, and ESX servers and then send the discovery data
to the Management Server. As a result, the Control Host
can lessen the amount of computing that the Management
Server would have to do to discover these objects directly.

Install a Control Host only if you need to use these capabilities. If you do not need
these capabilities, use a different method to discover a host.
See “How you can discover hosts in CommandCentral” on page 101.

About the Standard Agent
The Standard Agent assists the Management Server in the discovery of storage
resources.
See “About the Management Server” on page 18.
You can install Standard Agents to enable discovery, monitoring, and reporting
of the storage resources that are connected to the hosts in your network.
Like the Management Server, the Standard Agent includes the explorers that
discover information about the hardware (HBAs) and software in your storage
network.
Before CommandCentral 5.2, the Standard Agent was known as the managed host.

About the Unified Agent
The Unified Agent is a part of Veritas Storage Foundation. It consists of the
VRTSsfmh package, which collects information about a host that includes a Storage
Foundation product. Wherever Storage Foundation is installed, CommandCentral
can use the agent to discover information about the host. This feature lets you
leverage the existing agents that you have installed in your environment without
having to install a Standard Agent.
In some cases, Veritas Operations Manager (formerly Veritas Storage Foundation
Manager) might also use the agent to discover information about the host.
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Note: If both CommandCentral and Veritas Operations Manager discover the host,
discovery happens only once. Both products use the same discovery data.
Your Storage Foundation hosts already include the VRTSsfmh package if:
■

You use Veritas Operations Manager and have configured the host to report
to the Management Server.

■

You have Storage Foundation 5.1 or higher (the VRTSsfmh package is included
with Storage Foundation starting in the 5.1 release).

See “About the Management Server” on page 18.
See “About the Standard Agent” on page 36.

Versions of VRTSsfmh that CommandCentral supports
The Unified Agent consists of the VRTSsfmh package. CommandCentral 5.2
supports the following versions of VRTSsfmh on the Unified Agent:
■

2.1

■

3.0

■

3.1

Versions 2.1 and 3.0 include limited support. We recommend version 3.1 as it
includes more functionality and has less known issues.

How the Unified Agent works
The Unified Agent runs the scripts that discover information about a Storage
Foundation host. When the Unified Agent discovers a host, it breaks down the
discovery into families, which focuses the discovery on specific functional areas.
The discovery of these families occurs at regular intervals.
Table 1-1 identifies the families and the frequency in which the Unified Agent
discovers them.
Table 1-1

Discovery of functional areas

Family

Discovery frequency
(minutes)

Information discovered

Host

1440

Details about the host’s operating
system, packages, and networking.
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Table 1-1

Discovery of functional areas (continued)

Family

Discovery frequency
(minutes)

Information discovered

Storage Foundation

30 ¹

All aspects of Volume Manager, file
systems, and related storage
network information.

Veritas Cluster Server

60 ¹

Veritas Cluster Server and its
related information.

Database

360

Microsoft Exchange and Oracle,
Sybase, MS SQL, and DB2 databases
and their storage dependencies.

Near real time

5

Configuration status and external
faults.

Native file systems ²

360

Native file systems.

¹ Discovery of these families is also event driven. Discovery is triggered when a
configuration change event occurs.
² Requires VRTSsfmh 3.0 or higher.
See “About the Unified Agent” on page 36.
After the Unified Agent discovers information about the host, it sends that
information to the CommandCentral Management Server. To send the information,
the Unified Agent uses xprtld. Xprtld is a light-weight Web server that uses
HTTP-based protocols for communication.
See “About xprtld” on page 24.

About the Unified Agent explorers
The following explorers work with the Unified Agent to discover a host:
MHCollector

Manages the collection of data from MHExplorers. The explorer
runs on the Management Server.

MHExplorer

Represents the Unified Agent. The explorer operates on the hosts
on which you install the Unified Agent.
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About the Agent Push Install Utility
The Agent Push Install Utility is a Windows program that lets you access remote
Windows hosts to install, upgrade, or uninstall Standard Agents. The utility
decreases installation time, because it does not require you to physically install
the Standard Agent on the hosts throughout your enterprise.
See “About the Standard Agent” on page 36.
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Chapter

2

Configuring
CommandCentral
authentication and
authorization
This chapter includes the following topics:
■

About CommandCentral authentication

■

Managing the Authentication Service

■

Managing the Authorization Service

About CommandCentral authentication
CommandCentral mutually authenticates a user’s identity and then assigns access
to various product features based on the user’s security role. Additionally,
CommandCentral encrypts network communication and obfuscates device and
database passwords.
CommandCentral has two authentication domains. One of the authentication
domains secures connections between the Web Server and its users. The other
authentication domain secures connections between the Management Server and
Control Hosts and Standard Agents.
Administrators can use operating system authentication domains with
CommandCentral. Alternately, administrators can define new users in the cc_users
private domain.
For database connections, CommandCentral relies on database authentication.
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Figure 2-1 maps the various types of authentication that validates user accounts
in CommandCentral. (Users Jo and Tim represent hypothetical CommandCentral
Web browser users.)
Map of the CommandCentral authentication domains

Figure 2-1
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About the Authentication Service
For non-database connections, the Symantec Product Authentication Service
provides user authentication for CommandCentral. The Authentication Service
establishes a root broker (RB) as the primary authority that validates itself (the
RB) and one or more authentication brokers (ABs). ABs serve as intermediaries
between the RB and users. ABs can validate users, but only the RB can validate
other ABs.
Symantec applications rely on a third security piece—Authentication clients—for
the libraries to link with when they send authentication requests to an AB.
Authentication clients do the following:
■

Set up trusts.

■

Acquire credentials and authentication from the broker.

■

Secure communications.

The Authentication Service uses Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) to provide secured
communication among the authentication broker, authentication libraries, and
CommandCentral.
See “About the Symantec Product Authentication Service ” on page 30.

CommandCentral user accounts overview
A CommandCentral user account can be a human or a non-human.
Human users interact with CommandCentral primarily through the Console. A
human user connects to the Web Server through a Web browser. The
Authentication Service validates identities during log on.
Non-human users (such as clients and services) also have to be authenticated. To
achieve this authentication, CommandCentral uses a private Authentication
Service security domain that is created during install. This security domain is
named HAL. Within this domain, accounts exist to enable communication between
various product components.
Table 2-1 lists the HAL private domain accounts that non-human users—clients
and services—use in CommandCentral:
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Table 2-1

CommandCentral private domain accounts

Private domain
account

Used for communication between...

Agent

■

HAL explorers > CHM

■

Alarm Service > Alert Manager (for CommandCentral Storage only)

■

SICL > Alert Manager (for CommandCentral Storage only)

■

Alert Manager > Web Server

■

Alert Manager > Alarm Service

■

Alert Manager > SICL

AM

Note: This applies only to CommandCentral Storage.
CCStorage

■

Web Server > CHM
In addition to validating the CCStorage account, the Web Server
also sends the Web browser user certificate to the CHM. The CHM
then authorizes this user and then grants management permissions
accordingly.
■ Web Server > Alert Manager

CHM

CHM > HAL explorers

SCM

■

Storage Change Manager Server > CommandCentral Storage
Change Manager Console
■ Storage Change Manager Server CLI > Storage Change Manager
Server

Note: This applies to CommandCentral Storage Change Manager only.
SCMwebgui

Storage Change Manager Server > CommandCentral Storage Change
Manager Console

Note: This applies to CommandCentral Storage Change Manager only.

CommandCentral and operating system network domains
Typically, you do not create users within CommandCentral. Most often, user
accounts and user groups originate from and are maintained within the operating
system network domains that already exist within your company. In this way,
you can avoid having to maintain an additional user domain and can leverage the
company’s pre-existing security policies.
The Authentication Service uses plugins to validate identities within a particular
domain. The plugins and associated network domains are as follows:
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GSS

Generic Security Service Application Program Interface (GSS-API)

ldap

OpenLDAP and iPlanet implementations

nis

NIS v2 (formerly called YP or Yellow Pages)

nisplus

NIS v3

nt

Windows NT domains and Active Directory (SSPI)

pam

Pluggable Authentication Mechanism (for UNIX)

unixpwd

UNIX Password

vx

Symantec Private Domain

The Authentication Service automatically recognizes the network domain in which
the Management Server is a member. For example, if the Management Server
runs on Solaris and the network uses NISplus, the Authentication Service lets you
add NISplus user accounts to CommandCentral.
You do need to configure the Authentication Service for use with LDAP.
See “Configuring the Authentication Service for LDAP” on page 50.

CommandCentral and database authentication
CommandCentral uses database authentication to secure connections between
databases and their various non-human users (clients and services). During
installation of CommandCentral, database accounts are created and stored in
their respective database in an encrypted format based on an RC4 algorithm. To
communicate with the databases, CommandCentral components also store the
database user account and its password (encrypted) in the respective component’s
configuration file. CommandCentral uses no remote database connections—all
connections are local to the Management Server.
Table 2-2 lists the database accounts used by CommandCentral processes and
daemons:
Table 2-2

CommandCentral database accounts

Database
account

Used for communication by
the...

Database

ccstor

Web Server

ccstor

HALCHM

Central HAL Manager (CHM)

ccstor
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Table 2-2

CommandCentral database accounts (continued)

Database
account

Used for communication by
the...

Database

SCM

Web Server (for CommandCentral ccstor
Storage Change Manager only)

VXAM

Web Server (for CommandCentral ccstor
Storage only)

About the Agent’s cached certificate
CommandCentral Storage uses a public key infrastructure component, VSS AT,
to securely communicate over the network by encrypted and mutually
authenticated SSL sessions. A certificate issuing authority runs on the Management
Server. Certificates are cached on all Standard Agents and Control Hosts that are
used in SSL communication sessions. The VSS AT component is also responsible
for authenticating user logons, interacting with Active Directory, NIS, or a private
authentication domain.
The CommandCentral Storage installer is responsible for caching a certificate on
Standard Agents and Control Hosts for the Agent security principal. This certificate
is the only certificate that is cached on a Standard Agent and Control Host. The
cached certificate results in all normal agent communications from a Standard
Agent and Control Host to the Management Server being authenticated to this
principal. CommandCentral Storage defines other security principal accounts,
but their certificates are only installed on the Management Server.
To cache the certificate, the installer proves its right to use the Agent principal
account to the certificate issuing authority on the Management Server. This step
requires the password for the Agent principal account. The installer embeds the
default value of this password, which enables out-of-the-box installation without
further configuration. However, the Agent principal password can be changed on
the Management Server to safeguard against unplanned installations, or to
accommodate site security policies. The installer therefore optionally accepts an
alternative Agent password value.
The Agent principal password is only required during install. Once the certificate
is cached on the host, the account is available for use by CommandCentral Storage.
No further use is made of the password, nor is it cached on the host. Additionally,
to safeguard against misuse of the cached credential, the Management Server
does not grant any management authority to the Agent principal.
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Managing the Authentication Service
Most Authentication Service configuration is done during installation of
CommandCentral. However, there might be situations when you need to adjust
the Authentication Service configuration after you have installed the product.
For example, if you installed multiple Symantec products on different hosts, you
must set up trusts between the various authentication brokers (ABs). Trusts allow
cross-product linking in the CommandCentral Console without additional user
logons.
See “Setting up the Management Server to trust another authentication broker ”
on page 54.
If you install the Management Server on Windows, the Authentication Service
automatically gives you access to the Windows domains on the Management
Server host. Likewise, on Solaris, you automatically have access to NIS and NISplus
domains. If you want both Windows and NIS authentication domains, you need
an AB on an operating system different from your Management Server.
The Authentication Service ships with a command-line interface, vssat, with
which you can perform all authentication-related administration. For more
information, type: vssat --help (for the list of arguments) and: vssat command
--help (for help on an individual argument).
By default, vssat is installed in the following location:
Solaris—/opt/VRTSat/bin/vssat
Windows—\Program Files\Veritas\Security\Authentication\bin\vssat
For more information about the Authentication Service, see the Symantec Product
Authentication Service Administrator’s Guide.
Several topics provide information on some of the more common Authentication
Service administrative tasks. These tasks include:
■

See “Configuring the Authentication Service for LDAP” on page 50.

■

See “Stopping and restarting the Authentication Service” on page 52.

■

See “Listing private domains known to the Authentication Service” on page 53.

■

See “Viewing a list of hosts that an authentication broker trusts” on page 53.

■

See “Setting up the Management Server to trust another authentication broker
” on page 54.

■

See “Removing trusts between different authentication brokers ” on page 55.

■

See “Changing the authentication broker admin password ” on page 56.
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Configuring the Authentication Service for LDAP
The Symantec Product Authentication Service supports Lightweight Directory
Access Protocol (LDAP) authentication. If you configure the Symantec Product
Authentication Service for LDAP, you can use your existing user accounts and
user groups with CommandCentral Storage.
The Symantec Product Authentication Service supports Microsoft Active Directory
and RFC2307 schema-compliant LDAP servers.
We recommend the following when you deploy the Authentication Service with
LDAP:
■

Use the schema that is specified in RFC 2307 when you store NIS data in LDAP
directories.

■

Configure the Authentication Service to communicate to a single LDAP
directory server per domain at any given time.

■

Deploy with Secure Socket Layer (SSL) enabled because user name and password
are unprotected during transmission.

To configure the Authentication Service for LDAP

1

Log on to the Authentication Service host.

2

Stop the Authentication Service.
See “Stopping and restarting the Authentication Service” on page 52.

3

4

In an operating system console, change to the Authentication Service bin
directory. By default, the directory is located as follows:
Solaris

/opt/VRTSat/bin

Windows

\Program Files\VERITAS\Sercurity\Authentication\bin

Type the following command to add the LDAP domain:
Solaris

./vssat addldapdomain --domainname domain_name
--server_url server_url --server_trusted_ca_file
ca_file --user_base_dn user_base_dn --group_base_dn
group_base_dn --admin_user admin_user_dn
--admin_user_password password --auth_type auth_type
--schema_type schema_type
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Windows

vssat.exe addldapdomain --domainname "domain_name"
--server_url "server_url" --server_trusted_ca_file
"ca_file" --user_base_dn "user_base_dn"
--group_base_dn "group_base_dn" --admin_user
"admin_user_dn" --admin_user_password "password"
--auth_type auth_type --schema_type schema_type

Where:
domain_name

is the symbolic name that uniquely identifies the LDAP domain.

server_url

is the URL of the LDAP directory. The LDAP server URL must
start with either "ldap://" or "ldaps://"
"ldaps://" indicates that the LDAP server requires an SSL
connection.

ca_file

is the complete path to the name of the file that contains the
trusted CA certificates in PEM format. You must use this
parameter if the LDAP server starts with "ldaps://"
Do not use this parameter if the LDAP server URL starts with
"ldap://"

user_base_dn

is the LDAP distinguished name for the user container. For
example:
ou=user,dc=mydomain,dc=myenterprise,dc=com

group_base_dn

is the LDAP distinguished name for the group container. For
example:
ou=group,dc=mydomain,dc=myenterprise,dc=com

admin_user_dn

is a string that contains the distinguished name of the admin or
any user that has search permissions to the user container or
user subtree. For example:
cn=Administrator,CN=Users,DC=mydomain,dc=myenterprise,dc=com

password

is the password for an admin user.
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auth_type

schema_type

5

is a string that indicates the type of LDAP authentication
mechanism for the given domain. The authentication mechanism
can be one of the following:
■

FLAT — Indicates to use the existing one-level bind.

■

BOB — Indicates to use Bind-Search(Obtain)-Bind. In this mode,
the Authentication Service uses a proxy account to bind with
the Active Directory. It then searches for the distinguished
name before it authenticates the user.

is the type of LDAP schema to use. The LDAP schema can be one
of the following:
■

rfc2307 — The schema that is specified in RFC 2307.

■

msad — Microsoft Active Directory schema.

Restart the Authentication Service. You do not need to reboot the
Authentication Service host.
See “Stopping and restarting the Authentication Service” on page 52.

Stopping and restarting the Authentication Service
You can stop and restart the Authentication Service. For example, if you configure
the Authentication Service for LDAP, you need to stop and then start the service.
On Solaris, you can stop the Authentication Service by locating and terminating
the process ID of the vxatd daemon and re-running vxatd from the command
line.
On Windows, you can restart the Symantec Product Authentication Service from
the Service Control Manager (SCM).
To stop and restart the Authentication Service on Solaris

1

Open an operating console and log on as root to the Authentication Service
host.

2

Locate and remember the process ID for the vxatd daemon.
For example:
ps -ef | grep vxatd
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3

Issue a kill command on the process ID for vxatd:
kill process_ID

where process_ID is the ID you found in step 2.
For example:
kill 203

4

Type the following command to start the Authentication Service:
/opt/VRTSat/bin/vxatd

To stop and restart the Authentication Service on Windows

1

Log on to the Management Server as Administrator.

2

Open the Windows Service Control Manager (SCM) and restart the Symantec
Product Authentication Service.

Listing private domains known to the Authentication Service
You can use the Symantec Product Authentication Service command-line interface
(vssat) to list the private domains that are known to the Authentication Service.
The private domains are those domains with which you can establish user accounts.
To list private domains

1

Open an operating system console, and log on as root or Administrator to the
authentication broker host.

2

Type the following command:
Solaris— /opt/VRTSat/bin/vssat listpd --pdrtype ab
Windows— \Program Files\Veritas\Security\Authentication\bin\vssat
listpd --pdrtype ab

Viewing a list of hosts that an authentication broker trusts
You can obtain a list of hosts an authentication broker trusts by using the Symantec
Product Authentication Service command-line interface (vssat). For example,
you can identify if an authentication broker trusts the host on which Management
Server runs.
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To view a list of hosts trusted by the local host

1

Open an operating system console and log on to the authentication broker
host as root or Administrator.

2

Change to the Authentication Service CLI (vssat) directory. By default the
directory is:
Solaris—/opt/VRTSat/bin
Windows—\Program Files\VERITAS\Security\Authentication\bin

3

Type the following command:
vssat showalltrustedcreds

Setting up the Management Server to trust another authentication
broker
You can set up a trust relationship between the root or Administrator account on
the Management Server and another authentication broker (AB). You must
establish a trust when the multiple ABs you want to authenticate against do not
share the same root hierarchy.
For example, if you installed the Web servers of multiple Symantec products on
different hosts, you can set up trusts between the various authentication brokers.
Trusts allow cross-product linking in the Console without additional user logons.
Or, you may need to set up a trust between two ABs. You might set up the trust
to authenticate against the NT network domain and NIS domain and the ABs for
each against different root brokers.
Note: You must perform this procedure for each pair of AB hosts. For example, if
you have different authentication brokers installed on host A, host B, and host C,
perform this procedure three times. Perform it once for the A-B pair, again for
the B-C pair, and a third time for the C-A pair.
To set up trusts between different authentication brokers

1

Open an operating system console and log on as root or Administrator to one
of the authentication brokers (ABs).

2

Change to the Authentication Service CLI (vssat) directory. By default the
directory is:
Solaris—/opt/VRTSat/bin
Windows—\Program Files\VERITAS\Security\Authentication\bin
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3

Verify that the remote AB is not already trusted, by typing the following
command to get a list of hosts trusted by the local AB:
vssat showalltrustedcreds

4

If the remote AB did not appear in the list of hosts in step 3, type the following
command to establish the trust:
vssat setuptrust -broker remoteHost:2821 -securitylevel high

Where remoteHost is either a host name, qualified domain host name, or IP
address of the authentication broker with which you want to establish the
trust.
vssat prompts you to confirm your entry.

5

Repeat step 1– step 4 for the second authentication broker .

Removing trusts between different authentication brokers
You can remove trust relationships between a pair of authentication brokers by
using the Authentication Service command-line interface, vssat. For example,
you can remove the trust to disable cross-product linking between multiple
Symantec products.
To remove trusts between authentication brokers

1

Open an operating system console and log on as root or Administrator to one
of the authentication brokers.

2

Change to the Authentication Service CLI (vssat) directory. By default the
directory is:
Solaris—/opt/VRTSat/bin
Windows—\Program Files\VERITAS\Security\Authentication\bin

3

Type the following command:
vssat removetrust -broker remoteHost

where remoteHost is either a host name, qualified domain host name, or IP
address of the remote host with which you want to establish the trust.

4

Repeat step 1– step 3 for the second host.
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Changing the authentication broker admin password
To enhance security, you can change an authentication broker password by using
the Authentication Service command-line interface, vssat.
To change the authentication broker admin password

1

Open an operating system console and log on as root or Administrator to the
authentication broker host.

2

Change to the Authentication Service bin directory. By default the directory
is:
Solaris—/opt/VRTSat/bin
Windows—\Program Files\VERITAS\Security\Authentication\bin

3

In non-clustered environments, run the following command to obtain the
authentication broker domain name and retain it for use in step 4:
vssat listpd --pdrtype ab

4

Run the following command to change the authentication broker admin
password:
vssat resetpasswd --pdrtype ab --domain domain_name
--prplname admin --newpasswd new_admin_password
--repeatednewpasswd new_admin_password

where domain_name is the authentication broker domain name obtained in
step 3.

Managing the Authorization Service
The Symantec Product Authorization Service (VRTSaz) is a common component
that provides a centralized access control decision-making service. After the
Authentication Service validates user identities, the Authorization Service makes
access control decisions. The service determines whether specific users have the
authority to perform specific tasks on the specific resources that are protected
through authorization.
The Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL) is the only part of CommandCentral to
use the Authorization Service. HAL uses the Authorization Service to control
access to management operations for devices and explorers.
Unlike the Authentication Service, there are no Authorization Service
configuration tasks.
See “Verifying that the Authorization Service is running” on page 57.
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See “Stopping and restarting the Authorization Service” on page 57.

Verifying that the Authorization Service is running
The Symantec Product Authorization Service resides on the Management Server
host and determines whether users have the authority to perform specific tasks.
You can verify that the Authorization Service is running. You might verify that
the service is running to troubleshoot problems.
On Solaris, the Authorization Service process is called vxazd. You can use the
command line interface to verify that the Authorization Service is running.
On Windows, the Service is called vxazd.exe. You can use the Service Control
Manager (SCM) to verify that the Authorization Service is running.
To verify that the Authorization Service is running on Solaris

1

Open a Solaris console and log on as root to the Management Server host.

2

Type the following command:
/opt/VRTSaz/bin/vrtsaz -state

To verify that the Authorization Service is running on Windows

1

Log on to the Management Server host as an administrator or user in the
Administrators group.

2

In the Windows Service Control Manager (SCM), for the Symantec Product
Authorization Service, verify that started displays in the Status column.

Stopping and restarting the Authorization Service
The Symantec Product Authorization Service resides on the Management Server
host and determines whether users have the authority to perform specific tasks.
You can stop and restart the Authorization Service. You might stop and then
restart the service to troubleshoot problems.
On Solaris, you can stop and restart the Authorization Service from the command
line.
On Windows, you can restart the Symantec Product Authorization Service from
the Service Control Manager (SCM).
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To stop and restart the Authorization Service on Solaris

1

Open a console and log on as root to the Authorization Service host.

2

Type the following command:
/opt/VRTSaz/bin/vrtsaz -stop

3

Type the following command to restart the Authorization Service:
/opt/VRTSat/bin/vxazd

To stop and restart the Authorization Service on Windows

1

Log on to the Management Server as Administrator.

2

Open the Windows Service Control Manager (SCM) and restart the Symantec
Product Authorization Service.
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Managing CommandCentral
roles
This chapter includes the following topics:
■

About CommandCentral roles

■

About access rights for CommandCentral roles

■

About predefined CommandCentral roles

■

Editing CommandCentral roles

■

Creating CommandCentral roles

■

Removing CommandCentral roles

About CommandCentral roles
When you create a CommandCentral user account, you assign a role to that user.
A role is a collection of access rights or permissions based on one or more product
features.
The CommandCentral administrator (a user that is mapped to the predefined
Administrator role) assigns roles to users on a per Server basis. CommandCentral
users can be mapped to one role only; however, CommandCentral enables
administrators to modify the predefined roles or create new roles from scratch.
CommandCentral ships with predefined roles. You can assign the predefined roles
to user accounts. You can also modify, create, and remove roles.
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About access rights for CommandCentral roles
Each role that you assign to a CommandCentral user account includes a collection
of access rights or permissions to product features.
Many access rights apply to all modules within the CommandCentral family while
some apply only to one module. The following table details the module to which
access rights apply.
Table 3-1

The CommandCentral modules to which access rights apply

Access right

CommandCentral Storage CommandCentral Storage
Change Manager

Bind Ports

✓

Build LUN Groups

✓

Build LUNs

✓

Create Custom Panes

✓

Create Global Panes

✓

Customize And Save

✓

✓

Define Roles

✓

✓

Dismiss and Acknowledge
Alerts

✓

Edit Registry Settings

✓

✓

Edit Server Settings

✓

✓

Manage Array Virtual Ports

✓

Manage Group Objects

✓

Manage HBA Port Groups

✓

Manage Host Connections

✓

Manage Licenses

✓

Manage LUN Groups

✓

Manage Objects and
Attributes

✓

Manage Policies

✓

✓
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Table 3-1

The CommandCentral modules to which access rights apply
(continued)

Access right

CommandCentral Storage CommandCentral Storage
Change Manager

Manage Raw Storage
Volumes

✓

✓

Manage Storage Change
Management Policies
Manage Switch
Configuration

✓

Manage Tasks

✓

✓

Manage Users

✓

✓

Manage Volumes
Multi-pathing

✓

Manage VSANs

✓

Manage Zones

✓

Mask LUNs

✓

Launch Vendor GUI or Telnet ✓
Session
Perform Device Handle
Scanning

✓

Perform HDS Rescan

✓

View Data and Reports

✓

✓

View [and zip] Product Logs ✓

About predefined CommandCentral roles
CommandCentral ships with the following predefined roles:
■

Administrator: Has privileges to all product features, including user
configuration.
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Note: When you install the CommandCentral Storage Add-on, CommandCentral
Storage grants the Administrator role to the root user (Solaris) and users in
the administrators group (Windows).

■

Storage Administrator: Has privileges to all storage operations.

■

Storage Operator: Has privileges to a subset of product storage operations as
defined by a user with the Storage Administrator role.

■

Read-Only: Has privileges to view data and reports only.

■

No Access: Has no privileges to use the product. Assign this role when you
want to block a user account or user group from accessing CommandCentral.

With the exception of the Administrator role, you can modify (change access
rights mappings) and delete predefined roles.

Administrative access rights for predefined CommandCentral roles
Table 3-2 outlines the administrative access rights (or product features) that are
assigned to predefined CommandCentral roles.
The table does not include the predefined No Access role. The No Access role does
not have any access rights.
Table 3-2

Default mappings between administrative rights and predefined
roles

Administrative
Rights

Administrator Storage
Storage
Administrator Operator

Define Roles

✓

Edit Registry
Settings

✓

Edit Server
Settings

✓

Manage Licenses

✓

Manage Tasks

✓

Manage Users

✓

Launch Vendor
GUI or Telnet
Session

✓

✓

✓

Read-Only
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Table 3-2

Default mappings between administrative rights and predefined
roles (continued)

Administrative
Rights

Administrator Storage
Storage
Administrator Operator

View [and zip]
Product Logs

✓

Read-Only

✓

Storage networking access rights for predefined CommandCentral
roles
Table 3-3 outlines the storage networking access rights (or product features) that
are assigned to predefined CommandCentral roles.
The table does not include the predefined No Access role. The No Access role does
not have any access rights.
Table 3-3

Default mappings between storage networking rights and predefined
roles

Storage
Networking
Rights

Administrator Storage
Storage
Administrator Operator

Bind Ports

✓

✓

Build LUN Groups ✓

✓

Build LUNs

✓

✓

Manage Array
Virtual Ports

✓

✓

Manage HBA Port ✓
Groups

✓

Manage Host
Connections

✓

✓

Manage LUN
Groups

✓

✓

Manage Raw
Storage Volumes

✓

✓

Manage Switch
Configuration

✓

✓

Read-Only
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Table 3-3

Default mappings between storage networking rights and predefined
roles (continued)

Storage
Networking
Rights

Administrator Storage
Storage
Administrator Operator

Manage Volumes
Multi-pathing

✓

✓

Manage VSANs

✓

✓

Manage Zones

✓

✓

Mask LUNs

✓

✓

Perform Device
Handle Scanning

✓

Perform HDS
Rescan

✓

Read-Only

Policy and provisioning access rights for predefined CommandCentral
roles
Table 3-4 outlines the policy and provisioning access rights (or product features)
that are assigned to predefined CommandCentral roles.
The table does not include the predefined No Access role. The No Access role does
not have any access rights.
Table 3-4

Default mappings between policy and provisioning rights and
predefined roles

Policy and
Provisioning
Rights

Administrator Storage
Storage
Administrator Operator

Dismiss and
Acknowledge
Alerts

✓

✓

Manage Policies

✓

✓

Manage Storage
Change
Management
Policies

✓

✓

✓

Read-Only
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Objects and reports access rights for predefined CommandCentral
roles
Table 3-5 outlines the object access rights and report access rights (or product
features) that are assigned to predefined CommandCentral roles.
The table does not include the predefined No Access role. The No Access role does
not have any access rights.
Table 3-5

Default mappings between objects and reports rights and predefined
roles

Objects and
Reports Rights

Administrator Storage
Storage
Administrator Operator

Create Custom
Panes

✓

Create Global
Panes

✓

Customize And
Save

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Manage Group
Objects

✓

✓

Manage Objects
and Attributes

✓

✓

Basic User Level
Read-only Tasks
(View Data and
Reports)

✓

✓

✓

Read-Only

✓

Editing CommandCentral roles
If predefined CommandCentral roles do not meet your needs, you can edit
predefined roles to assign to CommandCentral users. (The only exceptions are
the Administrator role and No Access role. You cannot modify or delete these
roles.
Any time a user performs a task, CommandCentral checks to determine if the user
has the proper permission to perform that task. Therefore, when an administrator
edits a role, the effect is immediate.
CommandCentral checks permissions at the following points:
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■

When the CommandCentral tool displays

■

When the tool commits the requested action

For example, a user can run the Configure New Device wizard and lose the rights
to configure a device before the user executes the action. In such cases, the Console
displays an authorization error when the user tries to execute the request.
To edit a CommandCentral role

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Management Server >
Roles.

2

In the User Roles table, select (check) the role that you want to edit.

3

In the drop-down list, click Edit Role. Then, click Go.

4

In the Edit Role dialog box, edit the role.
For more information:
See “Edit role dialog options” on page 66.

5

Click OK to save your changes for the role.
Access rights for all users who are assigned to the edited role update
immediately.

Edit role dialog options
Use this dialog box to edit the rights and description of the role that you selected
from the User Roles table. Once a role is edited, all users that are assigned to that
role receive the new rights for the role automatically. The Administrator role and
No Access role cannot be edited.
Table 3-6

Field descriptions

Field

Description

Role

The display name of the role. Not editable.

Description

(Optional) Edit the description of the role if needed.
The description displays in the User Roles table. There is no
maximum size to the description that you type. Alphanumeric
characters plus underscores (_) and hyphens (-) are valid.
Example: Can only view data and reports.

Rights table

In the Rights table, select (check or uncheck) the access rights
that you want to give to users who are assigned to this role.
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Creating CommandCentral roles
If modifying CommandCentral predefined roles does not meet your needs, you
can create roles and assign them to CommandCentral users.
To create a CommandCentral role

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Management Server >
Roles.

2

In the User Roles pane, in the drop-down list, click Add Role. Then, click Go.

3

In the Add Role dialog box, enter the required information.
See “Add role dialog options” on page 67.

4

Click OK to create the new role.
The new role appears in User Roles table.

Add role dialog options
Use this dialog box to add a customized role to CommandCentral. Roles within
CommandCentral define the rights of the users that are assigned to that role.
Several roles are established by default during the installation.
Table 3-7

Field descriptions

Field

Description

Role

Type the new role’s display name. The following characters are
not allowed: ~ ‘ ! @ ^ & < > ;()(parenthesis) < > ,(comma) \ | ‘(single
quote) ‘’(double quote) ;
Example: Manage Licenses

Description

(Optional) In the Description field, type a description for the role.
The description displays in the User Roles table. There is no
maximum size to the description that you type. Alphanumeric
characters plus underscores (_) and hyphens (-) are valid.
Example: User is allowed to manage and install
licenses.

Rights table

Check one or more access rights (product features) for which you
want the users that are assigned to this role to have access to.
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Removing CommandCentral roles
With the exception of the predefined Administrator role and No Access role, you
can remove any predefined or user-defined roles.
You cannot remove the roles that are assigned to user accounts. Either edit the
user account to assign a new role or delete the user account.
To remove a CommandCentral role

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Management Server >
Roles.

2

In the User Roles table, select (check) the roles that you want to remove.

3

In the drop-down list, click Remove Role. Then, click Go.

4

In the Remove Role dialog box, click OK to remove the role(s).
The role no longer appears in the User Roles table.
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Managing CommandCentral
user accounts
This chapter includes the following topics:
■

About user accounts

■

Adding user accounts

■

Resetting passwords for users in the cc_users private domain

■

Editing user accounts

■

Removing user accounts

■

Viewing users currently logged on to CommandCentral Storage

■

Auditing activity of CommandCentral Storage users

About user accounts
Before users can log on to the Console, an administrator must do one or both of
the following:
■

Add your predefined domain groups to CommandCentral as user groups.
See “About user groups” on page 77.

■

Add a user account for each user.

When the administrator creates a user account, a role (set of access privileges) is
associated with the account.
If you have licenses for both CommandCentral Storage and CommandCentral
Storage Change Manager, the user can then use that single user account to log in
to the Consoles for both modules.
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An administrator can add the user accounts that originate from:
■

Pre-existing network domains in use at your site (such as Active Directory
(AD), NIS, or NT)

■

Private domains that are created with the Symantec Product Authentication
Service. (CommandCentral ships with a private domain, cc_users, in which
an administrator can create user accounts.)

We recommend that you use pre-existing network domains instead of private
domains. Network domains minimize maintenance of multiple accounts and
leverage pre-existing security policies that your organization already has in place.
Whichever domain you use, you still must add user accounts to CommandCentral.

Adding user accounts
You can add user accounts to CommandCentral that are predefined in your
operating system network domain (such as NIS or NT). You can also create accounts
in a private domain that has been created with the Authentication Service (such
as cc_users). When you add user accounts, you also assign a predefined security
role. This role grants the user access rights to CommandCentral features.
We highly recommend that you immediately create one or more administrator
accounts to replace the default administrator account that ships with
CommandCentral. The default account has the user name admin and the password
password.
To add a CommandCentral user account

1

In the Console, click Settings > Management Server > Users.

2

In the Users and their existing roles pane, in the drop-down list, click Add
User. Then, click Go.

3

In the Add User dialog box, click New User or Existing User.

4

Complete the remaining fields as needed.
See “Add user dialog options” on page 70.

5

Click OK to add the user account.
A message dialog box states that the task was submitted. When the task
completes successfully, the new user can log on to the Console.

Add user dialog options
Use this dialog box to grant a new user access to this CommandCentral
Management Server. You can add an existing user by selecting a user account
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that exists within an authentication domain such as unixpwd, LDAP, or Windows
Active Directory. If you create a new user, you can only do so in the cc_users
private domain. User accounts in this private domain have access only to
CommandCentral.
In the Add User dialog box, you can do one of the following:
■

Add a user who already has an account in a network domain.

■

Add a new user to the default private domain.
For more information about adding new users:
See “About CommandCentral authentication ” on page 43.

Table 4-1

Field description

Field

Description

Existing User

Select to add a user from an existing authentication domain such
as unixpwd, LDAP, or Windows Active Directory.

New User

Select to create a user within the cc_users private domain.

Domain

Select the user account domain from the drop-down list. If you
are creating a new user, this field will display the default private
domain for this Server: cc_users@<servername>

User

Enter the user ID. The user enters this ID in the CommandCentral
logon page.
Example: jsmythe

Password

Enter the password for the new user. The user enters this password
in the CommandCentral logon page. This field is only accessible
when you add a new user.

Re-type Password

Re-enter the password for the new user. This field is only
accessible when you add a new user.

Email Address

Enter the email address for this user. CommandCentral uses this
address to send reports to the user.
The following characters are not allowed:
~ ` ! # $ % ^ & * ( ) + = { } [ ] < > , ?
Example: jsmythe@yourcompany.com

Roles

Select the role that you want to assign to the user.
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Resetting passwords for users in the cc_users private
domain
After you create CommandCentral users within the cc_users private domain, you
can reset those users’ passwords. For example, you might reset user passwords
if they forget the current password and cannot log on to the Console. You might
also reset user passwords if you are concerned that the product’s security integrity
has been compromised. For example, you might learn that a user has shared their
password with an unauthorized person.
The product ships with a default admin user within the cc_users private domain.
We recommend that you change this user’s password immediately after you install
the product. This user has the highest-level rights and can make any changes that
affect all users and the operation of the product itself.
To reset passwords, as well as the default admin user password, you can use the
Console or the Authentication Service CLI.
To reset a private domain user’s password in the Console

1

In the Console, click Settings > Management Server > Users.

2

In the Users and their existing roles table, select (check) the private domain
user account whose password you want to modify. (You can reset passwords
for only one user account at a time.)

3

In the drop-down list, click Reset Password. Then, click Go.

4

In the Reset Password dialog box, enter the new password for the user
account.
See “Reset password dialog options” on page 73.

5

Click OK.
The user’s password changes when the task completes successfully.

To reset a private domain user’s password by using the Authentication Service CLI

1

On the authentication broker host, open an operating system console and log
on as root (UNIX) or as a user with administrator-level privileges (Windows).

2

Change to the Authentication Service bin directory. By default the directory
is:

3

Solaris

/opt/VRTSat/bin

Windows

\Program Files\VERITAS\Security\Authentication\bin

Type the following command:
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Solaris

./vssat resetpasswd --pdrtype ab --domain
cc_users@server_name --prplname user_name --newpasswd
password --repeatednewpasswd password

Windows

vssat.exe resetpasswd --pdrtype ab --domain
cc_users@server_name --prplname user_name --newpasswd
password --repeatednewpasswd password

Where:
■

server_name is the fully qualified host name of the Management Server
that the user has access to.

■

user_name is the name of the user whose password you want to reset.

■

password is the new password for the user.
Passwords are case-sensitive must contain a minimum of five characters.

For example, to change the password for the default admin user account to
bandit10:
./vssat resetpasswd --pdrtype ab --domain cc_users@myhost.com
--prplname admin --newpasswd bandit10 --repeatednewpasswd bandit10

The user’s password changes immediately after the command runs.

Reset password dialog options
Use this dialog box to reset the password for the selected user. This dialog lets
you reset a password when the previous password is not known. Only available
for users in the private cc_users domain.
Table 4-2

Field descriptions

Field

Description

New Password

Enter a new password for this user. Passwords are case-sensitive
and must contain a minimum of five characters.

Re-type New
Password

Re-enter the new password for this user.

Editing user accounts
You can edit CommandCentral user accounts to:
■

Change the Management Server to which the account can access.
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■

Change passwords.

■

Modify the assigned role (access rights to a set of product features).

To edit a CommandCentral user account

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Management Server >
Users.

2

In the Users and their existing roles pane, select (check) the user account
that you want to modify. (You can modify only one user account at a time.)

3

In the drop-down list, click Edit User. Then, click Go.

4

In the Edit user dialog box, complete the remaining fields as needed.
See “Edit user dialog options” on page 74.

5

Click OK to save your changes for the user account.
A message dialog box states that the task for changing the user account was
submitted. As soon as the task is successfully completed, the changes to the
user account are immediate.

Edit user dialog options
Use this dialog box to edit the properties of a user who has permission to access
this CommandCentral Management Server.
In the Edit user dialog box, you can do one or more of the following:
■

Change the user’s password. Passwords are case-sensitive and must contain
a minimum of five characters.

■

Change the user’s email address. CommandCentral Storage uses this address
to send reports to the user.

■

Assign the user account the administrator security role.

■

Assign the user account a security role other than administrator.

See “Editing user accounts” on page 73.
Table 4-3

Field description

Field

Description

Domain

Displays the user account’s domain. If the user was created to
access CommandCentral only, this field displays the default
domain for this Server: cc_users

User

Displays the name of the user. Not editable.
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Table 4-3

Field description (continued)

Field

Description

Change Password

Select to change the password for the user.

Old Password

Enter the old password for the user. Only available after you select
(check) Change Password.

New Password

Enter the new password for the user. Only available after you
select (check) Change Password.
Passwords are case-sensitive and must contain a minimum of five
characters.

Re-type New
Password

Enter the new password a second time for verification. Only
available after you select (check) Change Password.

Email Address

Displays the email address for the user. CommandCentral uses
this address to email reports to the user.
Example: jsmythe@yourcompany.com

Roles

Select the role that you want to assign to the user.

Removing user accounts
You can use the CommandCentral Console to remove the user accounts that you
no longer need.
To remove a CommandCentral user account

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Management Server >
Users.

2

In the Users and their existing roles pane, select (check) one or more user
accounts to remove.

3

In the drop-down list, click Remove User. Then, click Go.

4

If the selected user account is a member of the private domain cc_users, you
can also remove the account from the cc_users domain. Click the checkbox
at the bottom of the dialog box.

5

Click OK.
A message dialog states the task was submitted. As soon as the task is
successfully completed, the account is removed.
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Viewing users currently logged on to CommandCentral
Storage
You can view a list of the users that are currently logged on to the CommandCentral
Storage Console. The list provides connection information about each user. You
can view the IP address of their CommandCentral Storage Console host and the
time that they logged on.
Note: This feature is not available in CommandCentral Storage Change Manager.
To view a list of users currently logged on CommandCentral Storage
◆

In the CommandCentral Storage Console, click Settings > Management Server
> Active Users.
The Users Currently logged on pane displays connection information about
the CommandCentral Storage users that are currently logged on to the
Console.

Auditing activity of CommandCentral Storage users
CommandCentral Storage logs user activities. For example, user-initiated events
such as logon attempts, logout attempts, and requests to change the status or
configuration of objects in the network. You can view the Audit History report to
review this information.
Note: This feature is not available in CommandCentral Storage Change Manager.
To view the Audit History reports

1

In the CommandCentral Storage Console, click Reporting > History.

2

In the History Reports pane, click Audit History.
The Audit History Summary pane summarizes user-initiated events for the
last 24 hours (default).

3

To get more specific information on user activity, click Details.
The Audit History Detail pane displays and provides specific information
about a user event.
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Managing CommandCentral
user groups
This chapter includes the following topics:
■

About user groups

■

Adding user groups

■

Editing user groups

■

Removing user groups

About user groups
You can configure existing user groups to access the CommandCentral Storage
Console. A user group can be an existing group within an operating system network
domain, such as a group that is defined in Active Directory (AD).
When you add a user group, you assign a role to the group and then set permissions
at the group level. For example, you might assign the Storage Operator role to a
user group and give the group Read-Write permissions.
Note the following:
■

If a user belongs to multiple user groups, CommandCentral Storage checks
each role that is assigned to the user. For example, a user might belong to a
Storage Administrator user group and a Storage Operator user group. When
the user performs a task, CommandCentral Storage checks the permissions
for both of these roles to determine if the user can perform the task.

■

If a user belongs to multiple user groups and one of those groups is assigned
the No Access role, the user cannot access CommandCentral Storage.
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■

If you add a user account for a user who also belongs to a group, the permissions
for the user account override the group's permissions. For example, a user
belongs to a group that has Read-Only permissions. This user also has a user
account that is assigned the Storage Operator role, which has Read-Write
permissions. When this user performs a task, CommandCentral Storage checks
the permissions for the user account and not the user group.

■

If a user customizes favorites or tables, the changes do not appear at the group
level. For example, if a user who belongs to a group adds the Switches Summary
pane as a favorite, that favorite appears only to that user. Other users in the
group do not see the favorite in their list of favorites.

Before you add user groups to CommandCentral Storage, review information
about CommandCentral Storage and operating system network domains.
See “CommandCentral and operating system network domains” on page 46.

Adding user groups
You can add user groups to CommandCentral Storage. When you add a user group,
you specify an existing group within an operating system network domain. You
also specify a role for this group, which lets you set permissions at the group level.
Review information about CommandCentral and operating system network
domains.
See “CommandCentral and operating system network domains” on page 46.
To add a user group

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Management Server >
Users.

2

In the User Groups drop-down list, select Add Group. Then, click Go.

3

In the Add Group dialog box, enter the required information for the group.
Then, click OK.
See “Add Group dialog box options” on page 78.
CommandCentral Storage runs the add user group task.

Add Group dialog box options
Use the Add Group dialog box to add a user group.
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Table 5-1

Add Group dialog box options

Field

Description

Domain

Select the domain to which the group belongs. This list includes the
domains that the Symantec Product Authentication Service recognizes.
Review information about CommandCentral Storage and operating
system network domains.
See “CommandCentral and operating system network domains”
on page 46.

Group

Enter the name of the group.

Role

Select the role that you want to associate with the group.

Editing user groups
You can edit user groups by changing the role that is associated with the group.
To edit a user group

1

In the CommandCentral Storage Console, click Settings > Management Server
> Users.

2

In the User Groups table, select a user group.

3

In the User Groups drop-down list, select Edit Group. Then, click Go.

4

In the Edit Group dialog box, select the role that you want to associate with
the group. Then, click OK.
CommandCentral Storage updates the user group.

Removing user groups
If you no longer need a user group, you can remove it from CommandCentral
Storage.
To remove a user group

1

In the CommandCentral Storage Console, click Settings > Management Server
> Users.

2

In the User Groups table, select a user group.

3

In the User Groups drop-down list, select Remove Group. Then, click Go.

4

In the Remove Group dialog box, click OK.
CommandCentral Storage removes the user group.
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Managing CommandCentral
licenses
This chapter includes the following topics:
■

About CommandCentral licensing

■

Viewing your CommandCentral licenses

■

Installing CommandCentral licenses

■

Removing CommandCentral licenses

About CommandCentral licensing
There are three main components of CommandCentral licensing. These
components are as follows:
Management
Server License

With a Management Server license, you can install multiple instances
of CommandCentral Storage and CommandCentral Storage Change
Manager and one instance of CommandCentral Enterprise Reporter.

Client Access
License

You need a Client Access License for each:

Port Access
License

■

Control Host that you install

■

Standard Agent that you install

■

Unified Agent that you install

■

Host that you discover through agentless discovery

This license is required for each used port that a module within the
CommandCentral family manages. Optionally, you can purchase port
licenses in bundles.

Each license falls into one of the following categories:
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Evaluation

A temporary license that remains valid for 60 days only.

NFR (Not For
Resale)

A temporary license that remains valid for 60 days only.

Evaluation
Extension

A temporary license that extends the 60 day validation period of an
evaluation license.

Permanent

A license that remains valid indefinitely.

To obtain licensing information, contact Symantec in one of the following ways:
Symantec
Licensing Portal

www.symantec.com/business/products/licensing/activation/

U.S. and Canada
telephone

1-800-721-3934

Worldwide fax

+1-650-527-0952

Email

amercustomercare@veritas.com

In Setting > Management Server > Liceneses View, in the License Summary
table, in Licensces In Use column, you can see the number of licenses being used.
The charges for different kinds of virtualization technologies is calculated based
on certain rules.
Following are a set of rules for charging the virtualization technologies:
■

VIO server or ESX server is not charged.

■

1 CAL is charged for every 8 LPARs, or 8 VMs, or 8 Solaris local zones.

■

1 CAL is charged for Solaris global zone, only if there are no local zones
associated with that particular global zone.

Viewing your CommandCentral licenses
You can use the Console to view CommandCentral license keys.
In the License Summary table, the number of hosts does not include those hosts
that are in the detached or unmanaged state.
To view CommandCentral licenses
◆

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Management Server >
Licenses.
The Licenses pane displays your current licensing information.
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Installing CommandCentral licenses
You can use the Console to install (or add) CommandCentral licenses. If you
upgrade to a different license—for example, from an Evaluation license to a
Permanent license—you can delete the old license.
See “Removing CommandCentral licenses ” on page 83.
To install CommandCentral licenses

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Management Server >
Licenses.

2

In the Licenses pane, in the drop-down list, click Install License. Then click
Go.

3

In the Install License dialog box, in the Enter license key field, type a valid
license.

4

Click OK.
The new license appears in the table on the Licenses pane.

Removing CommandCentral licenses
You can use the Console to remove CommandCentral license keys.
To remove CommandCentral licenses

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Management Server >
Licenses.

2

In the Licenses pane, click the checkbox next to one or more license keys you
want to remove.

3

In the drop-down list, click Remove Selected License(s). Then click Go.

4

In the Remove Selected License(s) dialog box, to confirm the license removal,
click OK.
The removed license or licenses no longer appear in the table on the Licenses
pane.
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Managing Web Engine SSL
certificates
This chapter includes the following topics:
■

About Web Engine SSL certificates

■

Viewing Web Engine SSL certificate information

■

Creating self-signed SSL certificates for the Web Engine

■

Exporting Web Engine SSL certificates to a file

■

Configuring CA-signed SSL certificates for the Web Engine

■

Cloning SSL certificates

About Web Engine SSL certificates
The Web Engine uses Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) to communicate with Web
browser clients. The default SSL keystore certificate (issued by Symantec) that
ships with the Web Engine can cause your Web browser to display a security alert.
If your browser displays a security alert, you can delete the certificate and generate
a new one that is appropriate for your site.
Certificate management commands are available only through the Symantec Web
Server (VRTSweb) command line interface. In case of CommandCentral Storage
5.2 RU1, or, later versions, Certificate management commands are available
through keytool. Keytool is a key and certificate management utility, which
stores the keys and certificates in a keystore. For more information on keytool,
please see:
http://docs.oracle.com/javase/6/docs/technotes/tools/solaris/keytool.html
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Note: Commands that modify the certificate require you to restart the Web Server.
See “Stopping and starting the Web Engine” on page 275.

Viewing Web Engine SSL certificate information
You can view information about a configured SSL certificate. For example, you
may want to view information about the SSL certificate if your Web browser
displays a security alert.
To view information about an SSL certificate in CommandCentral Storage 5.2
◆

Type the following command on the host where the Symantec Web Server
(VRTSweb) is installed:
%VRTSWEB_HOME%\bin> webgui cert display

To view information about an SSL certificate in CommandCentral Storage 5.2 RU1,
or, later versions
◆

In case of CommandCentral Storage 5.2 RU1, or, later versions, you need to
check the information within a certificate, or in java keystore. Use the
following commands to check the information :
■

Check a stand alone certificate:
<keytoolPath> / keytool -printcert -v -file <certificate file>

■

Check all the certificates in a Java keystore:
<keytoolPath> / keytool -list -v -keystore <keystore file>

■

Check a particular keystore entry using an alias:
<keytoolPath> / keytool -list -v -keystore keystore file>
-alias <mydomain>

Where,
<keytoolPath> is the path for keytool command. For example: \Program
Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage\WebEngine\esmweb\jre\bin\ for

Windows and /opt/VRTSccs/VRTSccstw/esmweb/jre/bin/ for Solaris.
<keystore file> is the path for keystore file. For example: \Program
Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage\WebEngine\esmweb\tomcat\cert\

for Windows and opt/VRTSccs/VRTSccstw/esmweb/tomcat/cert/ for Solaris.
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<mydomain> is the name of the alias.

Creating self-signed SSL certificates for the Web
Engine
You can use the Symantec Web Server (VRTSweb) command line interface to
create a custom, self-signed SSL certificate for the Web Engine. You might need
to create an SSL certificate if your Web browser displays a security alert.
The attributes of the certificate (captured in your response to each command-line
prompt) are attributes of an X.500 distinguished name. You can learn more about
the X.500 distinguished name at the following URL:
http://java.sun.com/products/jndi/tutorial/ldap/models/x500.html
During the process of creating the certificate, you need to know your country’s
two-letter SSL certificate countrycode . These codes are listed at the following
URL:
http://www.digicert.com/ssl-certificate-country-codes.htm
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To create a self-signed SSL certificate in CommandCentral Storage 5.2

1

Type the following command on the host where the Symantec Web Server
(VRTSweb) is installed:
%VRTSWEB_HOME%\bin> webgui cert create

2

Enter information for the following prompts:
Please answer the following questions to create a self-signed
SSL certificate. This is required to enable the HTTPS protocol
for the web server.
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
With what hostname/IP will you access this web server?
[servername]:hostname/IP
What is the name of your organizational unit? [Unknown]:Your
organizational unit
What is the name of your organization? [Unknown]:Your Company
What is the name of your City or Locality? [Unknown]: Your
City/Locality
What is the name of your State or Province? [Unknown]:Your
State/Province
What is the two-letter country code for this unit?
[Unknown]:Your Country Code
Is CN=hostname/IP, OU=Your organizational unit, O=Your Company,
L=Your City/Locality, ST=Your State/ProvC=Your Country
Code correct? [no]:yes
Certificate created successfully

3

Restart the Symantec Web Server by typing the following command:
%VRTSWEB_HOME%\bin> webgui restart

To create a self-signed SSL certificate in CommandCentral Storage 5.2 RU1, or,
later versions

1

Change your working directory to the location, where the CCS Web Server is
installed. For example: C:\Program Files (x86)\VERITAS\CommandCentral
Storage\Web Engine\esmweb\jre\bin .

2

Make sure that the old .keystore and certreq.csr file is deleted from jre/bin
directory.
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3
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Create a 2048-bit keystore using the keytool utility. For example:
keytool -genkey -alias tomcat -keyalg RSA -validity 3650 -keypass
changeit -keystore .keystore -storepass changeit -dname
"CN=<server-hostname>,OU=<organization>,
O=<company>,L=<location>,
S=<state>,C=<country>"
-keysize 2048

4

Copy the .keystore to the esmweb/tomcat/cert location.

5

Restart the Symantec Web Server by using the following commands:
For Solaris:
./vxccs stop esmweb
./vxccs start esmweb

For Windows:
vxccs.bat stop CCSGUI
vxccs.bat start CCSGUI

Exporting Web Engine SSL certificates to a file
You can export the public key that is associated with an SSL certificate to a file.
This key can then be imported into other applications to trust the Web Engine
instance.
To export an SSL certificate to a file in CommandCentral Storage 5.2

1

Type the following command on the host where the Symantec Web Server
(VRTSweb) is installed:
%VRTSWEB_HOME%\bin> webgui cert export cert_file [rfc]

2

If the Web Engine SSL certificate does not exist, the command prompts you
to create one. If you specify the RFC option, the key output is encoded in a
printable format as defined by the Internet RFC 1421 standard.
For example:
%VRTSWEB_HOME%\bin> webgui cert export C:\myapp\vrtsweb.cer rfc
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To export an SSL certificate to a file in CommandCentral Storage 5.2 RU1, or, later
versions
◆

Type the following command on the host where the CCS Web Server is
installed:
keytool -export -alias <alias name>

-file <certificate name>

-keystore <keystore file>

Where,
<keytoolPath> is the path for keytool command. For example: \Program
Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage\WebEngine\esmweb\jre\bin\ for

Windows and /opt/VRTSccs/VRTSccstw/esmweb/jre/bin/ for Solaris.
<keystore file> is the path for keystore file. For example: \Program
Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage\WebEngine\esmweb\tomcat\cert\

for Windows and opt/VRTSccs/VRTSccstw/esmweb/tomcat/cert/ for Solaris.

Configuring CA-signed SSL certificates for the Web
Engine
By default, the Web Engine presents a self-signed SSL certificate every time you
access the Web Engine over the SSL port. You can install a certificate that a
certificate authority (CA) signs, such as Verisign.com or Thawte.com.
If you do not have a self-signed certificate with the information that a CA can
verify, you can create one.
See “Creating self-signed SSL certificates for the Web Engine” on page 87.
To configure a self-signed SSL certificate in CommandCentral Storage 5.2

1

On the host where the Symantec Web Server (VRTSweb) is installed, generate
a Certificate Signing Request (CSR) for the certificate by typing the following
command:
%VRTSWEB_HOME%\bin> webgui cert certreq certreq_file

The variable certreq_file specifies the file to which the CSR is written. The
file is written using the Public-Key Cryptography Standard PKCS#10.
For example:
%VRTSWEB_HOME%\bin> webgui cert certreq c:\myapp\vrtsweb.csr

2

Submit the CSR to a certification authority, who issues a CA-signed certificate.
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3

Import the CA-issued certificate to the Symantec Web Server by typing the
following command:
%VRTSWEB_HOME%\bin> webgui import ca_cert_file

The variable ca_cert_file represents the certificate that is issued to you by
the certification authority.
For example:
%VRTSWEB_HOME%\bin> webgui cert import c:\myapp\vrtsweb.cer

4

The import command fails if the CA root certificate is not a part of the trust
store that is associated with the Web Server. If the command fails, add the
CA root certificate to the trust store:
%VRTSWEB_HOME%\bin> webgui cert trust ca_root_cert_file

For example:
%VRTSWEB_HOME%\bin> webgui cert trust c:\myapp\caroot.cer

Once the certificate used to sign the CSR is added to the trust store, you can
import the CA-assigned certificate into the Web Server.

5

Restart the Symantec Web Server by typing the following command:
%VRTSWEB_HOME%\bin> webgui restart

To configure a self-signed SSL certificate in CommandCentral Storage 5.2 RU1, or,
later versions

1

Change your working directory to the location of the CCS Web Server.
cd C:\Program Files (x86)\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage\
Web Engine\esmweb\jre\bin

2

Make sure that the old .keystore and certreq.csr file is deleted from
jre/bin directory.
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3

Create a 2048-bit keystore using the keytool utility. For example:
C:\Program Files (x86)\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage\
Web Engine\esmweb\jre\bin>
keytool -genkey -alias tomcat -keyalg RSA -validity 3650
-keypass <password>
<password>

-keystore .keystore -storepass

-dname "CN=<server-hostname>,

OU=<organization>,O=<company>,
L=<location>,S=<state>,
C=<country>" -keysize 2048

4

Create the certificate signing request(CSR)
C:\Program Files (x86)\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage\Web Engine
\esmweb\jre\bin>
keytool -certreq -keyalg RSA -alias <alias name>
-file certreq.csr -keystore .keystore
Enter keystore password:<password>

Back up the .keystore that was created in steps 3 and 4 in case there are
issues with the certificate imports.

5

Use the CSR to get the certificates signed from the Certificate Authority. The
Certificate Authority provides signed certificates in 3 parts. The Root
Certificates , Intermediate Certificate, and the Server Certificate. These should
be in Base64 Encoded format X.509 certificates (.PEM or .CER). For example:
■

GTE CyberTrust Global Root.CER (Root Certificate)

■

CyberTrust Global Root.CER (2nd Root Certificate for EV)

■

Cybertrust SureServer Standard Validation CA.CER (Intermediate
certificate/ Chain certificate)

■

chcmw3637.dir.svc.accenture.com.CER (Server Certificate)
Open each .CER certificate in Notepad for editing. You need to remove all
the white spaces and replace with carriage returns and save.
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Import the 2 x Root CA certificates.
keytool -import -alias < alias name>
-keystore .keystore -trustcacerts -file <Root certificate file name>

If the certificate already exists, you may see a message similar to the message
below, select the default option NO.
Certificate already exists in system-wide CA keystore under
alias <alias name>
Do you still want to add it to your own keystore? [no]: no

While importing the Root CA files, do not use same alias name for all the Root
CA files.
Enter keystore password:<password>

7

Import the Intermediate certificate.
keytool -import -alias < alias name>
-keystore .keystore -trustcacerts -file <Intermediate certificate
file name>
Enter keystore password:<password>

8

Import the Server certificate.
keytool -import -alias < alias name>
-keystore .keystore -trustcacerts -file <Server certificate
file name>

Enter keystore password:<password>

9

Copy the .keystore from the jre\bin directory to the <alias name> \cert
directory.

10 Restart the CommandCentral Storage Web Console and login to
CommandCentral Storage web console.

Cloning SSL certificates
You can clone the Web Engine SSL key pair into a keystore and use the cloned
Web Engine certificate for another application or Web server.
For more information about keystores, visit the following Web site:
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http://java.sun.com
To clone SSL certificates

1

Type the following command on the host where the Symantec Web Server
(VRTSweb) is installed:
%VRTSWEB_HOME%\bin> webgui cert clone keystore storepass alias
keypass

If a clone keystore exists, the command renames it to keystore.old.

2

If the Web Engine SSL certificate does not exist, the command prompts you
to create one. Type the clone command, for example:
%VRTSWEB_HOME%\bin> webgui cert clone c:\myapp\myserv.keystore
mystorepass myalias mykeypass
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Configuring the ports that
connect to the
CommandCentral Console
This chapter includes the following topics:
■

About the ports that connect to the CommandCentral Console

■

Viewing which ports connect to the CommandCentral Console

■

Adding ports to connect to the CommandCentral Console

■

Deleting the ports that connect to the CommandCentral Console

About the ports that connect to the CommandCentral
Console
The CommandCentral Web Engine generates the HTML pages that it serves to
the CommandCentral Console and encrypts its communication through anonymous
SSL. By default, the Web Engine serves HTML content on the following ports:
8181 (HTTP):

Non-secure port, used for backward compatibility. The Web
Engine redirects users to the secure port.

8443 (HTTPS):

Secure SSL port. The Web Engine presents a self-signed SSL
certificate (issued by Symantec) to the browser. You must
accept the certificate before accessing the secure Web
consoles. The SSL protocol prevents malicious users from
sniffing Web console data from the network.
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14300:

Administrative port.

If you use these ports for another application on the host, configure the Web
Engine to use different ports.

Viewing which ports connect to the CommandCentral
Console
You can view the list of ports that are used to connect to the CommandCentral
Console.
To view the list of ports that are used to connect to the CommandCentral Console

1

Open a Web browser.

2

In the Web browser’s address field, type the following URL and press Enter:
http://hostname:8181/

where hostname is the host name, IP address, or fully qualified domain name
of the Management Server

3

Click Configuration.
The Configured Ports table lists the configured ports.

Adding ports to connect to the CommandCentral
Console
By default, you connect to the CommandCentral Console using ports 8181 for
HTTP and 8443 for HTTPS. If another application on the host uses these default
ports, you may need to configure CommandCentral to use different ports. You
can do so by adding ports.
To add a port

1

Open a Web browser.

2

In the Web browser’s address field, type the following URL and press Enter:
http://hostname:8181/

where hostname is the host name, IP address, or fully qualified domain name
of the Management Server

3

Click Configuration.

4

In the left pane, click Add Port .
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5

6

In the Add Port pane, enter information into the following fields:
■

Port Number: Enter the port number to be added.

■

Protocol: Choose the HTTP option to add a normal port or choose the
HTTPS option to add a secure SSL port.

■

IP Address: (Optional) Enter an IP address to bind the new port to a specific
IP address instead of each IP address on the system. The IP address must
be available on the system before the Web server starts. Use this attribute
to restrict Web server access to specific administrative subnets.

■

Username: Enter the name for a user with administrative-level privileges.

■

Password: Enter the password for the specified user name.

Click OK.

Deleting the ports that connect to the
CommandCentral Console
If you no longer use a certain port to connect to the CommandCentral Console,
you can delete that port.
To delete a port

1

Open a Web browser.

2

In the Web browser’s address field, type the following URL and press Enter:
http://hostname:8181/

where hostname is the host name, IP address, or fully qualified domain name
of the Management Server

3

Click Configuration.

4

In the left pane, click Delete Port .

5

In the Delete Port pane, enter information into the following fields:

6

■

Port Number: Enter the port number to delete. You cannot delete the port
through which you are currently connected.

■

IP Address: If the port was bound to a particular IP address, enter the IP
address.

■

Username: Enter the name for a user with administrative-level privileges.

■

Password: Enter the password for the specified user name.

Click OK.
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9

Overview of host discovery
This chapter includes the following topics:
■

How you can discover hosts in CommandCentral

■

Supported features for host discovery options

■

What CommandCentral can discover from an agentless host

■

What CommandCentral can discover with the Unified Agent

How you can discover hosts in CommandCentral
CommandCentral provides several ways to discover hosts and their associations
to storage resources and network devices. To discover a host, you can use agentless
capabilities or you can install an agent.
Out of the box, the Management Server can discover the storage resources in your
storage area network. To get up and running, you can use agentless capabilities
to discover hosts and their connections to storage resources. Agentless capabilities
include the following:
Host discovery by
remotely running
agentless discovery
scripts

CommandCentral can discover a remote host by running the
scripts that collect data from the host. You can run the scripts in
the following ways:
You can let CommandCentral remotely access the host and
run the scripts.
■ You can copy the scripts to the remote host, run the scripts,
and then send the output file to the Management Server.
■

CommandCentral identifies this type of host as an agentless host.
See “Overview of agentless discovery” on page 111.
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Host discovery by
associating HBAs to
user-created hosts

If CommandCentral does not discover a host through an agent or
through agentless discovery scripts, it cannot discover that host's
associations to storage resources. However, if a host connects to
a fabric that the Management Server discovers, the Management
Server discovers the HBAs to which the host connects.
CommandCentral identifies the HBAs as unidentified adapters.
You can use agentless capabilities to create a host object and
associate the unidentified adapter to that host. After you create
the host object, CommandCentral can associate objects such as
zones and LUNs to the host.
To perform this process, you can match patterns in the name of
the zone or zone alias to which the HBA is associated. You can
also specify the mapping information between HBAs and hosts.
The host object is an object that exists in the CommandCentral
database. CommandCentral does not communicate with the
physical host. CommandCentral identifies this type of host as a
user-created host.
For more information about user-created hosts, see the
CommandCentral Storage User’s Guide.

An agent is a software package that runs on a host. It discovers information about
a host and relays the information to the Management Server. You can install the
following types of agents:
Standard Agents

The Standard Agent discovers and monitors the storage resources
that are associated with a host.
See “About the Standard Agent” on page 36.

Unified Agents

The Unified Agent is a part of Veritas Storage Foundation. It
consists of the VRTSsfmh package, which collects information
about a host that includes a Storage Foundation product. Wherever
Storage Foundation is installed, CommandCentral can use the
agent to discover information about the host.
See “About the Unified Agent” on page 36.

CommandCentral also lets you discover a host through the Control Host, which
is a special type of Standard Agent. The Control Host helps you manage discovery
data from agentless hosts and can discover arrays, switches, and VMware ESX
servers.
See “About the Control Host” on page 34.
See “When you need to use a Control Host” on page 35.
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To decide which host discovery option you want to use, you can review information
about the supported features for each option.
See “Supported features for host discovery options” on page 103.
Through each of these host discovery options, the Management Server is the
central point to which all of the discovered data flows. The following figure depicts
the flow of data with each of the host discovery options.
Figure 9-1

How CommandCentral components work together to discover hosts
Management
Server
Storage
arrays

Control
Host

Agentless
hosts

Control
Host

Agentless
hosts

Switches

Agentless
hosts

Standard
Agents

Unified
Agents

Supported features for host discovery options
CommandCentral provides several ways to discover hosts and their associations
to storage resources and network devices.
See “How you can discover hosts in CommandCentral” on page 101.
Table 9-1 identifies the use cases that each host discovery option provides at the
storage array, network-attached storage (NAS), and storage area network (SAN)
switch level.
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Table 9-1

Use cases for discovery options at the storage array, NAS, and SAN
switch level

Use case

User-created Agentless
host
host

Unified
Agent

Standard
Agent

Discovery and inventory reporting

X

X

X

X

Change tracking, best practices, and health and
performance monitoring

X

X

X

X

Capacity planning and utilization reporting (array X
and switch port level only)

X

X

X

Table 9-2 identifies the use cases that each host discovery option provides at the
host level.
Table 9-2

Use cases for discovery options at the host level

Use case

User-created Agentless
host
host

Unified
Agent

Standard
Agent

Storage allocation and chargeback reporting

X*

X

X

X

(by allocated storage, file system, or volume
manager capacity)

*By allocated
storage
capacity only

End-to-end visibility

X*

X*

X*

X

*Only from the *Only from the * Storage
HBA
file system
Foundation
downwards
downwards
hosts only
Health monitoring

X*

X*

(at the multipathing, file system, volume manager, *HBA ports
database, and application levels)
only

*HBA ports
only

Performance monitoring

X*

X*

*HBA ports
only

*HBA ports
only

X*

X*

Capacity planning and utilization reporting

(at the file system, volume manager, database, and *Allocation
application levels)
level only

*Not available
for databases
and
applications

Reclamation reporting

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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Table 9-2

Use cases for discovery options at the host level (continued)

Use case

User-created Agentless
host
host

Unified
Agent

Standard
Agent

Storage path and configuration management

X*

X

X

(includes path connectivity, redundancy, array
RAID type, multipathing, and volume manager
configuration)

*Includes path
connectivity,
redundancy,
and array
RAID type

X

CommandCentral includes the ability to discover virtualization servers (VMware
ESX servers and Solaris global zones). You can choose from different discovery
options to discover virtualization servers; however, the information that
CommandCentral discovers is the same:
■

For VMware ESX servers, the Management Server and Control Host can perform
remote discovery by using VMware Infrastructure SDK (VI SDK).

■

For global zones, you can install the Standard Agent on the global zone or you
can configure agentless discovery of the global zone. (Agentless discovery
provides the same level of discovery as the Standard Agent as long as you use
an account with the required privileges.) Discovering a global zone initiates
discovery of all non-global zones.

You can also discover VMware guest operating systems. The information that
CommandCentral discovers depends on the discovery option that you choose.
Table 9-3 identifies the use cases that each host discovery option provides at the
VMware guest operating system level.
Table 9-3
Use case

Use cases for discovery options at the VMware GOS level
VMware
Tools ¹

Volume manager utilization
File system utilization

X*

Agentless
host

Unified
Agent

Standard
Agent

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

* Windows
only
Application utilization

¹ When you configure CommandCentral to discover an ESX server, the VMware
explorer can also discover information about guest operating systems if you install
VMware Tools.
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The previous tables provide a high-level comparison of the host discovery options.
The following tables identify the objects that CommandCentral can discover and
report on with each host discovery option.
Table 9-4 compares the storage resources that CommandCentral can discover
with each host discovery option.
Table 9-4

Discovery of storage resources by host discovery option

Discovery area

User-created host Agentless host

Unified Agent

Standard Agent

Host

X*

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

LUNs and multipathing

X

X

X

Volume managers and file
systems

X

X

X

X

X

*Host name and IP
address only
HBA

X*
*WWN,
connectivity, and
number of ports
only

Storage allocation and
connectivity

X

Databases and applications

Table 9-5 compares the reports that CommandCentral Storage can generate with
each host discovery option.
Table 9-5

Reporting capabilities by host discovery option

Report category

User-created host Agentless host

Unified Agent

Standard Agent

Storage reports

X¹

X²

X

X

Reclamation reports

X¹

X²

X

X

Resource reports

X¹

X²

X

X

Performance reports

X¹

X²

X

X

History reports

X

Overview of host discovery
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¹ Some data is not available for reports in this category. Data is available for the
discovery areas that are listed in Table 9-4.
² Some data is not available for reports in this category.
See “How agentless discovery affects CommandCentral Storage reports”
on page 117.

What CommandCentral can discover from an
agentless host
Table 9-6 details what CommandCentral can discover from an agentless host by
operating system.
Table 9-6

Host level discovery for agentless hosts

Host information

AIX

Linux

Solaris

VMware
GOS ¹

Windows

Allocated LUNs

X

X

X

X

Claimed LUNs

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Dynamic Multipathing X

X

X

X

EMC PowerPath

X

X

X

Databases (Oracle,
Sybase, DB2, MS-SQL)
Device handles

X

X

X

File systems

X

X

X

X

HBAs

X

X

X

X

Host connectivity and X
topology

X

X

X

Microsoft Exchange
Native volume
managers

X

X

Solaris zones
Veritas Cluster Server X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X
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Table 9-6

Host level discovery for agentless hosts (continued)

Host information

AIX

Linux

Solaris

VMware
GOS ¹

Windows

Veritas Volume
Manager

X

X

X

X

X

ZFS

X

¹ VMware guest operating systems include Linux, Solaris x86, and Windows.
See “Requirements for agentless discovery of UNIX hosts” on page 123.

What CommandCentral can discover with the Unified
Agent
Table 9-7 details what CommandCentral can discover with the Unified Agent.
Note the following:
■

We support the Unified Agent only if a Storage Foundation product is installed
on the host.

■

End-to-end correlation of a file system to a LUN is available only if the file
system resides on a Veritas Volume Manager volume.

■

For applications such as Microsoft Exchange and databases, end-to-end
correlation is available only if:
■

The device they use is a Veritas Volume Manager volume

■

They use a file system that resides on a Veritas Volume Manager volume

Table 9-7

Host level discovery for Unified Agents

Host information

AIX

HP-UX

Linux

Solaris

VMware Windows
GOS ¹

Allocated LUNs

X

X

X

X

X

Claimed LUNs

X

X

X

X

X

Databases (Oracle,
X
Sybase, DB2, MS-SQL)

X

X

X

X

X

Device handles

X

X

X

X

X

X

Dynamic Multipathing X

X

X

X

X
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Table 9-7

Host level discovery for Unified Agents (continued)

Host information

AIX

HP-UX

EMC PowerPath

Linux

Solaris

X

X

VMware Windows
GOS ¹
X

File systems

X

X

X

X

X

X

HBAs

X

X

X

X

X

Host connectivity and X
topology

X

X

X

X

iSCSI initiator

X

Microsoft Exchange

X

Native volume
managers
Solaris zones
Veritas Cluster Server X

X

X

X

X

Veritas Volume
Manager

X

X

X

X

X

ZFS

¹ VMware guest operating systems include Linux and Windows.
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Configuring agentless
discovery of hosts by
remotely running scripts
This chapter includes the following topics:
■

Overview of agentless discovery

■

Requirements for agentless discovery of Windows hosts

■

Requirements for agentless discovery of UNIX hosts

■

Setting up a credential group for agentless discovery

■

Working with credential groups

■

Configuring CommandCentral to perform agentless discovery of hosts

■

Discovering remote hosts by manually running the agentless discovery scripts

■

Viewing agentless hosts

■

Editing the information that CommandCentral uses to discover an agentless
host

■

Unconfiguring the discovery of agentless hosts

Overview of agentless discovery
For an overview of agentless discovery, refer to the following topics:
■

See “About agentless discovery of remote hosts by running scripts” on page 112.
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■

See “How agentless discovery of a UNIX host works” on page 113.

■

See “How agentless discovery of a Windows host works” on page 114.

■

See “About agentless explorers” on page 115.

■

See “How CommandCentral performs agentless discovery of multiple hosts”
on page 116.

■

See “About credential groups” on page 116.

■

See “Supported operating systems for agentless discovery” on page 115.

■

See “What CommandCentral can discover from an agentless host” on page 107.

■

See “How agentless discovery affects CommandCentral Storage reports”
on page 117.

About agentless discovery of remote hosts by running scripts
Agentless discovery lets you discover hosts without installing an agent on the
host. The discovery provides end-to-end visibility from the file system to the
spindle. Because an agent is not required, agentless discovery eliminates agent
deployment and maintenance and minimizes CPU and memory consumption.
To perform agentless discovery, CommandCentral uses discovery scripts that
collect data from a host. You can run the discovery scripts in the following ways:
■

You can let CommandCentral remotely access the host and run the scripts.
See “How agentless discovery of a UNIX host works” on page 113.
See “How agentless discovery of a Windows host works” on page 114.
See “Configuring CommandCentral to perform agentless discovery of hosts”
on page 139.

■

You can manually run the scripts directly on the host.
You might use this method if you cannot allow CommandCentral to remotely
access a host. To manually run the script, you do the following:
■

Copy the script to the remote host.

■

Run the script.

■

Send the output file to the Management Server or a Control Host.

See “Discovering remote hosts by manually running the agentless discovery
scripts” on page 146.
Use only one of these methods to perform agentless discovery of a host. You
cannot use both methods to discover the same host.
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How agentless discovery of a UNIX host works
To perform agentless discovery of a remote UNIX host, CommandCentral does
the following:
■

Uses Secure Shell (SSH) to send the discovery script to the remote host.

■

Runs the discovery script.

■

Saves the script’s output to a data file on the remote host in the /tmp directory.

■

Uses SSH to send the output to the Management Server or a Control Host.

■

Deletes the files from the remote host that it used for discovery.

To perform this discovery process, CommandCentral requires a non-root user
account for the remote host. Privileged access is required to discover some
information.
See “Requirements for agentless discovery of UNIX hosts” on page 123.
Figure 10-1 depicts how CommandCentral performs agentless discovery of UNIX
hosts.
Figure 10-1

Agentless discovery of UNIX hosts
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How agentless discovery of a Windows host works
To perform agentless discovery of a remote Windows host, CommandCentral runs
a script that executes data-gathering commands. The script uses Windows
Management Instrumentation (WMI), a Windows management technology that
is used to work with remote hosts. The WMI calls use Microsoft’s Distributed
Component Object Model (DCOM) to obtain the data from the host.
CommandCentral creates a private local user account (CCSRHCollector) on the
Management Server or a Control Host to facilitate its use of DCOM. To
communicate between the CommandCentral host and the remote host, WMI uses
port 135.
CommandCentral uses WMI in two ways:
■

First, WMI contacts a service that runs on the remote host and invokes the
service to perform the actions that collect data about the host. As it collects
data, WMI sends the data back to the Management Server or a Control Host.

■

Second, WMI invokes command line tools such as nslookup and fcinfo and the
VxVM and VxDMP utilities. The output from the command line tools saves to
a data file on the remote host in the %systemroot%\temp directory.
CommandCentral copies the file from the host’s mapped admin$ filestore,
sends it to the CommandCentral host, and deletes the file from the remote
host.

To perform this discovery process, CommandCentral requires a local administrator
account for the remote host.
To discover a Windows host, you need a Windows Management Server or Control
Host. CommandCentral cannot perform agentless discovery of a Windows host
from a Solaris Management Server or Control Host.
Figure 10-2 depicts how CommandCentral performs agentless discovery of
Windows hosts.
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Agentless discovery of Windows hosts

Figure 10-2
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About agentless explorers
The following explorers assist in the discovery of remote hosts:
Remote host collector
explorer (RHCollector)

Manages data collection from various remote host explorers.
The explorer runs on the Management Server and Control
Hosts.

Remote host explorer
(RHExplorer)

Discovers data from remote hosts.
See “How agentless discovery of a UNIX host works”
on page 113.
See “How agentless discovery of a Windows host works”
on page 114.

Supported operating systems for agentless discovery
We support agentless discovery of the remote hosts that run the following
operating systems:
■

AIX 5.2, 5.3, and 6.1

■

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 4.0 and 5.0

■

Solaris 9 and 10
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We support discovery of Solaris x86 in a VMware guest OS environment only.
■

SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 9 and 10

■

Windows Server 2003 and 2008

For VMware guest operating systems, we support Linux, Solaris x86, and Windows.
We do not support agentless discovery of hosts whose operating system locale is
set to a non-English locale.

How CommandCentral performs agentless discovery of multiple hosts
By default, CommandCentral can perform agentless discovery of 10 hosts
concurrently. If other hosts are scheduled for agentless discovery at the same
time, the hosts remain in a scheduled queue.

About credential groups
When you configure CommandCentral to perform agentless discovery of hosts,
you need to provide CommandCentral with credentials (user name and password)
for the hosts. To help you manage the credentials for hosts, CommandCentral lets
you define credential groups.
A credential group defines the credentials for a set of hosts, which eliminates the
need to define credentials for each individual host. All hosts that belong to a
credential group need to have the same user name and password. You can use
credential groups with agentless discovery.
For example, you might have 50 hosts that have the same credentials. When you
configure CommandCentral to discover these 50 hosts, you have two options:
You can enter the
credentials for each
host

If the credentials for the hosts change, you need to modify the
configuration for each host.

You can select a
credential group

If the credentials for the hosts change, you need to modify the
credential group only. After you modify the credential group, the
new credentials automatically apply to each agentless host that
is associated with the credential group.

Before you can associate a credential group with an agentless host, you need to
create the group and add configuration properties.
See “Setting up a credential group for agentless discovery” on page 135.
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How agentless discovery affects CommandCentral Storage reports
When you view the default reports that ship with CommandCentral Storage, some
data is not available for agentless hosts. The following table identifies how
agentless discovery affects the default reports.
Table 10-1

How agentless discovery affects the default reports

Report category Reports where data is not available for an agentless host
Storage reports

■

Online Storage Capacity Summary report
Some data is not available because we do not support discovery of
all host information. For more information, see Table 10-2.
■ Storage Consumption reports
Some data is not available because we do not support discovery of
all host information. For more information, see Table 10-3 and
Table 10-4.
■ Application Growth reports
Data is not available for the Application Growth reports because
we do not support monitoring of an agentless host.
■ Host Virtualization Summary report
Some data is not available because we do not support discovery of
all host information. For more information, see Table 10-5.

Reclamation
reports

The reclamation reports do not include information about database
capacities on agentless hosts.

Resource reports

■

Software Inventory reports
Data is available for Veritas Volume Managers, native Volume
Managers, and Veritas Cluster Servers that reside on supported
operating systems.
See “What CommandCentral can discover from an agentless host”
on page 107.
For other applications, data is not available because we do not
support discovery of the applications that run on agentless hosts.

Performance
reports

■

Host Performance reports
The Host Performance reports do not include information about
the volumes on an agentless host. Information is not available
because we do not support monitoring of volumes on an agentless
host.

History reports

The history reports do not include data for agentless hosts. Data is
not available because we do not support monitoring of an agentless
host.
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Some data in the Online Storage Capacity Summary report is not available. The
following table identifies the capacities that are available for each type of host.
Because CommandCentral Storage discovers all physical capacities, logical
capacities, and claimed status capacities, they are not listed in the following table.
Table 10-2
Category

Online Storage Capacity Summary report
Capacity

AIX

Linux

Solaris

Windows

X (file
systems,
Veritas
Volume
Manager, and
Logical
Volume
Manager)

X (file
systems,
Veritas
Volume
Manager, and
Logical
Volume
Manager)

X (file
systems and
Veritas
Volume
Manager)

X (file
systems,
Veritas
Volume
Manager, and
Logical Disk
Manager)

X

X

X

X

FS Used
(non-apps)

X

X

X

X

FS Unused

X

X

X

X

Other

X

X

X

X

Consumption Assigned
¹

Unknown
Host Usage

Apps on Raw
FS Used
(apps)

Application
Usage

Used
Unused

¹ The Other / Overhead and Virtualization Unused capacities are not listed, as
they are derived from VMware discovery. The capacities do not depend on host
discovery.
Some data in the Storage Consumption Summary report is not available. The
following table identifies the capacities that are available for each type of host.
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Table 10-3

Storage Consumption Summary report

Capacity

AIX

Linux

Solaris

Windows

Assigned to
Volume
Managers

X (Veritas
Volume
Manager and
Logical Volume
Manager)

X (Veritas
Volume
Manager and
Logical Volume
Manager)

X (Veritas
Volume
Manager and
ZFS storage
pools)

X (Veritas
Volume
Manager and
Logical Disk
Manager)

Directly
X
Assigned to File
systems

X

X

X

Unknown
Assignment

X

X

X

X

Claimed

X

X

X

X

Unclaimed

X

X

X

X

Disk group Used X (Veritas
Volume
Manager and
Logical Volume
Manager)

X (Veritas
Volume
Manager and
Logical Volume
Manager)

X (Veritas
Volume
Manager and
ZFS storage
pools)

X (Veritas
Volume
Manager and
Logical Disk
Manager)

Disk group
Available

X (Veritas
Volume
Manager and
Logical Volume
Manager)

X (Veritas
Volume
Manager and
Logical Volume
Manager)

X (Veritas
Volume
Manager and
ZFS storage
pools)

X (Veritas
Volume
Manager and
Logical Disk
Manager)

File System
Used

X

X

X

X

File System
Unused

X

X

X

X

Directly
Assigned to
Databases

Application
Used
Application
Unused
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Some data in the Storage Consumption Detail report is not available. The following
table identifies the capacities that are available for each type of host.
Table 10-4

Storage Consumption Detail report

Capacity

AIX

Linux

Solaris

Windows

Claimed

X

X

X

X

Unclaimed

X

X

X

X

Assigned to
Volume
Manager

X (Veritas
Volume
Manager and
Logical Volume
Manager)

X (Veritas
Volume
Manager and
Logical Volume
Manager)

X (Veritas
Volume
Manager and
Logical Volume
Manager)

X (Veritas
Volume
Manager and
Logical Disk
Manager)

Directly
X
Assigned to File
Systems

X

X

X

Unknown
Assignment

X

X

X

X

Disk Group
Capacity

X

X

X

X

Used Disk Group X
Space

X

X

X

Available Disk
Group Space

X

X

X

X

Volume Capacity X

X

X

X

File System
Used

X

X

X

X

File System
Unused

X

X

X

X

Directly
Assigned to
Databases

Apps on Raw
Volume
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Table 10-4

Storage Consumption Detail report (continued)

Capacity

AIX

Linux

Solaris

Windows

File System
Capacity on
Volumes

X

X

X

X

File System
Capacity on
Non-volumes

X

X

X

X

File System
X
Non-Super User
Capacity

X

X

X

Some data in the Host Virtualization Summary report is not available. The
following table identifies the capacities that are available for each type of host.
Table 10-5

Host Virtualization Summary report

Category

Capacity

Linux

Solaris x86

VS Allocation

Claimed

X

X

NAS Allocated

X

X

Unclaimed

X

X

X

X

Unknown

X

X

VM Allocated

X

X

VS Consumption Assigned

VS Usage

GZ Used

VM
Consumption

Windows

X

Overhead

X

Available

X

X

Assigned

X

X

X

Unknown

X

X

X
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Table 10-5

Host Virtualization Summary report (continued)

Category

Capacity

Linux

Solaris x86

Windows

VM Usage

Apps on Raw

FS Used
(non-apps)

X

X

X

FS Unused

X

X

X

Other

X

X

X

FS Used (apps)

VM Application
Usage

Used
Unused

Requirements for agentless discovery of Windows
hosts
Table 10-6 lists the requirements for agentless discovery of Windows hosts.
Note: All of the requirements in the table apply if you configure CommandCentral
to perform agentless discovery. Only some of the requirements apply if you
manually run the scripts on the host. Refer to the third column to verify if the
requirement applies to that method of discovery.
Table 10-6

Requirements for agentless discovery of Windows hosts

Requirement

Description

Applies to manual
discovery?

A user account

CommandCentral requires a local administrator account for the remote Yes
host.

Network access
between hosts

Ensure there is network access between the host that you want to
discover and the CommandCentral host that performs discovery.

Windows
Management
Instrumentation
(WMI)

WMI is installed as part of the Windows operating system. Ensure that Yes
the WMI service is enabled on the CommandCentral host that performs
discovery and on the remote host that you want to discover.

No
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Table 10-6

Requirements for agentless discovery of Windows hosts (continued)

Requirement

Description

Applies to manual
discovery?

Port 135 opened

Open TCP port 135 on the remote host that you want to discover and No
the host that performs discovery (the Management Server or Control
Host). WMI uses port 135 to communicate between the hosts.

A Windows
CommandCentral cannot perform agentless discovery of a Windows
Management Server host from a Solaris Management Server or Control Host. Initiate
or Control Host
discovery from a Windows Control Host if you want to discover a
Windows host and do not have a Windows Management Server.

No

User Account
Control (UAC)
turned off on a
Windows 2008 host

No

Disable User Account Control on the CommandCentral host that
initiates agentless discovery, if the host runs Windows 2008.
For information about how to turn off UAC, follow the section titled
"Turning off UAC" at the following URL:
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc709691(WS.10).aspx

Microsoft’s Fibre
Channel Information
Tool installed on
Windows 2003 hosts

Install Microsoft’s Fibre Channel Information Tool (fcinfo) on Windows Yes
2003 hosts that you want to discover. This tool is required only if you
want CommandCentral to discover information about the host’s Fibre
Channel (FC) hardware (HBAs and Fibre Channel LUNs). For example,
the tool is not necessary if you want to discover a VMware Windows
guest operating system. FC discovery is not possible for VMware guest
operating systems.
You can download the tool from the following location:
www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?FamilyID=
73d7b879-55b2-4629-8734-b0698096d3b1&displaylang=en

Requirements for agentless discovery of UNIX hosts
Table 10-7 lists the requirements for agentless discovery of UNIX hosts.
Note: All of the requirements in the table apply if you configure CommandCentral
to perform agentless discovery. Only some of the requirements apply if you
manually run the scripts directly on the host. Refer to the third column to verify
if the requirement applies to that method of discovery.
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Table 10-7

Requirements for agentless discovery of UNIX hosts

Requirement

Description

Applies to manual
discovery?

A user account

Note the following:

Yes

■

The minimum requirement is a non-root user account.

To discover Veritas Cluster Server with a non-root user account,
you need to ensure that the user account meets certain
requirements.
See “Agentless requirements to discover Veritas Cluster Server”
on page 128.
■ We require privileged access to discover some information. You can
use privilege control software to designate privileged access to a
specific user for specific commands.
See “Commands that require root access for agentless discovery of
UNIX hosts” on page 125.
See “Using privilege control software with agentless discovery of
UNIX hosts” on page 129.
■

Network access
between hosts

Ensure there is network access between the host that you want to
discover and the CommandCentral host that performs discovery.

No

Persistent binding
for Solaris 9 hosts

Enable persistent binding if you want CommandCentral to discover the Yes
storage that is allocated to a Solaris 9 host.

A shell on the
remote host

CommandCentral requires a shell on the remote host (sh, ksh, or bash) Yes
that accepts sh file redirection.
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Table 10-7

Requirements for agentless discovery of UNIX hosts (continued)

Requirement

Description

Applies to manual
discovery?

Secure Shell (SSH)
on the remote host

To communicate between the CommandCentral host and remote UNIX No
hosts, CommandCentral uses the non-keyboard interactive,
password-based authentication of SSH.
Ensure that:
SSH is installed.
The SSH package is typically installed by default; however, it may
not be present if a minimal operating system installation was
performed. If the SSH package is not present, use the operating
system installer to install SSH, or download and install OpenSSH.
See “Installing OpenSSH on a UNIX host” on page 132.
■ SSH is set up properly.
See “SSH configuration requirements for agentless discovery”
on page 130.
■ SunSSH is version 1.1 (Sun_SSH_1.1) or higher on Solaris 9 hosts.
If a Solaris 9 host runs version 1.0 (Sun_SSH_1_0), network
communication between CommandCentral and the Solaris 9 host
may terminate during agentless configuration and discovery.
■ OpenSSH is not version 0.9.8e or 0.9.7e on AIX, Linux, and Solaris
hosts. These versions have known AES encryption issues, which
can cause a warning.
■

Commands that require root access for agentless discovery of UNIX
hosts
CommandCentral requires a user account to perform agentless discovery of a
remote UNIX host. The minimum requirement is a non-root user account. However,
there are a few cases where CommandCentral requires a root user account.
Table 10-8 identifies the commands that require root access.
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Table 10-8

Commands that require root access for agentless discovery

Storage resource Operating
system

Command

Purpose

Requirement¹

EMC PowerPath

/sbin/powermt
check_registration

Provides
license-related
information.

Mandatory

/sbin/powermt display dev=all Provides the
paths and their
status details.

Mandatory

Linux

HBAs or target
ports

Solaris

fcinfo

Provides the
Optional
Fibre
Channel-related
details regarding
HBA, HBA port
WWNs, etc.

Linux LVM

Linux

vgdisplay -version

Determines the
Mandatory
version of LVM in
use on the host.

vgdisplay -v --units b

Provides
volume-related
details for all
volumes.

Mandatory

lvdisplay -m --units b

Provides
volume-related
details for all
volumes.

Mandatory

dmidecode

Provides BIOS
UUID on
VMWare guest.

Optional

VMware ESX
server
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Table 10-8

Commands that require root access for agentless discovery
(continued)

Storage resource Operating
system

Command

Purpose

Non-global zones

Zlogin

Discovers how
Mandatory
storage is
consumed in
non-global zones.

df -glZ

Identifies the file Optional
systems that are
mounted in
non-global zones.

df -klZ

Discovers
Optional
capacity
information of
file systems
mounted directly
inside non-global
zone root.

Disk Slice
Information

prtvtoc

Provides disk
Mandatory
slice information.

Disk Information

vxdmpadm listctlr all

Avoids executing Mandatory
prtvtoc on the
paths that are in
disabled state.

Disk Information

vxdmpadm getsubpaths

Avoids executing Mandatory
prtvtoc on the
paths that are in
disabled state.

Solaris

Requirement¹

Veritas Volume
Manager

AIX, HP-UX,
vxdisk list
Linux, and Solaris

Provides
information
about Veritas
DMP-related
paths.

Optional

Disk Information

HP-UX

diskinfo

Discovers LUN
information.

Mandatory

/opt/fcms/bin/fcmsutil

Discovers FC
HBA.

Mandatory

HBA Information
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¹ Mandatory indicates that that part of feature discovery fails if you do not provide
root access for the command. Optional indicates that most of the feature discovery
works even if you do not provide root access for the command.

Agentless requirements to discover Veritas Cluster Server
CommandCentral can discover Veritas Cluster Server (VCS) through agentless
discovery. You can provide CommandCentral with a non-root user account to
perform agentless discovery of a UNIX host that includes VCS. If you use a non-root
user account, you need to do the following:
Ensure that the user
account has a default
working home
directory

Refer to your operating system documentation for the proper
syntax to create a user name with a working home directory. The
following example creates a home directory for the user account
"guestvcs" on a Solaris host:
# useradd -d /export/home/guestvcs -m guestvcs
# passwd guestvcs
New Password: ****
Re-enter new Password: ****
passwd: password successfully changed for guestvcs

Provision the user
account with VCS
operator access

See “To provision a non-root user account with VCS Operator
access” on page 128.

These requirements do not apply if you provide CommandCentral with a root user
account.
To provision a non-root user account with VCS Operator access

1

Log on as root on the host where VCS runs.

2

To provide Operator access for the non-root user account, type the following
commands:
cd /opt/VRTSvcs/bin
./haconf -makerw
./hauser -add user_name -priv Operator

Where user_name is the user name of the non-root user account that you
want CommandCentral to use for discovery.
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3

Log on under the non-root user account for which you provisioned VCS
Operator access.

4

To cache the VCS credentials, type the following commands:
export VCS_HOST=host_name
./halogin user_name password

Where:
host_name

is the name of the host where VCS runs.

user_name

is the user name of the non-root user account that you want
CommandCentral to use for discovery.

password

is the password for the user account.

You need to perform this operation only one time.

Using privilege control software with agentless discovery of UNIX hosts
CommandCentral requires a user account to perform agentless discovery of a
remote UNIX host. The minimum requirement is a non-root user account. However,
there are a few instances where CommandCentral requires a root user account.
See “Commands that require root access for agentless discovery of UNIX hosts”
on page 125.
To discover that information, you can configure CommandCentral to use one of
the following:
■

A root user account.

■

A non-root user account and use privilege control software to grant that user
the ability to run specific commands.

CommandCentral supports the following privilege control software with agentless
discovery:
■

PowerBroker

■

Privilege Manager for UNIX

■

Sudo

Table 10-9 identifies how you can use privilege control software with agentless
discovery.
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Using privilege control software with agentless discovery of UNIX
hosts

Table 10-9

Step

Action

1

Install the privilege control software on the remote host that you want to
discover.

2

Modify the configuration file for the privilege control software as follows:
■

Add the user name that you want to use for agentless discovery.

Add the commands that you want to allow the user to run.
See “Commands that require root access for agentless discovery of UNIX
hosts” on page 125.
■ Ensure that the software does not require a TTY session for commands to
succeed.
■ Ensure that the software does not require a password when running a
command.
■ Ensure that the user has the privilege to kill the commands that are initiated
with the privilege control software. We recommend this privilege because it
gives the non-root user the ability to kill any commands that hang when run
through the privilege control software.
■

3

Configure agentless discovery of hosts and associate the host(s) with a credential
group.
See “Configuring CommandCentral to perform agentless discovery of hosts”
on page 139.
See “Editing the information that CommandCentral uses to discover an agentless
host” on page 151.

SSH configuration requirements for agentless discovery
CommandCentral uses SSH to perform agentless discovery of UNIX hosts. The
configuration file sshd_config defines SSH configuration. The file is located in
/etc/ssh or in /opt/etc/ssh
Table 10-10 lists the requirements for SSH and the associated parameters that
are defined in sshd_config.
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Table 10-10

Requirements for SSH

Requirement

Parameter(s)

Comments

The SSH port is
open for the user
account that you
use for discovery

Port

The default port is 22.

SSH allows
password-based
authentication

PasswordAuthentication

To allow password-based
authentication, set the parameter
to yes.

SSH allows access PermitRootLogin
for the root user

Root user logon is required only if
you use a root account for
discovery. To allow logons by the
root user, set the
PermitRootLogin parameter to
yes.

SSH allows access ■ AllowUsers
for the user
If you use this parameter,
account that you
ensure that it allows the user
use for discovery
account that you use for
agentless discovery.
■ DenyUsers

By default, SSH does not restrict
user logons. However, you may
have setup SSH to restrict access.
If you use parameters to restrict
access, ensure that they do not
block access by the user account
that you use for discovery.

If you use this parameter,
ensure that it does not deny
the user account that you use
for agentless discovery.
■ AllowGroups
If you use this parameter,
ensure that it allows the group
to which the user account
belongs.
■ DenyGroups
If you use this parameter,
ensure that it does not deny
the group to which the user
account belongs.

For more information about sshd_config, refer to your system documentation.
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Installing OpenSSH on a UNIX host
The SSH package may not be present on a UNIX host. If SSH is not present, you
can either use the operating system installer to install SSH, or you can download
and install OpenSSH.
OpenSSH is a free, open-source version of SSH.
See “Installing OpenSSH on AIX” on page 132.
See “Installing OpenSSH on Linux” on page 132.
See “Installing OpenSSH on Solaris” on page 133.

Installing OpenSSH on AIX
AIX includes OpenSSH. You may also download OpenSSH.
To install OpenSSH on AIX

1

For AIX 5.2 or earlier, download OpenSSL from the AIX Toolbox page on the
IBM Web site:
https://www14.software.ibm.com/webapp/iwm/web/preLogin.do
?source=aixtbx&S_PKG=dlaixww&S_TACT=&S_CMP=
For AIX 5.3 or later, download the OpenSSL install package from the AIX Web
Download Pack Programs page on the IBM Web site:
https://www14.software.ibm.com/webapp/iwm/web/reg/pick.do?source=aixbp

2

Install OpenSSL.

3

Download OpenSSH from the following location:
http://sourceforge.net/projects/openssh-aix/files

4

Install OpenSSH.

Installing OpenSSH on Linux
Most Linux distributions include OpenSSH. You may also download OpenSSH. On
Linux, the following OpenSSH packages are required:
■

openssl-0.9.8b-8.3.e15.i386.rpm

■

openssh-4.3p2-16.e15.i386.rpm

■

openssh-server-4.3p2-16.e15.i386.rpm
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To install OpenSSH on Linux

1

For Red Hat, download the OpenSSH packages from the following location:
http://www.redhat.com
For other Linux distributions, download the OpenSSH packages from the
following location:
http://rpm.pbone.net

2

Run the following command to install the OpenSSH packages:
# rpm -ivh openssh-4.3p2-16.e15.i386.rpm
openssh-server-4.3p2-16.e15.i386.rpm

Installing OpenSSH on Solaris
On Solaris 10, SSH is installed by default. There is no need to install SSH manually.
On Solaris 9, the easiest way to install OpenSSH is to download and install the
precompiled packages from Sunfreeware.com. The following OpenSSH packages
are required:
■

GNU Compiler

■

Zlib

■

OpenSSL

■

OpenSSH

To install OpenSSH on Solaris 9

1

Download the OpenSSH packages from the following locations.
■

GNU Compiler
ftp://ftp.sunfreeware.com/pub/freeware/sparc/9/libgcc-3.4.6-sol9-sparc-local.gz

■

Zlib
ftp://ftp.sunfreeware.com/pub/freeware/sparc/9/zlib-1.2.3-sol9-sparc-local.gz

■

OpenSSL
ftp://ftp.sunfreeware.com/pub/freeware/sparc/9/openssl-0.9.8l-sol9-sparc-local.gz

■

OpenSSH
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ftp://ftp.sunfreeware.com/pub/freeware/sparc/9/openssh-5.3p1-sol9-sparc-local.gz

2

Unzip the packages and install the files using the following commands:
For the GNU Compiler:
# gunzip libgcc-3.4.6-sol9-sparc-local.gz
# pkgadd -d libgcc-3.4.6-sol9-sparc-local

For Zlib:
# gunzip zlib-1.2.3-sol9-sparc-local.gz
# pkgadd -d zlib-1.2.3-sol9-sparc-local

For OpenSSL:
# gunzip openssl-0.9.81-sol9-sparc-local.gz
# pkgadd -d openssl-0.9.81-sol9-sparc-local

For OpenSSH:
# gunzip openssh-5.3p1-sol9-sparc-local.gz
# pkgadd -d openssh-5.3p1-sol9-sparc-local

3

Set up the /var/empty directory by running the following commands:
# mkdir /var/empty
# chown root:sys /var/empty
# chmod 775 /var/empty

4

Add the user sshd by running the following command:
# useradd -g sshd -c 'sshd Privsep' -d /var/empty -s /bin/false
sshd

5

Edit the default /user/local/sshd_config file.
Replace these lines:
Subsystem sftp /user/libexec/sftp-server
PermitRootLogin no

with:
Subsytem sftp /user/local/libexec/sftp-server
PermitRootLogin yes
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6

Generate keys for the server by running the following commands:
# ssh-keygen -t rsa1 -f /usr/local/etc/ssh_host_key -N ""
# ssh-keygen -t dsa -f /usr/local/etc/ssh_host_dsa_key -N ""
# ssh-keygen -t rsa -f /usr/local/etc/ssh_host_rsa_key -N ""

7

Start SSHD by running the following command:
# nohup /usr/local/sbin/sshd &

Setting up a credential group for agentless discovery
You can use credential groups with agentless discovery to eliminate the need to
define credentials for each host.
See “About credential groups” on page 116.
Table 10-11 identifies how you can set up a credential group for use with agentless
discovery.
Table 10-11

Setting up a credential group for agentless discovery

Step

Action

Description

1

Create the credential
group

Create the credential group by specifying a name and
description for the group.
See “To create a credential group” on page 136.

2

Add configuration
properties

Add configuration properties to the credential group that
define the credentials (user name and password) for the
group.
See “To add configuration properties to a credential
group” on page 137.

3

Associate the
credential group with
agentless hosts

Associate the credential group with an agentless host.
You can associate the credential group when you configure
discovery of the host through the Console.
See “Configuring CommandCentral to perform agentless
discovery of hosts” on page 139.
See “Editing the information that CommandCentral uses
to discover an agentless host” on page 151.
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To create a credential group

1

Log on to the Management Server and open an operating system console.

2

Change to the following directory:

3

Solaris

/opt/VRTSccs/VRTShal/bin

Windows

\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage\HAL\bin

Type the following command:
Solaris

./perl CGutil.pl create-group -g Name [-d
Description]

Windows

perl CGutil.pl create-group -g Name [-d Description]

Where:
Name

is the name of the credential group.

Description

is a description for the credential group. The description is optional.
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To add configuration properties to a credential group
◆

Type the following command:
Solaris

./perl CGutil.pl add-properties -g Name -p
AccountName=username -P AccountPassword=password

Windows

perl CGutil.pl add-properties -g Name -p
AccountName=username -P AccountPassword=password

Where:
Name

is the name of the credential group.

username

is the user name of the user account.

password

is the password for the user account.

Note that the -p flag does not encrypt the value of the property, where as -P
does encrypt the value of the property. We recommend that you encrypt the
password value.
For example:
perl CGutil.pl add-properties -g "Windows hosts" -p
AccountName=Administrator -P AccountPassword=password

Working with credential groups
After you set up a credential group, there are several ways that you can work with
the credential group.
See “Setting up a credential group for agentless discovery” on page 135.
You can manage credential groups with the CGutil.pl script.
Table 10-12 lists the common tasks that you can perform with credential groups.
Table 10-12
Task

Common tasks for credential groups
Description

CGutil.pl command

Periodically update the You might periodically change credentials modify-properties
credentials for a
for a set of hosts to conform to your
credential group
internal security policies. If you change
credentials for hosts, then you need to
update the credentials in the
corresponding credential group.
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Table 10-12

Common tasks for credential groups (continued)

Task

Description

CGutil.pl command

View configured
credential groups

You can view a list of the credential
groups that are configured.

list-groups

View information
about a specific
credential group

You can view the group’s description, its show-group
properties, and the hosts to which it is
associated.

View the associations
between credential
groups and agentless
hosts

You can view a list of agentless hosts and list-hosts
the credential groups to which they are
associated. You can also view the
agentless hosts that are not associated
with credential groups.

Modify a credential
group's name or
description

You can modify the attributes for a
modify-group
credential group, which includes its name
and description.

Switch a host from
using host credentials
to using a credential
group

If CommandCentral is configured to use add-host
a user name and password for agentless
discovery, you can change the
configuration to use a credential group.

Disassociate a
If a host is associated with a credential remove-host
credential group from group and you want to manage the
an agentless host
credentials independently, you can
disassociate the group from the host.
CommandCentral continues to discover
the host with the credentials from the
credential group, but updates to the
credential group are not propagated to
the host. To update the credentials for
the host, you need to use the Edit Remote
Host wizard.
See “Editing the information that
CommandCentral uses to discover an
agentless host” on page 151.
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Table 10-12

Common tasks for credential groups (continued)

Task

Description

CGutil.pl command

Delete a credential
group

If you no longer need to use a credential delete-group
group, you can delete it. After you delete
a credential group, CommandCentral
continues to use the credentials from that
group to discover the hosts that were
associated to the group. To update the
credentials for the host, you need to use
the Edit Remote Host wizard.

For more information about these commands, refer to the command reference
for CGutil.pl.
See CGutil.pl on page 286.

Configuring CommandCentral to perform agentless
discovery of hosts
You can configure CommandCentral to discover a remote host without installing
an agent on the host. To discover the host, CommandCentral remotely accesses
the host and runs a discovery script.
See “About agentless discovery of remote hosts by running scripts” on page 112.
See “How agentless discovery of a UNIX host works” on page 113.
See “How agentless discovery of a Windows host works” on page 114.
To configure discovery, you need to provide CommandCentral with information
about the hosts that you want to discover. You can provide the information in the
following ways:
Multiple hosts at a time

With this method, you enter information about the hosts into
a CSV file and upload that CSV file into the Configure Remote
Host wizard. This method is recommended when you need to
configure multiple hosts.
See “CSV file requirements for the Configure Remote Host
wizard” on page 141.
See “To configure CommandCentral to perform agentless
discovery of multiple remote hosts” on page 140.
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One host at a time

With this method, you enter information about one host into
the Configure Remote Host wizard. This method is
recommended only if you need to configure a small number
of hosts.
See “To configure CommandCentral to perform agentless
discovery of a remote host” on page 140.

Do not configure CommandCentral to perform agentless discovery of a host if you
already discover the host by manually running the discovery scripts. You cannot
use both methods to discover the same host.
See “About agentless discovery of remote hosts by running scripts” on page 112.
To configure CommandCentral to perform agentless discovery of multiple remote
hosts

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts drop-down list, click Configure Remote Host. Then, click Go.

3

In the Configure Remote Host wizard, click Configure multiple hosts in a
batch and click Next.

4

In the Configure Remote Host Details through CSV panel, select the CSV
file and if desired, modify the polling interval and collector host. Then, click
Next.
See “CSV file requirements for the Configure Remote Host wizard” on page 141.
See “Configure Remote Host Details through CSV panel options” on page 144.

5

In the Configure Remote Host Details panel, review the details of the upload.
Then, click Next.

6

In the CSV Hosts Status panel, click Finish.

7

(Optional) To view the status of the configuration, click Task Status.
The configuration details appear in the Host Configuration Summary table.
See “Viewing the configuration status of agentless hosts added through a
CSV file” on page 146.

To configure CommandCentral to perform agentless discovery of a remote host

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts drop-down list, click Configure Remote Host. Then, click Go.

3

In the Configure Remote Host wizard, click Configure single host and click
Next.
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4

In the Configure Remote Host Details panel, enter the required information
about the host. Then, click Next.
See “Configure Remote Host Details panel options” on page 144.

5

In the Configure Remote Host Status panel, review the details of the
operation. Then, click Finish.
After discovery completes, information about the host appears in the Console.
See “Viewing agentless hosts” on page 150.

CSV file requirements for the Configure Remote Host wizard
When you configure CommandCentral to perform agentless discovery of hosts,
you can provide information about multiple hosts at once. You need to enter the
information about the hosts into a comma-separated values (CSV) file. After you
create the file, you can upload it through the Configure Remote Host wizard.
See “Configuring CommandCentral to perform agentless discovery of hosts”
on page 139.
The information to enter in the CSV file depends on how you want to provide
credentials and if you want to use privilege control software. To provide
credentials, you can either specify the user name and password for hosts or you
can assign hosts to a credential group.
See “About credential groups” on page 116.
See “Working with credential groups” on page 137.
See “Using privilege control software with agentless discovery of UNIX hosts”
on page 129.
You can provide information about a host in one of four ways:
User name and password

The required fields are as follows:
■

HostName

■

OSType

■

UserName

■

Password
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User name and password
with privilege control
software

Credential group

The required fields are as follows:
■

HostName

■

OSType

■

UserName

■

Password

■

PCSName

■

PCSPath

The required fields are as follows:

Credential group with
privilege control software

■

HostName

■

OSType

■

CredentialGroup

The required fields are as follows:
■

HostName

■

OSType

■

CredentialGroup

■

PCSName

■

PCSPath

The information that you need to provide in each field is as follows:
HostName

The fully qualified host name or IP address of the host that you want
to discover.

OSType

The operating system that the host runs, which is any of the following:
■

AIX

■

Linux

■

Solaris

■

Windows

The names of the operating systems are case-sensitive.
CredentialGroup

The name of the credential group to which you want to assign the
host. You can create credential groups with the CGutil.pl script.
See “Setting up a credential group for agentless discovery” on page 135.
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UserName

The user name of the account that you want to use to discover the
host.
For Windows hosts, if you enter the user name with a domain (for
example, cc-lab\admin2), type the user name as follows:
"domain\\user_name"
To ensure that CommandCentral can discover full data, enter an
account that has the required privileges.
See “Requirements for agentless discovery of UNIX hosts” on page 123.
See “Requirements for agentless discovery of Windows hosts”
on page 122.

Password

The password for the user account.

PCSName

The privilege control software in use on the remote host, which is any
of the following:
■

pbrun

■

pmrun

■

sudo

pbrun stands for PowerBroker and pmrun stands for Privilege Manager
for UNIX.
See “Using privilege control software with agentless discovery of UNIX
hosts” on page 129.
PCSPath

The location where the privilege control software’s configuration file
resides.

The following is an example of a CSV file that includes user names and passwords
for each host:
HostName,OSType,UserName,Password
host1.symantecexample.com,AIX,user1,password1
host2.symantecexample.com,Linux,user2,password2
host3.symantecexample.com,Windows,"lab\\user3",password3

The following is an example of a CSV file that includes user names and passwords
and privilege control software:
HostName,OSType,UserName,Password,PCSName,PCSPath
host1.symantecexample.com,AIX,user1,password1,sudo,/usr/bin
host2.symantecexample.com,Linux,user2,password2,sudo,/usr/bin
host3.symantecexample.com,Solaris,user3,password3,sudo,/usr/bin

The following is an example of a CSV file that assigns hosts to credential groups:
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HostName,OSType,CredentialGroup
host1.symantecexample.com,Linux,Linuxhosts
host2.symantecexample.com,Linux,Linuxhosts
host3.symantecexample.com,Windows,Windowshosts

The following is an example of a CSV file that includes a mixture of host
configurations. The first entry includes a user name and password. The second
entry includes a user name and password and privilege control software. The third
entry assigns the host to a credential group.
HostName,OSType,UserName,Password,CredentialGroup,PCSName,PCSPath
host1.symantecexample.com,Solaris,root,password
host2.symantecexample.com,Linux,user1,password1,,sudo,,/usr/bin
host3.symantecexample.com,Linux,,,Linuxhosts

Configure Remote Host Details through CSV panel options
Use this panel to upload a CSV file that includes information about multiple remote
hosts that you want CommandCentral to discover.
Table 10-13

Configure Remote Host Details through CSV panel options

Option

Description

File Name

Click Browse and select the CSV file.
See “CSV file requirements for the Configure Remote Host wizard”
on page 141.

Polling Interval

Enter the amount of time that you want CommandCentral to wait
before it repeats discovery of the hosts. The default is 360 minutes.

Collector host

Select the CommandCentral host that you want to collect data
from the remote hosts. The Management Server and Control Host
can collect data from agentless hosts.
CommandCentral cannot perform agentless discovery of a
Windows host from a Solaris Management Server or Control Host.
You can initiate discovery from a Windows host only.
See “Requirements for agentless discovery of Windows hosts”
on page 122.

Configure Remote Host Details panel options
Use this panel to provide CommandCentral with the information that it needs to
perform agentless discovery of a host.
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Table 10-14

Configure Remote Host Details panel options

Option

Description

Host Name

Type the fully qualified host name or IP address of the host that
you want to discover.

Operating System

Select the operating system that runs on the host that you want
to discover.

Host Credential
Method

Select one of the following:
Credential Group
Select this option if you want to assign the host to a credential
group. A credential group defines the credentials for a set of
hosts, which eliminates the need to define credentials for each
individual host.
See “About credential groups” on page 116.
See “Setting up a credential group for agentless discovery”
on page 135.
■ Host Credential
Select this option if you want to specify the user name and
password of the account that you want to use to discover the
host. After you select this option, type the credentials in the
User Name and Password fields.
■

To ensure that CommandCentral can discover full data, enter an
account that has the required privileges.
See “Requirements for agentless discovery of UNIX hosts”
on page 123.
See “Requirements for agentless discovery of Windows hosts”
on page 122.
Privilege Control
Software

(Optional) Select the privilege control software in use on the
remote host, which is any of the following:
■

PowerBroker

■

Privilege Manager for UNIX

■

Sudo

See “Using privilege control software with agentless discovery of
UNIX hosts” on page 129.
Path

Enter the location where the privilege control software is installed.
This field is available only if you select a privilege control software.

Polling Interval (in
minutes)

Enter the amount of time that you want CommandCentral to wait
before it repeats discovery of the host. The default is 360 minutes.
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Table 10-14

Configure Remote Host Details panel options (continued)

Option

Description

Collector Host

Select the CommandCentral host that you want to collect data
from the remote host. The Management Server and Control Host
can collect data from agentless hosts.
CommandCentral cannot perform agentless discovery of a
Windows host from a Solaris Management Server or Control Host.
You can initiate discovery from a Windows host only.
See “Requirements for agentless discovery of Windows hosts”
on page 122.

Verify Host
Connectivity

Check to have CommandCentral verify the connection to the host
based on the information that you entered (host name, operating
system type, and credentials). This field is checked by default.

Viewing the configuration status of agentless hosts added through a
CSV file
After you configure agentless discovery of multiple remote hosts, the status of
the configuration appears in the Task Status pane. The Host Configuration
Summary table helps you identify if the configuration succeeded or failed. If the
configuration failed, you can view the Request Detail column to identify why the
configuration failed.
To view the configuration status of agentless hosts added through a CSV file
◆

Click Task Status.
The configuration details appear in the Host Configuration Summary table.

Discovering remote hosts by manually running the
agentless discovery scripts
You can configure CommandCentral to discover a remote host without installing
an agent on the host. To discover the host, you can run the agentless discovery
scripts directly on the remote host that you want to discover. You might run the
scripts directly on the host if you cannot allow CommandCentral to remotely
access the host and run the scripts.
Do not manually run the discovery scripts on a host if you already configured
CommandCentral to perform agentless discovery of the host. You cannot use both
methods to discover the same host.
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See “About agentless discovery of remote hosts by running scripts” on page 112.
Table 10-15 outlines the process to run the discovery scripts directly on the remote
host.
Process to run the discovery scripts directly on the remote host

Table 10-15
Step

Description

1

(Optional) Change the directory that the RHCollector explorer scans.
When the discovery scripts run, they produce an output file. This file includes
the data that CommandCentral discovered about the host. The RHCollector
explorer scans a specific directory for the output file. When it finds a file with
the appropriate syntax, it imports the data and then deletes the file.
The default directories are as follows:
■

Solaris:
/var/VRTSccs/data/vexp/RHCollector/ext

■

Windows:
\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage
Data\Data\vexp\RHCollector\ext

2

Copy the agentless discovery script to the remote host.

3

Run the agentless discovery script.

4

Copy the output file to the Management Server or a Control Host. Place the file
in the directory that the RHCollector scans, as mentioned in step 1.

You can automate this process by using a mechanism that periodically runs the
discovery script and sends the output file to the CommandCentral host.
To change the directory where the discovery script’s output file resides

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts table, select the Management Server or a Control Host.

3

In the Explorers table, in the Explorer column, click RHCollector.

4

Click Registry.

5

In the Registry Settings table, check ExternalDiscoveryDirectory.

6

Click Go.

7

In the Edit Registry Entry dialog box, modify the directory and click OK.
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To copy the agentless discovery script to the remote host

1

2

3

On the Management Server, change to the directory where the discovery
scripts reside. By default, the scripts reside in the following directory:
Solaris

/opt/VRTSccs/lib

Windows

\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage\lib

Copy the script that corresponds to the type of host that you want to discover:
AIX

RHAIXScript.sh

Linux

RHLinuxScript.sh

Solaris

RHSolarisScript.sh

Windows

RHWindowsScript.vbs

Place the script on the remote host.
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To run the agentless discovery script

1

Log on to the host that you want to discover. To ensure that CommandCentral
can discover full data, log on with an account that has the required privileges.
See “Requirements for agentless discovery of UNIX hosts” on page 123.
See “Requirements for agentless discovery of Windows hosts” on page 122.

2

Change to the directory where you placed the discovery script.

3

To run the script, type one of the following commands:
AIX

/bin/sh ./RHAIXScript.sh -d directory -t
temp_directory

Linux

/bin/sh ./RHLinuxScript.sh -d directory -t
temp_directory

Solaris

/bin/sh ./RHSolarisScript.sh -d directory -t
temp_directory

Windows

cscript RHWindowsScript.vbs /d directory

Where:
directory

is the directory in which you want to save the output file. This flag
is optional on Windows. If you do not specify a directory, the script
saves the output file to the current working directory.

temp_directory is the directory where the script saves and then deletes temporary
files. This flag is optional. If you do not specify a directory, the script
uses /tmp as the temporary directory.

To copy the output file to the Management Server or a Control Host

1

On the remote host, go to the directory where the output file resides.

2

Copy the output file to the Management Server or a Control Host by placing
the file in the directory that the RHCollector scans. The default directory is:
Solaris

/var/VRTSccs/data/vexp/RHCollector/ext

Windows

\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage
Data\Data\vexp\RHCollector\ext

When the RHCollector scans the directory, it imports the data into the
database and deletes the output file.
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Viewing agentless hosts
After you configure discovery of an agentless host, CommandCentral displays
information about that host in the Console. You can view details about an agentless
host in two ways:
■

You can view the information that CommandCentral discovers about an
agentless host. For example, you can view the data that helps you determine
file system utilization.

■

You can view and work with the agentless host’s configuration. For example
you can perform the following tasks:
■

You can edit an agentless host’s configuration.
See “Editing the information that CommandCentral uses to discover an
agentless host” on page 151.

■

You can view an agentless host’s condition to troubleshoot discovery issues.
See “About the conditions for hosts” on page 169.

■

You can stop CommandCentral from discovering an agentless host.
See “Unconfiguring the discovery of agentless hosts” on page 153.

Some Console operations are not available for agentless hosts.
See “Console operations for agentless hosts” on page 171.
Note: In the Host Management pane and the Hosts pane, the Host Configuration
column identifies if the host is an agentless host. If you configured
CommandCentral to perform agentless discovery of the host, the host configuration
is Agentless. If you manually perform agentless discovery of the host, the host
configuration is Agentless (Manual).
To view the information that CommandCentral discovers about an agentless host

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Managing > Summary.

2

In the Managing Summary pane, under Hosts and HBAs, click Hosts.
The Hosts pane appears and displays agentless hosts in the Hosts Summary
table.

To view and work with the agentless host’s configuration
◆

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.
The Host Management pane appears and displays agentless hosts in the Hosts
table.
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Editing the information that CommandCentral uses
to discover an agentless host
After you configure a remote host for agentless discovery, you can edit the
information that CommandCentral uses to perform discovery.
To edit the information that CommandCentral uses to discover an agentless host

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts table, check an agentless host.

3

In the drop-down list, select Edit Remote Host. Then, click Go.

4

In the Edit Remote Host Details panel, enter the required information about
the host. Then, click Next.
See “Edit Remote Host Details panel options” on page 151.

5

In the Edit Remote Host Status panel, review the details of the operation.
Then, click Finish.
The information that CommandCentral uses to discover the agentless host
updates.

Edit Remote Host Details panel options
Use this panel to edit the information that CommandCentral uses to perform
agentless discovery of a host.
Table 10-16

Edit Remote Host Details panel options

Option

Description

Host Name

This field is read-only. The field includes the fully qualified host
name or IP address of the host.

Operating System

This field is read-only. The field identifies the operating system
that runs on the host.
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Table 10-16

Edit Remote Host Details panel options (continued)

Option

Description

Host Credential
Method

Select one of the following:
Credential Group
Select this option if you want to assign the host to a credential
group. A credential group defines the credentials for a set of
hosts, which eliminates the need to define credentials for each
individual host.
See “About credential groups” on page 116.
See “Working with credential groups” on page 137.
■ Host Credential
Select this option if you want to specify the user name and
password of the account that you want to use to discover the
host. After you select this option, type the credentials in the
Edit User Name and Re-enter Password fields.
■

To ensure that CommandCentral can discover full data, enter an
account that has the required privileges.
See “Requirements for agentless discovery of UNIX hosts”
on page 123.
See “Requirements for agentless discovery of Windows hosts”
on page 122.
Privilege Control
Software

(Optional) Select the privilege control software in use on the
remote host, which is any of the following:
■

PowerBroker

■

Privilege Manager for UNIX

■

Sudo

See “Using privilege control software with agentless discovery of
UNIX hosts” on page 129.
Path

Enter the location where the privilege control software is installed.
This field is available only if you select a privilege control software.

Polling Interval (in
minutes)

Enter the amount of time that you want CommandCentral to wait
before it repeats discovery of the host. The default is 360 minutes.

Collector Host

This field is read-only. The field defines the CommandCentral
host that collects data from the remote host. The Management
Server and Control Host can collect data from agentless hosts.

Verify Host
Connectivity

Check to have CommandCentral verify the connection to the host
based on the information that you entered (host name, operating
system type, and credentials).
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Unconfiguring the discovery of agentless hosts
If you no longer want to discover an agentless host, you can stop CommandCentral
from discovering that host. When you unconfigure the host, CommandCentral
also removes discovered data from the database.
To unconfigure discovery of an agentless host

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts table, check an agentless host.

3

In the drop-down list, click Unconfigure Host. Then, click Go.

4

In the Unconfigure Host panel, click Next.

5

In the Status of the Host to be Unconfigured panel, review the details of the
operation. Then, click Finish.
Unconfiguration of the host completes.
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Chapter

11

Discovering hosts through
the Unified Agent
This chapter includes the following topics:
■

Configuring Unified Agents to report to CommandCentral

■

Performing post-configuration setup for the Unified Agent

■

Verifying the version of the VRTSsfmh package

■

Unconfiguring Unified Agents

Configuring Unified Agents to report to
CommandCentral
You can configure Unified Agents to report to a CommandCentral Management
Server.
See “About the Unified Agent” on page 36.
You can use the following scripts to configure Unified Agents to report to a
CommandCentral Management Server:
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UAUtil.pl

The UAUtil.pl script lets you configure Unified Agents to report to
CommandCentral if the Unified Agents:
■

Run on UNIX hosts

■

Report to Veritas Operations Manager

The script runs remotely from the CommandCentral Management Server
and does not require you to log on to individual hosts and specify
credentials.
You can either configure all hosts that report to Veritas Operations
Manager or you can configure specific hosts. To configure specific hosts,
you need to prepare a file that lists each host name or IP address.
See “To configure Unified Agents with the UAUtil.pl script” on page 157.
See UAUtil.pl on page 321.
gendeploy.pl

The gendeploy.pl script lets you configure Unified Agents to report to
CommandCentral. The gendeploy.pl script generates a configuration script
that you need to run on each host that you want to configure.
See “To configure Unified Agents with the gendeploy.pl script” on page 159.

Note: Veritas Operations Manager was previously known as Storage Foundation
Manager.
Table 11-1 identifies when you might use these scripts.
Table 11-1

When to use UAUtil.pl and gendeploy.pl

If you want to...

Use the...

Configure UNIX hosts and Veritas
Operations Manager manages the hosts

UAUtil.pl script or the gendeploy.pl script

Configure UNIX hosts and Veritas
Operations Manager does not manage the
hosts

gendeploy.pl script

Configure Windows hosts

Before you configure the Unified Agent to report to CommandCentral, verify that
the version of the VRTSsfmh package is supported.
See “Versions of VRTSsfmh that CommandCentral supports” on page 37.
See “Verifying the version of the VRTSsfmh package” on page 162.
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After you configure the Unified Agent, you need to perform post-configuration
setup.
See “Performing post-configuration setup for the Unified Agent” on page 162.
To configure Unified Agents with the UAUtil.pl script

1

Log on to the CommandCentral Management Server and open an operating
system console.

2

Change to the following directory:

3

4

Solaris

/opt/VRTSccs/bin/

Windows

\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage\bin

Do one of the following:
■

If you want to configure some, but not all of the UNIX hosts that report
to a Veritas Operations Manager Management Server, proceed to step 4.

■

If you want to configure all of the UNIX hosts that report to a Veritas
Operations Manager Management Server, proceed to step 6.

To obtain the list of hosts that currently report to a Veritas Operations
Manager Management Server, type the following command:
Solaris

./perl UAUtil.pl list-vom-mh --vom-server ServerName
--user UserName --password Password

Windows

perl UAUtil.pl list-vom-mh --vom-server ServerName
--user UserName --password Password

Where:

5

ServerName

is the host name of the Veritas Operations Manager Management
Server.

UserName

is the user name of an account with admin privileges on the Veritas
Operations Manager Management Server.

Password

is the password for the user account.

Prepare a file that includes the host names or IP addresses of the Unified
Agents that you want to configure to report to CommandCentral. Enter the
host names or IP addresses on separate lines. Enter the host names or IP
addresses as they appear in the output of the command that you ran in step
4.
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6

To configure the Unified Agents, type the following command:
Solaris

./perl UAUtil.pl vom-attach --vom-server ServerName
--user UserName --password Password --agent-password
AgentPassword [--hostfile HostFile] [--ttl ttl]

Windows

perl UAUtil.pl vom-attach --vom-server ServerName
--user UserName --password Password --agent-password
AgentPassword [--hostfile HostFile] [--ttl ttl]

Where:
ServerName

is the host name of the Veritas Operations Manager Management
Server.

UserName

is the user name of an account with admin privileges on the Veritas
Operations Manager Management Server.

Password

is the password for the user account.

AgentPassword is the password of the CommandCentral Management Server's Agent
principal account. The default password is agent123
See “About the Agent’s cached certificate” on page 48.
HostFile

is the location of a file that includes the host names or IP addresses
of the Unified Agents that you want to configure. Enter the host
names or IP addresses on separate lines. If you do not use this option,
the script configures all UNIX hosts that currently report to the
Veritas Operations Manager Management Server. In addition, the
script configures any new UNIX hosts that are added to Veritas
Operations Manager in the future.

ttl

is the number of days that the script keeps a record of the request.
If you do not use this option, the script defaults to seven days. Once
the request expires, you cannot use the view-attach-status command
to query the status of the request. If you do not want the request to
expire, you can enter the value forever (for example, --ttl
forever).

The command places an asynchronous request with the Veritas Operations
Manager Management Server. The command also provides a request ID that
you can use to track the status of the request. If you want to track the status,
you need this request ID for step 7.
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7

(Optional) To display the status of the configuration, type the following
command:
Solaris

./perl UAUtil.pl view-attach-status --vom-server
ServerName --user UserName --password Password
--reqid ReqId

Windows

perl UAUtil.pl view-attach-status --vom-server
ServerName --user UserName --password Password
--reqid ReqId

Where:
ServerName

is the host name of the Veritas Operations Manager Management
Server.

UserName

is the user name of an account with admin privileges on the Veritas
Operations Manager Management Server.

Password

is the password for the user account.

ReqId

is the request ID of the vom-attach command that you ran in step 6.

To configure Unified Agents with the gendeploy.pl script

1

Log on to the CommandCentral Management Server and open an operating
system console.

2

Change to the following directory:
Solaris

/opt/VRTSccs/bin

Windows

\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage\bin
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3

Type the following command:
Solaris

./perl gendeploy.pl get-config-script --password
AgentPassword --outfile output_file

Windows

perl gendeploy.pl get-config-script --password
AgentPassword --outfile output_file

Where:
AgentPassword is the password of the Management Server's Agent principal account.
The default password is agent123
See “About the Agent’s cached certificate” on page 48.
output_file

includes the path and name of the configuration script that
gendeploy.pl generates. For example, /tmp/config-ua.pl or
C:\temp\config-ua.pl
There are no restrictions for the name of the configuration script.

The gendeploy.pl script generates a configuration script that you use to
configure a Unified Agent to report to CommandCentral.

4

Copy the configuration script to each host that you want to configure.

5

Open an operating system console on the host that you want to configure.
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6

7

Change to the following directory:
UNIX

/opt/VRTSsfmh/bin/

Windows

\Program Files\VERITAS\VRTSsfmh\bin

Type the following command:
UNIX

./perl config_script --password AgentPassword
[--hostname HostName] [--control-host CH] [--silent]
[--force]

Windows

perl config_script --password AgentPassword
[--hostname HostName] [--control-host CH] [--silent]
[--force]

Where:
config_script

is the full path and file name of the script. For example,
/tmp/config-ua.pl or C:\temp\config-ua.pl

AgentPassword is the password of the Management Server's Agent principal account.
The default password is agent123
See “About the Agent’s cached certificate” on page 48.
HostName

is the host name of the Unified Agent. If you do not specify the host
name, the script uses the host name which is resolvable from the
Management Server. If a host name is not resolvable, then the script
uses the IP address of the host.

CH

is an alternate name (host name or IP address) for the Management
Server to which the Unified Agent reports. If you do not specify an
alternate name, the script uses the name that it obtained when you
ran the gendeploy.pl script.

--silent

forces the script to not print any messages during its execution.

--force

reconfigures the Unified Agent if it is already configured to the
Management Server.
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Performing post-configuration setup for the Unified
Agent
After you configure the Unified Agent to report to a CommandCentral Management
Server, you need to perform post-configuration setup.
The Unified Agent automatically discovers any Sybase, MS-SQL, or Oracle
databases that run on the host. However, discovery is minimal until you edit each
database's device configuration by entering the database credentials (user name
and password).
See “Editing device configurations” on page 195.
See “About the Unified Agent” on page 36.
See “Configuring Unified Agents to report to CommandCentral” on page 155.

Verifying the version of the VRTSsfmh package
You can verify the version of the VRTSsfmh package that is installed on a host.
For example, you might check the version to verify that the installation completed
successfully.
The Unified Agent consists of the VRTSsfmh package.
See “About the Unified Agent” on page 36.
See “Versions of VRTSsfmh that CommandCentral supports” on page 37.
To verify the version of the VRTSsfmh package (UNIX)
◆

On the host where the VRTSsfmh package is installed, type one of the
following commands:
AIX

lslpp -l VRTSsfmh

HP-UX

swlist VRTSsfmh

Linux

rpm -q VRTSsfmh

Solaris

pkginfo -l VRTSsfmh
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To verify the version of the VRTSsfmh package (Windows)

1

On the host where the VRTSsfmh package is installed, click Start > Control
Panel > Add or Remove Programs.

2

Select one of the following:
Veritas Operations Manager (Host The product name for version 3.0 and later.
Component)
Veritas Storage Foundation
Manager for Windows (Host
Component)

3

The product name for version 2.1 and previous
versions.

Click Click here for support information.
The Support Info dialog box displays the version of the package.

Unconfiguring Unified Agents
You can unconfigure a Unified Agent from CommandCentral. After you
unconfigure a Unified Agent, it stops reporting to the Management Server.
To unconfigure a Unified Agent

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts table, check a Unified Agent.

3

In the drop-down list, click Unconfigure Host. Then, click Go.

4

In the Unconfigure Host panel, click Next.

5

In the Status of the Host to be Unconfigured panel, review the details of the
operation. Then, click Finish.
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Chapter

12

Managing the discovery of
hosts
This chapter includes the following topics:
■

Managing the discovery of hosts

■

Viewing host configurations

■

About the conditions for hosts

■

Console operations for agentless hosts

■

Console operations for Unified Agents

■

Viewing CommandCentral explorers

■

Rediscovering hosts

■

Refreshing hosts

■

Dropping hosts

■

Deleting objects from the CommandCentral Storage database

■

Viewing logs for host discovery

■

About the virtual explorer logs

■

Changing the debug level for agentless explorers and Unified Agent explorers

■

Rescanning hosts to discover new hardware

■

Moving Standard Agents to a different Management Server

■

Resetting unique host identifiers for cloned hosts
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■

Reattaching a host to the Management Server

■

Deleting modules in CommandCentral Storage

■

Deploying hotfixes on Standard Agents

Managing the discovery of hosts
The Host Management pane lets you manage the hosts that discover information
about your storage infrastructure. You can manage the following types of hosts:
■

The Management Server
See “About the Management Server” on page 18.

■

Control Hosts
See “About the Control Host” on page 34.

■

Standard Agents
See “About the Standard Agent” on page 36.

■

Unified Agents
See “About the Unified Agent” on page 36.

■

Agentless hosts
See “About agentless discovery of remote hosts by running scripts” on page 112.

Table 12-1 lists the tasks that you can perform with these hosts.
Table 12-1

Tasks that you can perform with CommandCentral hosts

Task

More information

Configure CommandCentral to perform See “Configuring CommandCentral to perform
agentless discovery of a remote host. agentless discovery of hosts” on page 139.
Edit the discovery configuration for an See “Editing the information that
agentless host.
CommandCentral uses to discover an agentless
host” on page 151.
Unconfigure an agentless host to stop See “Unconfiguring the discovery of agentless
CommandCentral from discovering it. hosts” on page 153.
Rediscover a host.

See “Rediscovering hosts” on page 174.

Refresh hosts to reload the data that
was discovered during the last
discovery cycle.

See “Refreshing hosts” on page 176.
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Table 12-1

Tasks that you can perform with CommandCentral hosts (continued)

Task

More information

Drop a host to purge data from the
database.

See “Dropping hosts” on page 177.

View the logs for a host.

See “Viewing logs for host discovery” on page 178.

Rescan device handles to discover new See “Rescanning hosts to discover new hardware”
hardware.
on page 181.
Troubleshoot a host’s condition.

See “About the conditions for hosts” on page 169.

View the explorers that run on a host. See “Viewing CommandCentral explorers”
on page 173.

If you select a host in the Host Management table, the explorers that run on that
host appear in the Explorers table. Depending on the type of host that you select,
the following types of explorers appear:
■

Device and application explorers
See “About device and application explorers” on page 201.

■

Agentless explorers
See “About agentless explorers” on page 115.

■

Unified Agent explorers
See “About the Unified Agent explorers” on page 38.

You can perform operations to manage device and application explorers.
Table 12-2 lists the tasks that you can perform with the device explorers and
application explorers.
Note: Not all tasks are available through the Console. For example, to restart an
explorer you need to execute a command on the host where the explorer runs.
Table 12-2

Tasks that you can perform with device and application explorers

Task

More information

Drop an explorer to remove the
explorer from the database.

See “Dropping device and application explorers”
on page 209.

Refresh an explorer to trigger
rediscovery.

See “Refreshing device and application explorers”
on page 208.
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Table 12-2

Tasks that you can perform with device and application explorers
(continued)

Task

More information

Configure an explorer to modify options See “Tuning device and application explorers”
such as debug levels and settings that on page 208.
are specific to the particular device
vendor command line interface.
Restart an explorer to troubleshoot
problems.

See “Restarting device and application explorers”
on page 209.

Troubleshoot an explorer’s condition.

See “About conditions for device and application
explorers” on page 204.

View and manage more detailed
information about an explorer.

See “Viewing the devices that an explorer
discovers” on page 207.
See “Viewing device and application explorer
attributes” on page 210.
See “Editing device and application explorer
registry settings” on page 213.

Viewing host configurations
You can view the hosts that CommandCentral discovers. The hosts include those
where the Management Server, Control Host, Standard Agent, and Unified Agent
are installed. It also includes the hosts that are discovered through agentless
discovery.
Note: In the Host Management pane and the Hosts pane, the Host Configuration
column identifies if the host is an agentless host. If you configured
CommandCentral to perform agentless discovery of the host, the host configuration
is Agentless. If you manually perform agentless discovery of the host, the host
configuration is Agentless (Manual).
When you view the hosts, you can identify the host’s condition, configuration,
version, and any hotfixes that were applied. You can also perform several tasks
that let you manage the hosts.
See “Managing the discovery of hosts” on page 166.
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To view host configurations
◆

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.
The Hosts table lists the hosts that CommandCentral discovers.

About the conditions for hosts
CommandCentral assigns a condition to the hosts that it discovers. These
conditions identify if CommandCentral components operate normally. If operations
are normal, then discovery typically completes successfully. If operations are not
normal, discovery may not complete successfully. You can use the conditions to
identify and troubleshoot problems.
You can view the conditions in the Host Management pane.
See “Viewing host configurations” on page 168.
Table 12-3 describes the conditions for hosts.
Table 12-3

Host conditions

Condition

Description

Troubleshooting

Critical

An explorer does not respond to the You can find a detailed error
Management Server.
description if you display the host's
explorers and then view the Last
Error column.
For the Management Server, Control
Host, or Standard Agent, you can do
the following:
Restart the component.
See “Stopping and starting the
Management Server” on page 273.
See “Stopping and starting the
Standard Agent or Control Host”
on page 274.
■ Verify that bi-directional network
connectivity exists between the
host and the Management Server
(firewalls may prevent
communication).
■
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Table 12-3

Host conditions (continued)

Condition

Description

Troubleshooting

Detached

The host is detached from the
domain. This condition typically
occurs when you uninstall
CommandCentral or when you
manually detach the host from the
domain.

Do one of the following:

The host was cloned from another
host or the host was used as a
template to clone additional hosts.
As a result, the host shares a host
name with another host that
CommandCentral discovers.

Do the following:

Duplicate
Host with
Same Host
Name

If you uninstalled the host, drop
the host from the Console.
See “Dropping hosts” on page 177.
■ If you manually detached the
host, re-attach it to the
Management Server.
See “Reattaching a host to the
Management Server” on page 185.
■

1

Change the host name of the
duplicate host.

2

Restart the host.
See “Stopping and starting the
Standard Agent or Control Host”
on page 274.

3

In the Console, drop the
duplicate host.
See “Dropping hosts”
on page 177.

Duplicate
Host with
Same
OSSUID

The host was cloned from another
host or the host was used as a
template to clone additional hosts.
As a result, the host shares an
OSUUID (unique host identifier) with
another host that CommandCentral
discovers.

Reset the host’s unique host
identifier.

Faulty

One or more of the host’s explorers
are not in the normal operating
condition.

Review the conditions of the
explorers that run on the host.

The host is in the normal operating
condition.

Not required.

Normal

See “Resetting unique host identifiers
for cloned hosts” on page 184.

See “About conditions for device and
application explorers” on page 204.
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Host conditions (continued)

Table 12-3
Condition

Description

Troubleshooting

Stopped

Explorers are not running. If the host For the Management Server, Control
is a Management Server, Control
Host, or Standard Agent, restart the
Host, or Standard Agent, the Local
Local HAL Manager (LHM).
HAL Manager (LHM) has stopped.
See “Stopping and starting
CommandCentral processes”
on page 277.

Unmanaged The host was configured so that it
does not report to a Management
Server.
Warning

Refresh the host.
See “Refreshing hosts” on page 176.

There is an issue with data discovery You can find a detailed error
from an explorer.
description if you display the host's
explorers and then view the Last
Error column.

Console operations for agentless hosts
Some of the operations in the CommandCentral Console are specific to the
Management Server, Standard Agent, and Control Host. You cannot run those
operations on an agentless host and its associated objects. That is, the operation
does not run when you check an object in a table, select the operation from the
drop-down list, and click Go.
Table 12-4 lists the operations that are not available for the agentless hosts that
you configured CommandCentral to discover.
Table 12-4

Console operations that are not available for agentless hosts
discovered by CommandCentral

Console location

Operations

Settings > Host Management

■

View Log

■

Rescan Device Handles

■

Refresh the Explorer

■

Configure the Explorer

■

Rescan Device Handles

Managing Summary > Hosts

Managing Summary > click an object ■ Multipathing
that is discovered on the agentless host
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Table 12-5 lists the operations that are not available for the agentless hosts that
you manually discover.
Table 12-5

Console operations that are not available for agentless hosts
discovered manually

Console location

Operations

Settings > Host Management

■

Edit Remote Host

■

View Log

■

Rescan Device Handles

■

Refresh Explorer

■

Configure Explorer

■

Rediscover

■

Rescan Device Handles

Managing Summary > Hosts

Managing Summary > click an object ■ Multipathing
that is discovered on the agentless host

Note: In the Host Management pane and the Hosts pane, the Host Configuration
column identifies if the host is an agentless host. If you configured
CommandCentral to perform agentless discovery of the host, the host configuration
is Agentless. If you manually perform agentless discovery of the host, the host
configuration is Agentless (Manual).

Console operations for Unified Agents
Some of the operations in the CommandCentral Console are specific to the
Management Server, Standard Agent, and Control Host. You cannot run those
operations on the Unified Agent and the objects that it discovers. That is, the
operation does not run when you check an object in a table, select the operation
from the drop-down list, and click Go.
Table 12-6 lists the operations that are not available for Unified Agents.
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Table 12-6

Console operations that are not available for Unified Agents

Console location

Operations

Settings > Host Management

■

Edit Remote Host

■

View Log

■

Rescan Device Handles

■

Drop Explorer

■

Refresh Explorer

■

Configure Explorer

■

Verify Device Configuration

■

Detect Devices

■

Rediscover Device

■

Enable Discovery

■

Disable Discovery

■

Remove Device Configuration

■

Rescan Device Handles

■

Rediscover

■

Multipathing

■

Rediscover

Settings > Devices

Managing Summary > Hosts

Managing Summary > click an object
that the Unified Agent discovers

Viewing CommandCentral explorers
You can view information about the CommandCentral explorers that assist in the
discovery of your storage infrastructure. For example, you can view the condition
of the explorer. You can also manage device and application explorers. For example,
you can configure an explorer.
You can view the following types of explorers:
■

Device and application explorers
See “About device and application explorers” on page 201.

■

Agentless explorers
See “About agentless explorers” on page 115.

■

Unified Agent explorers
See “About the Unified Agent explorers” on page 38.
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To view device and application explorers

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts table, select the Management Server, Control Host, or Standard
Agent.
The Explorers table loads and displays the explorers that run on the host.

To view agentless explorers

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts table, do one of the following:
To view the
RHCollector

Select the Management Server or Control Host.

To view the
RHExplorer

Select an agentless host.

The Explorers table loads and displays the explorers that run
on the Management Server or Control Host.

The Explorers table loads and displays the RHExplorer.

To view unified agent explorers

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts table, do one of the following:
To view the
MHCollector

Select the Management Server or Control Host.

To view the
MHExplorer

Select a unified agent.

The Explorers table loads and displays the explorers that run
on the Management Server or Control Host.

The Explorers table loads and displays the MHExplorer.

Rediscovering hosts
You can initiate a rediscovery of a host. A rediscovery forces CommandCentral
to rediscover a host before the next discovery interval.
You can rediscover the following types of hosts:
■

Management Servers

■

Control Hosts

■

Standard Agents
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■

Unified Agents

■

Agentless hosts

For Management Servers, Control Hosts, Standard Agents, and agentless hosts,
you can initiate the rediscovery operation from the CommandCentral Console.
For the Unified Agent, you have two options:
You can use the
Veritas Operations
Manager Console

You can use the Veritas Operations Manager Console only if the
host is configured to report to the Veritas Operations Manager
Management Server. For more information, see the Veritas
Operations Manager Administrator's Guide.

You can run a
command

Two commands can initiate a rediscovery of a Unified Agent:
The rescan command, which initiates a rediscovery of the host
and sends all of the data to the CommandCentral Management
Server.
■ The refresh command, which initiates a rediscovery of the host,
but sends data only if the data changed since the last discovery.
■

See “To rediscover a Unified Agent” on page 175.

To rediscover a host from the CommandCentral Console

1

Click Managing > Summary > Hosts.

2

In the Hosts Summary table, check the row for the host that you want to
rediscover.

3

In the drop-down list, click Rediscover. Then, click Go.

4

In the Rediscover Selected Object dialog box, click OK.
When rediscovery completes, CommandCentral updates discovery data for
the host.

To rediscover a Unified Agent

1

Log on to CommandCentral Management Server and open an operating system
console.

2

To rediscover a Unified Agent, type one of the following commands:
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The rescan
command

The refresh
command

■

UNIX:
/opt/VRTSsfmh/bin/xprtlc -c ccs -u vxss:///CHM
-l
https://host_name/admin/cgi-bin/whitelist.pl/run
-d argv="[\"mh_ctl.pl\",\"--rescan\"]"

■

Windows:
C:\Program Files\Veritas\VRTSsfmh\bin\xprtlc.exe
-c ccs -u vxss:///CHM -l
https://host_name/admin/cgi-bin/whitelist.pl/run
-d argv="[\"mh_ctl.pl\",\"--rescan\"]"

■

UNIX:
/opt/VRTSsfmh/bin/xprtlc -c ccs -u vxss:///CHM
-l
https://host_name/admin/cgi-bin/whitelist.pl/run
-d argv="[\"mh_ctl.pl\",\"--refresh\"]"

■

Windows:
C:\Program Files\Veritas\VRTSsfmh\bin\xprtlc.exe
-c ccs -u vxss:///CHM -l
https://host_name/admin/cgi-bin/whitelist.pl/run
-d argv="[\"mh_ctl.pl\",\"--refresh\"]"

Where host_name is the host name of the Unified Agent.

Refreshing hosts
You can refresh a host to reload data into the CommandCentral database. The
data that reloads is the data that CommandCentral discovered during the last
discovery cycle. A refresh does not trigger a rediscovery of data.
You can refresh the following types of hosts:
■

Management Servers

■

Control Hosts

■

Standard Agents

■

Unified Agents

■

Agentless hosts

See “Rediscovering hosts” on page 174.
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To refresh a host

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts table, check the host that you want to refresh.

3

In the drop-down list, click Refresh Host. Then, click Go.

4

In the Refresh Host Data dialog box, click OK.

5

In the Task Submitted dialog box, click Yes to see if CommandCentral can
refresh the host.

6

Check the Status column to determine if the refresh was successful.

Dropping hosts
You can drop a host to purge the objects that are related to the host from the
CommandCentral database. Dropping a host does not change any associated
devices that an explorer discovers.
You typically drop a host when you uninstall CommandCentral from that host.
Dropping the host removes only the explorer entries in the CommandCentral
database; the objects that are associated with the dropped host are not affected.
If no other CommandCentral host discovers them, CommandCentral marks these
objects as missing. By default, CommandCentral automatically purges missing
objects after a seven-day period.
In CommandCentral Storage, you can manually delete missing objects from the
database.
See “Deleting objects from the CommandCentral Storage database” on page 178.
You can drop the following types of hosts:
■

Management Servers

■

Control Hosts

■

Standard Agents

■

Unified Agents

■

Agentless hosts

To drop a host

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts table, check the host that you want to drop.

3

In the drop-down list, click Drop Host. Then, click Go.

4

In the Drop Selected Host(s) dialog box, click OK.
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5

In the Task Submitted dialog box, click Yes to see if CommandCentral Storage
can drop the host.

6

Check the Status column to determine if the drop was successful.

Deleting objects from the CommandCentral Storage
database
Use a delete operation to delete undiscovered high-level objects such as arrays,
hosts, from the CommandCentral Storage database. You can also delete
user-created hosts. Deleting an object causes the object to stop displaying in the
Console.
If the deleted object is discoverable, it will be added back to the database the next
time an explorer successfully discovers it. CommandCentral Storage retains zone
and group membership information about deleted objects, and it automatically
restores those memberships the next time the object is discovered.
Deleting an object in CommandCentral Storage only affects the object's discovery
status; it does not change the way in which hardware is configured. For example,
a deleted LUN continues to exist on its storage device even though it is no longer
discovered. Deleting a zone does not update the physical configuration of the
switch for the fabric that is associated with the zone. To modify the hardware
configuration, execute a destroy operation.
To delete objects from the CommandCentral Storage database

1

In the Console, display either the Arrays Summary, the Hosts Summary, or
the Switches Summary.

2

Check one or more undiscovered objects (distinguished by a gray icon) in the
table.

3

In the drop-down list, click Delete Object Type and click Go.

4

In the Delete dialog box, click OK to confirm the delete operation.
A task is submitted to delete the object from the database.

Viewing logs for host discovery
You can view the logs that include information about host discovery. Technical
support typically uses these logs to troubleshoot problems.
You can view logs for the following types of CommandCentral hosts:
■

Management Servers
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■

Control Hosts

■

Standard Agents

■

Unified Agents

■

Agentless hosts

Logging information for Unified Agents and agentless hosts are included in the
same log, which is called the virtual explorer log.
See “About the virtual explorer logs” on page 180.
If agentless hosts report directly to the Management Server, you can access the
virtual explorer logs from the Console. If you use a Control Host to manage the
discovery of agentless hosts, you need to access the logs from the host’s local
drive.
To view logs for Management Servers, Control Hosts, and Standard Agents

1

Click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts table, check one or more hosts.

3

From the drop-down list, click View Log.

4

In the Remote Log Viewer dialog box, select the log files that you want to
view.
See “Remote Log Viewer panel options” on page 211.

5

Click View Log.

To view logs for Unified Agents and agentless hosts remotely from the Console

1

Click Settings > Diagnostics > Logs.

2

In the Logs pane, click Server and Explorers > Explorers.

3

To download the log file, click the name of the virtual explorer logs. The
virtual explorer logs are named vexp.log, vexp.log.2, vexp.log.3, and
vexp.log.4.
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To view logs for Unified Agents and agentless hosts locally

1

Log on to the Management Server or Control Host.

2

Go to the following directory:

3

Solaris

/var/VRTSccs/log/vexp

Windows

\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage
Data\Log\vexp

Open the virtual explorer logs. The virtual explorer logs are named vexp.log,
vexp.log.1, vexp.log.2, vexp.log.3, and vexp.log.4.

About the virtual explorer logs
The virtual explorer logs provide information about discovery of agentless hosts
and Unified Agents. CommandCentral generates up to five virtual explorer logs.
By default, the maximum size for a virtual explorer log is 10 megabytes. If the
default log (vexp.log) reaches 10 megabytes, CommandCentral generates a new
log (vexp.log.1). If this log reaches 10 megabytes, CommandCentral generates
another log (vexp.log.2). This process continues up to vexp.log.4. If this file
reaches 10 megabytes, CommandCentral writes to vexp.log.
You can use these logs to troubleshoot problems. For example, the logs might
display an error that states a host was not accessible when CommandCentral tried
to perform agentless discovery.
These logs reside on the Management Server and can also reside on Control Hosts.
The logs reside on Control Hosts if you configure agentless hosts to report to a
Control Host.
See “Viewing logs for host discovery” on page 178.

Changing the debug level for agentless explorers and
Unified Agent explorers
Virtual explorer logs provide information about discovery of agentless hosts and
Unified Agents.
See “About the virtual explorer logs” on page 180.
You can change the debug level for the individual agentless explorers and Unified
Agent explorers. In most cases, you might change the debug level when you work
with Symantec Technical Support to troubleshoot a problem.
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The debug level determines the type of information and amount of information
that the explorers write to the logs. The default debug level is 0, which provides
info messages, warning messages, and error messages. This level does not provide
debug messages. If you want the log to include debug messages, you can increase
the level to 1 (the least verbose), 2, or 3 (the most verbose).
To change the debug level for agentless explorers and Unified Agent explorers

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts table, select one of the following hosts:
The Management
Server

Select the Management Server if you want to configure logging
for the RHCollector or MHCollector.
See “About agentless explorers” on page 115.
See “About the Unified Agent explorers” on page 38.

An agentless host

Select an agentless host if you want to configure logging for an
RHExplorer.

A Unified Agent

Select a Unified Agent if you want to configure logging for a
Unified Agent.

3

In the Explorers table, in the Explorer column, click the name of the explorer.

4

Click Registry.

5

In the Registry Settings table, check the row that includes the key Debug.

6

From the Registry Settings drop-down list, select Edit Registry Entry. Then,
click Go.

7

In the Edit Registry Entry dialog box, enter one of the following and click
OK:
■

0

■

1

■

2

■

3

Rescanning hosts to discover new hardware
You can rescan a host to discover new hardware. CommandCentral uses the results
of a device rescan to help discover characteristics of hosts and the devices that
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are attached to them. For example, in CommandCentral Storage, you should rescan
a host’s device handles any time zoning or LUN masking changes are made.
You can rescan the following types of CommandCentral hosts:
■

Management Servers

■

Control Hosts

■

Standard Agents

To rescan one or more hosts to discover new hardware

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts table, check one or more hosts that you want to rescan.

3

In the drop-down list, click Rescan Device Handles. Then, click Go.

4

In the Rescan Device Handles dialog box, click OK.

5

In the Task Submitted dialog box, click Yes to see if CommandCentral can
rescan the host.

6

Check the Status column to determine if the scan was successful.

Moving Standard Agents to a different Management
Server
If you have Standard Agents that currently report to a Management Server, you
can move those Standard Agents to a new Management Server.
To move Standard Agents to a different Management Server (Solaris)

1

On the Management Server to which the Standard Agents currently report,
open an operating system console and log on as root.

2

Change to the following directory:
/opt/VRTSccs/VRTShal/bin

3

Type the following command to obtain the list of Standard Agents that report
to the Management Server:
./perl CHMGetManagedHosts.pl -f
/var/VRTSccs/conf/VRTShal/MHRedomain.cfg --chm-host
current_hostname

Where current_hostname is the host name of the current Management Server.
MHRedomain.cfg now contains the list of all Standard Agents that are attached

to the current Management Server
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4

Open MHRedomain.cfg in a text editor. Remove the current Management
Server and any Standard Agents that you do not want to move to the new
Management Server.

5

Type the following command to log on to the Hardware Abstraction Layer:
/opt/VRTSccs/VRTShal/bin/halsecurity login

6

Type the following command to move the Standard Agents to the new
Management Server:
/opt/VRTSccs/VRTShal/bin/perl MH_redomain.pl --new-MS-host
new_hostname --conf-file /var/VRTSccs/conf/VRTShal/MHRedomain.cfg

Where new_hostname is the host name of the new Management Server.

7

Check the MH_redomain.failed file for any errors. If any Standard Agents
failed to attach to the new Management Server, check if they are pingable
from the new Management Server. Ensure that the Standard Agent processes
are running properly.

8

Log on to the new Management Server’s Console and verify that the Standard
Agents report to the Management Server.

To move Standard Agents to a different Management Server (Windows)

1

On the Management Server to which the Standard Agents currently report,
open an operating system console and log on as a user with administrator-level
privileges.

2

Change to the following directory:
C:\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage\HAL\bin

3

Type the following command to obtain the list of Standard Agents that report
to the Management Server:
perl CHMGetManagedHosts.pl -f "C:\Program
Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage Data\Conf\HAL\MHRedomain.cfg"
--chm-host current_hostname

Where current_hostname is the host name of the current Management Server.
MHRedomain.cfg now contains the list of all Standard Agents that are attached

to the current Management Server

4

Open MHRedomain.cfg in a text editor. Remove the current Management
Server and any Standard Agents that you do not want to move to the new
Management Server.
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5

Type the following command to log on to the Hardware Abstraction Layer:
C:\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral
Storage\HAL\bin\halsecurity login

6

Type the following commands to move the Standard Agents to the new
Management Server:
cd "C:\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage\HAL\bin"
perl MH_redomain.pl --new-MS-host new_hostname --conf-file
"C:\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage
Data\Conf\HAL\MHRedomain.cfg"

Where new_hostname is the host name of the new Management Server.

7

Check the MH_redomain.failed file for any errors. If any Standard Agents
failed to attach to the new Management Server, check if they are pingable
from the new Management Server. Ensure that the Standard Agent processes
are running properly.

8

Log on to the new Management Server’s Console and verify that the Standard
Agents report to the Management Server.

Resetting unique host identifiers for cloned hosts
If you use server provisioning software, you can designate a Standard Agent as
the image or the template that you use to clone additional hosts. However, when
you clone a Standard Agent, the cloned host is not assigned a new unique host
identifier. The cloned host uses the same unique host identifier as the template
host. Because the Management Server identifies Standard Agents through their
unique host identifiers, two or more Standard Agents with the same unique host
identifier creates conflicts. When two or more Standard Agents have the same
unique host identifier, the Management Server collects data from only one of the
Standard Agents.
After you clone a Standard Agent, you can reset its unique host identifier.
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To reset a cloned host's unique host identifier

1

Open an operating system console and log on to the Standard Agent as root
(UNIX) or as a user with administrator-level privileges (Windows).

2

Change to the Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL) bin directory. By default,
the directory is:
HP-UX, Linux, Solaris— /opt/VRTSccs/VRTShal/bin
AIX— /opt/VRTShal/bin
Windows— \Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage\HAL\bin

3

Type the following commands to stop HAL:
halagentcfg stop-all
lhm --stop-service

4

Type the following command to view the host’s unique host identifier:
halosuuid list

5

Type the following command to reset the host’s unique host identifier:
halosuuid create --reset

6

Type the following command to verify that the host’s unique host identifier
was reset:
halosuuid list

The command returns a different unique host identifier than the identifier
that you found in step 4.

7

In the CommandCentral Console, drop the host.
See “Dropping hosts” on page 177.

8

In the operating system console, type the following command to start HAL
on the Standard Agent:
lhm --start-service

Once the Management Server collects data from the Standard Agent, the host
displays in the CommandCentral Console.

Reattaching a host to the Management Server
A CommandCentral Standard Agent or Control Host may go into the Detached
state. This state typically occurs when you uninstall CommandCentral or when
you manually detach the host from the domain.
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See “About the conditions for hosts” on page 169.
If you manually detached the host, you can reattach it to the Management Server.
To reattach a host to the Management Server

1

Log on to the Standard Agent or Control Host and open an operating system
console.

2

Type the following command:
UNIX

/opt/VRTSccs/VRTShal/bin/haldomain attach
--domainroot mgmt_server_name

Windows

\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral
Storage\HAL\bin\haldomain attach --domainroot
mgmt_server_name

Where mgmt_server_name is the name of the Management Server to which
you want to attach the Standard Agent or Control Host.

Deleting modules in CommandCentral Storage
You can delete disconnected instances of modules such as the Alarm Service and
the Simple Instrumentation Collection Layer (SICL) from the ccstor database.
You should delete modules whenever you uninstall a Standard Agent or Control
Host or move the host to another Management Server. Failing to delete such
modules, leaves any associated alerts in an unknown state.
Note: This feature is not available in CommandCentral Storage Change Manager.
To delete CommandCentral Storage modules

1

In the CommandCentral Storage Console, click Monitoring > Modules and
Agents.

2

In the table, check the disconnected module that you want to delete.

3

In the drop-down list, click Delete. Then, click Go.

The module no longer appears in the Module and Agent Information table.
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Deploying hotfixes on Standard Agents
Symantec may release hotfixes for CommandCentral Standard Agents. The hotfixes
include replacement files, which correct known issues in the product. You can
obtain hotfixes from Symantec Technical Support.
If you have multiple Standard Agents in your network, you may need to deploy
the hotfix to these Standard Agents. To help you deploy a hotfix to multiple hosts,
CommandCentral includes a script that automates the process.
The process of deploying a hotfix to Standard Agents includes the following:
■

Determining which hotfixes are already installed on a Standard Agent
See “Determining the hotfixes installed on local Standard Agents” on page 187.
See “Determining the hotfixes installed on remote Standard Agents”
on page 188.

■

Obtaining a list of the Standard Agents on which you want to install the hotfix
In the Console, you can navigate to the Hosts table (Settings > Host
Management) and export the contents of the table

■

Creating a file that includes the names of the Standard Agents on which you
want to install the hotfix
The file should contain one host name per line, with no leading white spaces

■

Installing the hotfix
See “Installing hotfixes on Standard Agents” on page 188.

Determining the hotfixes installed on local Standard Agents
You can determine which hotfixes are installed on a local Standard Agent.
Note: You can also view hotfix versions in the Console. Navigate to Settings > Host
Management, click a host, and then display the CCHotFixes and CCVersion
columns.
To determine the hotfixes installed on a local host

1

2

On the Standard Agent, navigate to the directory where cc_version.txt
resides. By default, the directory is:
■

UNIX: /opt/VRTS/version

■

Windows: \Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage\version

Open cc_version.txt
In the file, the entry FIXID=hotfix_identifier denotes the hotfix.
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Determining the hotfixes installed on remote Standard Agents
You can determine which hotfixes are installed on remote Standard Agents.
Note: You can also view hotfix versions in the Console. Navigate to Settings > Host
Management, click a host, and then display the CCHotFixes and CCVersion
columns.
To determine the hotfixes installed on a remote Standard Agent

1

On the Management Server, open an operating system console and log on as
root (Solaris) or as a user with administrator-level privileges (Windows).

2

Change to the Hardware Abstraction Layer directory. By default, the directory
is:
Solaris: /opt/VRTSccs/VRTShal/bin
Windows: \Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage\HAL\bin

3

To log on to the Hardware Abstraction Layer, type the following command:
halsecurity login

4

To determine the hotfixes that are installed on a remote Standard Agent,
type the following command:
halcmd -A HALLHM -h host_name -c "job.rj -j ProductVersion"

Where host_name is the name of the Standard Agent.
Product version information displays. The entry FIXID=hotfix_identifier
denotes the hotfixes.

Installing hotfixes on Standard Agents
From a central location, you can push a hotfix on to multiple Standard Agents.
For information about preparing for the installation, refer to the following:
See “Deploying hotfixes on Standard Agents” on page 187.
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To install a hotfix on a Standard Agent

1

On the Management Server, open an operating system console and log on as
root (Solaris) or as a user with administrator-level privileges (Windows).

2

Change to the Hardware Abstraction Layer directory. By default, the directory
is:
Solaris: /opt/VRTSccs/VRTShal/bin
Windows: \Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage\HAL\bin

3

To log on to the Hardware Abstraction Layer, type the following command:
halsecurity login

4

To install a hotfix on a Standard Agent, type the following command:
■

For one Standard Agent:
perl PushUpgrade.pl -u hotfix_file -h host_name

■

For multiple Standard Agents:
perl PushUpgrade.pl -u hotfix_file -H host_list_file_name -n
number_of_hosts

Where:
■

hotfix_file is the name and location of the hotfix

■

host_name is the name of the Standard Agent on which you want to
install the hotfix

■

host_list_file is the name and location of the file that contains the host
names of the Standard Agents on which you want to install the hotfix

■

number_of_hosts is the number of Standard Agents that you want to
upgrade concurrently (the default is 10)

CommandCentral installs the hotfix on the specified hosts.

5

(Optional) After the hotfix is successfully pushed to the Standard Agents,
you can clean up the log directory on the Management Server. The script
identifies the location when the upgrade completes.
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Configuring
CommandCentral to
discover devices
This chapter includes the following topics:
■

Configuring CommandCentral to discover devices and applications

■

Viewing configured devices

■

Viewing the name of the device manager that manages a device

■

Editing device configurations

■

Verifying device configurations

■

Specifying device credentials across multiple hosts

■

Detecting the devices under a device manager

■

Rediscovering devices

■

Enabling the discovery of devices

■

Disabling the discovery of devices

■

Removing device configurations
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Configuring CommandCentral to discover devices and
applications
You can configure CommandCentral to discover your storage devices. The following
table identifies the necessary actions so that CommandCentral discovers your
devices.
Table 13-1

Necessary actions so that CommandCentral discovers devices

Action

Description

Review information
You need to ensure that your storage network is properly
about the devices that configured. For example, if your devices use unsupported firmware
CommandCentral
versions, then CommandCentral cannot discover those devices.
supports
For the latest support information for devices, see the
CommandCentral Hardware and Software Compatibility List. This
document is updated regularly at:
www.symantec.com/business/support/index?page=content
&key=50379&channel=TECHNICAL_SOLUTION&basecat
=COMPATIBILITY_LIST&sort=popular
Review device setup
requirements

You may need to follow specific device setup requirements to
ensure that CommandCentral can discover the device. Review
device setup requirements in the CommandCentral Hardware and
Software Configuration Guide.

Configure
CommandCentral to
discover devices

You can configure CommandCentral to discover the following
devices:
■

Storage arrays

■

Database instances

■

HBAs

■

Switches

■

Virtualization servers

See the CommandCentral Hardware and Software Configuration
Guide for more information about configuring CommandCentral
to discover devices.

Viewing configured devices
After you configure CommandCentral to discover a device, you can view the
device’s configuration in the Console. You can perform the following actions on
the device’s configuration:
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■

Edit the device's configuration.
See “Editing device configurations” on page 195.

■

Verify that the device is properly configured.
See “Verifying device configurations” on page 196.

■

Detect device managers.
See “Detecting the devices under a device manager” on page 197.

■

Rediscover a device.
See “Rediscovering devices” on page 197.

■

Disable discovery of a device.
See “Disabling the discovery of devices” on page 198.

■

Enable discovery of a device if you had previously disabled discovery.
See “Enabling the discovery of devices” on page 198.

■

Remove the device's configuration.
See “Removing device configurations” on page 199.

To view configured devices
◆

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Devices.
The Configured Devices pane displays.

Viewing the name of the device manager that
manages a device
When you manage your devices in the CommandCentral Console, you may want
to identify the device manager that manages a specific device. For example, you
may want to identify the CIMOM that manages each of your storage arrays. In
the Console, you can view the name of the device manager that manages a device.
To view the name of the device manager that manages a device
◆

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Devices.
The Configured Devices Summary table appears. The Device Manager column
displays the name of the device manager that manages the device.

Editing device configurations
After you configure CommandCentral to discover a device, you can edit that
device’s configuration. For example, you might need to edit any of the following:
■

The IP address or name of the device
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■

The IP address or name of the Device Manager that manages the device

■

The credentials that CommandCentral uses to discover the device

■

The port that CommandCentral uses to communicate with the device

To edit a device’s configuration

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Devices.

2

In the Configured Devices table, check the device whose configuration you
want to edit.

3

In the drop-down list, click Edit Device Configuration. Then, click Go.

4

In the Configure Device dialog box, make the necessary configuration
changes.
For more information on particular device settings, see the CommandCentral
Hardware and Software Configuration Guide.

5

Click Next.
If you selected Verify Device Configuration, a status message appears.
If the validation fails, refer to the CommandCentral Hardware and Software
Configuration Guide and review the configuration requirements for the device
in question.

6

Click Finish to complete device configuration.

Verifying device configurations
To ensure that CommandCentral can discover a device, you can verify that a device
is properly configured in CommandCentral.
To verify a device’s configuration

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Devices.

2

In the Configured Devices table, check the device whose configuration you
want to verify.

3

In the drop-down list, click Verify Device Configuration. Then, click Go.

4

In the Verify Device Configuration dialog box, click OK.

5

In the Task Submitted dialog box, click Yes to see if CommandCentral can
verify the device configuration.

6

Check the Status column to determine if the verification was successful.
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Specifying device credentials across multiple hosts
You can set device credentials across multiple hosts for the devices that an explorer
discovers.
To set credentials on multiple devices on one or more hosts

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Summary > Configure
Credentials.

2

In the Configure Device Credentials dialog box, in Select Explorer, select
the type of explorer that you use to manage the devices and click Next.

3

In the Managed Hosts column, select the hosts on which the affected explorers
reside.

4

Enter the necessary credentials in the Login and Password fields.

5

Click Finish.

Detecting the devices under a device manager
Device managers such as HiCommand servers, SMI-S CIMOMs, and EFCM servers
discover all the devices that are known to them. To detect the devices under a
device manager, follow these steps.
To detect the devices under a device manager

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Devices.

2

In the Configured Devices table, check the device that you want to detect.

3

In the drop-down list, click Detect Devices. Then, click Go.

4

In the Detect Devices dialog box, click OK.

5

In the Task Submitted dialog box, click Yes to see if CommandCentral can
detect the device configuration.

6

Check the Status column to determine if the detection was successful.

Rediscovering devices
You can rediscover a device to trigger a full rediscovery of all device information.
You can then view updated details about that device in the CommandCentral
Console.
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To rediscover a device

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Devices.

2

In the Configured Devices table, check the device you want to rediscover.

3

In the drop-down list, click Rediscover Device. Then, click Go.

4

In the Rediscover Device dialog box, click OK.

5

In the Task Submitted dialog box, click Yes to see if CommandCentral can
refresh the information for the device.

6

Check the Status column to determine if discovery was successful.

Enabling the discovery of devices
If you disable discovery of a device, you can re-enable discovery of that device.
When you enable discovery, CommandCentral discovers information about that
device.
To enable discovery of devices

1

Click Settings > Devices.

2

In the Configured Devices table, check one or more devices that you want to
enable.

3

In the drop-down list, click Enable Discovery. Then, click Go.

4

In the Enable Selected Device dialog box, click OK.

5

In the Task Submitted dialog box, click Yes to see if CommandCentral can
enable discovery for the device(s).

6

Check the Status column to determine if the task was successful.

Disabling the discovery of devices
Disabling the discovery of a device stops all exploration and management of that
device. If you disable discovery of a device manager, CommandCentral disables
discovery of all devices that the manager discovers.
To disable discovery of devices

1

In the Console, click Settings > Devices.

2

In the Configured Devices table, check one or more devices that you want to
disable.

3

In the drop-down list, click Disable Discovery. Then, click Go.
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4

In the Disable Selected Device dialog box, click OK.

5

In the Task Submitted dialog box, click Yes to see if CommandCentral can
disable discovery for the device(s).

6

Check the Status column to determine if the task was successful.

Removing device configurations
When a device is decommissioned or you move management of a device to another
host, you need to remove the device configuration from CommandCentral. If
CommandCentral cannot discover a device, it marks the device as missing. After
seven days, CommandCentral deletes missing devices from the database, unless
another explorer discovers the device.
To remove a device configuration from CommandCentral

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Devices.

2

In the Configured Devices table, heck the device whose configuration you
want to edit.

3

In the drop-down list, click Remove Device Configuration. Then, click Go.

4

In the Remove Device Configuration dialog box, click OK.

5

In the Task Submitted dialog box, click Yes to see if CommandCentral can
remove the device configuration.

6

Check the Status column to determine if the configuration removal was
successful.
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Configuring device and
application explorers
This chapter includes the following topics:
■

About device and application explorers

■

About conditions for device and application explorers

■

Viewing conditions for device and application explorers

■

Viewing the devices that an explorer discovers

■

Tuning device and application explorers

■

Refreshing device and application explorers

■

Dropping device and application explorers

■

Restarting device and application explorers

■

Viewing device and application explorer attributes

■

Viewing device and application explorer logs

■

Setting polling intervals for device and application explorers on multiple hosts

■

Setting global change thresholds for application explorers on multiple hosts

■

Editing device and application explorer registry settings

About device and application explorers
Device explorers and application explorers operate on the Management Server,
Control Hosts, and on Standard Agents. (Standard Agents do not run array
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explorers, switch explorers, and the VMware explorer.) When you configure
CommandCentral to discover devices, the explorers use a unique methodology to
discover and manage your storage devices.
The following table describes each device explorer and application explorer.
Table 14-1

Descriptions of device and application explorers

Name

Description

AixLvmExplorer

Discovers IBM Logical Volume Manager.

BrocadeMcDataExplorer

Discovers Brocade and McDATA switches out-of-band through
SNMP and telnet.

BrocadeSwitchExplorer

Discovers and manages Brocade switches out-of-band.

CIMVAILExplorer

Discovers the following devices using an SMI-S provider:
■

3PAR storage arrays

■

Engenio (LSI) storage arrays

■

FalconStor Network Storage Servers

■

Fujitsu storage arrays

■

HP StorageWorks XP storage arrays

■

IBM DS4000 (FastT) storage arrays

■

IBM DS6000 and DS8000 storage arrays

■

IBM ESS storage arrays

■

IBM SAN volume controller

■

NEC storage arrays

■

STK storage arrays

CiscoSwitchExplorer

Discovers Cisco switches.

DB2Explorer

Discovers IBM DB2 instances.

DmpExplorer

Discovers the Veritas Volume Manager objects that are
configured for Dynamic Multipathing (DMP).

EMCCelerraExplorer

Discovers EMC Celerra unified storage systems.

EMCClariionExplorer

Discovers EMC CLARiiON storage arrays.

EMCPowerPathExplorer

Discovers EMC PowerPath.

EMCSymmetrixExplorer

Discovers EMC Symmetrix storage arrays.
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Table 14-1

Descriptions of device and application explorers (continued)

Name

Description

GsSwitchExplorer

Discovers the following switches in-band:
■

Brocade

■

CNT

■

McDATA

■

QLogic

HiCommandExplorer

Discovers Hitachi HiCommand storage arrays and HP
StorageWorks XP storage arrays using Command View AE.

HostExplorer

Discovers hosts.

HPEvaExplorer

Discovers HP EVA storage arrays.

HPLvmExplorer

Discovers HP-UX Logical Volume Manager.

IBMDS8000Explorer

Discovers IBM DS6000 and IBM DS8000 storage arrays using
the IBM DSCLI.

IBMSharkExplorer

Discovers IBM ESS storage arrays using ESSCLI.

IBMXIVExplorer

Discovers IBM XIV Storage Systems.

McDataSwitchExplorer

Discovers McDATA switches out-of-band.

MscsExplorer

Discovers Microsoft Cluster Server.

MSSQLExplorer

Discovers Microsoft SQL Server.

NetAppExplorer

Discovers NetApp unified storage devices.

OracleExplorer

Discovers Oracle instances.

SALtoHALMigration

When you upgrade from 4.x to 5.x, converts data from 4.x
Standard Agents into the 5.x database.

SnmpSwitchExplorer

Discovers the following switches out-of-band:
■

Brocade

■

CNT

■

McDATA

■

QLogic

StorageExplorer

Discovers HBAs.

SunVMExplorer

Discovers Sun Volume Manager.
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Table 14-1

Descriptions of device and application explorers (continued)

Name

Description

SybaseExplorer

Discovers Sybase instances.

TapeDeviceExplorer

Discovers Symantec NetBackup and tape devices.

VcsExplorer

Discovers Veritas Cluster Server.

VmwareExplorer

Discovers VMware ESX servers.

VxVmExplorer

Discovers Veritas Volume Manager.

WinLDMExplorer

Discovers Microsoft Windows Logical Disk Manager.

ZonesExplorer

Discovers Solaris Zones.

About conditions for device and application explorers
CommandCentral monitors the condition of each device and application explorer.
The conditions identify if the explorers are in the normal operating condition. If
operations are not normal, discovery may not complete successfully. You can use
the conditions to identify and troubleshoot problems with an explorer.
See “About device and application explorers” on page 201.
You can view the conditions in the Host Management pane.
See “Viewing conditions for device and application explorers” on page 207.
Table 14-2 describes the conditions for device and application explorers.
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Table 14-2

Conditions for device and application explorers

Condition

Description

Troubleshooting

Duplicate
AgentID
reported by the
explorer

The host was cloned from another Do the following:
host or the host was used as a
■ Change the host name of the
template to clone additional hosts.
duplicate host.
As a result, the host shares a host
■ For the host whose host name
name with another hosts.
you changed, restart
When in this condition, the Central
CommandCentral.
HAL Manager does not accept
See “Stopping and starting the
information from the explorer.
Standard Agent or Control
Host” on page 274.
■ In the Console, drop the
duplicate host.
See “Dropping hosts”
on page 177.

Duplicate Host
OSUUID
reported by the
explorer

The host was cloned from another
host or the host was used as a
template to clone additional hosts.
As a result, the host shares an
OSUUID (unique host identifier)
with another host.

Reset the host’s unique host
identifier.
See “Resetting unique host
identifiers for cloned hosts”
on page 184.

When in this condition, the Central
HAL Manager does not accept
information from the explorer.
Explorer has
The host was detached from the
stopped
Management Server.
reporting to the
Management
Server as
managed host is
detached

If you uninstalled the Control Host
or Standard Agent, drop the host
from the Console.
See “Dropping hosts” on page 177.
If you manually detached the
Control Host or Standard Agent,
re-attach it to the Management
Server.
See “Reattaching a host to the
Management Server” on page 185.
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Table 14-2

Conditions for device and application explorers (continued)

Condition

Description

Troubleshooting

Heartbeat
Timeout

The explorer has not reported in.

Do the following:

Maximum Data
Collection
Cancellations
Exceeded

The explorer reached the maximum Do the following:
number of task cancel attempts.
■ Check network connectivity to
the Standard Agent or Control
Host.
■ Restart the Local HAL Manager.
See “Stopping and starting
CommandCentral processes”
on page 277.

Check network connectivity to
the Standard Agent or Control
Host.
■ Restart the Local HAL Manager.
See “Stopping and starting
CommandCentral processes”
on page 277.
■

Maximum Data The data from the explorer was not Do the following:
Collection
valid for several data collection
■ Check network connectivity to
Retries Exceeded retries. As a result, the Central HAL
the Standard Agent or Control
Manager (CHM) stops asking for
Host.
data from the explorer.
■ Restart the Local HAL Manager.
See “Stopping and starting
CommandCentral processes”
on page 277.
Normal
Operation

The explorer is in the normal
operating condition.

Not required.

QueryInterface
Failure

Unable to communicate with this
explorer.

Do the following:
Check network connectivity to
the Standard Agent or Control
Host.
■ Restart the Local HAL Manager.
See “Stopping and starting
CommandCentral processes”
on page 277.
■
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Table 14-2

Conditions for device and application explorers (continued)

Condition

Description

Troubleshooting

Stopped

Either the Local HAL Manager or
explorer processes have stopped.

Restart the Local HAL Manager.
See “Stopping and starting

Note: The host may be rebooting. CommandCentral processes”
After a host reboots, the condition on page 277.
changes to Normal Operation.

Viewing conditions for device and application
explorers
You can view the condition of the explorers that discover information about your
devices and applications. You can use this condition to identify and troubleshoot
problems with an explorer. For example, you might identify that a Standard Agent
is down. To troubleshoot the problem, you can view the condition’s of the explorers
that run on that Standard Agent. The condition identifies the current state of the
explorer.
To view conditions for device and application explorers

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts table, click the host whose explorer conditions you want to view.
The Explorers table lists the condition for each explorer.

Viewing the devices that an explorer discovers
In CommandCentral, device and application explorers discover and manage your
devices and applications. As you tune individual explorers, you may want to
identify which devices the explorer discovers and manages before you make
changes to the explorer’s settings. You can view the devices that an explorer
discovers in the CommandCentral Console.
To view the devices that an explorer discovers

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts table, click the host on which the explorer runs.

3

In the Explorers table, click the name of the explorer for which you want to
view the devices that it discovers.
The devices that an explorer discovers appears in the explorer’s Overview
pane.
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Tuning device and application explorers
You can tune the various device and application explorers that discover and
manage your devices and applications. You can tune an explorer to modify options
such as debug levels, error recovery options, and settings for the device vendor's
command line interface.
This topic explains how to access the area of the Console where you configure
explorers. Review specific information about explorer configuration settings.
See the CommandCentral Hardware and Software Configuration Guide.
To configure a device explorer or application explorer

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts table, click the host on which you want to configure an explorer.

3

In the Explorers table, check the explorer whose configuration you want to
edit.

4

In the drop-down list, click Configure Explorer. Then, click Go.

5

In the Explorer Settings dialog box, make the necessary settings based on
information in the CommandCentral Hardware and Software Configuration
Guide.

6

Click Next.
A status message appears in the dialog box.

7

Click Finish to close the dialog box.

Refreshing device and application explorers
You can refresh device and application explorers to rediscover all the devices or
applications that the explorer discovers. A refresh lets you force an update of
information about certain devices or applications.
To refresh one or more explorers

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts table, click the host whose explorers you want to refresh.

3

In the Explorers table, check one or more explorers that you want to refresh.

4

In the drop-down list, click Refresh Explorer. Then, click Go.

5

In the Refresh Selected Explorer(s) dialog box, click OK.
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6

In the Task Submitted dialog box, click Yes to see if CommandCentral can
refresh the explorers.

7

Check the Status column to determine if the refresh was successful.

Dropping device and application explorers
You can drop an explorer, which deletes the explorer from the database. It does
not delete the explorer from the host. The explorer reappears if the explorer starts
running again.
To drop a a device explorer or application explorer

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts table, click the host on which you want to drop an explorer.

3

In the Explorers table, check the explorer that you want to drop.

4

In the drop-down list, click Drop Explorer. Then, click Go.

5

In the Drop Selected Explorer(s) dialog box, click OK.

Restarting device and application explorers
To troubleshoot problems with device and application explorers, you may need
to restart them.
To restart an explorer

1

Log on to the host where the explorer runs as root (UNIX) or as a user with
administrator-level privileges (Windows).

2

In an operating system console, change to the directory where the
halagentcfg script resides. By default, the directory is:

3

UNIX

/opt/VRTSccs/VRTShal/bin

Windows

\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage\HAL\bin

To identify the name of the explorer that you want to stop, type the following
command:
halagentcfg list-explorer-types

For more information about each explorer, refer to the following:
See “About device and application explorers” on page 201.
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4

To identify the process under which the explorer runs, type the following
command:
halagentcfg list-explorers --explorer-name ExplorerName --details

where ExplorerName is the name of the explorer that you obtained in the
previous step

5

To stop the process under which the explorer runs, type the following
command:
halagentcfg stop-process --process-name ProcessName

where ProcessName is the name of the process that you obtained in the
previous step

6

To start the process under which the explorer runs, type the following
command:
halagentcfg start-process --process-name ProcessName

The process restarts.

Viewing device and application explorer attributes
Each device explorer and application explorer has a list of read-only characteristics
or attributes that CommandCentral tracks. Attributes provide detailed state and
trending information about an explorer such as its state, missed heartbeat history,
and data collection retries. These metrics can be helpful when troubleshooting
an explorer or evaluating whether to change an explorer’s configuration.
To view an explorer’s attributes

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts table, click the host on which you want to view an explorer’s
attributes.

3

In the Explorers table, click the name of the explorer whose attributes you
want to view.

4

In the Explorer pane, click Attributes.
The explorer's attributes appear.

Viewing device and application explorer logs
You can view log activity for the various device and application explorers in the
Console. The logs can be helpful when troubleshooting an explorer.
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To view device and application explorer logs

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts table, check the host whose explorer logs you want to view.

3

In the drop-down list, click View Log. Then, click Go.

4

In the Remote Log Viewer dialog box, select the specific log files to view.
See “Remote Log Viewer panel options” on page 211.

5

Click View Log.
The Remote Log View dialog box displays the log information.

Remote Log Viewer panel options
Use this dialog box to select the specific log files to view for the selected remote
host.
Table 14-3

Field descriptions

Field

Description

Managed Host

Select a host to view the logs for this host remotely.

Log Level

Select the specific log or logs to view. Select All to view all the
available log files. Select Debug to select log files for
troubleshooting issues. Select Event to view the event logs.

Start Date

Enter the date and time where you want to begin viewing the log
file(s). Be as specific as possible to narrow your search scope.

End Date

Enter the date and time for the end of the log file(s) section you
want to view. Be as specific as possible to narrow your search
scope.

View File

Select to view the remote log.

Setting polling intervals for device and application
explorers on multiple hosts
Each device explorer and application explorer waits a certain amount of time
before it repeats discovery. An explorer’s polling interval defines the amount of
time.
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When you tune individual explorers, you can set the explorer’s polling interval.
You can also set the polling interval for an explorer that runs on the Management
Server and all Control Hosts.
To set explorer polling intervals on multiple hosts

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Summary > Configure
Explorer.

2

In the Configure Explorer Across Hosts dialog box, in Select Explorer to
Configure, click the explorer for which you want to set the polling interval.

3

In the Managed Host column, check the hosts on which you want to set the
explorer polling interval. Then, click Next.
To set the explorer polling interval for all hosts, select the checkbox next to
the Managed Host column header.

4

Enter a polling interval in number of minutes. Then, click Finish.

5

In the Task Submitted dialog box, click Yes to see if CommandCentral can
set the explorer polling interval.

6

Check the Status column to determine if the explorer polling interval setting
was successful.

Setting global change thresholds for application
explorers on multiple hosts
Before an application explorer gathers data from an application, the application
has to change by a certain percentage. An application explorer's change threshold
defines the percentage.
When you tune individual application explorers, you can adjust the explorer’s
change threshold. CommandCentral also lets you set the change threshold for an
application explorer that applies to all hosts on which the explorer is installed.
Note: The Change Threshold field is only available for application explorers for
Sybase, Oracle, MSSQL, Exchange, and DB2.
To set application explorer change threshold on multiple hosts

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Summary > Configure
Explorer.

2

In the Configure Explorer Across Hosts dialog box, in Select Explorer to
Configure, click the explorer for which you want to set the change threshold.
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3

In the Managed Host column, check the hosts on which you want to set the
application explorer change threshold. Then, click Next.
To set the change threshold for all hosts, select the checkbox next to the
Managed Host column header.

4

check the Change Threshold checkbox and enter a change threshold number
to represent the percentage. Then, click Finish.

5

In the Task Submitted dialog box, click Yes to see if CommandCentral can
set the application explorer change threshold.

6

Check the Status column to determine if the explorer polling interval setting
was successful.

Editing device and application explorer registry
settings
Settings that govern the operation of an explorer are stored in a configuration
registry file. Under special circumstances, it might be necessary to change an
explorer’s registry settings.
Warning: Edit registry entries only if you are familiar with the registry settings
and understand their use and impact. Changing explorer registry settings should
only be done after consultation with Symantec Technical Support.
To edit an explorer’s registry setting

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts table, click the host on which you want to configure an explorer’s
registry settings.

3

In the Explorers table, click the name of the explorer whose registry you
want to edit.

4

In the Explorer pane, click Registry.

5

In the Section column, check the explorer registry section that you want to
edit.

6

In the drop-down list, click Edit Registry Entry. Then, click Go.

7

In the Edit Registry Entry dialog, type the new registry entry value. Then,
click OK.
A message displays stating that the task has been submitted.

8

Click Yes to view the status of the task or No to remain in the Explorer pane.
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Administering
CommandCentral Storage
policies
This chapter includes the following topics:
■

About CommandCentral Storage policies

■

About SNMP traps sent by the CommandCentral Storage Alert Manager

■

Enabling and disabling CommandCentral Storage to collect Alert Manager
data for audit history reports

■

Configuring SMTP server settings for CommandCentral Storage policy
notification

■

Configuring CommandCentral Storage Alert Manager notification limit override
settings

About CommandCentral Storage policies
Policies are rules that help you manage your storage network by generating alerts,
automating responses, or both when certain events and conditions occur. You can
construct the rules not only to detect when something goes wrong but also to
anticipate and handle problems before they occur.
The Alert Manager carries out the instructions described in all policies enabled
on the storage network. Each policy is based on a particular type of data for a
particular object or type of object. These data types are represented by collectors.
For example, there is a collector that counts how much data is being read on a
specific storage array, and another that monitors whether a switch port is online
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or offline. When CommandCentral Storage initially discovers the objects on the
storage network, it determines which collectors apply to those objects and registers
the relevant collectors with the Alert Manager. The Alert Manager then receives
a stream of real-time collector data and compares data values with the conditions
described in its policies. When the alert condition for a particular policy is met,
the Alert Manager performs the actions described in the policy.
For information about how to use policies to monitor your storage resources, see
the CommandCentral Storage User’s Guide.

About SNMP traps sent by the CommandCentral
Storage Alert Manager
Some of the policies that the CommandCentral Storage Alert Manager uses to
monitor storage network objects rely on the Alert Manager sending SNMP traps.
For information about the data that the Alert Manager encodes in a trap varbind,
refer to the management information base (MIB) in the following default locations
on CommandCentral Management Servers:
■

Solaris—/opt/VRTSamccs/SNMP/*.mib

■

Windows—\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral\VxAM\SNMP\CC\*.mib

Enabling and disabling CommandCentral Storage to
collect Alert Manager data for audit history reports
You can change audit settings for the CommandCentral Storage Alert Manager
server. Audit settings control whether CommandCentral Storage Alert Manager
data (policies, alerts, configuration) should be collected for display in the
CommandCentral Storage audit history reports.
To enable or disable CommandCentral Storage to collect Alert Manager data for
audit history reports

1

In the CommandCentral Storage Console, click Monitoring > Configuration.

2

In the Configuration pane, scroll to the Audit table.

3

In the Audit table, in the Value column, click a value to modify any of the
following:
■

ConfigurationAuditingEnabled: A flag for enabling/disabling the auditing
of configuration changes. (Default: TRUE)
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■

License Auditing Enabled: A flag for enabling/disabling the auditing of
license key changes. (Default: TRUE)

■

Module Auditing Enabled: A flag for enabling/disabling the auditing of
module changes. (Default: TRUE)

■

Policy Auditing Enabled: A flag for enabling/disabling the auditing of
policy changes. (Default: TRUE)

4

In the dialog box, select True or False.

5

Click OK.
The changes save to the Management Server.

Configuring SMTP server settings for
CommandCentral Storage policy notification
In a policy, you can define that CommandCentral Storage send an email notification
when it detects certain conditions. For CommandCentral Storage to send policy
notification emails, you must specify an SMTP email server on the
CommandCentral Management Server.
To change SMTP settings for policy notification

1

In the CommandCentral Storage Console, click Monitoring > Configuration.

2

In the Configuration pane, scroll to the Notification table.

3

In the Notification table, in the Value column, click the value for Email Server
Host.

4

In the Email Server Host dialog box, type a valid SMTP server name, qualified
domain name, or IP address. Then, click OK.

5

(Optional) In the Notification table, in the Value column, click the value for
any of the following:
■

Email Sender: The address from which emails are sent. (Default:
CommandCentral_Storage)
Note that some SMTP servers are configured to make this field contain
valid email addresses only.

■

Email Server Port Number: The port number for the SMTP mail server
used to send email notifications. (Default: 25)

■

Email Test Body: The body of test messages sent when testing email
recipients. (Default: You have successfully received a test message from
the CommandCentral Storage Alert Manager on $ServerHost$.)
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■

Email Test Subject: The subject of test messages sent when testing email
recipients. (Default: VERITAS ALERT MANAGER TEST MESSAGE)

In the dialog box, enter a value. Then, click OK.

Configuring CommandCentral Storage Alert Manager
notification limit override settings
CommandCentral Storage sends policy notifications to a user's email address
when you configure the policy to do so. Before CommandCentral Storage sends
these emails, it uses circuit breakers to limit the sending of repeated information
to a user’s mailbox. By default, the circuit breakers for each information level
(critical, error, informational, and warning) is enabled. You can change this setting
so that CommandCentral Storage does not use the circuit breaker. As a result,
users may receive repeated information.
To change Alert Manager notification limit override settings

1

In the CommandCentral Storage Console, click Monitoring > Configuration.

2

In the Configuration pane, scroll to the Notification Limit Override table.

3

In the Notification Limit Override table, click a value to modify any of the
following:

4

■

Notification Circuit Breaker Override - Critical: A flag to override
notification circuit breakers for critical alerts. (Default: FALSE)

■

Notification Circuit Breaker Override - Error: A flag to override
notification circuit breakers for error alerts. (Default: FALSE)

■

Notification Circuit Breaker Override - Informational: A flag to override
notification circuit breakers for informational alerts. (Default: FALSE)

■

Notification Circuit Breaker Override - Warning: A flag to override
notification circuit breakers for warning alerts. (Default: FALSE)

In the dialog box, click TRUE to disable the circuit breaker or click FALSE to
enable the circuit breaker.
Your settings save to the Management Server.
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Configuring
CommandCentral Storage
monitoring
This chapter includes the following topics:
■

About CommandCentral Storage device monitoring

■

About monitoring devices with SNMP

■

About out-of-band switch monitoring

■

Configuring CommandCentral Storage to monitor switches that do not have
an SNMP IP address

■

Configuring CommandCentral Storage to monitor CNT switches that do not
have an SNMP IP address

■

Configuring monitoring for EMC Symmetrix arrays

■

Editing the interval in which CommandCentral Storage issues SNMP polls of
devices

■

Changing the default port on which CommandCentral receives traps

About CommandCentral Storage device monitoring
CommandCentral Storage incorporates monitoring technology you can use to
detect conditions such as traffic bottlenecks or hardware failures.
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CommandCentral Storage monitors conditions on your storage network by
gathering data from the hardware and software on the network, using the following
methods:
■

SNMP polling and traps
See “About monitoring devices with SNMP” on page 222.

■

Simple Instrumentation Collection Layer (SICL)
See “About the Simple Instrumentation Collection Layer (SICL) ” on page 28.

■

The Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL)
See “About the Central HAL Manager (CHM) ” on page 20.

CommandCentral Storage uses collectors to gather information about conditions
on the network. It also monitors alerts generated by devices on the network.
Policies—both predefined and user-defined—perform actions or generate
notifications based on data received from the network through collectors and
alerts.
CommandCentral Storage makes use of collector data through these features:
■

Policies and the Alert Manager

■

CommandCentral Storage reports

About monitoring devices with SNMP
CommandCentral Storage monitors most switches and storage arrays with Simple
Network Management Protocol (SNMP).
For monitoring to work, devices must adhere to the following requirements:
■

Have an IP address or fully-qualified device name known to CommandCentral
Storage

■

Run the SNMP agent that is accessible from the Management Server

See the CommandCentral Hardware and Software Configuration Guide for detailed
configuration requirements for a vendor’s device.
Some switches and arrays implement SNMP in a different way or not at all.
Additionally, some switches, such as McDATA, use a different architecture than
most switches.
CommandCentral Storage can still monitor these devices, with some extra
configuration:
■

Some switches do not have an IP address attribute with a valid IP address;
however, you can manually add an SNMP IP address attribute to enable
monitoring.
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See “Configuring CommandCentral Storage to monitor switches that do not
have an SNMP IP address” on page 223.
See “Configuring CommandCentral Storage to monitor CNT switches that do
not have an SNMP IP address” on page 224.
■

EMC Symmetrix arrays are automatically discovered in-band, and, therefore,
the CommandCentral Storage Simple Instrumentation Collection Layer (SICL)
must be configured to know of their presence.
See “Configuring monitoring for EMC Symmetrix arrays ” on page 226.

About out-of-band switch monitoring
CommandCentral Storage uses a switch’s SNMP IP address to monitor the switch.
If CommandCentral Storage discovers a switch IP address and creates an attribute
for it, SNMP monitoring occurs with no further configuration. To enable
monitoring of switches that CommandCentral Storage does not create an SNMP
IP Address attribute for, you can configure this attribute through the
CommandCentral Storage Console.
The following tasks are involved with the Console to enable CommandCentral
Storage SNMP monitoring on switches that do not have an IP address attribute
with a valid IP address:
■

See “Configuring CommandCentral Storage to monitor switches that do not
have an SNMP IP address” on page 223.

■

See “Configuring CommandCentral Storage to monitor CNT switches that do
not have an SNMP IP address” on page 224.

Note: To enable monitoring, verify that the SNMP agent is enabled in any switch
that you want to monitor and verify that CommandCentral Storage can
communicate with the switch.

Configuring CommandCentral Storage to monitor
switches that do not have an SNMP IP address
For CommandCentral Storage to monitor switches with SNMP, the switch must
have an SNMP IP address. You can configure CommandCentral Storage to monitor
switches that do not have an SNMP IP address. Before you do this, you can
determine whether a switch has an SNMP IP address.
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Note: This topic applies only to non-McDATA and non-CNT switches that do not
have an SNMP IP Address attribute.
To determine whether a switch has an SNMP IP address

1

In the CommandCentral Storage Console, click Managing > Summary >
Switches.

2

In the Switches Summary table, click the switch whose SNMP IP address you
want to verify.

3

In the Overview tab, in the IP Address field, determine whether SNMP appears.
For example, if the switch does have an SNMP IP address, a value similar to
the following displays in the IP Address field:
192.168.0.0 (Http/SNMP/Telnet)

If a value does not appear, configure CommandCentral Storage to monitor
the switch.
To configure CommandCentral Storage to monitor switches that do not have an
SNMP IP address

1

In the CommandCentral Storage Console, click Managing > Summary >
Switches.

2

In the Switches Summary table, check the the switch that you want to monitor.

3

In the drop-down list, click Create Attribute. Then, click Go.

4

In the Create Attribute dialog box, do the following:
■

In the Attribute Name field (which is case-sensitive), type the name of
the new attribute: Xt_SNMPIPAttribute

■

In the Attribute Value field, type the IP address of the switch.
A message displays stating that the task has been submitted.

■

Click OK.

CommandCentral Storage begins to perform SNMP monitoring on the switch.

Configuring CommandCentral Storage to monitor CNT
switches that do not have an SNMP IP address
For CommandCentral Storage to monitor switches with SNMP, the switch must
have an SNMP IP address. You can configure CommandCentral Storage to monitor
CNT switches that do not have an SNMP IP address. Before you do this, you can
determine whether a switch has an SNMP IP address.
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CNT switches restrict SNMP queries to hosts listed in the switch access list. The
SNMP agent in the CNT switch must be configured to respond to the
CommandCentral Management Server polling. If the agent is not configured
properly, CommandCentral Storage will not receive monitoring information.
Review the latest support information (for example, supported models and
firmware).
See the CommandCentral Hardware and Software Compatibility List.
This document is updated regularly at:
www.symantec.com/business/support/index?page=content&key=50379
&channel=TECHNICAL_SOLUTION&basecat=COMPATIBILITY_LIST&sort=popular
To determine whether a CNT switch has an SNMP IP address

1

In the CommandCentral Storage Console, click Managing > Summary >
Switches.

2

In the Switches Summary table, click the CNT switch whose SNMP IP address
you want to verify.

3

In the Overview tab, in the IP Address field, determine whether SNMP appears.
For example, if the switch does have an SNMP IP address, a value similar to
the following displays in the IP Address field:
192.168.0.0 (Http/SNMP/Telnet)

If a value does not appear, configure CommandCentral Storage to monitor
the switch.
To configure CommandCentral Storage to monitor CNT switches that do not have
an SNMP IP address

1

Through the CNT Enterprise Manager (EM) client, add the CommandCentral
Management Server host to the CNT switch access list. See vendor
documentation for information on how to do this.

2

Through the EM client, determine the value of the Read Community string
in the switch SNMP settings. If the value of this string is not public, record
the value for later use.

3

In the CommandCentral Storage Console, click Managing > Summary >
Switches.

4

In the Switches Summary table, select (check) the CNT switch that you want
to monitor.

5

In the drop-down list, click Create Attribute. Then, click Go.

6

In the Create Attribute dialog box, do the following:
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■

In the Attribute Name field (which is case-sensitive), type the name of
the new attribute: Xt_SNMPIPAttribute

■

In the Attribute Value field, type the IP address of the CNT switch.

■

Click OK.

If the value of the SNMP Read Community string determined in step 2 is not
public, continue to the next step. Otherwise, CommandCentral Storage begins
to perform SNMP monitoring on the CNT switch.

7

In the Switches Summary table, in the drop-down list, click Create Attribute.
Then, click Go.

8

In the Create Attribute dialog box, do the following:
■

In the Attribute Name field (which is case-sensitive), type the name of
the new attribute: Xt_SNMPReadCommunity

■

In the Attribute Value field, type the SNMP Read Community string value
of the CNT switch.

■

Click OK.

CommandCentral Storage begins to perform SNMP monitoring on the CNT
switch.

Configuring monitoring for EMC Symmetrix arrays
CommandCentral Storage monitors certain storage arrays with the Simple
Instrumentation Collection Layer (SICL). SICL communicates with arrays using
vendor-specific CLIs such as EMC Symmetrix. SICL-compliant scripts parse the
command-line output and convert it into collector values for the CommandCentral
Storage Alert Manager.
Because EMC Symmetrix arrays are automatically discovered in-band, SICL must
be configured to know of their presence. This topic describes how to manually
configure CommandCentral Storage to monitor Symmetrix arrays.
To configure CommandCentral Storage to monitor EMC Symmetrix arrays

1

In the CommandCentral Storage Console, click Settings > Devices.

2

In the Configured Devices Summary table, select (check) the EMC Symmetrix
array for which you want to configure CommandCentral Storage to monitor.

3

In the drop-down list, click Edit Device Configuration. Then, click Go.

4

In the Configure Device - Device Credentials dialog box, do the following:
■

Select (check) Enable Monitoring
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5

■

In Array Monitoring Interval, enter a value in minutes. The default is
30.

■

Click Next.

In the Configure Device - Status panel, click Finish.
CommandCentral Storage begins monitoring the storage array.

Editing the interval in which CommandCentral Storage
issues SNMP polls of devices
You can use the CommandCentral Storage Alarm Service command line interface
(vxascmd) to edit the number of times the Alarm Service reissues an SNMP GET
request (poll) and the amount of time it waits before reissuing an unanswered
poll. This affects how often CommandCentral Storage collects information from
your devices.
To edit SNMP discovery parameters using vxascmd

1

On the CommandCentral Management Server, go to the directory where the
CommandCentral Storage Alarm Service command line interface (CLI) vxascmd
resides.
The default directories for each platform are:
Solaris— /opt/VRTSccs/VRTSas/bin
Windows—\Program Files\Veritas\CommandCentral Storage\Alarm
Service\bin

2

Start a vxascmd interactive session by typing the following command and
pressing Enter:
vxascmd serverName

where serverName is the name of the Management Server on which the Alarm
Service resides.

3

Change the value of either or both parameters using the command:
set parameterName value

If ProxyDiscoverySnmpRetry is set lower than 3, it will default back to 100.
If ProxyDiscoverySnmpInterval is set lower than 10, it will default back to
30.
The Alarm Service SNMP-related parameters are:
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■

snmpretry — The number of times the Alarm Service will reissue an

unanswered SNMP GET request (poll). The default is three.
■

snmpinterval — The amount of time (in seconds) the Alarm Service waits

before reissuing an unanswered SNMP GET request (poll). The default is
ten seconds.

4

Close vxascmd.

5

Restart the CommandCentral Storage Alarm Service on the Management
Server by doing the following:
■

Open an operating system console and log on as root (Solaris) or as a user
with administrator-level privileges.

■

Change to the following directory:

■

■

■

Solaris—/opt/VRTSccs/VRTSccsts/bin

■

Windows—\Program Files\Veritas\CommandCentral
Storage\Support\Tools\Vxccs

Type the following command to stop the Alarm Service:
■

Solaris—vxccs stop vxasd

■

Windows—vxccs stop VRTSccas

Type the following command to start the Alarm Service:
■

Solaris—vxccs start vxasd

■

Windows—vxccs start VRTSccas

Changing the default port on which CommandCentral
receives traps
For CommandCentral to monitor an object on your network using SNMP, such as
an array or a switch, the object must have an SNMP agent that is properly
configured to accept SNMP polls and to send SNMP traps.
Configure your SNMP-capable objects to send SNMP traps to port 162 on the host
running the CommandCentral Management Server. (The Trap Processor uses port
162 by default.)
For details about configuring your SNMP-capable hardware, see the
CommandCentral Hardware and Software Configuration Guide.
In some cases, another application on the host may have already bound port 162
for its own use. If this happens on a Solaris host, you must decide which application
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will use the port and, if necessary, change the default port number on which
CommandCentral receives traps.
On Microsoft Windows hosts, you can work around a conflict by binding port 162
to the Microsoft Trap Service and then configuring both applications to receive
SNMP traps forwarded from the Microsoft Trap Service.
To change the default port on which CommandCentral receives traps

1

Open the Trap Processor configuration file, vxtrapd.conf, in a text editor.
The file resides in this directory:
Solaris: /opt/VRTSccs/VRTStrap/bin
Windows: \Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage
Data\conf\Trap Service

2

In the [TrapSource] section, change the value of the Port field to reflect the
port number you have chosen.

3

Save and close the file.

4

Stop and restart the Trap Processor.
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Managing the
CommandCentral database
This chapter includes the following topics:
■

About the CommandCentral database

■

About the temporary files that the CommandCentral database creates

■

Starting and stopping the CommandCentral database

■

Configuring CommandCentral Storage to monitor database disk space in the
CommandCentral database

■

Relocating the CommandCentral database

About the CommandCentral database
The Symantec database server (DBMS) runs and manages the CommandCentral
database. The database (ccstor) contains the following:
■

Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL) discovery data

■

Console views and reports, stored procedures, and configuration

■

Monitoring and performance data

If the database is unavailable, the Console does not function properly and the
following message displays after you log on to the Console:
The CommandCentral Storage Management Server is not connected:
ccstor: Cannot connect to database server.

If the message displays in the Console, you should verify that the Symantec
database server is running. You should also verify that the database is running.
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To verify that the DBMS and the CommandCentral database are running, use the
vxcss command.
See vxccs on page 332.
When the database is unavailable, the Alert Manager server logs errors for some
operations and may fail to log some statistical information to the database (the
information will be lost), as well as fail to create alerts that might occur while the
database is unavailable. When the database becomes available, the Alert Manager
reconnects and resumes normal operation. If the database is in any way modified
while it is unavailable (for example, a backup restored or an upgrade performed),
you must restart the Alert Manager server.
When the Central HAL Manager (CHM) detects that the database is unavailable,
the CHM logs errors.
When the database is unavailable, the CHM cannot perform the following tasks:
■

Continue ongoing data collections.
Cached data is not re-examined when the database comes back up, but is fetched
anew.

■

Schedule additional data collections.

■

Execute current and future management operations.

■

Execute redirected IDL calls through the CHM.
These calls include registry operations and remote halagentcfg calls on the
Management Server.

When the CHM detects that the database is available, it automatically reconnects
to the database. The CHM logs a database connection restored event, and
resumes normal operations.

About the temporary files that the CommandCentral
database creates
As you use CommandCentral, the CommandCentral database creates temporary
files to store temporary data. The database creates the temporary files in the path
that is specified in the Management Server host’s ASTMP environment variable.
Based on your operating system, the configuration of the ASTMP environment
variable is as follows:
Solaris

When you install the Management Server on Solaris, CommandCentral
sets the ASTMP environment variable to the following location:
/var/VRTSccs/database/
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Windows

When you install the Management Server on Windows,
CommandCentral does not set the ASTMP environment variable. As
a result, the database creates the temporary files in the path that is
specified in the host’s TMP, TMPDIR, or TEMP environment variables.
By default, Windows sets these environment variables to the same
drive as the Windows system directory. The CommandCentral database
may create temporary files on a different drive than the drive where
your database is located.
For example, you may locate your database at D:\. If the ASTMP
environment variable does not exist, and the TMP environment
variable is set to C:\temp then the database creates the temporary
files to C:\temp
For optimal performance, we recommend that you set the ASTMP
environment variable as a system variable on your Windows host. For
more information about setting the ASTMP environment variable,
refer to Windows documentation. After you set the ASTMP
environment variable, restart the Windows host.

You can delete the temporary files that the database creates. Stop the Management
Server before you delete the files.
See “Stopping and starting the Management Server” on page 273.

Starting and stopping the CommandCentral database
You can stop and restart the CommandCentral database (ccstor) while leaving
the DBMS running. Stopping and restarting the CommandCentral database rather
than the database server ensures that any other applications that use the database
server is not affected.
To stop and restart the CommandCentral database on Solaris

1

Open a Solaris console, log on to the CommandCentral database host as root,
and change to the Symantec database server (ASA database server) directory:
cd /opt/VRTSdbms3

2

Depending on the shell you are running, source the database script:
■

Bourne shell and Korn shell:
. ./vxdbms_env.sh

■

C shell:
source ./vxdbms_env.csh
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3

Stop the database by issuing the following command:
vxdbms_start_db.pl veritas_dbms3_hostName -stop ccstor -force

Where hostName is the name of the Management Server.

4

Restart the database by issuing the following command:
vxdbms_start_db.pl veritas_dbms3_hostName
databaseDirectory/ccstor.db -truncatelog

Where hostName is the name of the Management Server and databaseDirectory
is the location where the database resides (by default:
/var/VRTSccs/database/).
For example:
vxdbms_start_db.pl veritas_dbms3_myhost
/var/VRTSccs/database/ccstor.db -truncatelog

If the database server is not running, you see a message similar to this one
when you attempt to restart the CommandCentral database:
Ping server failed -- Database server not found.
Symantec DBMS 3.0.101.0 vxdbms_start_db utility
The Symantec database [/var/VRTSccs/database/ccstor.db]
cannot be started/stopped because server instance
[veritas_dbms3_myserver] cannot be connected to. Please
ensure that the server name is correct and the server is
accessible.

In such situations, you must restart the DB server using the vxccs command.
To stop and restart the CommandCentral database on Windows

1

Open a command prompt and log on to the CommandCentral database host
as an administrator or user in the Administrators group.

2

Change to the Symantec database server (ASA database server) directory:
C:\Program Files\VERITAS\VxDBMS3\Server\Win32
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3

Stop the database by typing the following command:
vxdbms_start_db.exe "C:\Program
Files\VERITAS\VxDBMS3\Server\Win32" VERITAS_DBMS_%ComputerName%
-stop ccstor -force

4

Restart the database by typing the following command:
vxdbms_start_db.exe "C:\Program
Files\VERITAS\VxDBMS3\Server\Win32" VERITAS_DBMS_%ComputerName%
"C:\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage
Data\database\ccstor.db" ccstor -truncatelog

Configuring CommandCentral Storage to monitor
database disk space in the CommandCentral database
Using stored procedures running on the database server, the CommandCentral
database monitors its disk space usage and can notify multiple recipients when
utilization reaches pre-defined thresholds.
Monitored thresholds include: disk space, temporary disk space, and transaction
log size. You can accept the defaults or set your own minimum allowed thresholds.
You configure notifications in the same way that you configure other notifications
that the Alert Manager sends. You can specify email recipients, set the email
subject line, and choose the string used in the message body.
The database monitoring is performed every 30 seconds. The first time the
threshold is crossed, recipients receive email notification. Until the threshold
clears, recipients receive subsequent emails at a predefined interval. You can set
the interval or accept the default of 24 hours.
To configure database disk space monitoring

1

In the CommandCentral Storage Console, click Monitoring > Configuration.

2

In the Configuration pane, scroll to the Disk Space table.

3

In the Disk Space table, in the Value column, click a value to modify any of
the following:
■

Email Body Prefix: The prefix text for the body of emails sent when
insufficient disk space is detected. (Default: CommandCentral Storage
database disk space:)

■

Email Interval: The interval in hours between which duplicate emails will
be sent notifying recipients of insufficient disk space. (Default: 24)
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4

■

Email Recipient: The name of the recipient (or recipient group) to whom
email notifications should be sent when insufficient disk space is detected.
(Default: an email group named Database Disk Space Notification
Recipients. You must add at least one member to this group in order to
receive email notifications.)

■

Email Subject: The subject text for emails sent for when insufficient disk
space is detected. (Default: CommandCentral Storage Database Disk
Space Warning)

■

Enable Checking: A flag for globally enabling or disabling database disk
space checking. (Default: TRUE)

■

Minimum Available Database Disk Space: The minimum amount of disk
space in megabytes that must be available for the database data files.
(Default: 1024)

■

Minimum Available Temporary Disk Space: The minimum amount of
disk space in megabytes that must be available for the database temporary
file. (Default: 512)

■

Minimum Available Transaction Log Disk Space: The minimum amount
of disk space in megabytes that must be available for the database
transaction log file. (Default: 512)

In the dialog box, enter or select a new value. Then, click OK.
The changes save to the database.

Relocating the CommandCentral database
You can relocate the CommandCentral database to a different directory on the
Management Server. The new directory cannot contain any files other than the
database files.
The following procedure assumes that the database were installed in the default
location.
To relocate the CommandCentral database on Solaris

1

On the Management Server, open an operating system console and log on as
root.

2

Type the following command to stop all CommandCentral processes and any
processes that are shared with other Symantec products:
/opt/VRTS/bin/vxccs stop -force

3

Type the following command to back up the database:
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cp /etc/VRTSccs/ccs.conf /backup_location/ccs.conf.bk
cp /etc/vxdbms/VERITAS_DBMS3_hostname/conf/databases.conf
/backup_location/databases.conf.bk

Where:

4

■

backup_location is a location on the Management Server to which you
want to save the backup

■

hostname is the host name of the Management Server

Type the following command to move the database files to the desired
directory:
mv /var/VRTSccs/database/ccstor.db /desired_directory

Where desired_directory is the directory to which you want to move the
database.

5

Open the following file:
/etc/VRTSccs/ccs.conf

6

In ccs.conf, edit the entry DBDIR as follows:
DBDIR=/new_db_directory

Where new_db_directory is the name of the directory to which you moved
the database in step 4.

7

Open the following file:
/etc/vxdbms/VERITAS_DBMS3_hostname/conf/databases.conf

Where hostname is the host name of the Management Server.

8

In databases.conf, update the location of the .db files.

9

Type the following command to start all CommandCentral processes and any
processes that are shared with other Symantec products:
/opt/VRTS/bin/vxccs start

To relocate the CommandCentral database on Windows

1

On the Management Server, open an operating system console and log on as
a user with administrator-level privileges.

2

Change to the following directory:
\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage\Support\Tools\VxCCS

For 64-bit hosts, the path starts with \Program Files (x86)
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3

Type the following command to stop all CommandCentral processes and any
processes that are shared with other Symantec products:
VxCCS.bat stop -force

4

Create a backup copy of the following file:
C:\Program Files\VERITAS\VxDBMS3\Server\conf\databases.conf

5

Type the following commands to move the database files to the desired
directory:
move "C:\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage
Data\database\ccstor.db" "new_drive_letter:\desired_directory"
move "C:\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage
Data\database\ccstor.log" "new_drive_letter:\desired_directory"

Where:

6

■

new_drive_letter is the drive to which you want to move the database

■

desired_directory is the directory to which you want to move the database

Open the following file:
C:\Program Files\VERITAS\VxDBMS3\Server\conf\databases.conf

7

In databases.conf, update the location of the .db files.

8

Open Windows’ Registry Editor (Start > Run > regedit).

9

In Registry Editor, modify the value of the following registry key to reflect
the new path where the database resides:
■

For 32-bit hosts:
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\VERITAS\CommandCentral
Storage\Data\DbPath

■

For 64-bit hosts:
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\VERITAS\CommandCentral
Storage\Data\DbPath

10 Type the following command to start all CommandCentral processes and any
processes that are shared with other Symantec products:
VxCCS.bat start
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Backing up and restoring
data
This chapter includes the following topics:
■

Backing up the CommandCentral database

■

Restoring the CommandCentral database

■

Backing up and restoring Management Server configuration files

■

Backing up Authentication and Authorization Service configuration files

Backing up the CommandCentral database
CommandCentral ships with a database backup script that performs hot backups
without interrupting database operations on the CommandCentral database
(ccstor).
To back up the CommandCentral databases

1

Log on to the CommandCentral database server host as root (Solaris) or as
an administrator or user in the Administrators group (Windows).

2

Open a Solaris console or a Windows command prompt.

3

Run the backup script appropriate for your platform, specifying a backup
directory.
See dbbackup on page 292.
Here is an example for each platform.
■

Solaris:
/opt/VRTSccs/VRTSccsts/bin/dbbackup /my_db_backups -o
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■

Windows:
"C:\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral
Storage\Support\tools\dbbackup.bat" c:\MyDbBackupFolder

The backup script creates backups of the database and its transaction log on
the location you specified. For example, for the Solaris command listed earlier,
dbbackup creates the following files in /my_db_backups:
■

cccstor.db

■

ccstor.log

On Solaris, the -o option causes dbbackup to log to a file. You can specify an
absolute path and file name, or accept the default:
/opt/VRTSccs/VRTSccsts/bin/dbbackup_log

Restoring the CommandCentral database
After you back up the CommandCentral database (ccstor), you can restore it. The
restore operation automatically stops the database, restores the backup database
files, and restarts the database.
To restore a backed up CommandCentral database

1

Log on to the CommandCentral database server host as root (Solaris) or as
an administrator or user in the Administrators group (Windows).

2

Open a Solaris console or a Windows command prompt.

3

Run the backup script appropriate for your platform, specifying a backup
directory where a valid backup of the CommandCentral databases resides.
See dbbackup on page 292.
Here is an example for each platform.
■

Solaris:
/opt/VRTSccs/VRTSccsts/bin/dbbackup /my_db_backups -restore
-o

■

Windows:
"C:\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral
Storage\Support\tools\dbbackup.bat" c:\MyDbBackupFolder
-restore

In the previous examples, because a restore directory was not specified,
dbbackup restores the databases to the default data directory:
■

Solaris—/var/VRTSccs/database/
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■

Windows—\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage
Data\Database

On Solaris, the -o option causes dbbackup to log to a file. You can specify an
absolute path and file name, or accept the default:
/opt/VRTSccs/VRTSccsts/bin/dbbackup_log

Backing up and restoring Management Server
configuration files
By backing up the Management Server and component configuration files, you
can save and maintain the settings that affect how CommandCentral discovers
your storage network.
The paths in the following table assume that you have installed CommandCentral
in the default location.
Management Server and shared component configuration files

Table 18-1
Component

Path to back up on Solaris and Windows

Alert Manager ■ /var/VRTSccs/conf/VRTSamccs
■

\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage Data\Conf\Alert
Manager

Alarm Service ■ /var/VRTSccs/data/VRTSas
■

/var/VRTSccs/conf/VRTSas

■

/opt/VRTSccs/VRTSas/install/template/vxas.conf

\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage Data\Conf\Alarm
Service
■ \Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage Data\Data\Alarm
Service
■ \Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage\Alarm
Service\install\template\vxas.conf
■

Authentication ■ See “Backing up Authentication and Authorization Service
Service
configuration files” on page 245.
Authorization ■ See “Backing up Authentication and Authorization Service
Service
configuration files” on page 245.
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Management Server and shared component configuration files
(continued)

Table 18-1

Component

Path to back up on Solaris and Windows

Web
application

■

/var/VRTSccs/conf/VRTSccstw

■

/var/VRTSccs/data/VRTSccstw

\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage Data\Conf\Web
Engine
■ \Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage Data\Data\Web
Engine
■

Veritas DBMS ■ /etc/vxdbms/VERITAS_DBMS3_hostname/conf

HAL

VEA

■

\Program Files\VERITAS\VxDBMS3\Server\conf

■

/var/VRTSccs/data/VRTShal

■

/var/VRTSccs/conf/VRTShal

■

/var/VRTSccs/saved_data/data/VRTShal

■

/var/VRTSccs/saved_data/conf/VRTShal

■

/etc/vx/VRTShal/paths

■

/opt/VRTSccs/VRTShal/inst

■

\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage Data\Data\HAL

■

\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage Data\Conf\HAL

■

\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage\HAL\inst

■

/etc/vx/isis/Registry

Symantec
■ /etc/vx/VxICS/icsul.conf
Private Branch ■ /etc/vx/VxICS/VxPBX.cfg
Exchange
SICL

Veritas Trap
Processor

■

/var/VRTSccs/conf/VRTSsicls

■

/opt/VRTSccs/VRTSsicls/install/template/vxsicl.conf

■

\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage Data\Conf\SICL

■

\Program Files\CommandCentral
Storage\SICL\install\template\vxsicl.conf

■

/opt/VRTSccs/VRTStrap/bin/vxtrapd.conf

■

\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage\Trap
Service\vxtrapd.conf
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Management Server and shared component configuration files
(continued)

Table 18-1

Component

Path to back up on Solaris and Windows

Symantec Web ■ /opt/VRTSccs/VRTSweb/VERITAS/cc/conf
Server
■ /opt/VRTSccs/VRTSweb/conf
■

/var/VRTSweb/save

\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage\Web
Engine\cc\conf
■ \Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage\Web Engine\Conf
■

To back up Management Server configuration files

1

For Windows hosts, use Windows’ Services utility to stop the Symantec DBMS
service. The name of the service is as follows:
Adaptive Server Anywhere - VERITAS_DBMS3_hostname

2

Copy the Management Server and shared component configuration files that
are listed in Table 18-1. Place the files in a directory for backup.

3

Start the Symantec DBMS service.

To restore the Management Server configuration files

1

For Windows hosts, use Windows’ Services utility to stop the Symantec DBMS
service. The name of the service is as follows:
Adaptive Server Anywhere - VERITAS_DBMS3_hostname

2

Copy the configuration files that are listed in Table 18-1 to their original
installation locations.
When you restore the Management Server configuration files, restore the
backed up files to their original installation location. If you restore files to a
new path, some CommandCentral Storage processes may not function
properly.

3

Start the Symantec DBMS service.

Backing up Authentication and Authorization Service
configuration files
The Symantec Product Authentication and Authorization Services ship with a
built-in backup command, vssat showbackuplist and vssaz showbackuplist,
respectively. These commands generate a snapshot directory of the Authentication
and Authorization configuration and data files.
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We do not recommend backing up individual files through an external process as
some other processes might write to them during the copy. showbackuplist locks
the necessary configuration files and takes a clean snapshot.
To back up Authentication configuration files

1

On the Management Server, open an operating system console and log on as
root (UNIX) or as an administrator-level user (Windows).

2

Change to the following directory:

3

Solaris

/opt/VRTSat/bin

Windows

\Program Files\VERITAS\Security\Authentication\bin

Type the following command:
Solaris

./vssat showbackuplist

Windows

vssat.exe showbackuplist

To back up Authorization configuration files

1

On the Management Server, open an operating system console and log on as
root (UNIX) or as an administrator-level user (Windows).

2

Change to the following directory:

3

Solaris

/opt/VRTSaz/bin

Windows

\Program Files\VERITAS\Security\Authorization\bin

Type the following commands:
Solaris

./vssaz login --domain localhost
./vssaz showbackuplist

Windows

vssaz.exe login --domain localhost
vssaz.exe showbackuplist

Section
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CommandCentral settings
and diagnostics

■

Chapter 19. Working with CommandCentral diagnostic information

■

Chapter 20. Configuring Management Server settings

■

Chapter 21. Starting and stopping CommandCentral components
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Working with
CommandCentral
diagnostic information
This chapter includes the following topics:
■

About CommandCentral diagnostics

■

Viewing explorer diagnostics

■

Determining the Management Server component version

■

Viewing Management Server task activity

■

Viewing CommandCentral logs

■

Specifying Web Engine logging levels

■

Gathering CommandCentral Storage diagnostic information

■

Monitoring CommandCentral Storage processes

About CommandCentral diagnostics
You can review CommandCentral diagnostic information in the Console. The
diagnostics provides information about CommandCentral Storage components.
For example, you can view the components that run on the Management Server
and their version number. Or, you can view the explorers for each Standard Agent.
In most cases, you might refer to this information if you work with Symantec
Technical Support to troubleshoot a problem.
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Viewing explorer diagnostics
You can view explorer diagnostics for one or more hosts. For example, you can
view the status of explorers and see the last time that the explorer sent
information. In most cases, you might refer to this information when working
with Symantec Technical Support to troubleshoot a problem.
To view explorer diagnostics

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Diagnostics > Explorers.

2

In the first column of the Hosts table, check one or more hosts whose explorer
diagnostics you want to view.
The Explorers pane re-displays with explorer diagnostics information for the
selected host(s).

Determining the Management Server component
version
You can determine the version for the components that run on the Management
Server. In most cases, you might refer to this information when working with
Symantec Technical Support to troubleshoot a problem.
To determine a Management Server component version
◆

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Diagnostics > Components.
The Components pane displays all the components running on the
Management Server along with their version number.

Viewing Management Server task activity
You can view task activity on the Management Server. In most cases, you might
refer to this information when working with Symantec Technical Support to
troubleshoot a problem.
To view task activity on the Management Server
◆

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Diagnostics > Activity.
The Activity pane displays status information about tasks currently being
performed and the tasks that have completed.
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Viewing CommandCentral logs
You can view the log files, configuration files, and core files (Solaris only) that
CommandCentral generates. For example, you can view logs for Standard Agents,
explorers, and databases. Symantec Technical Support typically uses these logs
to troubleshoot problems.
In the Logs pane, the table displays logs for the Management Server. You can also
view logs for Standard Agents.
By default, the Logs pane displays only those logs that have changed in the last
hour. You can use the Show drop-down list to display older logs.
If you want to find specific text across all of the logs, you can use the Search
option.
To view Management Server logs

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Diagnostics > Logs.

2

In the Logs table, check the logs that you want to view.

3

In the Tasks drop-down list, click Download Selected Files.

4

Use your Web browser’s file download options to open or save the logs.

To view logs for a Standard Agent

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Diagnostics > Logs.

2

In the Logs table, in the Tasks drop-down list, click View Managed Host Logs.

3

In the Remote Log Viewer dialog box, select the specific log files to view.
See “Remote Log Viewer panel options” on page 211.

4

Click View Log.

Specifying Web Engine logging levels
You can specify the level of logging for the Web Engine. In most cases, you might
refer to this information when working with Symantec Technical Support to
troubleshoot a problem.
To specify Web Engine logging levels

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Management Server > Web
Engine Settings.

2

In the Web Engine Settings pane, in the drop-down list, click Edit Settings.
Then, click Go.
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3

4

In the Edit Settings dialog box, in the Logging Level drop-down list, click the
level of logging information that you want the Web Engine to report.
■

Display no messages—show no messages

■

Display trace messages—show trace messages only

■

Display debug messages—show debug messages only

■

Display informational messages—show the following message levels:
Information, warning, error, and fatal error

■

Display warnings—show the following message levels: Warning, error,
and fatal error

■

Display errors—show the following message levels: Warning, error, and
fatal error

■

Display fatal errors—show fatal error level messages only (available in
CommandCentral Storage only)

Click OK.

Gathering CommandCentral Storage diagnostic
information
You can gather CommandCentral Storage diagnostic information in a compressed
zip file. In most cases, you might refer to this information when working with
Symantec Technical Support to troubleshoot a problem.
To gather CommandCentral Storage diagnostic information

1

In the CommandCentral Storage Console, click Settings > Diagnostics >
Statistics.

2

In the Statistics pane, in the right-hand corner of the pane from the
drop-down list, click Zip Diagnostic Information. Then, click Go.

3

In the Zip Diagnostic Information dialog box, select the logs that you want
to include in the zip file. Then, click OK.
See “Zip Diagnostic Information dialog options” on page 253.

4

(Optional) To download the zip file, do the following:
■

In the Task Submitted dialog box, click Yes.

■

In the Task Status pane, in the Task Name column, click Zip Diagnostic
Information.

■

Under Status Details, click here.
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Use your browser’s save dialog box to download the zip file.

Zip Diagnostic Information dialog options
Use this dialog box to create a compressed file of the diagnostic logs currently
available.
Table 19-1

Field descriptions

Field

Description

Email File

(Optional) Select to send the zip file by email. If you do not want
to email the file, you have the option to download the zip file.
See “Gathering CommandCentral Storage diagnostic information”
on page 252.

To

Enter one or more valid email addresses.
Delimit multiple email addresses with a semi-colon (;).

Note: This field displays when you select Email File.
CC

Enter one or more valid email addresses.
Delimit multiple email addresses with a semi-colon (;).

Note: This field displays when you select Email File.
Files table

Select (check) the logs that you want to include in the zip file.

Monitoring CommandCentral Storage processes
CommandCentral Storage uses the Simple Instrumentation Collection Layer (SICL)
and Alert Manager to monitor its own processes for availability and performance.
For example, an alert may display in the Console when SICL identifies that a
CommandCentral Storage process is not available. You can also view reports that
detail the amount of resources that CommandCentral Storage processes use on
the Management Server host or Standard Agent. By monitoring its own processes,
CommandCentral Storage helps to ensure that its processes are available to
monitor and manage your storage network.
For more information about monitoring CommandCentral Storage processes, see
the following:
■

See “About the processes that CommandCentral Storage monitors” on page 254.

■

See “Monitoring the availability of CommandCentral Storage processes”
on page 257.
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■

See “Monitoring the performance of CommandCentral Storage processes”
on page 257.

■

See “Modifying the monitoring interval of CommandCentral Storage processes”
on page 259.

About the processes that CommandCentral Storage monitors
CommandCentral Storage monitors processes that run on the Management Server
and on Standard Agents. The processes it monitors include those that run
continuously and those that run when needed.
For example, CommandCentral Storage monitors the monitoring technology that
gathers information about your storage network. This includes the Simple
Instrumentation Collection Layer (SICL), the Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL),
and the processes that they run—for example, the device and application explorers
that HAL uses to locate and discover information about objects in your storage
network.
Table 19-2 lists the processes that CommandCentral Storage monitors.
Table 19-2

Processes that CommandCentral Storage monitors

Process

Description

ApplicationExplorers

Explorers that locate and discover information about
applications on your storage network.

application-monitoring.pl

A SICL script that monitors databases and Microsoft
Exchange servers.

ArrayExplorers

Explorers that locate and discover information about
storage arrays on your storage network.

capacity-trend.pl

A SICL script that writes array capacity trending data to
the CommandCentral database.

CIMVAILExplorers

Explorers that discover devices which use Web Based
Enterprise Management (WBEM).

clariion-mon.pl

A SICL script that monitors EMC CLARiiON storage arrays.

dbsrv9

The Symantec Shared DBMS, which manages the
CommandCentral database (ccstor).

emcpp_monitor.pl

A SICL script that monitors for EMC PowerPath.

FCExplorers

Explorers that locate and discover information about fibre
channel devices on your storage network.
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Table 19-2

Processes that CommandCentral Storage monitors (continued)

Process

Description

fs_monitor.pl

A SICL script that monitors file systems.

fs_monitor_wrapper.pl

A SICL script that monitors file systems.

HALCHM

The Central HAL Manager (CHM), which manages device
and application explorers.

HALLHM

The Local HAL Manager (LHM), which supports remote
job execution and device and application explorer
management.

HALMIGA

A process that helps migrate CommandCentral Storage
from versoin 4.x to 5.x.

hds-mon.pl

A SICL script that monitors Hitachi storage arrays.

HostExplorers

Explorers that locate and discover information about hosts
on your storage network.

HPEva-mon.pl

A SICL script that monitors HP EVA storage arrays.

HPEva-mon_wrapper.pl

A SICL script that monitors HP EVA storage arrays.

IBMXIVExplorer

An explorer that discovers information about IBM XIV
Storage Systems.

ibm-ds-mon.pl

A SICL script that monitors IBM DS storage arrays.

ibm-ds-mon_wrapper.pl

A SICL script that monitors IBM DS storage arrays.

McDataSwitchExplorer

Explorers that locate and discover information about
McDATA switches on your storage network.

migahelper

A process that helps migrate CommandCentral Storage
from versoin 4.x to 5.x.

NASExplorers

Explorers that discover information about network
attached storage.

netapp.pl

A SICL script that monitors NetApp storage systems.

pbx_exchange

The Symantec Private Branch Exchange, which is a port
sharing service.

process-monitoring.pl

A SICL script that monitors CommandCentral Storage
processes.
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Table 19-2

Processes that CommandCentral Storage monitors (continued)

Process

Description

sdd2xml

A process that helps migrate CommandCentral Storage
from versoin 4.x to 5.x.

siclstatus-monitoring.pl

A SICL script that monitors CommandCentral Storage
processes.

symm-mon.pl

A SICL script that monitors EMC Symmetrix storage
arrays.

vcsmonitoring.pl

A SICL script that monitors Veritas Cluster Server.

VirtualServerExplorers

Explorers that locate and discover information about
virtualization servers on your storage network.

VRTSweb

The Symantec Web Server, which hosts the
CommandCentral Storage Web Engine.

vxamd

The CommandCentral Storage Alert Manager, which
manages policies that are associated with objects on the
storage network.

vxasd

The CommandCentral Storage Alarm Service, which
retrieves and correlates SNMP and other data and sends
alerts to the CommandCentral Storage Alert Manager for
further processing using defined policies.

vxatd

The Symantec Product Authentication Service, which
provides user authentication.

vxazd

The Symantec Product Authorization Service, which
determines whether specific users have the authority to
perform specific tasks on specific resources being
protected by authorization.

vxdbms_dbsrv9

The Symantec Database Server (DBMS), which runs and
manages the CommandCentral Storage databases.

vxsicld

The Simple Instrumentation Collection Layer (SICL), which
launches SICL scripts based on a configurable interval
and transfers the script output to the CommandCentral
Storage Alert Manager.

vxtrapd

The CommandCentral Storage Trap Processor daemon,
which informs both the Alarm Service and the Hardware
Abstraction Layer (HAL) with SNMP trap information it
receives from devices on your storage network.
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Table 19-2

Processes that CommandCentral Storage monitors (continued)

Process

Description

vxvm_monitor.pl

A SICL script that monitors Veritas Volume Manager.

webappsvc

A process that supports the CommandCentral Console.

Monitoring the availability of CommandCentral Storage processes
CommandCentral Storage uses state collectors to report on the availability of the
processes that continuously run on the Management Server and on Standard
Agents. If CommandCentral Storage detects that a process is not running in the
normal state, an alert displays in the Console. You can then take action to return
the process to a normal running state. This ensures that CommandCentral Storage
processes continue to actively monitor and manage your storage network.
For example, the Simple Instrumentation Collection Layer (SICL) on the
Management Server monitors the state of SICL on all Standard Agents. If the
status of SICL on a Standard Agent changes from running to missing, the collector
reports the status. Because SICL is not in the running state, an alert displays in
the Console. To return SICL to a running state, you can stop and restart the
Standard Agent.
To monitor the availability of CommandCentral Storage processes
◆

In the CommandCentral Storage Console, click Monitoring > Alerts.
The Alerts pane displays active alerts for the CommandCentral Management
Server. This includes alerts about the availability of CommandCentral Storage
processes.
For more information about alerts, view the CommandCentral Storage User’s
Guide.

See “Stopping and starting the Standard Agent or Control Host” on page 274.

Monitoring the performance of CommandCentral Storage processes
CommandCentral Storage monitors the performance of its own processes and
displays the results as reports in the Console. This allows you to identify the
amount of resources that CommandCentral Storage processes consume.
You can view resource usage reports that provide historical data on the following:
■

CPU usage—the percentage of CPU used by CommandCentral Storage processes.

■

Memory used—the amount of memory used by CommandCentral Storage
processes.
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■

Virtual memory—the amount of virtual memory used by CommandCentral
Storage processes.

By default, these reports display information about processes that run on the
Management Server. You can modify the scope of the resource usage reports to
select a Standard Agent and to select the processes that you want to appear in the
reports.
You can also view each report in a table.
For information about adjusting the time frame of the reports, see the
CommandCentral Storage User’s Guide.
To modify the scope of the resource usage reports

1

In the CommandCentral Storage Console, click Settings > Diagnostics > CC
Resource Usage.

2

In the box above the resource usage reports, click Change Scope.

3

In the Customize dialog box, select a host and processes running on that host.
Then, click OK.
See “Customize dialog options” on page 258.
The resource usage reports update.

To view a resource usage report in a table

1

In the CommandCentral Storage Console, click Settings > Diagnostics > CC
Resource Usage.

2

In the report that you want to view in a table, click To Table.
A new browser window loads and displays the report in table format.

Customize dialog options
Use this dialog box to modify the scope of the resource usage reports. Select a
host and then select CommandCentral Storage processes running on that host.
For example, you can select a Standard Agent and certain processes running on
that Standard Agent.
Table 19-3

Field descriptions

Field

Description

Scope

Select the host for which you want to generate resource usage
reports.
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Table 19-3

Field descriptions (continued)

Field

Description

Host Processes

Check the processes for which you want to generate resource
usage reports.
See “About the processes that CommandCentral Storage monitors”
on page 254.

Modifying the monitoring interval of CommandCentral Storage
processes
CommandCentral Storage monitors the availability and performance of its own
processes at a defined interval. The default setting is five minutes. You can modify
the interval that CommandCentral Storage monitors its processes.
To modify the interval that CommandCentral Storage monitors its processes

1

In the CommandCentral Storage Console, click Monitoring > Configuration.

2

In the Self Monitoring table, in the Value column, click the value for Process
Monitoring Interval.

3

In the Process Monitoring Interval dialog box, enter the number of minutes
for how often you want the monitoring scripts to run. Then, click OK.
The monitoring interval updates.
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Configuring Management
Server settings
This chapter includes the following topics:
■

Enabling and disabling the CommandCentral modules

■

Setting the Management Server to not automatically manage new Standard
Agents

■

Setting the Management Server to automatically manage new Standard Agents

■

Setting the auto refresh interval for the CommandCentral Console

■

Setting the delimiter for CSV files

■

Specifying the format of values in CSV files

■

Changing the format of report images

■

Changing the format of reports to either 2D or 3D

■

Changing the timeout value for the Console

■

Specifying an SMTP server for emailing reports in CommandCentral Storage

■

Adding launchable third-party applications to the Web Engine

■

Setting the interval in which the CommandCentral Storage Change Manager
Console times out after inactivity

Enabling and disabling the CommandCentral modules
When you install CommandCentral, you specify which modules you want to enable
on the Management Server. You can choose one of the following:
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■

CommandCentral Storage only

■

CommandCentral Storage Change Manager only

■

CommandCentral Storage and CommandCentral Storage Change Manager

After you install the Management Server, you can enable and disable these modules
at any time. For example, if you chose to enable CommandCentral Storage only
and decide later that you want to use CommandCentral Storage Change Manager
as well, you can run a script that enables the CommandCentral Storage Change
Manager module.
To verify which CommandCentral modules are enabled, load the Console.
To load the Console, enter the following URL into a supported Web browser:
https://hostname:8443

For example, if CommandCentral Storage Change Manager is enabled, a link for
the CommandCentral Storage Change Manager Console appears.
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To enable and disable modules on the Management Server

1

Open an operating system console and log on as root (Solaris) or as a user
with administrator-level privileges (Windows).

2

Change to the directory where the mode change script resides. By default,
the directory is as follows:

3

Solaris

/opt/VRTSccs/VRTSccsts/bin

Windows

\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral
Storage\Tools\ModeChangeScripts

Type the following command:
Solaris

ccmode mode

Windows

Mode_Change.bat mode

Where mode is one of the following:
CCS

Enables CommandCentral Storage and disables CommandCentral
Storage Change Manager.

SCM

Enables CommandCentral Storage Change Manager and disables
CommandCentral Storage.

ALL

Enables both CommandCentral Storage and CommandCentral Storage
Change Manager.

Based on your selection, the Management Server enables or disables the
modules.

Setting the Management Server to not automatically
manage new Standard Agents
After you install a Standard Agent, the Management Server discovers the Standard
Agent and automatically manages it. However, you might want to install a Standard
Agent, but defer the Management Server’s management to a later date. For
example, you might have a standard system image policy or you might need to
take advantage of an available installation window.
You can configure the Management Server to detect new Standard Agents, but
not automatically manage those hosts. In this configuration, the Management
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Server does not collect any data from the Standard Agent. CommandCentral
identifies these Standard Agents as Unmanaged.
When you are ready for the Management Server to manage an unmanaged host,
you can refresh the Standard Agent in the Console.
See “Refreshing hosts” on page 176.
Note: This feature applies only to new Standard Agents that the Management
Server discovers. This feature does not affect any Standard Agents that the
Management Server already discovers.

Note: This feature does not mean that you can install a Standard Agent without
network access to a Management Server. When you install a Standard Agent, it
must have network access to a Management Server.
To set the Management Server to not automatically manage new Standard Agents

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts table, click the name of the Management Server.

3

In the Explorers table, in the Explorer column, click HALCHM.

4

In the Explorer: HALCHM pane, click Registry.

5

In the Registry Settings table, in the Key column, check
AutoManageNewHosts.

6

In the drop-down list, click Edit Registry Entry. Then, click Go.

7

In the Edit Registry Entry dialog box, in the Value field, type 0.

8

Click OK.
The Management Server updates.

Setting the Management Server to automatically
manage new Standard Agents
By default, when the Management Server discovers a new Standard Agent, it
automatically manages that Standard Agent. However, you can set the Management
Server to not automatically manage any new Standard Agents that it discovers.
If you have done so, you can revert the change so that the Management Server
does automatically manage the new Standard Agents that it discovers.
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Note: When you are ready for the Management Server to manage an unmanaged
host, you can refresh the Standard Agent in the Console.
See “Refreshing hosts” on page 176.
To set the Management Server to automatically manage new Standard Agents

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts table, click the name of the Management Server.

3

In the Explorers table, in the Explorer column, click HALCHM.

4

In the Explorer: HALCHM pane, click Registry.

5

In the Registry Settings table, in the Key column, check
AutoManageNewHosts.

6

In the drop-down list, click Edit Registry Entry. Then, click Go.

7

In the Edit Registry Entry dialog box, in the Value field, type 1.

8

Click OK.
The Management Server updates.

Setting the auto refresh interval for the
CommandCentral Console
By default, the Web Server auto refresh mechanism contacts the CommandCentral
Management Server for changes every 60 seconds. The Web Server refreshes the
Console page only when it detects a change. You can edit the auto refresh interval
for the Console.
To edit the auto refresh interval for the Console

1

On the Management Server host, open an operating system console and log
on as root (Solaris) or as a user with administrator–level privileges (Windows).

2

Change to the Web Server configuration directory.
By default the directory is:
Solaris—
/var/VRTSccs/conf/VRTSccstw

Windows—
\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage Data\Conf\Web Engine
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3

Using a text editor, open the Storage Console configuration file (sansrm.cfg)
and locate the following line under the [WEB_GUI] section:
pollRate=60

(If [WEB_GUI] or pollRate is not present, add them.)

4

Change 60 to the desired poll interval in seconds.

5

Save and close SANSRM.CFG.

6

Restart the Web Server for your changes to take effect:
Solaris—Issue the following commands:
/opt/VRTS/bin/vxccstorweb stop
/opt/VRTS/bin/vxccstorweb start

Windows—Use the Windows Service Control Manager (SCM) to restart the
Veritas CommandCentral Storage Web Engine.

Setting the delimiter for CSV files
You can set the delimiter marker that CommandCentral uses when it exports
comma-separated value files.
To set the CSV delimiter

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Management Server > Web
Engine Settings.

2

In the Web Engine settings pane, in the drop-down list, click Edit Settings.

3

In the Edit Settings dialog box, in CSV Delimiter, enter the delimiter value
(such as a comma or a semicolon). Then click OK.
The Management Server updates with the specified settings.

Specifying the format of values in CSV files
By default, when you export data from CommandCentral and open the file in a
text editor, values display in double quotes. You can specify if you want values in
CSV files to display in double quotes.
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To specify if you want values in CSV files to display in double quotes

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Management Server > Web
Engine.

2

In the Web Engine Settings pane, in the drop-down list, click Edit Settings.

3

In the Edit Settings dialog box, in the Allow double quotes in CSV drop-down
list, select one of the following and click OK:
■

Yes—when you export data in CSV format and then open the file in a text
editor, values display in double quotes.

■

No—when you export data in CSV format and then open the file in a text
editor, values do not display in double quotes.

The Management Server updates with the specified settings.

Changing the format of report images
In CommandCentral Storage, you can send report data by email for any report
that you run in the Console. CommandCentral Storage generates report data in
either PNG (Portable Network Graphic) or a JPEG format and attaches the file to
an email. Users can display the data in a Web browser, in email applications such
as Outlook, or in any application that can read PNG or JPEG. The report data in
the email looks the same as it does in the CommandCentral Console. For example,
data in tables renders as tables, and graphical data in pie charts renders as pie
charts.
In CommandCentral Storage Change Manager, when you archive reports in html
format, CommandCentral Storage Change Manager generates images within the
html file in either PNG or JPEG format.
For both CommandCentral Storage and CommandCentral Storage Change Manager,
you can specify the format of report images.
To specify the format of report images

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Management Server > Web
Engine Settings.

2

In the Web Engine Settings pane, in the drop-down list, click Edit Settings.

3

In the Edit Settings dialog box, in Report image format, select either png or
jpeg. Then, click OK.
If you change the report format after a report is generated, the new format
does not apply until the report is re-generated.
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Changing the format of reports to either 2D or 3D
You can change the format of reports so that they display in two dimensions (2D)
or three dimensions (3D).
Note: This feature is not available in CommandCentral Storage Change Manager.
To change the format of reports to either 2D or 3D

1

In the CommandCentral Storage Console, click Settings > Management Server
> Web Engine Settings.

2

In the drop-down list, select Edit Settings. Then, click Go.

3

In the Edit Settings dialog box, in the Chart Effect drop-down list, select
either 2D or 3D. Then, click OK.
The changes save to the Management Server.

Changing the timeout value for the Console
You can control the session expiration (timeout) value for the CommandCentral
Storage Console. The session expiration value is the number of minutes of idle
time that is allowed before a user’s session expires. After the session expires, the
user must log back in to the CommandCentral Storage Console.
Note: This feature is not available in CommandCentral Storage Change Manager.
To specify timeout value for the Console

1

In the CommandCentral Storage Console, click Settings > Management Server
> Web Engine Settings.

2

In the Web Engine Settings pane, in the drop-down list, click Edit Settings.

3

In the Edit Settings dialog box, in the Session Expiration field, type the
interval (in minutes) of idle time that is allowed. (The default is 30 minutes.)
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4

Click OK.

5

Do the following to stop and restart the Web Server so that the changes can
take effect:
Solaris—On the Management Server host, open an operating system console
and log on as root (Solaris). Then, issue the following command:
/opt/VRTSccs/VRTSccstw/bin/vxccstorweb stop
/opt/VRTSccs/VRTSccstw/bin/vxccstorweb start

Windows—Use the Windows Service Control Manager (SCM) to restart the
Veritas CommandCentral Storage Web Engine.
The Web Server restarts and CommandCentral Storage uses the new timeout
value for the Console.

Specifying an SMTP server for emailing reports in
CommandCentral Storage
To email reports, you must specify an SMTP email server.
Note: This option applies to CommandCentral Storage only.
To specify an SMTP server for emailing reports

1

In the Console, click Settings > Management Server > Web Engine Settings.

2

In the Web Engine Settings pane, in the drop-down list, click Edit Settings.

3

In the Edit Settings dialog box, in the SMTP Server, type a valid SMTP server
name, fully-qualified host name, or IP address.
The default is localhost.

4

Click OK.
The changes save to the Management Server.

Adding launchable third-party applications to the
Web Engine
The Web Engine enables you to launch various third-party applications in-context
of objects you select in a CommandCentral Storage Console object view.
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Note: You can launch a third-party application from the CommandCentral Storage
Console only if the application is installed on the same host as the Console.
By editing an XML file that ships in a Web Engine directory, you can launch a
third party application of your choice and specify:
■

Where within the Console to launch the application

■

Which SAN Access Layer attributes (which also include user-defined attributes)
to pass as command-line parameters

■

A parent object or its child

■

Different commands depending on your platform (Solaris, Windows)

Note: You cannot add applications to the Console that cannot be invoked from a
command line.

Note: This feature is not available in CommandCentral Storage Change Manager.
To add launchable third-party applications to the Web Engine

1

On the Management Server host, log on as root (Solaris) or as a user with
administrator–level privileges (Windows).

2

Load incontext.xml into a text editor.
By default, incontext.xml resides in:
UNIX—
/opt/VRTSccs/VRTSweb/VERITAS/spc/WEB-INF

Windows—
\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage\Web
Engine\spc\WEB-INF

3

For each application you want to add, type a new <Launch> </Launch> entry
and modify the following attributes. For example:
<Launch app="Browser" menu="Launch Browser" accel="w"
enabled="true" nthome="" solhome="/usr/dt/bin/netscape">
■

app="name"—Application name

■

menu="label"—Label that displays on menus within the Console.
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■

accel="letter"—Accelerator key mnemonic (ALT key plus letter) to

associate with the menu item.
■

enabled="value"—true or false to enable or disable the menu item.

■

nthome="dir"—Home directory of the application on Windows systems.

A null value "" is acceptable for the applications that do not reside on
Windows.
■

solhome="dir"—Home directory of the application on Solaris systems. A

null value "" is acceptable for the applications that do not reside on Solaris.

4

Before the </Launch> entry, type a new <LaunchObject> </LaunchObject>
entry and modify the following attributes. For example:
<LaunchObject type="Cisco_SWITCH" ntcmd="telnet.exe
$Telnet IP Address$" solcmd="%solhome -e telnet $Telnet
IP Address$"/>
■

Type="object"—Type of SAN object with which an application can be

launched in context: ALL, SWITCH, DEVICE, HOST, NODE, PORT, ENCLOSURE,
HUB. Specify ALL to launch the application from anywhere within the
Console.
You can further specify Type by attaching a vendor name to the start of
the type string. For example: Cisco_SWITCH
■

ntcmd="path command"—path is the location of the application or reuse

of the path that is specified in nthome designated as %nthome.
command is the invocation for launching the current application on a

Windows system. You can add parameters based on attributes in the
CommandCentral Storage SAN discovery data store (which also include
user-defined attributes).
See incontext.xml on page 310.
■

solcmd="path command"—path is the location of the application or reuse

of the path that is specified in solhome designated as %solhome.
command is the invocation for launching the current application on a Solaris

system. You can add parameters based on attributes in the
CommandCentral Storage SAN discovery data store (which include
user-defined attributes).
See incontext.xml on page 310.
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5

Repeat step 4 for each object type with which an application can be launched.
(For example, you might have an entry for a browser to be launched in-context
both for switch objects and hub objects. In this case, you would declare two
<LaunchObject> elements, one for SWITCH and one for HUB.)

6

You must exit and restart the Web Engine for your changes to take effect.
The Web Engine ignores any entries that are not valid.

Setting the interval in which the CommandCentral
Storage Change Manager Console times out after
inactivity
You can set the interval in which the CommandCentral Storage Change Manager
Console logs users out after inactivity. For example, when set to 30 minutes, if a
user does not perform an action in the Console for 30 minutes, then the Console
times out. The user will then have to log back in to the Console.
Note: This option applies to CommandCentral Storage Change Manager only.
To set the interval in which the CommandCentral Storage Change Manager Console
times out after inactivity

1

In the Console, click Settings > Management Server > Web Engine Settings.

2

In the Web Engine Settings pane, in the drop-down list, click Edit Settings.
Then, click Go.

3

In the Edit Web Engine Settings pane, in the Session Expiration (in minutes)
field, enter the number of minutes that you want the Console to time out after
inactivity. Then, click OK.
The Management Server updates.
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Starting and stopping
CommandCentral
components
This chapter includes the following topics:
■

Stopping and starting the Management Server

■

Stopping and starting the Standard Agent or Control Host

■

Stopping and starting the Web Engine

■

Stopping and starting all CommandCentral processes on the Management
Server

■

Stopping and starting CommandCentral processes

Stopping and starting the Management Server
By default, the Management Server starts whenever you boot your Management
Server host. You can, however, manually stop and restart the Management Server.
If you stop the Management Server (for example, to perform a backup), the
following actions occur:
■

A critical alert displays in any Console that is connected to the Management
Server.

■

All Standard Agents that are registered with the Management Server stop
discovering the storage network.
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To stop and start the Management Server

1

On the Management Server, open an operating system console and log on as
root (Solaris) or as a user with administrator-level privileges (Windows).

2

Change to the following directory:
■

Solaris—/opt/VRTSccs/VRTSccsts/bin

■

Windows—\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral
Storage\Support\Tools\VxCCS

3

Type the following command to stop the Management Server:
./vxccs stop

Wait about 30 seconds before you proceed to the next step. This interval gives
the operating system time to free up logical ports and other resources that
the Management Server may need when it restarts.

4

Type the following command to start the Management Server:
./vxccs start

Stopping and starting the Standard Agent or Control
Host
By default, CommandCentral code starts whenever you boot your Standard Agent
or Control Host. You can, however, manually stop and restart the Standard Agent
or Control Host.
To stop and start the Standard Agent or Control Host

1

On the Standard Agent or Control Host, open an operating system console
and log on as root (UNIX) or as a user with administrator-level privileges
(Windows).

2

Change to the following directory:
UNIX

/opt/VRTSccs/VRTSccsta/bin

Windows

\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral
Storage\Support\Tools\VxCCS
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3

Type the following command to stop the Standard Agent or Control Host:
UNIX

./vxccs stop

Windows

vxccs stop

Wait about 30 seconds before you proceed to the next step. This interval gives
the operating system time to free up logical ports and other resources that
the CommandCentral component may need to start.

4

Type the following command to start the Standard Agent or Control Host:
UNIX

./vxccs start

Windows

vxccs start

Stopping and starting the Web Engine
By default, the Web Engine starts whenever you boot the Management Server.
You can, however, manually stop and restart the Web Engine.
To stop and start the Web Engine in CommandCentral Storage 5.2

1

Open an operating system console and log on as root (Solaris) or as a user
with administrator-level privileges (Windows).

2

Change to the following directory:
■

Solaris—/opt/VRTSccs/ VRTSccsts/bin

■

Windows—\Program Files\VERITAS\ CommandCentral
Storage\Support\Tools\VxCCS

3

4

Type the following command to stop the Web Engine:
■

Solaris—./vxccs stop gui

■

Windows—vxccs stop VRTSweb

Type the following command to start the Web Engine:
■

Solaris—./vxccs start gui

■

Windows—vxccs start VRTSweb
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To stop and start the Web Engine in CommandCentral Storage 5.2 RU1, or, later
versions

1

Open an operating system console and log on as root (Solaris) or as a user
with administrator-level privileges (Windows).

2

Change to the following directory:
■

Solaris—/opt/VRTSccs/ VRTSccsts/bin

■

Windows—\Program Files\VERITAS\ CommandCentral
Storage\Support\Tools\VxCCS

3

4

Type the following command to stop the Web Engine:
■

Solaris—./vxccs stop esmweb

■

Windows—vxccs.bat stop CCSGUI

Type the following command to start the Web Engine:
■

Solaris—./vxccs start esmweb

■

Windows—vxccs.bat start CCSGUI

Stopping and starting all CommandCentral processes
on the Management Server
You can manually stop and restart all CommandCentral processes on the
Management Server. The processes include shared processes, which are the
processes that other Symantec products use on the Management Server. For
example, the Symantec Shared DBMS and the Symantec Product Authentication
Service. Before you stop shared processes, ensure that other Symantec products
are not affected.
To stop and restart all CommandCentral processes

1

On the Management Server, open an operating system console and log on as
root (Solaris) or as a user with administrator-level privileges (Windows).

2

Change to the following directory:
■

Solaris—/opt/VRTSccs/VRTSccsts/bin

■

Windows—\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral
Storage\Support\Tools\VxCCS

3

Type the following command to stop all processes:
./vxccs stop -force
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4

Type the following command to restart all processes:
./vxccs start

5

Type the following command to verify that all processes are active:
./vxccs status

The status of CommandCentral processes on the Management Server display.

Stopping and starting CommandCentral processes
You can stop and start the CommandCentral processes that run on the Management
Server, Standard Agents, and Control Hosts. For example, you can stop and start
the CommandCentral database and the Local HAL Manager (LHM).
To stop and start CommandCentral processes

1

Open an operating system console and log on as root (UNIX) or as a user with
administrator-level privileges (Windows).

2

Change to the following directory:
UNIX

Windows

■

Management Server:
/opt/VRTSccs/VRTSccsts/bin

■

Standard Agent or Control Host:
/opt/VRTSccs/VRTSccsta/bin

\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral
Storage\Support\Tools\VxCCS
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3

To stop a process, type the following command:
UNIX

./vxccs stop process

Windows

vxccs stop process

Where process is the name of the process that you want to stop. To identify
the name of a process, review the command reference for vxccs.
See vxccs on page 332.

4

To start a process, type the following command:
UNIX

./vxccs start process

Windows

vxccs start process

Where process is the name of the process that you want to start. To identify
the name of a process, review the command reference for vxccs.
See vxccs on page 332.

Section

7

Supplemental information

■

Appendix A. Command and configuration file reference

■

Appendix B. CommandCentral database tables and views
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A

Command and
configuration file reference
This appendix includes the following topics:
■

About manual pages

■

Updating the windex database to include CommandCentral manual pages

■

Command and configuration file locator

■

CGutil.pl

■

dbbackup

■

halagentcfg

■

hallog

■

incontext.xml

■

RHutil.pl

■

UAUtil.pl

■

vxamd

■

vxas

■

vxascmd

■

vxasd

■

vxccs

■

vxccstorweb
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■

vxdbms_start_db.pl

■

vxlogcfg

■

vxlogmgr

■

vxlogview

■

vxsicl

■

vxsicl.conf

■

vxsicld

■

vxtrap

■

vxtrapd

■

vxtrapd.conf

About manual pages
On UNIX hosts, you can use manual pages to find reference and usage information
about product-specific commands. When you install CommandCentral, the
nroff-tagged manual pages install to the appropriate directories under
/opt/VRTS/man. However, the install does not update the windex database.

Updating the windex database to include
CommandCentral manual pages
When you install CommandCentral, the windex database does not update with
CommandCentral manual pages. You can manually update the windex database
to include CommandCentral manual pages.
To manually update the windex database to include CommandCentral manual pages

1

On the UNIX host, update the MANPATH environment variable to point to
/opt/VRTS/man

For more information about updating the MANPATH environment variable,
refer to your operating system’s documentation.

2

Run the catman command.
Refer to the catman(1M) manual page.
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Command and configuration file locator
CommandCentral provides many commands that you can run from a UNIX shell
or a command prompt (Windows). In addition, CommandCentral includes several
configuration files that are integral to its operation.
On UNIX, CommandCentral creates symbolic links to several of its scripts and
commands in the /opt/VRTS/bin directory at installation. Add /opt/VRTS/bin
to your host’s PATH environment variable to avoid having to change directories
to run the CommandCentral command or script.
The following table maps the command and the configuration file with its
respective CommandCentral host and default installation directory.
Table A-1

CommandCentral command and configuration file locations

File

Default Locations

CGutil.pl

Management Server:

dbbackup

halagentcfg

hallog

incontext.xml

■

/opt/VRTSccs/VRTShal/bin

■

\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral
Storage\HAL\bin

Management Server:
■

/opt/VRTSccs/VRTSccsts/bin

■

\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral
Storage\Support\tools

Management Server, Control Host, and Standard Agent:
■

/opt/VRTSccs/VRTShal/bin

■

\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral
Storage\HAL\bin

Management Server, Control Host, and Standard Agent:
■

/opt/VRTSccs/VRTShal/bin

■

\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral
Storage\HAL\bin

Management Server:
■

/opt/VRTSccs/VRTSweb/VERITAS/spc/WEB-INF

■

\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage\Web
Engine\spc\WEB-INF
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Table A-1

CommandCentral command and configuration file locations
(continued)

File

Default Locations

RHutil.pl

Management Server:

UAUtil.pl

vxamd

■

/opt/VRTSccs/bin

■

\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage\bin

Management Server:
■

/opt/VRTSccs/bin

■

\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage\bin

Management Server:
■

vxas

Management Server:
■

vxascmd

vxasd

vxccstorweb

■

/opt/VRTSccs/VRTSas/bin

■

\Program Files\Veritas\CommandCentral
Storage\Alarm Service\bin

Management Server:

■

/opt/VRTS/bin

■

\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral
Storage\Support\Tools\Vxccs

Management Server:
/opt/VRTS/bin

Management Server:
■

vxlogcfg

/opt/VRTSccs/VRTSas/bin

Management Server, Control Host, and Standard Agent:

■

vxdbms_start_db.pl

/opt/VRTSccs/VRTSas/bin

Management Server:

■

vxccs

/opt/VRTSccs/VRTSamccs/bin

/opt/VRTSdbms3/bin

Management Server, Control Host, and Standard Agent:
■

/opt/VRTSccs/VRTShal/bin

■

\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral
Storage\HAL\bin
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Table A-1

CommandCentral command and configuration file locations
(continued)

File

Default Locations

vxlogmgr

Management Server, Control Host, and Standard Agent:

vxlogview

vxsicl

■

/opt/VRTSccs/VRTShal/bin

■

\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral
Storage\HAL\bin

Management Server, Control Host, and Standard Agent:
■

/opt/VRTSccs/VRTShal/bin

■

\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral
Storage\HAL\bin

Management Server, Control Host, and Standard Agent:
■

vxsicl.conf

vxsicld

Management Server, Control Host, and Standard Agent:
■

/var/VRTSccs/conf/VRTSsicls

■

\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage
Data\Conf\SICL

Management Server, Control Host, and Standard Agent:
■

vxtrap

/opt/VRTSccs/VRTStrap/bin

Management Server:
■

vxtrapd.conf

/opt/VRTSccs/VRTSsicls/bin

Management Server:
■

vxtrapd

/opt/VRTSccs/VRTSsicls/bin

/opt/VRTSccs/VRTStrap/bin

Management Server:
■

/opt/VRTSccs/VRTStrap/bin

■

\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral
Storage\Trap Service
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CGutil.pl
CGutil.pl – provides utilities to manage credential groups.

SYNOPSIS
CGutil.pl add-host -g CredentialGroupName -h hostname [-U]
CGutil.pl add-properties -g CredentialGroupName [ {-p|-P}
PropName=Value ]+ [-M]
CGutil.pl configure-host -g CredentialGroupName -h hostname {-o
OSType|-N NetworkProtocol} [-s PollingSchedule] [-g PrivilegePrgm]
[-G PrivilegePrgmPath] [-P] [-U]
CGutil.pl create-group -g CredentialGroupName [-d Description] [-A]
CGutil.pl delete-group -g CredentialGroupcname
CGutil.pl list-explorers [-a|-n] [-O Columns] [-t AgentType] [--json]
CGutil.pl list-groups [-l] [-t|-M|-E] [--json]
CGutil.pl list-hosts [-a|-n] [-G] [--json]
CGutil.pl list-properties -g CredentialGroupName [--json]
CGutil.pl modify-group -g CredentialGroupName [-M] [-d Description]
[-A {0|1}] [-E Timestamp] [-G String]
CGutil.pl modify-host -g CredentialGroupName -h hostname {-F
UpdateFailureReason | -S}
CGutil.pl modify-properties -g CredentialGroupName [-M] [ {-p|-P}
PropName=Value ]+
CGutil.pl remove-host -g CredentialGroupName -h hostname
CGutil.pl remove-properties -g CredentialGroupName PropName+
CGutil.pl show-group -g CredentialGroupName

DESCRIPTION
CGutil.pl is a utility that you can use to manage credential groups. For example,

you can create credential groups, specify credentials for credential groups, and
associate credential groups with agentless hosts. You can use credential groups
with agentless discovery to eliminate the need to define credentials for each host.

OPTIONS
add-host -g CredentialGroupName -h hostname [-U]

Associates an agentless host with a credential group. The command propagates
credentials to the hosts right away so that any subsequent polling cycles use
the new credentials. You can associate a host with only one credential group.
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-g specifies the name of the credential group.
-h specifies the host name of the agentless host.
-U does not mark the host as needing an update.
add-properties -g CredentialGroupName [ {-p|-P} PropName=Value ]+
[-M]

Adds configuration properties to a credential group. The name of a property
identifies a corresponding configuration file property of an explorer.
-g specifies the name of the credential group.
-P specifies a property whose value you want to obfuscate. Typically, you
should specify password values in this manner.
-p specifies a property whose value you do not want to encrypt.
PropName is AccountName or AccountPassword
-M does not set the TimeModified field of the group.
configure-host -g CredentialGroupName -h hostname {-o OSType|-N
NetworkProtocol} [-s PollingSchedule] [-g PrivilegePrgm] [-G
PrivilegePrgmPath] [-P] [-U]

Configures a host for agentless discovery with a credential group. You can
associate a host with only one credential group.
-g specifies the name of the credential group.
-h specifies the host name of the host to which you want to associate the
credential group.
-C specifies the name of collector host on which the new host should be
configured. If not specified, the new host is configured on the local collector.
-o specifies the operating system type. The type is: AIX, HPUX, Linux, Solaris,
or Windows
-s specifies the polling schedule in cron format. Default is once a day at the
current time.
-P probes the host and aborts if the probe fails.
-r specifies the privilege control program in use on the remote host. The value
is: sudo, pmrun, or pbrun. The default is none. This flag is optional and is not
required for a privileged (root) user.
-R specifies the directory location of the privilege control program binary.
-N specifies the network protocol. The protocol is either SSH or WMI. WMI
implies Windows. SSH implies UNIX, and implicitly implies that a probe be
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done to determine the operating system type. If both -o and -N are specified,
-N prevails.
-U does not mark the host as needing an update.
create-group -g CredentialGroupName [-d Description] [-A]

Creates a new credential group.
-g specifies the name of the credential group.
-d specifies the description for the credential group.
-A disables automatic update. This flag is typically used for debugging and
testing purposes.
delete-group -g CredentialGroupName

Deletes a credential group.
-g specifies the name of the credential group that you want to delete.
list-explorers [-a|-n] [-O Columns] [-t AgentType] [--json]

Lists explorers and the credential groups that are associated with them.
-a shows all explorers.
-n shows only the explorers that are not associated with a credential group.
-O specifies comma-separated list column names by which to order the result.
The default is "HostName, AgentName, GroupName".
-t shows only the explorers of the specified agent type.
--json displays the output in JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) format.
list-groups [-l] [-t|-M|-E] [--json]

Lists the configured credential groups.
-l shows all information.
-t sorts by time created. The default is to sort by group name.
-M sorts by time modified. The default is to sort by group name.
-E sorts by time expires. The default is to sort by group name.
--json displays the output in JSON format.
list-hosts [-a|-n] [-G] [--json]

Lists agentless hosts and the credential groups that are associated with them.
-a shows all agentless hosts.
-n shows only the agentless hosts that are not associated with a credential
group.
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-G orders the list by credential group name and then host name. The default
is to order by host name and then group name.
--json displays the output in JSON format.
list-properties -g CredentialGroupName [--json]

Lists the properties that are associated with a credential group.
-g specifies the name of the credential group.
--json displays the output in JSON format.
modify-group -g CredentialGroupName [-M] [-d Description] [-A {0|1}]
[-E Timestamp] [-G String]

Modifies the attributes of a credential group.
-g specifies the name of the credential group.
-d specifies a value for the Description field.
-A specifies a value for the AutoUpdate Boolean.
-E specifies a value for the TimeExpires field. The value is a database
timestamp in the form "YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm:ss[.ddd]" which is expressed
in local time.
-M sets the TimeModified field to the current time.
-G specifies a value for a private field that the graphical user interface uses.
modify-host -g CredentialGroupName -h hostname {-F UpdateFailureReason
| -S}

Modifies data on a host that is associated with a credential group.
-g specifies the name of the credential group.
-h specifies the host name.
-F specifies a reason for failure to update the explorer.
-S indicates that the explorer has been successfully updated.
modify-properties -g CredentialGroupName [-M] [ {-p|-P} PropName=Value
]+

Modifies existing configuration properties of a credential group. If you modify
the properties that represent credentials for the group, the changes are
immediately propagated to all hosts that are associated with the group.
-g specifies the name of the credential group.
-P specifies a property whose value you want to encrypt. Typically, you should
specify password values in this manner.
-p specifies a property whose value you do not want to encrypt.
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PropName is AccountName or AccountPassword
-M if specified, the command does not set the TimeModified field of the group.
remove-host -g CredentialGroupName -h hostname

Disassociates an agentless host from a credential group.
-g specifies the name of the credential group.
-h specifies the host name of the host from which you want to disassociate
the group.
remove-properties -g CredentialGroupName PropName+

Deletes configuration properties from a credential group.
-g specifies the name of the credential group.
show-group -g CredentialGroupName

Displays information about a credential group.
-g specifies the name of the credential group.

NOTES
CGutil.pl resides on the Management Server in the following default locations:

Solaris: /opt/VRTSccs/VRTShal/bin
Windows: \Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage\HAL\bin

EXAMPLES
EXAMPLE 1: The following command creates a new credential group:
perl CGutil.pl create-group -g "Windows hosts" -d "Credential groups
for Windows hosts"

EXAMPLE 2: The following command specifies the credentials for a credential
group and encrypts the password:
perl CGutil.pl add-properties -g "Windows hosts" -p
AccountName=Administrator -P AccountPassword=password

EXAMPLE 3: The following command associates a credential group with a host:
perl CGutil.pl add-host -g "Windows hosts" -h
myhost.symantecexample.com

EXAMPLE 4: The following command modifies the password of a credential group
and immediately propagates the new credentials to all of the associated hosts:
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perl CGutil.pl modify-properties -g "Windows hosts" -P
AccountPassword=newpassword

EXAMPLE 5: The following command lists the agentless hosts that are not
associated with a credential group:
perl CGutil.pl list-hosts -n

EXAMPLE 6: The following command disassociates a host from a credential group.
After it is disassociated, CommandCentral continues to discover the host with the
credentials from the credential group. However, updates to the credential group
are not propagated to the host. To update the credentials for the host, you need
to use the Edit Remote Host wizard.
perl CGutil.pl remove-host -g "Windows Hosts" -h
myhost.symantecexample.com

EXAMPLE 7: The following command lists the credential groups that are
configured:
perl CGutil.pl list-groups

EXAMPLE 8: The following command lists a credential group's description, its
properties, and the hosts to which it is associated:
perl CGutil.pl show-group -g "Windows Hosts"

EXAMPLE 9: The following command lists all agentless hosts and the credential
groups to which they are associated:
perl CGutil.pl list-hosts -a

EXAMPLE 10: The following command modifies a credential group's description:
perl CGutil.pl modify-group -g "Windows Hosts" -d "Lab 1"

EXAMPLE 11: The following command deletes a credential group:
perl CGutil.pl delete-group -g "Windows Hosts"
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dbbackup
dbbackup – a script that backs up and restores the CommandCentral Storage

database

SYNOPSIS
dbbackup backupDir [-o [dbbackup_logfile]]
dbbackup backupDir -restore [restoreDir]
dbbackup backupDir -novalidate [-o [dbbackup_logfile]]
dbbackup backupDir -dbvalid [-o [dbbackup_logfile]]

DESCRIPTION
dbbackup is a script used for backing up and restoring the CommandCentral

databases. The script also performs a database validation of backed up databases.

OPTIONS
backupDir

(Required) backupDir is the directory where the CommandCentral database
is backed up to, or restored from. backupDir should be an absolute path.
-restore

Restores the CommandCentral database from a previous database backup
residing in backupDir.
restoreDir

(Optional) restoreDir is the directory to which the CommandCentral database
is restored. If not included, dbbackup restores the database to the default data
directory (/var/VRTSccs/database/). restoreDir should be an absolute path.
-o dbbackup_logfile

Records dbbackup actions to a log file. Because validation is a standard part
of the backup process, the log file includes validation information.
If dbbackup_logfile is unspecified, output is written to a file named
dbbackup_log in the current directory.
If the -o option is not specified during backup , no log files are created.
-novalidate

Lets you skip the database validation in the database back up process.
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-dbvalid

Lets you perform database validation on any database that is backed up and
saved in the backupDir directory. Using this option does not perform a
database back up. If no log file is specified, the validation output is written
to dbvalid_log in the current working directory.

NOTES
dbbackup resides on Management Servers by default in:
/opt/VRTSccs/VRTSccsts/bin

On Windows, you perform backups with the dbbackup.bat batch file, that resides
by default in: \Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage\Support\tools
See “Backing up the CommandCentral database ” on page 241.
During restores, both the Solaris and the Windows scripts automatically stop and
restart the database.
If a database back up process is already running when you run the dbbackup
command, the system prompts you to try again later.
If the database validation process fails, a message prompts you to run the database
back up again with the -o option specified for logging.

EXAMPLES
EXAMPLE 1: The following command backs up the CommandCentral database to
the my_db_backups directory:
/opt/VRTSccs/VRTSccsts/bin/dbbackup /my_db_backups -o

Logging is turned on to write database backup and validation output messages to
a log. Because a log directory is not specified, the dbbackup log is written to the
file dbbackup_log in the current directory.
EXAMPLE 2: The following command restores previously backed up
CommandCentral database to the /var/VRTSccs/database/ directory:
/opt/VRTSccs/VRTSccsts/bin/dbbackup /my_db_backups -restore

Because a restore directory is not specified, dbbackup restores the database to the
default data directory (/var/VRTSccs/database/).
EXAMPLE 3: The following command backs up the CommandCentral database to
the my_db_backups directory but does not perform database validation:
/opt/VRTSccs/VRTSccsts/bin/dbbackup /my_db_backups -novalidate
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Because the -o option is not specified, no dbbackup_log or dbvalid_log files are
created.
EXAMPLE 4: The following command runs a validation of the previously backed
up CommandCentral database that is saved in the my_db_backups directory:
/opt/VRTSccs/VRTSccsts/bin/dbbackup /my_db_backups -dbvalid -o

Because no log file directory is specified, dbbackup writes the dbvalid_log file to
the current working directory.

SEE ALSO
See vxccs on page 332.
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halagentcfg
halagentcfg – configures HAL processes and device and application explorers

SYNOPSIS
halagentcfg option

DESCRIPTION
halagentcfg manages HAL processes and device and application explorers. You

can use halagentcfg to start, stop, and create HAL processes, create and delete
device and application explorers, and display information about explorers and
processes. If you are running in a high availability environment, you can manage
explorers and processes in a specific Veritas Cluster Server (VCS) service group.
Optionally, you can run halagentcfg on the Management Server and manage
processes and explorers on any Standard Agent that is attached to the Management
Server. To execute commands remotely on a Standard Agent, log on to the
Management Server as a user with administrator privileges. When you issue a
halagentcfg command from the Management Server, identify the Standard Agent
by specifying the host name that is defined in the CommandCentral database. To
determine this name, select Settings then select Host Management on the
CommandCentral Storage Console. Determine the host name from the Hosts table.
On a CommandCentral host, halagentcfg resides by default on the Management
Server, Control Host, and Standard Agent at:
■

/opt/VRTSccs/VRTShal/bin (Solaris, HP-UX, Linux)

■

/opt/VRTShal/bin (AIX)

■

\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage\HAL\bin (Windows)

OPTIONS
list-explorer-types [--details] [--host hostName]

Lists the device explorers and application explorer types available on the
specified host (default host is localhost). Optionally, lists the properties of
the explorer types.
list-process-types [--details] [--host hostName]

Lists the HAL process types available on the specified host (default host is
localhost). Optionally, lists the properties of the process types.
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define-explorer --explorer-type ExplorerType
[--explorer-name ExplorerName | -a ExplorerName]
[--process-name ProcessName | -p ProcessName]
[--service-group ServiceGroup | -s ServiceGroup]
[--host hostName]

Creates a new device and application explorer on the specified host (default
host is localhost). If you want the explorer to run under a new HAL process,
specify a new ProcessName (16 characters or less). halagentcfg creates the
new process with the explorer under it. To create an explorer under an existing
process, specify the process name. Optionally, you can specify a unique
explorer name (ExplorerName), or specify the VCS service group where a new
explorer runs. If you do not specify ProcessName, the explorer is added to
the process that is associated with the explorer type. For example, the array
explorers that run under the ArrayExplorers process and the switch explorers
that run under the FCExplorers process. To obtain a list of device and
application explorer types available on the host, issue the
list-explorer-types option. After you create the new explorer, start or
restart the process that the explorer is under. See start-process and
stop-process.
delete-explorer --explorer-name ExplorerName
[--process-name ProcessName | -p ProcessName]
[--service-group ServiceGroupName | -s ServiceGroupName]
[--host hostName]

Deletes the device explorer and application explorer on the specified host
(default host is localhost). Optionally, you can specify the process that the
explorer is defined under and the VCS service group. To obtain a list of device
and application explorers on the host, issue the list-explorers option. If
you delete the last explorer under a process, halagentcfg also deletes the
process.
list-processes [--process-name ProcessName]
[--details]
[--explorers]
[--service-group ServiceGroupName | local]
[--host hostName]

Lists the defined HAL processes on the specified host (default host is
localhost). Optionally, you can specify processes under a VCS service group.
Use --details to list properties of the processes. Use --explorers to list
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the device explorers and application explorers that are defined under each
process.
list-exporers [--explorer-name ExplorerName]
[--process-name ProcessName]
[--details]
[--service-group ServiceGroupName | local]
[--host hostName]

Lists the defined device and application explorers on the specified host (default
host is localhost). Optionally, lists the explorers in the specified process or
VCS service group. Use --details to list properties of the explorers.
start-process --process-name ProcessName
[--service-group ServiceGroupName]
[--host hostName]

Starts the specified HAL process on the specified host (default host is
localhost). Optionally specify the VCS service group where the process is
running.
start-all [--service-group ServiceGroupName]
[--host hostName]

Starts all HAL processes on the specified host (default host is localhost).
Optionally, starts all processes in the specified VCS service group.
stop-process --process-name ProcessName
[--service-group ServiceGroupName]
[--host hostName]

Stops the specified HAL process on the specified host (default host is
localhost). Optionally, stops the specified process in the specified VCS service
group.
stop-all [--service-group ServiceGroupName]
[--host hostName]

Stops all HAL processes on the specified host (default host is localhost).
Optionally, stops all processes in the specified VCS service group.
query-process --process-name ProcessName
[--service-group ServiceGroupName]
[--host hostName]
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Displays the state of the specified HAL process on the specified host (default
host is localhost) or, optionally, in the specified VCS service group.
query-all [--service-group ServiceGroupName]
[--host hostName]

Displays the state of all the HAL processes on the specified host (default host
is localhost) or, optionally, in the specified VCS service group.

EXAMPLES
To execute commands remotely on a Standard Agent, log on to the Management
Server as a user with administrator privileges. When you issue a halagentcfg
command from the Management Server, identify the Standard Agent by specifying
the host name that is defined in the CommandCentral database. To determine
this name, select Settings then select Host Management on the CommandCentral
Console. Determine the host name from the Hosts table.
Example 1: Displaying and starting HAL processes
Get a list of defined HAL processes and their status on the specified host:
>halagentcfg list-processes --host mymanagedhost.company.com
Process [ArrayExplorers]
STOPPED
Process [FCExplorers]
RUNNING
Process [HALCHM]
RUNNING
Process [HALLHM]
RUNNING*

Start the process that is not running and display the results:
>halagentcfg start-process --process-name ArrayExplorers --host
mymanagedhost.company.com
>halagentcfg list-processes
Process [ArrayExplorers]
RUNNING
Process [FCExplorers]
RUNNING
Process [HALCHM]
RUNNING
Process [HALLHM]
RUNNING*

Example 2: Load balancing-removing explorers from a HAL process and adding
them to a new process.
You can use halagentcfg to perform load balancing of device and application
explorers on a host. Initially, all array explorers are under a single process
(ArrayExplorers) and Fibre Channel explorers are under a single process
(FCExplorers). You can load balance by creating new explorers and running them
under new processes. The following is an example using array explorers.
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Initially all of the array explorers are defined under a single process:
>halagentcfg list-explorers --process-name ArrayExplorers --host
mymanagedhost.company.com
Process_Name: ArrayExplorers
Explorer_Name: CIMVAILExplorer
Explorer_Name: EMCClariionExplorer
Explorer_Name: EMCSymmetrixExplorer
Explorer_Name: HPEvaExplorer
Explorer_Name: HiCommandExplorer
Explorer_Name: IBMDS8000Explorer
Explorer_Name: IBMSharkExplorer
Explorer_Name: NetAppExplorer

You can remove some explorers from the ArrayExplorers process and run them
under a new process. In this example, the EMCClarionExplorer is deleted from
the ArrayExplorers process and a new explorer type is created and runs in a
separate process.
First stop the ArrayExplorers process:
>halagentcfg stop-process --process-name ArrayExplorers --host
mymanagedhost.company.com
>halagentcfg list-processes
Process [ArrayExplorers]
Process [FCExplorers]
Process [HALCHM]
Process [HALLHM]

STOPPED
RUNNING
RUNNING
RUNNING*

Then, remove the EMCClariionExplorer from the process:
>halagentcfg delete-explorer --explorer-name EMCClariionExplorer
--host mymanagedhost.company.com
V-86-0-999 Unconfigured provider [vx_emc_clariion]
Process: ArrayExplorers Explorer: EMCClariionExplorer deleted.
>halagentcfg list-explorers --process-name ArrayExplorers --host
mymanagedhost.company.com
Process_Name: ArrayExplorers
Explorer_Name: CIMVAILExplorer
Explorer_Name: EMCSymmetrixExplorer
Explorer_Name: HPEvaExplorer
Explorer_Name: HiCommandExplorer
Explorer_Name: IBMDS8000Explorer
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Explorer_Name: IBMSharkExplorer
Explorer_Name: NetAppExplorer

Create a new explorer of EMCClariionExplorer type in a new process:
Note: The process name must be 16 characters or less.
>halagentcfg define-explorer --explorer-type EMCClariionExplorer
--explorer-name myClariionExplorer --process-name newArrayExpls
--host mymanagedhost.company.com
V-86-0-999 Configuring process [newArrayExpls]
V-86-0-999 Configured security for process [newArrayExpls]
Process: newArrayExpls Explorer: myClariionExplorer created.

And display the HAL processes and the new explorer:
>halagentcfg list-processes --host mymanagedhost.company.com
Process [ArrayExplorers]
STOPPED
Process [FCExplorers]
RUNNING
Process [HALCHM]
RUNNING
Process [newArrayExpls]
Process [HALLHM]
RUNNING*
>halagentcfg list-explorers --process-name newArrayExpls
Process_Name: newArrayExpls
Explorer_Name: myClariionExplorer

Start the processes where array explorers run:
>halagentcfg start-process --process-name newArrayExpls --host
mymanagedhost.company.com
>halagentcfg list-processes --host mymanagedhost.company.com
Process [ArrayExplorers]
STOPPED
Process [FCExplorers]
RUNNING
Process [HALCHM]
RUNNING
Process [newArrayExpls]
RUNNING
Process [HALLHM]
RUNNING*
>halagentcfg start-process --process-name ArrayExplorers --host
mymanagedhost.company.com
>halagentcfg list-processes --host mymanagedhost.company.com
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Process
Process
Process
Process
Process

[ArrayExplorers]
[FCExplorers]
[HALCHM]
[newArrayExpls]
[HALLHM]

RUNNING
RUNNING
RUNNING
RUNNING
RUNNING*
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hallog
hallog – command line interface for managing CommandCentral log files

SYNOPSIS
hallog {view --all | --debug | --events [--dir AlternateLogDir |
--host hostname]} |
{list-logs [--host hostname]} |
{fetch --host hostname [--file logFile] [--Dir outputDir]} |
{show-settings [--host hostname]} |
{change-settings --component Component --DebugLevel level [--host
hostname]} |
--help | -h

DESCRIPTION
You can use hallog to list, and download CommandCentral log files from
CommandCentral hosts to the host where you are running hallog. You can also
view log messages and view and change log levels for component categories
(originators) that log messages through Symantec Unified Logging. The Hardware
Abstraction Layer (HAL) logs messages through Unified Logging. You can view
log messages and change log verbosity for application, array, and Fibre Channel
explorers, event logging, and other HAL components.
To use the hallog CLI, log on to a CommandCentral host as a user with
administrator privileges. When you use hallog to access logs on a different host,
identify the host by specifying the host name that is defined in the
CommandCentral database. To determine this name, select Settings then select
Host Management on the CommandCentral Storage Console. Determine the host
name from the Hosts table.
On a CommandCentral host, hallog resides by default on the Management Server,
Control Host, and Standard Agent at:
■

/opt/VRTSccs/VRTShal/bin (Solaris, HP-UX, Linux)

■

/opt/VRTShal/bin (AIX)

■

\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage\HAL\bin (Windows)

By default the log files are located at /var/VRTSccs/log/ (UNIX) or C:\Program
Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage Data\log\ (Windows).
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OPTIONS
view --all | --debug | --events [--dir AlternateLogDir |
--hosthostname]

You can view all or a specified subset of messages that the HAL logs. You can
view log messages for the following HAL component categories (originators):
■

common - log messages for shared infrastructure including Local HAL
Manager (LHM), Central HAL Manager (CHM), and the Service Library.
The Service Library is a shared library that contains the services that all
HAL software uses.

■

array - log messages for all array explorers

■

fc - log messages for all switch explorers

■

eventlog - a record of time-stamped events that the CHM received. Event
log messages exist only on the Management Server. Events that occur on
a Standard Agent are forwarded to the CHM which resides on the
Management Server. Events that the CHM logs includes the events that
the CHM posts, or LHMs, and explorers running on any CommandCentral
host. Typical events include LHM heartbeat events. Heartbeat events
indicate that the LHM is in the normal operating condition and is able to
contact the CHM.

■

miga - migration agent log messages

■

app - log messages for application explorers

■

vdid - vdid log messages. vdid contains shared code that HAL explorers
use to generate unique IDs for discovered vendor devices.

If you want to view logs on a host other than localhost, use --host hostname
to specify the other host.
If you want to view HAL logs that you downloaded from a different
CommandCentral host to localhost, use --dir AlternateLogDir to specify
the path to the directory. The directory is the directory where you saved the
logs. Contents of all the log files under the directory display, subject to the
debug and events flags.
hallog extends the vxlogview CLI so all vxlogview options (except tailloop)

can be used with hallog on localhost or remote hosts.
Review information about more available options.
See vxlogview on page 351.
You cannot use hallog to view logs for the following components which run
on the Management Server. The logs for these components are text files which
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are located by default at /var/VRTSccs/log/ (UNIX) or C:\Program
Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage Data\log\ (Windows):
■

Alarm Service

■

Alert Manager

■

SICL

■

Storage Change Manager

■

Web Engine

list-logs [--host hostname]

You can list all of the CommandCentral log files on a host and determine their
size. If you want to list logs on a host other than localhost, use --host
hostname to specify the other host. For additional log file management options,
use the vxlogmgr CLI
See vxlogmgr on page 346.
fetch --host hostname [--file logFile] [--dir outputDir]

You can download all or some of the CommandCentral log files on a host to
the host where you are running hallog. To download a specific log file, use
--file logFile to specify the name of the log file only; do not specify the
full path. If you do not specify a log file name, all of the CommandCentral
Storage logs on the host are downloaded. To determine the names and sizes
of the log files, issue the list-logs option. Use --Dir outputDir to specify
the path to the directory where you want the downloaded log files put.
show-settings [--host hostname]

Displays the log level settings for the HAL component categories (originators)
on the specified host. Log levels range from 1 to 6 where 6 is the most verbose.
To display log levels on a host other than localhost, use --host hostname to
specify the other host.
To see all log configuration settings specify --verbose or use the vxlogcfg
CLI.
See vxlogcfg on page 341.
change-settings --component Component --DebugLevel level [--host
hostname]

Changes the log level setting for the specified HAL component category. Log
levels range from 1 to 6 where 6 is the most verbose. To change log levels on
a host other than localhost, use --host hostname to specify the other host.
To change other log configuration settings use the vxlogcfg CLI.
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See vxlogcfg on page 341.

EXAMPLES
Example 1: Viewing HAL log messages on a different host and directing them to
a file
The following command views the HAL log messages on a different host and
directs them to the local file on the host where hallog is running:
hallog view --all --host myotherhost.mydomain.com > c:\tmp\savelogs1

EXAMPLES
Example 2: Viewing HAL event messages on a different host
The following command displays HAL event messages on a different host (HAL
event messages are logged only on the Management Server). The example shows
a partial output:
hallog view --events --host myotherhost.mydomain.com
.
.
.
08/25/06 16:02:18.789 [halchm]
---------------------------------------------------------Domain[Veritas] Type[ServiceLifeCycle] Event_Name[Heartbeat]
--------------------------------------------------------VH[0]:
SequenceNumber: 6
VH[1]:
Timestamp: 2006-08-25 16:02:18:704
VH[2]:
NextHeartbeat: 1200
FD[0]:
HALServiceTag: ApplicationExplorers
FD[1]:
HALAgentID:
EMCPowerPathExplorer@myotherhost.mydomain.com
FD[2]:
HALAgentType: EMCPowerPathExplorer
FD[3]:
HALAgentName: EMCPowerPathExplorer
FD[4]:
Hostname: myotherhost.mydomain.com
FD[5]:
HostOsUuid:
{f396b9d2-1dd1-11b2-9ed2-0003ba8a1aad}
FD[6]:
ProductID: VRTShal
FD[7]:
ProductVersion: 5.0.2778.0
FD[8]:
ServiceName: EMCPowerPathExplorer
FD[9]:
LifecycleState: 2
FD[10]:
LifecycleSubState: 0
FD[11]:
LifecycleStateTime: 2006-08-25 16:02:18:703
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FD[12]:
HALAgentStartTime: 2006-08-25 16:02:16:706
FD[13]:
HALIsInSafeMode: 0
FD[14]:
HALVSSAzService: myotherhost.mydomain.com
FD[15]:
HALVSSAtID: vx:HAL:Agent@myotherhost.mydomain.com:2821
FD[16]:
HALAgentIOR:
IOR:000000000000002049444c3a566572697461732f435346
2f42617365536572766963653a312e3000000000014f4349010000009d00010
2000000000c31302e
36382e392e32353300061400130000000848414c33393239000000002314010
f004e535444ef5748
000b97c20000000400000001000000000000000100000001000000000300000
00000000008000000
0054414f0000000001000000180000000000010001000000010501000100010
109000000004f4349
0000000015000000a6008600010000000948414c533339323900
FD[17]:
HALPBXServiceId: HALS3929
08/25/06 16:02:18.879 [halchm]
---------------------------------------------------------Domain[Veritas] Type[ServiceLifeCycle] Event_Name[Heartbeat]
--------------------------------------------------------VH[0]:
SequenceNumber: 8
VH[1]:
Timestamp: 2006-08-25 16:02:18:833
VH[2]:
NextHeartbeat: 1200
FD[0]:
HALServiceTag: ApplicationExplorers
FD[1]:
HALAgentID:
DB2Explorer@myotherhost.mydomain.com
FD[2]:
HALAgentType: DB2Explorer
FD[3]:
HALAgentName: DB2Explorer
FD[4]:
Hostname: myotherhost.mydomain.com
FD[5]:
HostOsUuid:
{f396b9d2-1dd1-11b2-9ed2-0003ba8a1aad}
FD[6]:
ProductID: VRTShal
FD[7]:
ProductVersion: 5.0.2778.0
FD[8]:
ServiceName: DB2Explorer
FD[9]:
LifecycleState: 2
FD[10]:
LifecycleSubState: 0
FD[11]:
LifecycleStateTime: 2006-08-25 16:02:18:832
FD[12]:
HALAgentStartTime: 2006-08-25 16:02:17:001
FD[13]:
HALObjectDataState: 44EF-5748-0000-0001
FD[14]: HALObjectDataStateTime: 2006-08-25 16:02:18:073
FD[15]:
HALIsInSafeMode: 0
FD[16]:
HALVSSAzService: myotherhost.mydomain.com
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FD[17]:
HALVSSAtID: vx:HAL:Agent@myotherhost.mydomain.com:2821
FD[18]:
HALAgentIOR:
IOR:000000000000002049444c3a566572697461732f435346
2f42617365536572766963653a312e3000000000014f4349010000009d00010
2000000000c31302e
36382e392e32353300061400000000000848414c33393239000000002314010
f004e535444ef5749
0000a7cd0000000700000001000000000000000100000001680000000300000
00000000008000000
0054414f0000000001000000180000000000010001000000010501000100010
109000000004f4349
0000000015000000a6008600010000000948414c533339323900
FD[19]:
HALPBXServiceId: HALS3929
.
.
.

EXAMPLES
Example 3: Fetching a log file from a different host, saving it in a specified
directory, and viewing the log file. View works only if the fetched log is a HAL log.
First list the log files on the host as shown in the previous example. Then, fetch
the log file that you are interested in (the log files under the VxUL directory are
HAL log files):
hallog fetch --host myotherhost.mydomain.com --file
50919-86-707844362-060829-0000000000.log --dir c:\tmp

After fetching the HAL log file, view the contents (all log files under the specified
directory are displayed). The example shows a partial output:
hallog view --debug --dir c:\tmp
8/29/2006 11:34:44.734 [HALLHM@myotherhost.mydomain.com]
LHMAgentMap::save: writing map entry "MS
SQLExplorer@myotherhost.mydomain.com,myotherhost.mydomain.com,M
SSQLExplorer,,115683148414062
50,vx:HAL:Agent@myotherhost.mydomain.com:1556,44F3-D8FC-0000-00
01,11568314847031250,60,0,2,MSSQLE
xplorer,IOR:010000002000000049444c3a566572697461732f4353462f426
17365536572766963653a312e30000100000001
49434f9d000000010102020d00000031302e3231372e34382e3432000014060
800000048414c32353038002300000014010f00
4e5354fcd8f3445125020004000000010000000000000001000000010000003
303000000000000000800000001324802004f41
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540100000018000000013248020100010001000000010001050901010000000
0000049434f150000000132a600860001000900
000048414c533235303800,0,VRTShal,5.0.2778.0,ApplicationExplorer
s,0"
8/29/2006 11:34:44.734 [HALLHM@myotherhost.mydomain.com]
LHMAgentMap::save: writing map entry "Ms
csExplorer@myotherhost.mydomain.com,myotherhost.mydomain.com,Ms
csExplorer,,11568314842500000
,vx:HAL:Agent@myotherhost.mydomain.com:1556,44F3-D8FC-0000-0001
,11568314847187500,60,0,2,MscsExpl
orer,IOR:010000002000000049444c3a566572697461732f4353462f426173
65536572766963653a312e30000100000001494
34f9d000000010102020d00000031302e3231372e34382e3432000014060800
000048414c32353038002300000014010f004e5
354fcd8f34490d0030007000000010000000000000001000000010000003303
000000000000000800000001324802004f41540
100000018000000013248020100010001000000010001050901010000000000
0049434f150000000132a600860001000900000
048414c533235303800,0,VRTShal,5.0.2778.0,ApplicationExplorers,0
"
8/29/2006 11:34:44.750 [HALLHM@myotherhost.mydomain.com]
LHMAgentMap::save: writing map entry "SA
LToHALMigration@myotherhost.mydomain.com,myotherhost.mydomain.c
om,SALToHALMigration,,1156831
4830312500,vx:HAL:Agent@myotherhost.mydomain.com:1556,,11568314
832656250,180,0,2,SALToHALMigratio
n,IOR:010000002000000049444c3a566572697461732f4353462f426173655
36572766963653a312e3000010000000149434f
9d000000010102010d00000031302e3231372e34382e3432003214060800000
048414c32323336002300000014010f004e5354
fbd8f34490d0030001000000010000000000000001000000010000000003000
000000000000800000001f7b301004f41540100
00001800000001f7b3010100010001000000010001050901010000000000004
9434f1500000001f7a600860001000900000048
414c533232333600,0,VRTShal,5.0.2778.0,MigrationExplorer,0
"
8/29/2006 11:34:44.750 [HALLHM@myotherhost.mydomain.com]
LHMAgentMap::save: writing map entry
"VcsExplorer@myotherhost.mydomain.com,myotherhost.mydomain.com,
VcsExplorer,,11568314838750000,v
x:HAL:Agent@myotherhost.mydomain.com:1556,44F3-D8FB-0000-0001,1
1568314846875000,60,0,2,VcsExplore
r,IOR:010000002000000049444c3a566572697461732f4353462f426173655
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36572766963653a312e3000010000000149434f
9d000000010102020d00000031302e3231372e34382e3432000014060800000
048414c32353038002300000014010f004e5354
fcd8f3443fab010001000000010000000000000001000000010000000003000
000000000000800000001324802004f41540100
000018000000013248020100010001000000010001050901010000000000004
9434f150000000132a600860001000900000048
414c533235303800,0,VRTShal,5.0.2778.0,ApplicationExplorers,0

EXAMPLES
Example 4: Viewing HAL log messages within a specified time frame
The following command example displays the HAL debug messages that were
logged on August 31, 2006 between 3:45 A.M. and 3:50 A.M. on localhost. The
start date and end date are filters available through the vxlogview CLI that hallog
extends. Use the date format that is shown in the example and enclose the date
within double quotes.
hallog view --debug --stdate "8/31/06 3:45:00 AM" --endate
"8/31/06 3:50:00 AM"

SEE ALSO
See vxlogcfg on page 341.
See vxlogmgr on page 346.
See vxlogview on page 351.
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incontext.xml
incontext.xml – configuration file for launching third-party Web-based

applications from various Console menus in CommandCentral

SYNOPSIS
{{<Launch launchAttributes >} <LaunchObject
objectAttributes/>...</Launch>}...}

DESCRIPTION
incontext.xml is the configuration file for launching third-party Web-based

applications (like Telnet and other HTTP sessions) from various Console menus
in CommandCentral.

OPTIONS
<Launch launchAttributes>

Start tag for a third-party application definition.
launchAttributes

Defines the menu display options and location for the third-party application.
The set of launchAttributes follows:
app="name

"Application name. name is any alphanumeric string.
menu="label"

Label that displays on menus within the Console. label is any alphanumeric
string.
accel="letter"

Accelerator key mnemonic (ALT key plus letter) to associate with the menu
item. letter is any alphanumeric string defined in label.
enabled="value"

value is true or false to enable or disable the menu item.
OSType="directory"

Home directory of the application on the specified operating system.
OSType identifies the operating system on which the launchable application
resides and can be one of the following values: hphome (HP-UX), nthome
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(Windows), or solhome (Solaris). A null value "" is acceptable for the
applications that are not on the specified OSType.
%userhome="directory"

The home directory for the current system user is logged into the host, as
defined by the JRE (Java Runtime Environment).
<LaunchObject objectAttributes />

Tag for the object type for which an application can be launched in context.
Must be within a <Launch> tag.
objectAttributes

Defines the in-context menu display options and location for the third-party
application. The set of objectAttributes follows:
Type="object"

Type of SAN object for which an application can be launched in context. object
can be one of the following keywords: ALL, SWITCH, DEVICE, HOST, NODE, PORT,
ENCLOSURE, HUB. Specify ALL to launch the application from anywhere within
the Console.
You can further specify Type by attaching a vendor name to the start of the
type string. For example: Cisco_SWITCH.
OSType ="path command [$[CHILD | PARENT] HALAttribute
[||HALAttribute...] $]"

OSType identifies the operating system on which the CommandCentral Storage
Console is installed and can be one of the following values: hpcmd (HP-UX),
ntcmd (Windows), or solcmd (Solaris).
path is any valid operating system path (for Windows, can include a drive
letter), or reuse of the path specified earlier in OSType="directory" designated
as &OSType or &userhome.
See “EXAMPLES” on page 312.
command is the invocation for launching the current application on the
system.
A null value "" indicates to CommandCentral Storage that the application
does not reside on the specified operating system.
CHILD | PARENT are the optional keywords that you can specify as a command

parameter. The keywords enable you to have the application point to either
a child SAN object or parent SAN object.
$HALAttribute$ is an optional parameter that points the application to a

specific attribute in the database for the object that are selected in the Console.
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HAL attributes are case-sensitive and cannot contain spaces and question
marks (?).
You can specify several HAL attributes by prepending two vertical bars (||)
before each additional attribute. For example, you can specify $Telnet IP
Address || IP Address$ to specify CommandCentral Storage to find the
first non-null value for these specified parameters.
</Launch>

End tag for a third-party application definition.

HAL ATTRIBUTES
There are many Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL) attributes. The following are
several that make sense for an in-context launch of a Web application:
DeviceType, FabricName, HBAName, HostName, IPAddress,
PortName, SwitchName, SwitchRole, VendorName, WWN,
ZoneName

For more information, please contact Veritas Support or Symantec Consulting
Services.

NOTES
incontext.xml resides on Management Servers by default in:
■

UNIX—
/opt/VRTSccs/VRTSweb/VERITAS/spc/WEB-INF

■

Windows—
\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage\Web
Engine\spc\WEB-INF

For more information about how to edit incontext.xml
See “Adding launchable third-party applications to the Web Engine” on page 269.

EXAMPLES
EXAMPLE 1: This example demonstrates how you might launch the Cisco MDS
Device Manager in-context of a Cisco switch and any host:
<Launch app="Cisco MDS Device Manager"
menu="Cisco MDS Device Manager"
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accel="e"
enabled="true"
nthome=""
solhome="/usr/dt/bin"
hphome="/usr/dt/bin">
<LaunchObject type="CISCO_SWITCH"
ntcmd="http://$IP Address ||
IPAddrHttp$/cgi-bin/element-manager.jnlp"
solcmd="http://$IP Address ||
IPAddrHttp$/cgi-bin/element-manager.jnlp"
hpcmd="http://$IP Address ||
IPAddrHttp$/cgi-bin/element-manager.jnlp" />
</Launch>

EXAMPLE 2: The following example demonstrates how you might launch the Cisco
Fabric Manager:
<Launch app="Cisco MDS Fabric Manager"
menu="Cisco MDS Fabric Manager"
accel="M"
enabled="true"
nthome=""
solhome="/usr/dt/bin"
hphome="/usr/dt/bin">
<LaunchObject type="CISCO_SWITCH"
ntcmd="http://$IP Address ||
IPAddrHttp$/cgi-bin/fabric-manager.jnlp"
solcmd="http://$IP Address ||
IPAddrHttp$/cgi-bin/fabric-manager.jnlp"
hpcmd="http://$IP Address ||
IPAddrHttp$/cgi-bin/fabric-manager.jnlp" />
</Launch>

EXAMPLE 3: The following example demonstrates how you might launch a Telnet
session:
<Launch app="Telnet"
menu="Launch Telnet"
accel="T"
enabled="true"
nthome="C:\windows\SYSTEM32"
solhome="/usr/dt/bin"
hphome="/usr/dt/bin">
<LaunchObject type="BROCADE_SWITCH"
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ntcmd="telnet://$IP Address || IPAddrTelnet$:23"
solcmd="telnet://$IP Address || IP Address || IPAddrTelnet$:23"
hpcmd="telnet://$IP Address || IPAddrTelnet$:23" />
<LaunchObject type="CISCO_SWITCH"
ntcmd="telnet://$IP Address || IPAddrTelnet || OutBandAddr$:23"
solcmd="telnet://$IP Address || IPAddrTelnet || OutBandAddr$:23"
hpcmd="telnet://$IP Address || IPAddrTelnet || OutBandAddr$:23"
/>
<LaunchObject type="HOST"
ntcmd="telnet://$IP Address || Telnet IP Address$:23"
solcmd="telnet://$IP Address || Telnet IP Address$:23"
hpcmd="telnet://$IP Address || Telnet IP Address$:23" />
<LaunchObject type="BRIDGE"
ntcmd="telnet://$IP Address || IPAddrTelnet$:23"
solcmd="telnet://$IP Address || IPAddrTelnet$:23"
hpcmd="telnet://$IP Address || IPAddrTelnet$:23" />
</Launch>
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RHutil.pl
RHutil.pl – provides utilities to manage agentless discovery of remote hosts.

SYNOPSIS
RHutil.pl add-collector [-E ExtDir] [-n Concurrency] [-P Sched]
RHutil.pl add-host -h HostName {-o OSType|-N NetworkProtocol} [-u
AccountName] [-p AccountPassword] [-c CredentialMethod] [-s
PollingSchedule] [-m CollectionMode] [-a HostAddress] [-t
CommandTimeout] [-g PrivilegePrgm] [-G PrivilegePrgmPath] [-d] [-L
LogLevel] [-P]
RHutil.pl collector-properties
RHutil.pl delete-collector -C CollectorName
RHutil.pl delete-host -h HostName
RHutil.pl disable_collector [-C CollectorName]
RHutil.pl disable-host -h hostname
RHutil.pl enable_collector [-C CollectorName]
RHutil.pl enable-host -h hostname
RHutil.pl explorer-properties -h hostname
RHutil.pl get-collector-data [-s State] [-f Filename]
RHutil.pl get-host-data -h hostname [-s State] [-f Filename]
RHutil.pl list-devices -h hostname
RHutil.pl list-hosts [-l] [-h hostPattern] [-o OSPattern]
RHutil.pl list-object-devices -h hostname -o DatabaseObjectKey
RHutil.pl monitor-activity [-C CollectorName] [-s seconds] [-T] [-c]
[-l] [-P] [-F Attr=Pattern]* [-E Attr=Pattern]*
RHutil.pl probe-host -h hostname [-s Section]
RHutil.pl refresh-device -h hostname
RHutil.pl refresh-object-device -h hostname -o DatabaseObjectKey
RHutil.pl run-collector
RHutil.pl run-host -h hostname [Names]
RHutil.pl schedule-host -h hostname [-S Section] -s CronScheduleString
RHutil.pl set-impersonation-account [--set | --reset | --delete]
RHutil.pl view-schedules [-h hostname]

DESCRIPTION
RHutil.pl is a utility that you can use to manage agentless discovery of remote

hosts. For example, you can add new hosts that you want to discover and initiate
rediscovery of remote hosts.
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OPTIONS
add-collector [-E ExtDir] [-n Concurrency] [-P Sched]

Creates a new remote host collector explorer. Like the default RHCollector
explorer, this explorer manages its own set of RHExplorers.
On a Windows host, a private impersonation logon account is created for the
collector. Use the set-impersonation-account command to specify an
alternative account or to reset the password for the default account.
If automatic creation of the impersonation account fails for any reason, then
remote discovery of Windows hosts may not work. Create such an account
manually and use the set-impersonation-account command to enable its use
by the collector.
-E specifies the directory that the collector explorer scans for external data.
Specify an empty string to disable external data scanning.
-n specifies the number of concurrent explorations. The default number for
the default collector explorer (RHCollector) is 10.
-P specifies the polling schedule.
add-host -h HostName {-o OSType|-N NetworkProtocol} [-u AccountName]
[-p AccountPassword] [-c CredentialMethod] [-s PollingSchedule] [-m
CollectionMode] [-a HostAddress] [-t CommandTimeout] [-g
PrivilegePrgm] [-G PrivilegePrgmPath] [-d] [-L LogLevel] [-P]

Configures CommandCentral to perform agentless discovery of a remote host.
-h specifies the name of the host that you want to add.
-o specifies the operating system type. The type is either AIX, Linux, Solaris,
or Windows.
-N specifies the network protocol to use for discovery. The protocol is either
WMI (for Windows) or SSH (for UNIX). If you specify both -o and -N, -N
prevails.
-u specifies the remote account name.
-p specifies the account password.
-C specifies the method of providing credentials. The possible values are:
CredGroup or UserPassword where CredGroup specifies the use of credential
groups and UserPassword specifies the use of user name and password.
-s specifies the polling schedule in cron format. The default is once a day at
the current time.
-m specifies the collection mode. The value is either RemoteAccess or External.
The default is RemoteAccess.
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-a specifies the network address of the host to be used instead of the hostname.
-t specifies the timeout for executing commands during discovery. The default
is 300 seconds.
-g specifies the privilege control software in use on the remote host. You can
use this option to designate privileged access to a specific user for specific
commands. The value is either sudo, pmrun, or pbrun. pmrun stands for
Privilege Manager for UNIX and pbrun stands for PowerBroker.
CommandCentral currently supports sudo with agentless discovery.
PowerBroker and Privilege Manager for UNIX are allowed, but not tested.
-G specifies the location where the privilege control software is installed.
-d creates the host in a disabled state.
-L specifies the logging level. The default is 0.
-P probes the host and aborts if the probe fails.
collector-properties

Displays the properties of the RHCollector explorer.
delete-collector -C CollectorName

Deletes a remote host collector explorer. On a Windows host, the default
impersonation account is deleted if present.
delete-host -h HostName

Permanently stops discovery of a remote host and deletes any previously
discovered data.
disable-collector [-C CollectorName]

Temporarily suspends the operations of a remote host collector explorer. It
may take time for existing discovery tasks to complete, but new host discovery
is not scheduled. Use the enable-collector command to resume operations.
disable-host -h hostname

Temporarily disables agentless discovery of a remote host, whether
CommandCentral runs the discovery scripts or if you manually run the scripts.
enable-collector [-C CollectorName]

Resumes the operations of a host collector explorer that you previously
disabled.
enable-host -h hostname

Enables agentless discovery of a remote host if discovery was previously
disabled.
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explorer-properties -h hostname

Displays the properties of the RHExplorer that is associated with the specified
agentless host.
get-collector-data [-s State] [-f Filename]

Gathers information about the RHExplorers that a remote host collector
explorer manages. The information is similar to what you can see in the
Settings > Host Management pane.
-f specifies the name of a file in which to store the data. The default is to send
it to stdout.
-s specifies the previous state.
get-host-data -h hostname [-s State] [-f Filename]

Collects the data previously discovered for the specified agentless host.
-h specifies the name of the host.
-s specifies the previous state.
-f specifies the name of a file in which to store the data. The default is to send
it to stdout.
list-devices -h hostname

Use to view the discovery state of a host.
list-hosts [-l] [-h hostPattern] [-o OSPattern]

Lists the agentless hosts that CommandCentral is configured to discover.
-l provides a long listing in stanza form with all the available data.
-h specifies a host name pattern. The listing is constrained to matching hosts.
-o specifies an operating system type pattern. The listing is constrained to
matching operating system types.
list-object-devices -h hostname -o DatabaseObjectKey

Provides explorer object discovery state. Symantec uses this command for
diagnostic purposes.
monitor-activity [-C CollectorName] [-s seconds] [-T] [-c] [-l] [-r]
[-P] [-F Attr=Pattern]* [-E Attr=Pattern]*

Monitors the activity of a remote host collector explorer in real time.
-C specifies the name of the remote host collector explorer. The default name
is RHCollector.
-s specifies the refresh rate.
-T specifies the time period for which a process record is displayed after the
process has terminated.
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-c does not clear the screen after each iteration.
-l performs a listing without refresh or clearing the screen.
-r displays raw fields, rather than a formatted output. Symantec uses this
flag for diagnostic purposes.
-P shows the relationship between the scheduling RHCollector process and
the RHExplorer process that it launches
-F specifies the filter pattern for an attribute (the records that do not contain
a matching attribute are not displayed)
-E specifies an exclusion pattern for an attribute (the records that contain a
matching attribute are not displayed)
Where Attr can be:
■

General process attributes: ProcessName, Interface, Operation, Note

■

General VExp attributes: AgentId, AgentName, AgentType, Hostname,
HostId

■

Subordinate VExp attributes: CollAgentID, CollAgentName

probe-host -h hostname [-s Section]

Verifies the connectivity to a remote host that is set up for agentless discovery.
The explorer state changes depending on the result of the probe.
refresh-device -h hostname

Initiates rediscovery of the specified remote host.
refresh-object-device -h hostname -o DatabaseObjectKey

Refreshes an object. Symantec uses this command for diagnostic purposes.
run-collector

Runs the collector explorer.
run-host -h hostname [Names]

Runs the RHExplorer on the specified host. Running the explorer discovers
the host.
If you discover the host by running the discovery scripts directly on the host,
specify the names of the output files to be parsed.
schedule-host -h hostname [-S Section] -s CronScheduleString

Specifies a new (cron) schedule for a remote host explorer. The schedule
defines the interval in which the remote host explorer runs.
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set-impersonation-account

Specifies a Windows logon account that is needed for impersonation when
you perform discovery of a remote Windows host. Also resets the default
impersonation account password.
The default impersonation logon account name is "CCS" followed by the name
of the collector explorer. For example, "CCSRHCollector" for the default
collector explorer.
view-schedules [-h hostname]

Displays the schedules that are associated with agentless discovery.

NOTES
RHutil.pl resides on the Management Server in the following default location:

Solaris: /opt/VRTSccs/bin
Windows: \Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage\bin

EXAMPLES
EXAMPLE 1: The following command configures CommandCentral to perform
agentless discovery of a remote host:
perl RHutil.pl add-host -h myhost.symantecexample.com
-o Windows -u myaccount -p mypassword

EXAMPLE 2: The following command disables agentless discovery of a remote
host:
perl RHutil.pl disable-host -h myhost.symantecexample.com

EXAMPLE 3: The following command initiates rediscovery of a remote host:
perl RHutil.pl refresh-device -h myhost.symantecexample.com
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UAUtil.pl
UAUtil.pl – is a script that lets you configure Unified Agents (UNIX only) to report

to CommandCentral.

SYNOPSIS
UAUtil.pl vom-attach --vom-server ServerName --user UserName
--password Password --agent-password AgentPassword [--hostfile
HostFile] [--ttl ttl]
UAUtil.pl view-attach-status --vom-server ServerName --user UserName
--password Password --reqid ReqId
UAUtil.pl list-vom-mh --vom-server ServerName --user UserName
--password Password
UAUtil.pl list-ua-mh

DESCRIPTION
UAUtil.pl is a script that lets you configure UNIX hosts to report to

CommandCentral if those hosts currently report to Veritas Operations Manager.
If you want to configure Windows hosts, you need to use the gendeploy.pl script.
See “Configuring Unified Agents to report to CommandCentral” on page 155.

OPTIONS
vom-attach --vom-server ServerName --user UserName --password Password
--agent-password AgentPassword [--hostfile HostFile] [--ttl ttl]

Configures Unified Agents to report to a CommandCentral Management
Server. The Unified Agents include only those that currently report to a
Veritas Operations Manager Management Server and run on UNIX.
--vom-server specifies the host name of the Veritas Operations Manager
Management Server.
--user specifies the user name of an account with admin privileges on the
Veritas Operations Manager Management Server.
--password specifies the password for the user account.
--agent-password specifies the password of the Agent@HAL.vx identity. The
default password is agent123
--hostfile specifies the location of a file that includes the host names or IP
addresses of the Unified Agents that you want to configure. Enter the host
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names or IP addresses on separate lines. If you do not use this option, the
script configures all UNIX hosts that currently report to the Veritas Operations
Manager Management Server. In addition, it configures and any new UNIX
hosts that are added to Veritas Operations Manager in the future.
--ttl specifies the number of days that the script keeps a record of the request.
If you do not use this option, the script defaults to seven days. Once the
request expires, you cannot use the view-attach-status command to query
the status of the request. If you do not want the request to expire, you can
enter the value forever (for example, --ttl forever).
view-attach-status --vom-server ServerName --user UserName --password
Password --reqid ReqId

Displays the configuration status of the vom-attach command.
--vom-server specifies the host name of the Veritas Operations Manager
Management Server.
--user specifies the user name of an account with admin privileges on the
Veritas Operations Manager Management Server.
--password specifies the password for the user account.
--reqid specifies the request ID of a vom-attach command that you previously
ran.
list-vom-mh --vom-server ServerName --user UserName --password
Password

Lists the Unified Agents that report to a Veritas Operations Manager
Management Server.
--vom-server specifies the host name of the Veritas Operations Manager
Management Server.
--user specifies the user name of an account with admin privileges on the
Veritas Operations Manager Management Server.
--password specifies the password for the user account.
list-ua-mh

Lists the Unified Agents that report to a CommandCentral Management
Server.

NOTES
UAUtil.pl resides on the Management Server in the following default locations:

Solaris: /opt/VRTSccs/bin/
Windows: \Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage\bin
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EXAMPLES
EXAMPLE 1: The following command configures all UNIX hosts that currently
report to a Veritas Operations Manager Management Server:
perl UAUtil.pl vom-attach --vom-server vom.symantecexample.com --user
admin --password adminpassword --agent-password agent123

EXAMPLE 2: The following command configures the UNIX hosts that are listed
in the host file:
perl UAUtil.pl vom-attach --vom-server vom.symantecexample.com --user
admin --password adminpassword --agent-password agent123 --hostfile
C:\temp\hostfile.txt
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vxamd
vxamd – CommandCentral Storage Alert Manager

SYNOPSIS
vxamd

DESCRIPTION
The CommandCentral Storage Alert Manager (vxamd) manages policies that are
associated with objects on the storage network. A policy consists of a condition
to monitor (such as CRC error threshold on a switch port) and a set of actions to
take when that condition is met (such as raising alerts on the CommandCentral
Storage Console, sending email, triggering SNMP traps, and invoking commands
and scripts). The Alert Manager is seamlessly integrated with CommandCentral
Storage, permitting Console users to view what policies are in effect on their
storage network, and to define and modify policies.

NOTES
vxamd resides on CommandCentral Storage Management Servers by default in:
/opt/VRTSccs/VRTSamccs/bin

Start and stop vxamd using the vxccs script.

SEE ALSO
See vxccs on page 332.
See vxasd on page 331.
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vxas
vxas – The startup and shutdown script (Solaris only) for the CommandCentral

Storage Alarm Service (vxasd)

SYNOPSIS
vxas start | stop

DESCRIPTION
vxas is the Solaris-only startup and shutdown script for the CommandCentral

Storage Alarm Service (vxasd). vxasd is a CommandCentral Storage Management
Server component (Windows service and UNIX daemon) that retrieves and
correlates SNMP and other data and sends alerts to the CommandCentral Storage
Policy Service for further processing using defined policies.

NOTES
vxas resides on CommandCentral Storage Management Servers by default in:
/opt/VRTSccs/VRTSas/bin

You can also start and stop vxasd using the vxccs script.

SEE ALSO
See vxascmd on page 326.
See vxasd on page 331.
See vxccs on page 332.
See vxtrapd on page 372.
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vxascmd
vxascmd – command line interface for the CommandCentral Storage Alarm Service

SYNOPSIS
vxascmd serverName[:port]
connect serverName[:port]
disconnect
get server info
help [command]
quit
list objectType {objectName | all} | parameter
set objectType {objectName | all} [enable {on | off}]
set poll {pollName | all} [rate seconds]
set display width n | {parameter value}

DESCRIPTION
Runs the CommandCentral Storage Alarm Service command line interface (CLI)
to connect to an Alarm Service server to obtain server and object information and
perform various Alarm Service commands and queries.

OPTIONS
[connect] serverName[:port]

Connect to the CommandCentral Storage Alarm Service on a particular Server
and port. If the port is not specified, vxascmd uses the default port (32606).
serverName is a valid name of an CommandCentral Storage Management
Server and can be a server name, IP address, or fully qualified domain name.
port is a valid port number (32606 by default) on the Server.
disconnect

Disconnect vxascmd from the Alarm Service on the connected Server.
get server info

Displays the following information about the currently connected server:
server name, server port connected through, date/time server was started,
version of the server running, number of polls, alarms, and trap masks on
the server.
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help command

Displays help for the particular vxascmd command. If no command is specified,
then vxascmd displays help for all commands. command can be: connect,
disconnect, resync, set, list, get.
quit

Ends the interactive vxascmd session.
list objectType {objectName | all} | parameter

Lists the specified alarm, poll, mask, node, trace, or parameter and its value(s)
in the CommandCentral Storage Alarm Service database.
objectType can be one of the following keywords: alarm, poll, mask, trace,
or node.
objectName is the case-sensitive, unique name for an alarm, poll, mask, node,
trace, or parameter. Specify all to see all object names for the specified
objectType.
For node, objectName can either be a node name or an IP address. For example:
myNodeName or 0.0.0.0.
For trace, objectName can be one of the following values only: alarm, PDK,
poll, protocol, server, trap. Type list trace all to see information about
all the trace names.
parameter can be one of the following values: trace, maxlogentryage,
maxlogfilesize, logdelpercentage, snmpretry, snmpinterval
set objectType {objectName|all} enable on|off

Modifies the specified objectName(s) with the keyword/value pair that follows.
objectType can be one of the following keywords: alarm, poll, mask, trace,
or parameter.
objectName is the case-sensitive, unique name for an alarm, poll, mask, trace,
or parameter. Specify all to modify all object names for the specified
objectType (except parameter).
For trace, objectName can be one of the following values only: server, trap,
protocol, poll, alarm, pdk.
Turns on (enable on) or turns off (enable off) the specified alarm, poll,
mask, or trace.
set poll {pollName|all} rate seconds

The interval (in seconds) the Alarm Service uses to resend the specified poll.
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seconds must be 60 or greater. Any value less than 60 (the minimum number
of minutes) will be automatically converted to 60.
set display width n

Sets the column width (in characters) for tabular output that the list
command displays. The default width is 25 characters. The width reverts
back to the default when your vxascmd session ends.
n is an integer in the range of 20-100 characters.
set parameter value

Modifies the particular Alarm Service parameter with the specified value.
parameter value can be any of the items below:
set trace {traceName | all} level

Enables a trace for the currently connected Alarm Service server. By default,
the Alarm Service writes trace files to:
■

/var/VRTSccs/log/VRTSas (Solaris)

■

\Program Files\Veritas\CommandCentral Storage Data\log\Alarm
Service (Windows).

traceName is a supported application subsystem. The valid subsystems are:
alarm, PDK, poll, protocol, server, trap.
level can have the following values:
0 = disable trace (default)
1 – 4 = message level

The higher the message level, the more information is reported.
set maxlogentryage minutes

Set the maximum length of time (in minutes) the Alarm Service retains records
in its trace file. The default is 120 minutes.
set maxlogfilesize KBs

Set the maximum file size (in KB) for Alarm Service trace files. (The default
size is 1024 KB.) When trace files reach the maximum file size, the Alarm
Service truncates the trace file by the value of logdelpercentage (see below),
truncating the oldest records first.
set logdelpercentage n

The percentage of the trace file that the Alarm Service will truncate when
maxlogfilesize is reached. The default is 30 percent.
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set snmpretry n

The number of times the Alarm Service will reissue an unanswered SNMP
GET request (poll). The default is three.
set snmpinterval seconds

The amount of time (in seconds) the Alarm Service waits before reissuing an
unanswered SNMP GET request (poll). The default is ten seconds.

NOTES
vxascmd resides on Management Servers by default in:
■

UNIX—
/opt/VRTSccs/VRTSas/bin

■

Windows—
\Program Files\Veritas\CommandCentral Storage\Alarm Service\bin

EXAMPLES
EXAMPLE 1: The following command starts a vxascmd session. Note that vxascmd
is not connected to an Alarm Service server:
vxascmd

EXAMPLE 2: In the example that follows, vxascmd connects to the CommandCentral
Storage Alarm Service in an interactive mode on the Server myhost:
connect myhost

EXAMPLE 3: This example shows how to set the column width for tabular output
for the list command to 40 characters:
set display 40

EXAMPLE 4: In the example that follows, vxascmd lists all the Alarm Service polls
and their current state (enabled/disabled) and poll rate:
list poll all

EXAMPLE 5: The following example shows setting the poll rate for the
HitachiFanError poll to 120 seconds:
set poll HitachiFanError rate 120
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EXAMPLE 6: The following example demonstrates updating an Alarm Service
configuration setting:
set snmpretry 4

EXAMPLE 7: Typing quit ends your vxascmd session and disconnects from the
connected Server:
quit

SEE ALSO
See vxas on page 325.
See vxasd on page 331.
See vxccs on page 332.
See vxtrapd.conf on page 373.
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vxasd
vxasd – CommandCentral Storage Alarm Service

SYNOPSIS
vxasd

DESCRIPTION
vxasd is a CommandCentral Storage Management Server component (Windows

service/UNIX daemon) that retrieves and correlates SNMP and other data and
sends alerts to the CommandCentral Storage Policy Service for further processing
using defined policies.

NOTES
vxasd resides on Management Servers by default in: /opt/VRTSccs/VRTSas/bin

Start and stop vxasd using either the vxccs or the vxas scripts.

SEE ALSO
See vxas on page 325.
See vxascmd on page 326.
See vxccs on page 332.
See vxtrapd on page 372.
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vxccs
vxccs – startup and shutdown script for all CommandCentral processes and shared

processes on Management Servers, Control Host, and Standard Agents

SYNOPSIS
vxccs stop [process|-force]
vxccs start [process]
vxccs status [process]
vxccs version [process]
vxccs -h

DESCRIPTION
vxccs is the UNIX and Windows startup and shutdown script for all

CommandCentral processes and shared processes on Management Servers, Control
Hosts, and Standard Agents. Shared processes are the processes that other
Symantec products use. vxccs replaces vxccstor (shipped in earlier
CommandCentral Storage versions).

OPTIONS
stop

Terminates CommandCentral processes.
process

(Optional) Use with stop, start, status, or version to specify the specific
process for which you want to stop, start, or display the status or version.
On the Management Server, process can be any of the following:
■

On Solaris:
■

ccdb (CommandCentral databases)

■

ccsts (Management Server) (version only)

■

halchm (Central HAL Manager)

■

halexp (HAL explorers)

■

hallhm (Local HAL Manager)

■

icsco (Symantec Infrastructure Core Services Common) (version only)

■

obc33 (Veritas Enterprise Administrator Core) (version only)
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■

pbx (Symantec Private Branch Exchange) (start, status, and version

only)
■

perl (Perl 5.8.8 for Veritas) (version only)

■

scms (Storage Change Manager Server)

■

scmui (CommandCentral Storage Change Manager Console)

■

sfmh (Veritas Operations Manager Managed Host) (version only)

■

smweb (Web server)

■

vxamd (Alert Manager)

■

vxasd (Alarm Service)

■

vxat (Symantec Product Authentication Service) (start and status

only)
■

vxaz (Symantec Product Authorization Service) (start, status, and
version only)

■

vxdbms (Symantec Database Server)

■

vlic (Veritas License Utilities) (version only)

■

vxsicld (Simple Instrumentation Collection Layer)

■

vxtrapd (Trap Processor)

■

xprtld (Veritas Storage Foundation Messaging Service) (start and
status only)

■

On Windows:
■

VRTSaz (Symantec Product Authorization Service) (start, status, and
version only)

■

VRTSccam (Alert Manager)

■

VRTSccas (Alarm Service)

■

VRTSccdb (CommandCentral databases) (version only)

■

VRTSccsts (Management Server) (version only)

■

VRTSdbms3 (Symantec Database Server) (start, status, and version

only)
■

VRTShalCHM (Central HAL Manager)

■

VRTShalLHM (Local HAL Manager)
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■

VRTSicsco (Symantec Infrastructure Core Services Common) (version

only)
■

VRTSjre15 (Symantec JRE Redistribution (version only)

■

VRTSobc33 (Veritas Enterprise Administrator Core (version only)

■

VRTSpbx (Symantec Private Branch Exchange) (start, status, and
version only)

■

VRTSscms (Storage Change Manager Server)

■

VRTSscmui (CommandCentral Storage Change Manager Console)

■

VRTSsfmh (Veritas Storage Foundation Messaging Service) (start,
status, and version only)

■

VRTSsicls (Simple Instrumentation Collection Layer)

■

VRTSsmweb (Web server)

■

VRTStrap (Trap Processor)

■

VRTSweb (Web Engine)

On a Control Host or Standard Agent, process can be any of the following:
■

■

On UNIX:
■

hallhm (Local HAL Manager)

■

vxsicld (Simple Instrumentation Collection Layer)

■

pbx (Symantec Private Branch Exchange) (start and status only)

On Windows:
■

VRTShal (Local HAL Manager)

■

VRTSsicls (Simple Instrumentation Collection Layer)

■

VRTSpbx (Symantec Private Branch Exchange) (start and status only)

- force

(Optional) Use with stop to terminate all the CommandCentral processes and
shared processes on the Management Server (this option is not available on
Standard Agents).
start

Starts CommandCentral processes and shared processes.
status

Identifies whether CommandCentral processes and shared process are
running.
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version

Displays the release version of CommandCentral and shared packages or the
packages that are associated with processes.
-h

Displays command-line help information for vxccs.

NOTES
vxccs resides by default on:
■

Management Servers:
Solaris:
/opt/VRTSccs/VRTSccsts/bin

Windows:
\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage\Support\Tools\Vxccs
■

Control Hosts and Standard Agents:
UNIX:
/opt/VRTSccs/VRTSccsta/bin

Windows:
\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage\Support\Tools\Vxccs

On UNIX, CommandCentral creates symbolic links to several of its scripts and
commands in the /opt/VRTS/bin directory at installation. Add /opt/VRTS/bin
to your host’s PATH environment variable to avoid having to change directory to
run the CommandCentral command or script.
vxccs lets you specify only one process per option. For example:
vxccs stop vxdbms

or:
vxccs start vxdbms

or:
vxccs status vxdbms

EXAMPLES
EXAMPLE 1: The following command stops all CommandCentral processes:
vxccs stop

EXAMPLE 2: The following command stops all CommandCentral processes and
shared processes (on the Management Server only):
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vxccs stop -force

EXAMPLE 3: The following command starts all CommandCentral processes and
shared processes:
vxccs start

EXAMPLE 4: The following command starts the Authorization Service only:
vxccs start vxaz

EXAMPLE 5: The following command shows the status—for example, running or
stopped—of all processes:
vxccs status

EXAMPLE 6: The following command causes vxccs to output version information
for the CommandCentral processes installed on the host:
vxccs version

SEE ALSO
See vxccstorweb on page 337.
See vxtrapd on page 372.
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vxccstorweb
vxccstorweb – startup and shutdown script for Web Server (Solaris only)

SYNOPSIS
vxccstorweb start | stop

DESCRIPTION
vxccstorweb is the (Solaris only) startup and shutdown script for the Web Server

process

OPTIONS
start

Runs the Web Server.
stop

Shuts down the Web Server.

NOTES
vxccstorweb resides on Management Servers by default in:
/opt/VRTSccs/VRTSccstw/bin

On UNIX, CommandCentral creates symbolic links to several of its scripts and
commands in the /opt/VRTS/bin directory at installation. Add /opt/VRTS/bin
to your host’s PATH environment variable to avoid having to change directory to
run the CommandCentral command or script.

SEE ALSO
See vxccs on page 332.
See vxtrapd on page 372.
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vxdbms_start_db.pl
vxdbms_start_db.pl – starts and stops the databases that the Symantec database

server (DBMS) manages.

SYNOPSIS
vxdbms_start_db.pl VERITAS_DBMS3_ServerName database_file
[-truncatelog]
vxdbms_start_db.pl VERITAS_DBMS3_ServerName -stop database_name
[-force]
vxdbms_start_db.pl -help

DESCRIPTION
vxdbms_start_db.pl starts and stops the databases that the Symantec database

server (DBMS) manages. Similar to the SQL START DATABASE and SQL STOP
DATABASE commands, you can use vxdbms_start_db.pl interactively or from
other scripts and programs.

OPTIONS
VERITAS_DBMS3_ServerName

Required. The short name of the database server host on which you want to
start the database.
For example:
VERITAS_VXDBMS3_myServer1
database_file

Required when you start the database. The name of the database file you want
to start.
When starting the database, provide the full path and name of the database
file. The database file name is case-sensitive.
database_name

Required when you shut down the database. This name is case insensitive.
-force

Optional. Use only with the -stop option. Specifies to shut down the database
even if there are active connections to the database.
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If you don’t use -force when you stop a database, vxdbms_start_db asks for
confirmation before it stops the database if there are active connections. As
a result, the scripts that call vxdbms_start_db might stop.
-help

Displays usage information for vxdbms_start_db.pl.
-stop

Required when you stop a database. Signals that the command should shut
down the database rather than start it.
-truncatelog

Optional. This option is equivalent to -m database startup command and
causes the transaction log of a database to be truncated at checkpoint.
This option is useful for large databases when recoverability is not required
(for example, reporting data), but should be avoided if recoverability is
required.

NOTES
Before running vxdbms_start_db.pl, you must first source the script, by changing
to the /opt/VRTSdbms3 directory and running the appropriate command:
■

Bourne shell and Korn shell:
. ./vxdbms_env.sh

■

C shell:
source ./vxdbms_env.csh

EXAMPLES
This section provides usage examples for vxdbms_start_db.pl.
EXAMPLE 1:
The following command stops the CommandCentral databases on the Management
Server, myserver:
vxdbms_start_db.pl VERITAS_DBMS3_myserver -stop ccstor
-force
vxdbms_start_db.pl VERITAS_DBMS3_myserver -stop ccstordm
-force

EXAMPLE 2:
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The following command starts the CommandCentral databases residing in
/var/VRTSccs/database/ on the Management Server, myserver:
vxdbms_start_db.pl VERITAS_DBMS3_myserver
/var/VRTSccs/database/ccstor.db -truncatelog

EXIT CODES
The following exit codes are returned:
Zero = Successful completion
Non-zero = An error occurred.

SEE ALSO
See dbbackup on page 292.
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vxlogcfg
vxlogcfg – Registers and unregisters the log configuration settings for a product.

SYNOPSIS
vxlogcfg -a -p ProductID -c ConfigPath -n Names [-q]
vxlogcfg -a -p ProductID [-o OriginatorID ] -s KeyName=value [-q]
vxlogcfg -l [-p ProductID ] [-o OriginatorID ] [-q]
vxlogcfg -r -p ProductID [-o OriginatorID ] [-s KeyName ] [-q]
vxlogcfg -v
vxlogcfg -h

DESCRIPTION
The vxlogcfg utility registers and unregisters the product log configurations
during installation and uninstallation.

ARGUMENTS
Specify the product log configuration you want to register or unregister. Use
fully-qualified path names for all directory paths. If a directory name contains
spaces, use quotes around the path name for that directory (for example, "Program
Files").
-a, --add

Register or create the product log configuration settings. Any existing log
settings are overwritten.
-c, --config ConfigPath

Provide the path from which the product log configuration settings should
be read. On Windows, it should be the path to the product log registry settings,
such as \\SOFTWARE\VERITAS\PRODUCTA. On UNIX, it should be the absolute
path to the product log configuration file, such as
/opt/vrts/ProductA/log.conf.
-h, --help

List and describe the command-line options available for this command.
-i, --import FileName

Provide a configuration file with absolute path.
-l, --list

Display the configuration settings that are defined.
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-n, --names Name

Specify one or more abbreviated or short names for the product. Separate
multiple names with a comma.
-o, --orgid OrgID

Create or modify log configuration settings for the given originator ID. This
argument is a required. The Originator ID can be passed as a valid originator
ID (a number), it can be "Default", or it can be "ALL". If the Originator ID is
"Default" then the configuration setting given by -s is considered to be the
default setting. If the Originator ID is "ALL" then the configuration setting
given by -s is considered for all the originators of a given product ID.
-p, --prodid ProductID

Create/modify log configuration settings for the ProductID.
-q, --quiet

Do not display error or informational messages.
-r, --remove

Unregister and remove the product log configuration settings.
-s, --setting KeyName=value

Set individual configuration setting. KeyName is the configuration setting's
name and "value" is the value for that setting. Use commands to pass more
than one KeyName=value pair. Maximum length for each setting’s value is
400 bytes. See the section, Configuration settings for the complete list of
settings.
-s, --setting KeyName

Use this option with the -r remove option. To remove a configuration setting,
provide the KeyName. Multiple settings can be removed by providing multiple
-s options.
-v, --version

Display the version information for this command.

Log configuration settings -Windows and UNIX
LogDirectory - Provides absolute path to a directory. No default value.
DebugLevel - Valid values are 0-6. The default value is 0, no debug messages.
DiagnosticLevel - Valid values are 0-6. The default value is 0, no diagnostic
messages
DynaReloadInSec - Dynamic reloading of Debug and Diagnostic settings. Integers
0-60 reload after 60 seconds. Integers greater than 60 reload at the seconds
specified.
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LogToStdout - Valid values are true, false. The default value is false.
LogToStderr - Valid values are true, false. The default value is false.
LogToOslog - Valid values are true, false. The default value is false
RolloverMode - Valid values are FileSize, LocalTime, Periodic, None, FileSize |
LocalTime, FileSize | Periodic. The default value is None.
MaxLogFileSizeKB - Valid values are 1-4294967295 KB. The default value is 10240
(10 MB)
RolloverPeriodInSeconds - Valid values are 1-2147483648. The default value is
43200 (12 hours)
RolloverAtLocalTime - Valid values are 00:00-23:59. The default value is 00:00
(Midnight local time)
NumberOfLogFiles - Valid values are 1-4294967295. The default value is
4294967295.
LogRecycle - Valid values are true, false. The default value is false. If true, number
of log files do not exceed NumberOfLogFiles.
OIDNames - Names that are assigned to originator. Spaces separate the names.
L10nLib - Absolute path and file name of external localization library.
L10nResource - Resource name.
L10nResourceDir - Resource directory.

UNIX only settings
LogFilePermissions - Octal number that UNIX file permissions define. Default
value is 660 (read and write permission for file owner).
SyslogIdent - Valid values are any string up to 80 characters long. Default value
is VERITAS.
SyslogOpt - Valid values are from 0-4294967295. Default value is 0.
SyslogFacility - Valid values are: LOG_KERN, LOG_USER, LOG_MAIL,
LOG_DAEMON, LOG_AUTH, LOG_LPR, LOG_NEWS, LOG_UUCP, LOG_CRON,
LOG_LOCAL0, LOG_LOCAL1, LOG_LOCAL2, LOG_LOCAL3, LOG_LOCAL4,
LOG_LOCAL5, LOG_LOCAL6, LOG_LOCAL7. The default value is LOG_USER.

Windows only settings
NtEventLogCategory - Valid value: any DWORD value. The default value is 0.
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LogFileSDDL - Valid value is a properly formatted SDDL string. Defaults to the
ACLs associated with the log directory.
NtEventLogSourceName - The name that is listed in the
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\\SYSTEM\\CurrentControlSet\\Services\\Eventlog\\Application
registry setting for the source application. If the name does not match the name
in the registry, the localized messages do not display correctly.

EXAMPLES
The following example installs product 1 with the product configuration path
/tmp/smf.conf:
vxlogcfg -a --prodid 1 -c /tmp/smf.conf -n 'VxSMF,vxsmf'

The following example sets the LogDirectory for originator ID 2 and product ID
1:
vxlogcfg -a --prodid 1 --orgid 2 -s LogDirectory=/tmp/logs

The following example sets the RolloverMode for the Default:
vxlogcfg -a --prodid 1 --orgid Default -s RolloverMode=FileSize

The following example sets the DebugLevel and DiagnosticLevel for all the
originators of product ID 1:
vxlogcfg -a --prodid 1 --orgid ALL -s DebugLevel=0 -s
DiagnosticLevel=1

The following example removes LogDirectory setting for product ID 1 and
originator ID 2:
vxlogcfg -r --prodid 1 --orgid 2 -s LogDirectory

The following example removes all the settings for originator ID:
vxlogcfg -r --prodid 1 --orgid 2

The following example removes product 1 and does not display any messages on
the screen.
vxlogcfg -r --prodid 1 -q

The following example displays all configuration settings for originator 2 for
product 2:
vxlogcfg -l --prodid 2--orgid 2

The following example lists all the originators that are configured for the product
2:
vxlogcfg -l --prodid 2
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The following example lists all configured products:
vxlogcfg -l

SEE ALSO
See vxlogmgr on page 346.
See vxlogview on page 351.
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vxlogmgr
vxlogmgr – Manages the log files that products generate through Unified Logging.

SYNOPSIS
vxlogmgr {-c | -m } -f AbsoluteDir [-a]
vxlogmgr -d [-a]
vxlogmgr {-c | -m | -A FileName} -f AbsoluteDir [-p ProductID] [-o
OriginatorID] [-n Days] [-t Time] [-b StartDate] [-e EndDate][-q]
[-z]
vxlogmgr {-c | -m | -A FileName} -f AbsoluteDir -w QueryString [-q]
[-z]
vxlogmgr {-d | -s } [-p ProductID] [-o OriginatorID] [-n Days] [-t
Time] [-b StartDate] [-e EndDate] [-q] [-z]
vxlogmgr {-d | -s} -w QueryString [-q] [-z]
vxlogmgr -h
vxlogmgr -v

DESCRIPTION
The vxlogmgr utility manages the log files that Unified Logging-enabled
applications log.. Log file management includes actions such as deleting or moving
log files based on the product's log-management configuration settings.

ARGUMENTS
The vxlogmgr command actions include -c, -d, -m, -s, and -A. The following
describes these actions and additional arguments for this command.
Note: Date formats are locale-specific and may vary slightly between UNIX and
Windows systems. You can display the correct format for your system using:
vxlogmgr --help
-a, --auto

Retrieve log files based on individual configuration settings for
NumberOfLogFiles. The action is based on the given action type; move, copy,
or delete. When the -a option is specified, no other options can be used.
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-A, --arch FileName

Create an archive named FileName for the specified set of conditions. The
compressed zip file requires WinZip and wzzip on Windows to produce a zip
file. On Unix, a tar utility and GnuZip are required to produce a tar.gzip file.
-b, --stdate StartDate

Manage log files beginning with those created at the given StartDate. The
format of StartDate is set from the current locale at run-time and is
locale-specific. Surround StartDate with single quotes in UNIX and double
quotes in Windows:
For example: --stdate ’1/1/2006 12:00:00 AM’
See also the -e option.
-c, --cp

Copy log files from the folder.
-d, --del

Delete log files from the folder.
-e, --endate EndDate

Manage the log files that were created up to the given EndDate. The format
of EndDate is set from the current locale at run-time and is locale-specific.
Surround EndDate with single quotes in UNIX and double quotes in Windows.
For example: --endate ’1/1/2006 12:00:00 PM’
See also the -b option.
-f, --dir AbsoluteDir

Specify the absolute name of the directory into which the log files are to be
copied. This option is required when you use the -c, -m, and -A options.
-h, --help

List and describe the command-line options available for this command.
-m, --mv

Move log files from the configured to the specified folder.
-n --days NumberOfDays

Manage the log files for the last days for the specified action.
-o, --origid OriginatorID

Manage the log files by the given originator ID (OriginatorID).
-p, --prodid ProductID

Manage the log files by the given productID or use the short name of the
product.
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-q, --quiet

Do not display any messages.
-s, --vw

View the log files for a given query.
-t, --tail hh:mm:ss

Display messages for the last time period.
-v, --version

Display the version information for this command.
-w, --where QueryString

Retrieve a subset of logs based on a query string or condition. See the QUERY
STRINGS section for more information.
-z, --displaytimezone

Display the timezone information along with the log file listing.

EXIT STATUS
The following exit values are returned:
0 Successful completion.
-1 An error occurred.

QUERY STRINGS
A query string is a text expression, similar to a database WHERE clause, that is
used to retrieve log entries from the Unified Logging System. The expression is
a combination of relational operators, constant integers, constant strings, and
names of log fields that evaluate to a single value. Logical operators, such as AND
and OR, are used to group expressions.
Supported relation operators include:
< Less than
> Greater than
<= Less than and equal to
>= Greater than and equal to
= Equal to
!= Not equal to
Supported logical operators include && (logical AND) and || (logical OR).
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Predefined log fields can be in all uppercase or lowercase (for example: ENDATE
| endate) and include:
ENDATE
Locale-specific end date (long integer or string)
ORGID
Originator identifier (integer or string)
PRODID
Product identifier (integer or string)
STDATE Locale-specific start date (long integer or
string)

EXAMPLES
For UNIX, use single quotes to enclose option arguments. For Windows, use
double-quotes.
Note: Date formats are locale-specific and may vary slightly between UNIX and
Windows systems. You can display the correct format for your system using:
vxlogmgr --help
The following example automatically moves the older log files to the folder
/tmp/vxsmflogs. The -a option depends on the configuration setting
NumberOfLogFiles.
vxlogmgr -m -a -f /tmp/vxsmflogs

The following example deletes log files created 15 days prior by product SMF:
vxlogmgr -d -p SMF -n 15

The following example copies one-hour-old log files to the folder /tmp/logfiles:
vxlogmgr -c -t 1:00:00 -f /tmp/logfiles

The following example copies the log files that were created from date '01/22/04'
by the SMF product to the folder /tmp/logfiles:
vxlogmgr -c -w "(prodid = SMF) && (stdate >= '01/22/04 00:00:00 AM')"
-f /tmp/logfiles

The following example copies the log files that were created between 10/10/03
and 10/28/03 inclusive by product ID 100 to the folder /tmp/logfiles:
vxlogmgr -c -w "(PRODID = 100) && ((STDATE >= '10/10/03 12:00:00 PM')
&& (ENDATE <= '10/28/03 12:00:00 PM'))" -f /tmp/logfiles

SEE ALSO
See vxlogcfg on page 341.
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See vxlogview on page 351.
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vxlogview
vxlogview – Displays logs generated by the logging component.

SYNOPSIS
vxlogview [-A] [-b StartDate] [-e EndDate] [-C] [-D] [-E] [-F] [-G
Directory] [-I] [-i FileID] [-K HostName] [-L] [-M] [-m Entity] [-N
Level] [-n NumberofDays] [-o OriginatorID][-P ProcessID] [-p
ProductID] [-R Directory] [-r Result] [-s Subject] [-T ThreadID] [-t
hh:mm:ss] [-W] [-X ContextToken] [-y] [-z TimeZone] [-l Locale][-d
DisplayOption[,DisplayOption...]]
vxlogview -a [-l Locale] [-d DisplayOption[,DisplayOption...]]
vxlogview -S -p ProductID -i FileID [-l Locale] [-d
DisplayOption[,DisplayOption...]]
vxlogview -w QueryString [-l Locale] [-d
DisplayOption[,DisplayOption...]]
vxlogview -v
vxlogview -h

DESCRIPTION
The vxlogview utility lets you view the logs that Unified Logging generates. Search
criteria can be specified with command-line arguments to view only specific logs.
Note: Date formats are locale-specific and may vary slightly between UNIX and
Windows systems. You can display the correct format for your system using:
vxlogview --help

ARGUMENTS
Specify the logs you want to view using the following options.
-A, --audit

Display audit messages.
-a, --all

Display all log messages from all log files.
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-b, --stdate StartDate

Display messages at the given start date and time. The StartDate format is
set from the current locale at run-time and is locale-specific. Surround
StartDate with single quotes in UNIX and double quotes in Windows:
For example: --stdate ’1/1/2006 12:00:00 AM’
If the --stdate option is not specified, messages display from the beginning
of the log file to the given end time (see the -e option).
-C, --crit

Display application log messages having a severity of critical.
-D, --debug

Display debug log messages.
-d, --display DisplayOption

Display specified message fields. If you specify DisplayOption multiple times,
separate them with commas. DisplayOption is case-sensitive and may be one
or more of the following:
all - Display all fields of the log record
c - Display context token
D - Display date
i - Display short name for a product
m - Display message type
o - Display short name for an originator
O - Display originator ID
p - Display process ID
P - Display product ID
s - Display application log entry severity
t - Display thread ID
T - Display time
u - Display application or diagnostic Unique Message ID
w - Display who logged the diagnostic or debug message
x - Display actual log message text
-E, --err

Display application log messages having a severity of error.
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-e, --endate EndDate

Display messages up to a given end day and time. The format of EndDate is
set from the current locale at run-time and is locale-specific. Surround
EndDate with single quotes in UNIX and double quotes in Windows:
For example: --endate ’1/1/2006 12:00:00 PM’
If the --endate option is not specified, messages are displayed from the given
start day and time to the end of the log.
-F, --info

Display application log messages having a severity of info.
-G,--logdir Directory

Display logs from a given directory instead of a configured log directory.
-h, --help

List and describe the command-line options available for this command.
-I, --diag

Display diagnostic log messages.
-i, --fileid FileID

Display log messages for the given FileID. FileID is either a shared originator
ID or an OriginatorID that is not shared with any other ID.
-K, --hostname HostName

Display logs for the specified host name.
-L, --app

Display application log messages.
-l, --locale Locale

Display messages in the locale. The messages are displayed in the current
system locale if this option is not given. If the messages can’t be displayed in
the desired locale, the messages are displayed in English.
-M, --emerg

Display application log messages having a severity of emergency.
-m,--who Entity

Display messages by the given entity. Entity can be a method name or a
function name.
-N, --level Level

Display debug and diagnostic messages for the given Level (0-6). Can use with
-D to display only debug messages for the Level, or with -I to display only
diagnostic messages.
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-n, --days NumberOfDays

Display the messages for last NumberOfDays days.
-o, --orgid OriginatorID

Display messages by the given Originator ID or use the short name for the
originator.
-P, --pid ProcessID

Display messages by a given process ID.
-p, --prodid ProductID

Display messages by the given ProductID or use the short name of the product.
-R,--resdir Directory

Use resources from a specified directory instead of a configured L10n Resource
Directory.
-r, --result Result

Display audit messages having the specified Result. Result should be either
0 or 1.
-S, --tailloop

Continuously display the new messages that are logged under a given
ProductID and FileID pair. A FileID is either a shared originator ID or an
OriginatorID that is not shared with any other ID. Tailloop starts by displaying
to the console, the last 10 messages logged. It then displays any new log
messages. Use Ctrl-C to stop the loop.
-s, --subject Subject

Display audit messages having the specified Subject.
-T, --tid ThreadID

Display messages by a given thread ID.
-t, --tail hh:mm:ss

Display messages for the last hh:mm:ss time period.
-v, --version

Display the version information for this command.
-W, --warning

Display application log messages having a severity of warning.
-w, --where QueryString

Specify a WHERE clause to use when querying the log messages such that a
subset of messages can be displayed. See the QUERY STRINGS section for
more information.
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-X, --ctx ContextToken

Display messages belonging to the given context instance. Context tokens
identify the context instances. If the context token is specified as "all," it
displays all of the context names and associated tokens.
-y, --displayhost

Display hostname along with the log.
-z, --timezone TimeZone

Display messages with time adjusted as per the given timezone

EXIT STATUS
The following exit values are returned:
0 Successful completion.
-1 An error occurred.

QUERY STRINGS
A query string is a text expression, similar to a database WHERE clause, that is
used to retrieve log entries from the Unified Logging System. The expression is
a combination of relational operators, constant integers, constant strings, and
names of log fields that evaluate to a single value. Logical operators, such as AND
and OR, are used to group expressions.
Supported relation operators include:
< Less than
> Greater than
<= Less than and equal to
>= Greater than and equal to
= Equal to
!= Not equal to
Supported logical operators include && (logical AND) and || (logical OR).
Predefined log fields can be in all uppercase or lowercase (for example: PID | pid)
and include:
CTXTOK
Context token (string)
ENDATE
Locale-specific end date (long integer or string)
FILEID
Shared Originator ID (integer)
HOSTNAME
Name of Source host (string with quotes)
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LEVEL
Debug and diagnostic level. Default displays all (integer 0-6)
MSGTYPE The following message types are supported:
DEBUG | debug
DIAG | diag
APP | app
AUDIT | audit
ORGID
Originator identifier (integer or string)
PID
Process Identifier (integer)
PREVTIME Previous time (string [hh:mm:ss])
PRODID
Product identifier (integer or string)
RETURNVAL The Audit message outcome field (0 or 1)
SEV
Severity level. The following severity types
are supported:
INFO | info
WARNING | warning
ERR | err
CRIT | crit
EMERG | emerg
STDATE Locale-specific start date (long integer or string)
SUBJECT Audit message subject field (string)
TID
Thread ID (integer)
WHO
Who logged the message (string)

EXAMPLES
The following examples are valid for UNIX, which uses single quotes to enclose
option arguments. For Windows, use double-quotes.
Note: Date formats used in these examples are locale-specific. You can display
the correct format for your system using: vxlogview --help
Display the log messages for all the products installed.
vxlogview --all

Display the log messages for product SMF. Only the date, time, message type, and
message text are displayed.
vxlogview --prodid SMF --display D,T,m,x

Display the log messages for product SMF that were logged between the dates
1/18/04 and 1/21/04.
vxlogview --where "(prodid = SMF) && (stdate >= '1/18/04 0:0:0 AM'
&& endate <= '1/21/04 10:12:00 AM'))"
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Display log messages that were created on or after the date and time 1/27/06,
11:00:00 AM.
vxlogview --stdate '1/27/06 11:00:00 AM'

Display the log messages that were logged within the last hour.
vxlogview --tail 1:00:00

Display the audit log messages that have a result of 0.
vxlogview --audit -r 0

Display the context log messages for the job_context instance.
vxlogview --ctx 'job_context'

Display all log records with hostnames, for SMF and originator 10 that originated
on host1 or host2:
vxlogview --where "(prodid=SMF && orgid=10 && (hostname='host1' ||
HOSTNAME=’host2'))" --displayhost

SEE ALSO
See vxlogcfg on page 341.
See vxlogmgr on page 346.
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vxsicl
vxsicl – The startup and shutdown script (Solaris only) for the Simple

Instrumentation Collection Layer (sicld)

SYNOPSIS
vxsicl { start | stop | version | status | status_vcs | h }

DESCRIPTION
vxsicl is the Solaris-only startup and shutdown script for the Simple

Instrumentation Collection Layer (vxsicld). vxsicld is a CommandCentral Storage
Management Server component that launches scripts based on a configurable
interval and transfers the script output to the CommandCentral Storage Alert
Manager. Written for a particular vendor’s device, a SICL script gathers data using
native techniques such as vendor CLI, log file scrubbing, database mining, and so
on.

OPTIONS
start

Runs the SICL daemon.
stop

Terminates the SICL daemon.
version

Displays SICL version, build, and copyright information.
status

Identifies whether SICL is running without starting or stopping vxsicld
status_vcs

Identifies the SICL version.
Used by HA-related scripts on clustered systems made highly available (HA)
with Symantec Veritas Cluster Server only.
h

Displays command-line help information for vxsicl.

NOTES
vxsicl resides by default in: /opt/VRTSccs/VRTSsicls/bin
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You can also start and stop vxsicld using the vxccs script.

SEE ALSO
See vxsicl.conf on page 360.
See vxccs on page 332.
See vxsicld on page 370.
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vxsicl.conf
vxsicl.conf – configuration file for the Simple Instrumentation Collection Layer

(SICL) used by CommandCentral Storage.

SYNOPSIS
[LOGGING]
loggingOptions
[ENVIRONMENT]
environmentOptions
[CONFIG_SYNCH]
config_SyncOptions
[AGENT_LIBRARY]
agentLibraryOptions
[AGENT_LIBRARY_EX]
agentLibraryExOptions
[MODULE]
moduleOptions
[VXAM]
VxAMOptions
[THROTTLING]
throttlingOptions
[MODEL:Name]
modelOptions
[...]
[SCRIPT]
scriptOptions
[...]

DESCRIPTION
vxsicl.conf is the configuration file for the Simple Instrumentation Collection

Layer (SICL) that CommandCentral Storage uses to monitor certain vendors’
arrays.
SICL communicates with arrays using vendor-specific CLIs such as EMC Navisphere
and Symmetrix. SICL-compliant scripts parse the command-line output and
convert it into collector values for the CommandCentral Storage Alert Manager
(VxAM).
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[LOGGING] OPTIONS
(Optional) this [LOGGING] section contains settings for debug (trace) and user
message logging. All [LOGGING] options are optional.
"DEBUG_LEVEL"="n"

n is a number which indicates the debug log level:
0 = no logging (default if no agent tracing options are enabled)
1 = less verbose logging (default if agent tracing is enabled)
2 = verbose logging
3 = most verbose logging
"MAX_LOG_SIZE"="n"

The maximum size in megabytes of a log file. When a log file reaches a size
in excess of this, SICL renames it and logs to a new file. A value of zero (0)
disables log file management. We recommend that MAX_LOG_SIZE not exceed
256MB. (Default is 10.)
"MAX_LOG_FILES"="n"

The maximum number of saved log files of a specific type. There is a file for
each SICL thread. SICL applies MAX_LOG_FILES to each thread separately.
When a log file exceeds its maximum allowed size and is renamed, SICL
discards the oldest log file so that the number of saved log files (in addition
to the active log file) does not exceed this number. We recommend that
MAX_LOG_SIZE not exceed eight files. (Default is one.)
"AGENT_FUNCTION_1"="TRUE | FALSE"

A Boolean that indicates whether SICL agent function level 1 debug tracing
is enabled. (Default is FALSE.) Optionally, you can set to TRUE to enable this
form of logging. Agent debug tracing is separately configured from SICL
debug logging, but it uses SICL debug level 1. If this logging is enabled, SICL
debug level 1 logging is assumed unless a higher logging level is set.
"AGENT_FUNCTION_2"="TRUE | FALSE"

A Boolean that indicates whether SICL agent function level 2 debug tracing
is enabled. (Default is FALSE.) Optionally, you can set to TRUE to enable this
form of logging. Agent debug tracing is separately configured from SICL
debug logging, but it uses SICL debug level 1. If this logging is enabled, SICL
debug level 1 logging is assumed unless a higher logging level is set.
"AGENT_ALERTS"="TRUE | FALSE"

A Boolean that indicates whether SICL agent alert event debug tracing is
enabled. (Default is FALSE.) Optionally, you can set to TRUE to enable this
form of logging. Agent debug tracing is separately configured from SICL
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debug logging, but it uses SICL debug level 1. If this logging is enabled, SICL
debug level 1 logging is assumed unless a higher logging level is set.
"AGENT_RULES"="TRUE | FALSE"

A Boolean that indicates whether SICL agent rule event debug tracing is
enabled. (Default is FALSE.) Optionally, you can set to TRUE to enable this
form of logging. Agent debug tracing is separately configured from SICL
debug logging, but it uses SICL debug level 1. If this logging is enabled, SICL
debug level 1 logging is assumed unless a higher logging level is set.
"AGENT_TIMER"="TRUE | FALSE"

A Boolean that indicates whether SICL agent timer event debug tracing is
enabled. (Default is FALSE.) Optionally, you can set to TRUE to enable this
form of logging. Agent debug tracing is separately configured from SICL
debug logging, but it uses SICL debug level 1. If this logging is enabled, SICL
debug level 1 logging is assumed unless a higher logging level is set.
"AGENT_SAMPLE_LOGGING"="TRUE | FALSE"

A Boolean that indicates whether SICL agent sample logging debug tracing
is enabled. (Default is FALSE.) Optionally, you can set to TRUE to enable this
form of logging. Agent debug tracing is separately configured from SICL
debug logging, but it uses SICL debug level 1. If this logging is enabled, SICL
debug level 1 logging is assumed unless a higher logging level is set.
"AGENT_SERVER_FUNCTION"="TRUE | FALSE"

A Boolean that indicates whether SICL agent server function debug tracing
is enabled.(Default is FALSE.) Optionally, you can set to TRUE to enable this
form of logging. Agent debug tracing is separately configured from SICL
debug logging, but it uses SICL debug level 1. If this logging is enabled, SICL
debug level 1 logging is assumed unless a higher logging level is set.
"AGENT_CONNECTION"="TRUE | FALSE"

A Boolean that indicates whether SICL agent connection event debug tracing
is enabled. (Default is FALSE.) Optionally, you can set to TRUE to enable this
form of logging. Agent debug tracing is separately configured from SICL
debug logging, but it uses SICL debug level 1. If this logging is enabled, SICL
debug level 1 logging is assumed unless a higher logging level is set.

[ENVIRONMENT] OPTIONS
(Optional) this operating system-specific section contains a list of environment
variable names and their values to be set at SICL start-up. (For example, setting
the executable PATH.) The environment variables affect the SICL process and
spawned sub-processes. Changes to values in this section require you to restart
SICL.
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For example:
Solaris—
[ENVIRONMENT]
"PATH"="/opt/VRTSccshd/perl/bin:/usr/bin:/opt/Navisph
ere/bin:/opt/VRTSccshd/perl/bin:/opt/emc/WideSky/V5.3
.0/bin:/opt/VRTSjre/jre1.4/bin"
"PERL5LIB"="/opt/VRTSccshd/perl/lib/5.8.0/sun4-solari
s:/opt/VRTSccshd/perl/lib/5.8.0:../scripts"

Windows—
[ENVIRONMENT]
"PATH"="C:\Program
Files\Veritas\CommandCentral\ccconfig\Win32\perl;C:\P
rogram Files\EMC\Navisphere CLI;C:\Program
Files\Common Files\Veritas
Shared\VRTSjre\jre1.4\bin;C:\Program
Files\EMC\WideSky\bin"
"PERL5LIB"="C:\Program
Files\Veritas\CommandCentral\ccconfig\Win32\perl\lib;
..\scripts;"

[CONFIG_SYNCH] OPTIONS
The optional configuration synchronization section contains settings for a feature
of SICL that is used to update the SICL configuration on the fly. If enabled, SICL
will monitor a configuration synchronization file and, when the file is created or
updated, will make corresponding updates in the vxsicl.conf configuration file.
"ENABLED" ="TRUE" | "FALSE"

A required Boolean that indicates whether whether the configuration
synchronization feature is enabled. (Default is FALSE.) To enable
synchronization, set to TRUE.
"INTERVAL"="n"

A required parameter that specifies the interval, in seconds, at which SICL
polls the configuration synchronization file for updates.
"FILE"="path"

A required parameter that contains the full or relative path to the
configuration synchronization file.
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[AGENT_LIBRARY] OPTIONS
(Optional) this section contains options for the Alert Manager agent library.
Options are supplied to the agent library as name value pairs. Changes to values
in this section may not be made after SICL has connected to the Alert Manager
server and require that SICL be restarted to take effect.

[AGENT_LIBRARY_EX] OPTIONS
(Optional) this section contains additional options for the Alert Manager agent
library. This section has the same behavior as the AGENT_LIBRARY section; in fact,
the sections are merged when initializing the agent library. Settings in
AGENT_LIBRARY_EX take precedence over settings in AGENT_LIBRARY.
This section is provided so that the agent library configuration may be broken
into two logical parts and the entire AGENT_LIBRARY section may be replaced as
part of configuration synchronization.

[MODULE] OPTIONS
The required module section contains module information for the Alert Manager
agent when connecting to the Alert Manager server.
"NAME"="modulename"

This required parameter identifies the module that the Alert Manager agent
connects to on the Alert Manager server.
Default: "CommandCentral Storage SICL"
"VERSION"="moduleVersionNumber"

(Optional) the version reported to the Alert Managerserver as the module's
version. Appears in the CommandCentral Storage Console. This value defaults
to the agent version (SICL build number), but may be overridden by supplying
a value in this field.
"ID"="GUID"

(Written by SICL. Do not edit.) This defaults to an empty string. After the
first Alert Manager server connection is established, the server-supplied
module identifier is written to the configuration file.
"HOST"="hostname"

(Optional) the host reported to the Alert Manager server as the module's host.
Appears in the CommandCentral Storage Console. This value defaults to the
host name of the machine on which SICL is executed, but may be overridden
by supplying a value in this field.
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[VXAM] OPTIONS
(Optional) This Alert Manager server connection section contains settings for
connecting to the Veritas Alert Manager server.
"HOST"="hostname"

(On CommandCentral Storage Standard Agents only.) The fully-qualified
hostname or the IP address for the Alert Manager server (Management Server)
to which the Standard Agent connects. If this value is missing or empty, SICL
will not attempt to connect to the Alert Manager server.
Default: localhost
"PORT"="portNumber"

The port number on the Alert Manager server to which to connect. If this
value is missing or empty, SICL will not attempt to connect to the Alert
Manager server.
Default: 5431

[THROTTLING] OPTIONS
The optional throttling section contains settings for managing operating system
resource consumption.
"MAX_RUNNING_SCRIPTS"="n"

The maximum number of scripts that SICL will attempt to execute
simultaneously. After this number of running scripts is attained, scripts are
queued in the order in which their scheduled time arrives. When a script
completes, the next queued script is started.
Default: 16
"SAMPLE_QUEUE_HIGH_WATER"="n"

(Optional) the maximum number of samples that may be queued before SICL
blocks additional samples. While blocked, scripts are paused because their
output becomes blocked to the capacity of a pipe buffer. When the queue size
drops below the SAMPLE_QUEUE_LOW_WATER threshold, queuing is unblocked
and scripts resume executing.
Default: 8192
"SAMPLE_QUEUE_LOW_WATER"="n"

(Optional) the maximum number of samples allowed in the sample queue
before SICL resumes queuing of samples after reaching the
SAMPLE_QUEUE_HIGH_WATER threshold. After the high-water threshold is
reached, output from scripts is blocked until the size of the sample queue
drops below this low-water threshold.
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Default: 75 percent of the SAMPLE_QUEUE_HIGH_WATER value

[MODEL:] OPTIONS
(Do not edit.) Optional sections containing models that may be referenced by
scripts in the [SCRIPT] sections. [MODEL] provides an indirection so that
information common to multiple scripts may be maintained in one place. They
also provide metadata for the CommandCentral Storage Console to indicate what
is available in a SICL installation.
The configuration file must contain one section for each model, and each section
name must be suffixed by a unique NAME. Each NAME is user-defined, consisting
of alphanumerics and special characters. All letters used must be uppercase.
NAME must match the "_MODEL" value used in the [SCRIPT] section.
An example value for NAME is DLG_CONF_ARRAYS_MODEL_EMC_CLARIION.
Value names in this section are divided into two groups. Value names that begin
with an underscore (_) are reserved for SICL.
Any other values are supplied as arguments to the script at execution time as
name/value pairs in the form "NAME"="value". No particular order is guaranteed.
If a script and a model define an argument with the same name, the script
argument overrides the model. This allows script specific customization to a
model.
See the description in the [SCRIPT] section for configuration items that can be
inherited from a model’s configuration.
See “EXAMPLES” on page 368.
"_COMMAND"="scriptCommand"

The command to execute for scripts that reference the model.

[SCRIPT:] OPTIONS
These required sections contain settings for scripts to be executed by SICL.
The configuration file must contain one section for each script, and each section
name must be suffixed by a unique NAME. Each NAME is user-defined, consisting
of alphanumerics and special characters. All letters used must be uppercase.
Value names in this section are divided into two groups. Value names that begin
with an underscore (_) are reserved for SICL.
Any other values are supplied as arguments to the script at execution time as
name/value pairs in the form "NAME"="value". No particular order is guaranteed.
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Script configurations can stand on their own, or they can "inherit" from models.
Except for the _COMMAND and _MODEL keywords, all of the configuration values can
either be inherited from a script’s model (if it has one) or set for the individual
script. Settings for an individual script take precedence over settings for the
model.
SICL ships with two vendor-specific scripts: clariion-mon.pl and symm-mon.pl
See “EXAMPLES” on page 368.
"_COMMAND"="scriptFileName" | "_MODEL"="modelSectionName"

One of these keywords—but not both—is required.
_COMMAND specifies the command to be executed by the script.
_MODEL specifies the name of a model defined in the [MODEL] section. The

model contains the name of the command to be executed. _MODEL provides
indirection so that a command common to multiple scripts may be maintained
in one place. modelSectionName must match the name specified in the
[MODEL] section.
"_INTERVAL"="n"

A required value specifying the interval, in seconds, SICL pauses after script
completion and before re-executing the script.
Interval selection should be based on the number of arrays, LUNs, and disks
being monitored from a host. We recommend that the arrays not be polled
frequently to avoid overwhelming them and the monitoring host.
"_ENABLED"="TRUE" | "FALSE"

(Optional) a Boolean that indicates whether the script is enabled for execution.
(Default is "TRUE"). When set to "FALSE", SICL disables execution of a script
(without deleting the script's section).
"_PASSWORD"="encryptedPassword"

(Optional) the encrypted password that SICL passes (unencrypted) to the SICL
script. The "_PASSWORD" value can be set in the CommandCentral Storage
Console.
If this file is edited manually, a clear text value may be specified using the
value name "PASSWORD". If SICL finds the "PASSWORD" value name in this file,
it will encrypt the value, store the encrypted value as "_PASSWORD", and delete
"PASSWORD".

NOTES
vxsicl.conf resides on Management Servers and Standard Agents by default in:
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■

UNIX—
/var/VRTSccs/conf/VRTSsicls

■

Windows—
\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage
Data\Conf\SICL

For additional monitoring information, consult the section for your device in the
CommandCentral Hardware and Software Configuration Guide.

EXAMPLES
EXAMPLE 1: The following is an example of how a [SCRIPT] and a [MODEL] section
might look for monitoring a Symmetrix/DMX array. Note that the model name
must match what is declared in the earlier [SCRIPT] section:
[SCRIPT:SYMM_584]
"NAME"="000187900584"
"OBJECT_TYPE"="all"
"_TYPE"="ARRAY"
"_INTERVAL"="300"
"_MODEL"="DLG_CONF_ARRAYS_MODEL_EMC_SYMMETRIX"
"DEBUG"="1"
"USECLI"="1"
[MODEL:DLG_CONF_ARRAYS_MODEL_EMC_SYMMETRIX]
"_COMMAND"="perl symm-mon.pl"

EXAMPLE 2: The following is an example of how a [SCRIPT] section might look
for monitoring a CLARiiON array. SICL encodes the password at startup. Note
that the model name must match what is declared in the earlier [SCRIPT] section:
[SCRIPT:CLAR_500_1]
"NAME"="cx500a.xyz.com"
"OBEJCT_TYPE"="all"
"_TYPE"="ARRAY"
"_INTERVAL"="300"
"_MODEL"="DLG_CONF_ARRAYS_MODEL_EMC_CLARIION"
"DEBUG"="1"
"USECLI"="1"
"USER_NAME"="administrator"
"PASSWORD"="password"
[MODEL:DLG_CONF_ARRAYS_MODEL_EMC_CLARIION]
"_COMMAND"="perl clariion-mon.pl"
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SEE ALSO
See vxsicl on page 358.
See vxsicld on page 370.
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vxsicld
vxsicld – The Simple Instrumentation Collection Layer daemon

SYNOPSIS
vxsicld
-C file -d -D level -g directory -l -V -x

DESCRIPTION
vxsicld is a CommandCentral Storage Management Server component (Windows

service and UNIX daemon) that launches scripts based on a configurable interval
and transfers the script output to the CommandCentral Storage Alert Manager
(VxAM). A SICL script gathers data using native techniques such as vendor CLI,
log file scrapping, database mining, and so on.

NOTES
vxsicld resides by default in: /opt/VRTSccs/VRTSsicls/bin
-I

install the Windows service

vxsicld.exe <-K | -S | -U>
-K

shut down the Windows service

-S

start the Windows service

-U

uninstall the Windows service

SEE ALSO
See vxsicl.conf on page 360.
See vxsicl on page 358.
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vxtrap
vxtrap – stops and starts the CommandCentral Storage Trap Processor

SYNOPSIS
vxtrap start | stop

DESCRIPTION
vxtrap stops and starts the Veritas CommandCentral Storage Trap Processor.

NOTES
vxtrap resides on CommandCentral Storage Management Servers by default in:
/opt/VRTSccs/VRTStrap/bin

You can also start and stop vxtrapd using the vxccs script.

SEE ALSO
See vxas on page 325.
See vxascmd on page 326.
See vxasd on page 331.
See vxccs on page 332.
See vxccstorweb on page 337.
See vxtrapd on page 372.
See vxtrapd.conf on page 373.
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vxtrapd
vxtrapd – CommandCentral Storage Trap Processor

SYNOPSIS
vxtrapd

DESCRIPTION
vxtrapd is the Veritas CommandCentral Storage Trap Processor daemon or service.

This component informs the Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL) with SNMP trap
information it receives from devices on your storage network.

NOTES
vxtrapd resides on Management Servers by default in:
/opt/VRTSccs/VRTStrap/bin

Start and stop vxtrapd using the vxtrap or vxccs scripts.

SEE ALSO
See vxas on page 325.
See vxascmd on page 326.
See vxasd on page 331.
See vxccs on page 332.
See vxccstorweb on page 337.
See vxtrap on page 371.
See vxtrapd.conf on page 373.
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vxtrapd.conf
vxtrapd.conf – configuration file for the CommandCentral Storage Trap Processor

SYNOPSIS
{{[Section] parameter}...}

DESCRIPTION
vxtrapd.conf is the configuration file for the Trap Processor (vxtrapd).

[Client]
ListenPort = portNumber
ListenPort is the TCP port on which the Trap Processor monitors for client

requests.
portNumber is any valid port. The default is port 1885.
Timeout = n

The amount of time (in seconds) that the Trap Processor waits before it times
out a client.
n is the number of seconds. The Default is 60.

[TRAPSOURCE]
Port = portNumber
Port is the TCP port on which the Trap Processor monitors for SNMP traps.

portNumber is any valid port on the Management Server. The default is port
162.

[MISC]
LogLevel = level

The amount of log information that the Trap Processor outputs.
level can be Normal or Verbose. The default is Normal.
Threads = n

The number of worker threads that the Trap Processor allows.
n can be a value from 1 to 4. The default is 1.
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NOTES
vxtrapd.conf resides on Management Servers by default in:
■

Solaris—
/opt/VRTSccs/VRTStrap/bin

■

Windows—
\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage\Trap Service

SEE ALSO
See vxas on page 325.
See vxascmd on page 326.
See vxasd on page 331.
See vxccs on page 332.
See vxccstorweb on page 337.
See vxtrap on page 371.
See vxtrapd on page 372.
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B

CommandCentral database
tables and views
This appendix includes the following topics:
■

About CommandCentral database architecture

■

Connecting to the CommandCentral databases

■

Alert Manager tables and views

■

CommandCentral views

About CommandCentral database architecture
The CommandCentral database (ccstor) is one of what might be many database
instances that the Symantec database server manages. The database server is a
shared DBMS for Symantec products based on Sybase Adaptive Server Anywhere
(ASA) and running on the Management Server.
The ccstor database uses several database user names in which database objects
(tables, views, and stored procedures) are organized.
Each database user provides a namespace for database objects defined by the
following components:
■

HAL stores data about resources in the network.

■

CommandCentral stores reporting, views, stored procedures, and configuration.

■

The Alert Manager stores policies, alerts, configuration, and statistical data.

As the Alert Manager (VxAM) schema does not scale well in large configurations,
CommandCentral views provide a normalized schema on top of the VxAM object
tables. The views represent different HAL object types.
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CommandCentral databases

Figure B-1

CommandCentral Database (ccstor)
Alert Manager
Tables

Storage
Views

VXAM Namespace

HAL
Tables

ccstor Namespace

Management Server

Connecting to the CommandCentral databases
Table B-1 provides the connection information and credentials for accessing the
CommandCentral databases through either dbisql, ODBC, or JDBC:
Table B-1

Connection information and credentials for accessing the
CommandCentral databases

Item

Value

Database Name

ccstor (CommandCentral Database)

Server

■

Database Port

2994

Solaris:
veritas_dbms3_hostname
Where hostname is not the fully qualified domain name.
■ Windows:
veritas_dbm3s_%COMPUTERNAME%

Default User Name guest
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Table B-1

Connection information and credentials for accessing the
CommandCentral databases (continued)

Item

Value

Default Password

guest

Note: guest is an account with read-only permissions.

Accessing the CommandCentral databases using dbisql
The Sybase Interactive SQL program, dbisql, is the client interface for querying
the database.
dbisql is installed by default in:
■

Solaris:
/opt/VRTSdbms3/bin

■

Windows:
\Program Files\VERITAS\VxDBMS3\Server\Win32

Before running dbisql, you must set the necessary ASA environment variables:
■

Solaris:
■

Bourne, K shells— /opt/VRTSdbms3/vxdbms_env.sh
For example:
cd /opt/VRTSdbms3
. /vxdbms_env.sh

■

C shell: /opt/VRTSdbms3/vxdbms_env.csh
For example:
cd /opt/VRTSdbms3
source vxdbms_env.csh

■

Windows:
■

ASANY9

■

ASANY9SH

For example:
ASANY9=C:\Program Files\VERITAS\VxDBMS3\Server
ASANY9SH=C:\Program Files\VERITAS\VxDBMS3\Server\shared
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You can run the batch file (vxdbms_env.bat) to set these variables.
vxdbms_env.bat resides by default in: \Program
Files\VERITAS\VxDBMS3\Server\win32

Solaris dbisql example
The following is an example connect string for dbisql on Solaris to the
CommandCentral Database:
dbisql -c
"UID=guest;PWD=guest;ENG=veritas_dbms3_hostname;DBN=ccstor;links=all"

Replace hostname with the host running the database.

Windows dbisql example
The following is an example connect string for dbisql on Windows to the
CommandCentral Database:
dbisql -c
"UID=guest;PWD=guest;ENG=veritas_dbms3_%COMPUTERNAME%;DBN=ccstor;
links=all;driver=VERITAS DBMS3 Adaptive Server Anywhere 9.0"

Accessing the CommandCentral databases using ODBC
You can also perform CommandCentral database queries with ODBC.
You need the following CommandCentral database information to create an ODBC
DSN:
■

DRIVER=VERITAS DBMS3 Adaptive Server Anywhere 9.0

■

UID=GUEST

■

PWD=guest

■

DBN=ccstor

■

Solaris:
ENG=VERITAS_DBMS3_hostname

■

Windows:
ENG=VERITAS_DBMS3_%COMPUTERNAME%

■

LINKS=all
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Accessing the CommandCentral databases using JDBC
JDBC is another option available for performing CommandCentral database queries.
The syntax is:
jdbc:sybase:Tds:hostname:port?ServiceName=databasename

For example:
jdbc:sybase:Tds:myhost:2994?ServiceName=ccstor

Alert Manager tables and views
The topics that follow list and describe the CommandCentral Storage Alert Manager
tables and views:
■

See “Alert Manager tables ” on page 379.

■

See “Alert Manager views” on page 391.

Alert Manager tables
CommandCentral Storage Alert Manager tables are owned by the VXAM database
user and are installed for the Management Server and the Service Server. Table B-2
lists the Alert Manager tables.
Table B-2

Alert Manager tables

Table name

Description

ACTION

Contains actions for action rules.

ACTION_ERROR_CODE

This is a look-up table for validation of possible action error
codes.

ACTION_LOG

Records the execution of actions. It records all values after
substitution from the action definition. This table contains
the information common to all action log entries. Additional
information is recorded in separate tables specific to the
action types.

ACTION_RECIPIENT

Records the recipients for notification actions.

ACTION_RULE

Forms a single list of the action rules of a policy. The
attributes of the rule that make make up each type of action
rule are normalized to separate tables.
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Table B-2

Alert Manager tables (continued)

Table name

Description

AGENT_ALERT

Stores additional alert data that is specific to agent alerts.
These alerts are created by an agent as the result of a rule
evaluation.

AGENT_ALERT_VALUE

Stores the value(s) reported by the agent for an alert rule
that caused an alert to be created, updated, or modified.

AGING_LOG

Provides a simple logging mechanism for aging activity.
Aging is performed in the database using events and stored
procedures without any interaction with external processes.
As such, the only place to log activity is in the database itself.
The aging code also manages this size of this table. This is
intended primarily for human consumption.

ALERT

Stores data common to all alerts. Alerts can be created by
the agent as the result of a rule evaluation or by a user. Agent
created alerts contain additional data which is store in
AGENT_ALERT. The primary attributes of an alert are
actually stored in ALERT_HISTORY which is updated with
new records as the alert is changed. CREATE_HISTORY_KEY
is a 'pointer' to the ALERT_HISTORY record for the alert at
creation. CURRENT_HISTORY_KEY is a 'pointer' to the
current ALERT_HISTORY record and, therefore, the current
state of the alert.

ALERT_ATTRIBUTE

Records attributes which are optionally added to alerts.

ALERT_CHANGE_CONDITION

Contains the condition portion of alert change action rules.
Each row represents an atomic condition. The condition of
an alert change action rule is composed of the any
combination of the atomic conditions (documented with the
TYPE column) and is stored in Disjunctive Normal Form
(DNF). DNF means conditions are collected into groups.
Within a group, conditions are ANDed. The result of groups
themselves are ORed. [C1, C2, C3], [C4, C5] means (C1 and C2
and C3) or (C4 and C5). Each of the conditions is negate-able.

ALERT_COMMENT

Contains comments added to alerts.

ALERT_FILTER

Contains alert filter(s) is use for open user sessions. An alert
filter may be shared by multiple sessions so as to avoid having
to maintain any more membership relationships than
necessary.
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Alert Manager tables (continued)

Table name

Description

ALERT_FILTER_ALERT

Contains the identifiers of the alert(s) are visible to alert
filter(s).

ALERT_FILTER_ORDER_BY

Contains configuration and validation information for the
'order by' portion of an alert filter.

ALERT_HISTORY

A record of changes to an alert. Each row represents a
snapshot of values at the specified time. Changes from row
to row indicate changes to the alert.

ALERT_RULE

Contain the data common to all alert rule types. An alert rule
may contain one or more conditions which must be of the
same type as the rule.

ALERT_RULE_CONDITION

Contains the conditions that make up alert rule. An alert rule
may contain one or more conditions. Each condition is
identified by a unique (amongst all alert rule conditions)
database generated identifier and communicating with the
Alert Manager agent. The order of the conditions is
maintained within the alert rule using the order column and
is unique within the alert rule; therefore, the combination
of alert rule id, alert rule version, and condition order forms
an alternate key.

ALERT_RULE_OBJECT

Tracks the alert rule to object relationship for alert rules that
use advanced scoping. Note: This is for an Alert Manager 4.2
and greater feature. The table is unused in Alert Manager
4.0 and 4.1.
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Alert Manager tables (continued)

Table name

Description

ALERT_RULE_SCOPE

Records the scope of alert rules. Identical scopes are
normalized to reduce query complexity when identifying
what alert rules apply to specific objects or object groups.
Scope defines to which collector, event, object types, and/or
object(s) an alert rule applies. The members are defined as
two pairs: 1a) The type of sample/event to which a rule
applies: a collector or an event. 1b) The name of the collector
or event. 2a) The specific objects which report that
sample/event: a single object, all objects of a type, or all
objects of any type. 2b) The name of the object or object type.
This is ignored when the scope applies to all object which
report the sample/event. This four scope values define an
alternate key for this table and must be unique. A unique
index is used to enforce this because scope object name may
be null and null values are not allowed in a true alternate
key.

ALERT_RULE_SCOPE_BASE_OBJECT_TYPE

Contains the relationship between alert rule scope, and base
object types and is used when retrieving policies by the Alert
Manger server. Originally, this was computed as view, but
performance reasons forced it to be changed to a table. The
view, ALERT_RULE_SCOPE_BASE_OBJECT_TYPE_VIEW,
still calculates the contents of this table. The contents of this
table are computed based on: A) static data registered by
client products at install time (collectors, object types, and
policy category data), and B) policy scope information and
object types. When B changes, a triggers on the
ALERT_RULE_SCOPE and OBJECT tables update
ALERT_RULE_SCOPE_BASE_OBJECT_TYPE from
ALERT_RULE_SCOPE_BASE_OBJECT_TYPE_VIEW. Every
time the Alert Manager server is started, a stored procedure
is executed to re-calculate the entire contents of the table to
account for changes of the A type.

ALERT_TYPE

Defines a namespace for alert types. It exists primarily to
get an identifier for the types.

APPLICATION_LOG_ACTION

Contains the application log specific portions of application
log actions.

APPLICATION_LOG_ACTION_LOG

Records the execution of application log actions.
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Table name

Description

BASE_OBJECT_TYPE

Contains base object types for policy categorization. A base
object type indicates the overall type of object to which the
collector or event generally applies (e.g. switch, port, disk,
array).

BASE_OBJECT_TYPE_LOCALIZATION

Contains localizations for base object types.

CASCADING_ACTION_RULE

The rule type specific portions of cascading action rules.

COLLECTOR

Contains descriptions of available collectors. It is populated
at install time by the client application. Collectors have two
keys: COLLECTOR_ID and COLLECTOR_NAME.
COLLECTOR_NAME has meaning outside of the server.
COLLECTOR_ID does not. Special collectors, known as derived
collectors, are also stored in this table. A collector is a derived
collector if it has value in the columns BASE_COLLECTOR_ID
and DERIVATION.

COLLECTOR_CATEGORY

Contains collector categories. Collectors (optionally) have a
collector category that indicates the general purpose for
which one might collect the associated values (e.g.
availability, traffic, environment, error).

COLLECTOR_CATEGORY_LOCALIZATION

Contains localizations for collector categories.

COLLECTOR_LOCALIZATION

Stores localized attribute values for collectors, primarily for
GUI development and producing end-user
help/documentation. Each row of the table represents the
attributes for one collector for one language.

COLLECTOR_LOG

This table is part of the book keeping for collector logging.
It contains a row for each collector log. It is used in managing
aging and rollover.

COLLECTOR_LOG_IMPLEMENTATION

This table is part of the book keeping for collector logging.
It contains a row for each collector log implementation table.
It is used in managing aging and rollover.
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Alert Manager tables (continued)

Table name

Description

CONFIGURATION

Stores miscellaneous configurable items for the server. The
tables models an INI file format with sections and name/value
pairs for data values. The server reads its configuration from
this table a start-up. Run-time configuration changes are
made to the table using a configuration broker and the
changes are broadcast to the rest of the server application
via configuration change events. This allows the server to
dynamically reconfigure itself.

CONFIGURATION_AUDIT

Records changes to configuration items. Only changes made
through the Alert Manager server are recorded in this log
table.

CONFIGURATION_LOCALIZATION

Contains localized descriptive information for configuration
items.

EMAIL_ACTION

Contain the e-mail action specific portions of e-mail actions.

EMAIL_ACTION_LOG

Records the execution of e-mail actions.

EMAIL_ACTION_LOG_RECIPIENT

Contains the recipients to which e-mail actions are sent as
part of action logging. Since recipients may be edited after
an action is sent, the recipient information is copied so it
may be accurately preserved.

EMAIL_GROUP_RECIPIENT

Contains the members for e-mail group recipients.

EMAIL_RECIPIENT

Contains recipients for e-mail notifications.

EVENT_TYPE

Records information about event types. Event types are
uniquely identified inside of the Alert Manager server using
an identifier, and outside of the Alert Manager server using
a name.

EVENT_TYPE_SNMP_TRAP

This tables record the relationship between event types and
the SNMP traps to be sent for the event when when an event
results in an SNMP trap action.

LANGUAGE

Provides a list of the languages support by a server
installation.

LICENSE_AUDIT

Records the addition and deletion of license keys. Only license
keys added/deleted through the Alert Manager server are
recorded in this log table.
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Table name

Description

LOCALE

Defines the locales supported by the server and identifies
the language to which they map. When a user connects to
the server, he/she specified his/her locale. A join is performed
to the language table to identify the user's language which
is then use to select localized strings for that language.

LOCALIZED_STRING

Provides general purpose look-up for localized strings. It
exists primarily to simplify implementation of notification
substitutions and provides translations for the enumeration
style values. It uses COLUMN and VALUE along with the
LANGUAGE_ID as a key, in a similar way that the
CONFIGURATION table uses SECTION and KEY.

MODULE

All modules that have connected to the server. A module is
a client program which loads the agent library. This is the
source for module identifiers and can also be used to identify
modules that have failed to connect again.

MODULE_ALERT_RULE

Tracks the module to alert rule to object relationship. Note:
This is for an Alert Manager 4.2 and greater feature. The
table is unused in Alert Manager 4.0 and 4.1.

MODULE_AUDIT

Records user modification to module information.

MODULE_OBJECT

Records the module to object relationship and effectively
implements reference counting for objects. When a module
registers an object, a reference is added to the object by
inserting a row in this table. When a module deletes an object,
a reference is deleted by deleting the row from this table. An
object is not actually marked deleted until all references for
the object are deleted.

MODULE_OBJECT_GROUP

Records the module to object relationship and effectively
implements reference counting for objects groups. When a
module registers an object group, a reference is added to the
object group by inserting a row in this table. When a module
deletes an object group, a reference is deleted by deleting the
row from this table. An object group is not actually marked
deleted until all references for the object group are deleted.
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Alert Manager tables (continued)

Table name

Description

MONITORED_OBJECT

Contains monitored objects. A monitored object is an object
for which configuration is managed by the Alert Manager
server for a monitoring agent (e.g. SICL, VxAS). The identity
of a monitored object is specific to the module that monitors
it and does not necessary correspond directly to a HAL or
Alert Manager object. Each monitored object has a monitored
object name. Monitored object names are case sensitive, at
least one character long and may not contain right square
bracket (]). They must be unique amongst the objects
monitored by a specific module. SICL imposes the additional
constraint that object names must be upper case.

MONITORED_OBJECT_CONFIGURATION

Contains configuration for monitored objects. Configuration
for a monitored object is represented as name / value pairs
modeled after an ini for conf file. The names are case
sensitive, at least one character long, and may not contain
equals (=) or double quote (). Values may be any string. A
group of name / value pairs that represents the configuration
required by a module for a single object is called a section.
Configuration for monitored object is added / updated /
deleted a section at a time.

MONITORED_OBJECT_CONFIGURATION_CHANGE Provide a log of changes to monitored object configuration
for monitored objects that belong to modules with open
sessions. Triggers populate this table.
NAMESPACE

A namespace defines the policies and alerts that are visible
a particular product. Multiple namespaces may be visible to
an application. Namespace have two keys. The namespace
name has meaning outside of the server, the ID does not.

OBJECT

Records objects which are registered with the server via the
agent at runtime. Objects have two unique keys: ID and
NAME. NAME has meaning outside of the server. The ID does
not. Objects are never deleted, only marked deleted.

OBJECT_ASSOCIATION

Records the associations between objects. It is affected by
object deletes and is used to implement the deletion of child
objects in parent-child associations.

OBJECT_ATTRIBUTE

Stores attribute values for objects.
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Table name

Description

OBJECT_GROUP

Contains object groups. Object groups represent collections
of objects or other object groups such as the objects and
groups that are utilized by an application. Object groups are
registered with the server via the agent at runtime. Object
groups have two unique keys: ID and NAME. NAME has
meaning outside of the server. The ID does not. Object groups
are never deleted, only marked deleted.

OBJECT_GROUP_GROUP_MEMBER

Records the members of an object group that are object
groups themselves.

OBJECT_GROUP_OBJECT_MEMBER

Records the members of an object group that are objects.

OBJECT_GROUP_TYPE

Contains the possible types of object groups. It is
pre-populated during the installation of a product to contain
the types that the product may create.

OBJECT_GROUP_TYPE_LOCALIZATION

Contains localized display values for the possible types of
object groups. It is pre-populated during the installation of
a product to contain a localized value for every object type
and ever language that the product supports.

OBJECT_TYPE

Contains the available object types. It is populated at install
time by the client application. Object types have two keys:
ID and NAME. NAME has meaning outside of the server. ID
does not.

OBJECT_TYPE_COLLECTOR

Represents the relationship between object types and
collectors. An object type has specific collectors. A collector
may be available for multiple object types.

OBJECT_TYPE_FAMILY

Contains object type families for policy categorization. An
object type family is a grouping of related object types (e.g.
switches and ports belong to network, disks and arrays belong
to storage).

OBJECT_TYPE_FAMILY_LOCALIZATION

Contains localizations for object type families.

OBJECT_TYPE_LOCALIZATION

Stores localized display names for object type attributes.

POLICY

Root of the 'tree' of tables that compose policies. It contains
the attributes of a policy that may be changed without
creating a new version and some additional columns for
enforcing constraints.

POLICY_AUDIT

Records changed to policies.
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Table name

Description

POLICY_VERSION

Contains the different versions of a policy.

POLICY_VERSION_RULE

Provides the relationship between versions of policies and
the versions of rules. Policies and rules are versioned
independently. This table records which rules belong to which
policies.

PRODUCT

Multiple client products may connect to a single instance of
the server concurrently. Each product has as set of
namespaces that it may access, as well as a default namespace
used for creating policies and alerts that would otherwise
not have a namespace defined. This table assigned a unique
identifier to a product by name and version. Each product
name and version gets its own unique product ID.

PRODUCT_NAMESPACE

Provides the linking between products and namespaces. A
product may have access to many namespaces. A namespace
may be available to many products.

RECIPIENT

Provides a single source for all recipients and supplies
recipient identifiers and names.

REGISTERED_OBJECT_TYPE_COLLECTOR

Records the object type / collector pairs registered by a
module for its current open session.

RULE

Contains the basic data for all rules of the differing type.

SCHEMA_SCRIPT_HISTORY

Records each complete execution of database scripts executed
against the Alert Manager schema.

SCHEMA_SCRIPT_VERSION

Contains a record of the 'current' (most recent) database
scripts executed against the Alert Manager schema.

SCHEMA_VERSION

Contains version information for the Alert Manager schema.

SERVER

Contains version and host information for the Alert Manager
server that last connected to the database.

SERVER_CONFIGURATION

Provides a few special configuration items that are useful as
join items in the database for server operation. This table is
used to simplify the implementation of triggers and views.
It will only ever have one row.

SESSION

User and agent sessions are the mechanism for audit tracking
and namespace control.
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Table name

Description

SNMP_TRAP

Definition of the available traps to be sent in notifications.
This table models both SNMP version 1 and 2 trap definitions.
Traps are defined as part of a MIB and have an internally
used identifier. All traps within a MIB must be of the same
SNMP version as the MIB. Whether a column is required or
not depends on the SNMP version of the MIB. For V1 traps,
traps within a MIB are considered unique by their specific
identifier. For V2 traps, traps within a MIB are considered
unique by their OID. This table should only be updated using
the stored functions VXAM.FN_SNMP_TRAP_V1 and
VXAM.FN_SNMP_TRAP_V2.

SNMP_TRAP_ACTION_LOG

Records the execution of SNMP trap actions. Included is the
trap the SNMP trap that was sent. This table models both
SNMP version 1 and 2 trap definitions. Traps are defined as
part of a MIB and have an internally used ID. Whether a
column is required or not depends on the SNMP version of
the MIB.

SNMP_TRAP_ACTION_LOG_RECIPIENT

Contains the recipients to which SNMP trap actions are sent
as part of action logging. Since recipients may be edited after
an action is sent, the recipient information is copied so it
may be accurately preserved.

SNMP_TRAP_ACTION_LOG_VARBIND

Varbinds for a trap that was sent after substitutions were
applied to the trap definition.

SNMP_TRAP_GROUP_RECIPIENT

Contains the members for SNMP trap group recipients.

SNMP_TRAP_MIB

Defines each MIB from which VxAM supports sending traps.

SNMP_TRAP_RECIPIENT

Contains recipients for SNMP trap notifications.

SNMP_TRAP_SEVERITY

Designates the trap to send for an alert by the alert's severity.

SNMP_TRAP_VARBIND

The definition of the varbinds that comprise a trap definition.

STATE_CONDITION_VALUE

Contains state values for state alert rule conditions.

STATE_VALUE

Defines the valid values for a state-based collector. It is
populated at install time by the client application.

STATE_VALUE_LOCALIZATION

Stores localized attributes for state collector value, primarily
for GUI development and producing end-user
help/documentation. Each row of the table represents the
attributes for one state collector value for one language.
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Table name

Description

TASK

Contains tasks to be used in task actions of policies or as
standalone tasks. A task is the instantiation of a task type.

TASK_ACTION

Contains the task action specific portions of task actions.

TASK_ACTION_LOG

Records the execution of task actions. The current
implementation of tasks in the Alert Manager server only
supports tasks which are executed as externally launched
processes, so this table records the information used to
launch the process.

TASK_ARGUMENT

Contains the arguments for a task. A task argument is the
instantiation of a task parameter.

TASK_PARAMETER

Contains the definition of the parameters for a task type.
Values must be supplied as arguments for a task to complete
a task type instantiation.

TASK_TYPE

Defines available types of tasks. All currently supported task
types are executed as external processes by the Alert Manager
server.

TASK_TYPE_LOCALIZATION

Contains localized display information for task types.

TEMPORARY_ID

A general purpose temporary table for identifiers. This table
is used for processing bulk operations on specific database
objects identified by identifiers. The data in a temporary
table is specific to connection and never goes to the
transaction log.

TEMPORARY_MONITORED_
OBJECT_CONFIGURATION

For use with the stored procedure
PR_COMMIT_MONITORED_OBJECT. Configuration item
values are staged into this table, then committed in bulk to
the monitored object configuration. This table is a global
temporary table. Each database connection has its own view
of the data.

TEMPORARY_NAME

A general purpose temporary table for string names used as
identifiers. This table is used for processing bulk operations
on specific database objects identified by string names. The
data in a temporary table is specific to connection and never
goes to the transaction log.
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Table name

Description

TEMPORARY_OBJECT

A global temporary table for storing the results of stored
procedures which calculate the identifiers of multiple objects.
The data in a temporary table is specific to connection and
never goes to the transaction log. See
PR_EXPAND_OBJECT_GROUP.

TEMPORARY_OBJECT_GROUP

A global temporary table for storing the results of stored
procedures which return the identifiers of multiple object
groups. The data in a temporary table is specific to connection
and never goes to the transaction log. See
PR_EXPAND_OBJECT_GROUP,
PR_OBJECT_GROUPS_FOR_OBJECT, and
PR_OBJECT_GROUPS_FOR_ALERT.

THRESHOLD_CONDITION_RANGE

Contains threshold ranges of threshold alert rule conditions.

USER

Users are humans which interact with VxAM to edit policies
and alerts. This information is recorded for auditing purposes
as well as possibly for alert assignment and notification.

USER_COMMAND_ACTION_RULE

The rule type specific portions of user command action rules.

Alert Manager views
Most CommandCentral Storage Alert Manager views are owned by the VXAM
database user.
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View name

Description

ALERT_RULE_SCOPE_BASE_OBJECT_TYPE_VIEW

Provides the complex query needed to compute the
base object type(s) for an alert rule scope. This is used
to maintain the ALERT_RULE_SCOPE_BASE
_OBJECT_TYPE table. Originally, only the view existed,
but performance reasons forced it to be changed to a
table. The table
ALERT_RULE_SCOPE_BASE_OBJECT_TYPE contains
the persisted results taken from the view. The contents
of this table are computed based on: A) static data
registered by client products at install time (collectors,
object types, and policy category data), and B) policy
scope information and object types. When B changes,
a triggers on the ALERT_RULE_SCOPE and OBJECT
tables update
ALERT_RULE_SCOPE_BASE_OBJECT_TYPE from
ALERT_RULE_SCOPE_BASE_OBJECT_TYPE_VIEW.
Every time the Alert Manager server is started, a stored
procedure is executed to re-calculate the entire
contents of the table to account for changes of the A
type.

COLLECTOR_LOG_NAME

Provides a simple look up for the name of the collector
log(s) for each collector. Columns: COLLECTOR_ID The database generated unique identifier and primary
key for the collector. COLLECTOR_NAME - The unique
internal name and alternate key for the collector. TYPE
- The collector log type which is the same as the
collector type: NUMERIC or STATE. SHORT_NAME The collector log short name; null if the default
collector logs are used. INTERVAL - The interval for a
numeric collector log: MINUTE, HOUR, or DAY; null
for a state collector log. NAME - The (full/long) name
of the collector log.
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View name

Description

COMPONENT_STATUS

This view reports the status of software components
utilized by the Alert Manager. The STATUS column
attempts to provide a summary or overview of the
status of the component. Possible values: OK: For the
SERVER component, the Alert Manager server is
connected and communicating with the database. For
other components, the component is fully connected
to the Alert Manager server. DISCONNECTED: For the
SERVER component, the Alert Manager server is not
connected to the database. For other components, the
component is not connected to the Alert Manager
server, possibly because the component process is
stopped, or the network is temporarily disrupted.
UNREACHABLE: This status can appear only for
non-SERVER components. It indicates that the
component has connected the Alert Manager server,
but the Alert Manager server is unable to connect back
to the component, possibly because of a firewall or
NAT. The CONNECTION_STATE column provides
specific information about the state of component
connections to the Alert Manager server. The value in
this column may change frequently when a component
is having connection difficulties and is repeatedly
retrying the connection. Possible values:
DISCONNECTED: There is no Alert Manager server
session for the component. It is not currently
connected at all to the Alert Manager server.
PARTIALLY CONNECTED: There is an Alert Manager
server session for the component. The component has
connected to the Alert Manager server, but the Alert
Manager server has not yet successfully connected
back to the component. CONNECTED: There is an Alert
Manager server session for the component. The
component has connected to the Alert Manager server,
and the Alert Manager server has successfully
connected back to the component.

JOINED_ACTION

A view that joins all the tables that make actions. This
view is used by the Alert Manager server in the
retrieval of action rules and policies from the database
and may not be of much uses to end users.
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View name

Description

JOINED_ACTION_RULE

A view that joins all the tables that make up action
rules, less actions. This view is used by the Alert
Manager server in the retrieval of action rules and
policies from the database and may not be of much
uses to end users.

JOINED_ALERT_CURRENT

This view joins the alert tables to provide a view of the
current status of all alerts. This is used in the
implementation of retrieving alert summaries by the
Alert Manager server.

JOINED_ALERT_RULE

A view that joins all the tables that make up alert rules.
This view is used by the Alert Manager server in the
retrieval of alert rules and policies from the database
and may not be of much uses to end users.

JOINED_OBJECT_METADATA

This view joins the most important object metadata,
driven by object type. It provides easy access to the
collectors for an object type and their possible state
values (for STATE collectors). Depending on the
collector type, some columns will be null.

JOINED_POLICY_CURRENT

This view joins the high level policy tables to obtain a
view of the current version of all policies. Each row
represents one rule of the policy.

MODULE_STATISTICS

This view combines information from several sources
to provides statistics for modules.

NCL_NETAPP1_DAY

Provides access to historical values for day logging of
the following numeric collector(s)
DiskBytesRead_PerSecond, DiskBytesWrite_PerSecond,
TapeBytesRead_PerSecond,
TapeBytesWrite_PerSecond

NCL_NETAPP1_HOUR

Provides access to historical values for hour logging
of the following numeric collector(s)
DiskBytesRead_PerSecond, DiskBytesWrite_PerSecond,
TapeBytesRead_PerSecond,
TapeBytesWrite_PerSecond
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View name

Description

NCL_NETAPP1_MINUTE

Provides access to historical values for minute logging
of the following numeric collector(s)
DiskBytesRead_PerSecond, DiskBytesWrite_PerSecond,
TapeBytesRead_PerSecond,
TapeBytesWrite_PerSecond

NCL_NETAPP2_DAY

Provides access to historical values for day logging of
the following numeric collector(s)
BytesReceived_PerSecond, BytesSent_PerSecond,
FCPIn_PerSecond, FCPOut_PerSecond,
Netcache_URLs_Served_PerSecond,
StreamingPkts_PerSecond, iSCSIIn_PerSecond,
iSCSIOut_PerSecond

NCL_NETAPP2_HOUR

Provides access to historical values for hour logging
of the following numeric collector(s)
BytesReceived_PerSecond, BytesSent_PerSecond,
FCPIn_PerSecond, FCPOut_PerSecond,
Netcache_URLs_Served_PerSecond,
StreamingPkts_PerSecond, iSCSIIn_PerSecond,
iSCSIOut_PerSecond

NCL_NETAPP2_MINUTE

Provides access to historical values for minute logging
of the following numeric collector(s)
BytesReceived_PerSecond, BytesSent_PerSecond,
FCPIn_PerSecond, FCPOut_PerSecond,
Netcache_URLs_Served_PerSecond,
StreamingPkts_PerSecond, iSCSIIn_PerSecond,
iSCSIOut_PerSecond

NCL_NETAPP3_DAY

Provides access to historical values for day logging of
the following numeric collector(s)
CIFSOperations_PerSecond,
DAFSOperations_PerSecond,
FCPOperations_PerSecond,
HTTPOperations_PerSecond,
NFSOperations_PerSecond,
iSCSIOperations_PerSecond
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View name

Description

NCL_NETAPP3_HOUR

Provides access to historical values for hour logging
of the following numeric collector(s)
CIFSOperations_PerSecond,
DAFSOperations_PerSecond,
FCPOperations_PerSecond,
HTTPOperations_PerSecond,
NFSOperations_PerSecond,
iSCSIOperations_PerSecond

NCL_NETAPP3_MINUTE

Provides access to historical values for minute logging
of the following numeric collector(s)
CIFSOperations_PerSecond,
DAFSOperations_PerSecond,
FCPOperations_PerSecond,
HTTPOperations_PerSecond,
NFSOperations_PerSecond,
iSCSIOperations_PerSecond

NCL_NETAPP4_DAY

Provides access to historical values for day logging of
the following numeric collector(s)
CPU_BusyTimePercent,
CPU_ContextSwitches_PerSecond, CPU_Count,
CPU_SwitchInvocations_PerSecond

NCL_NETAPP4_HOUR

Provides access to historical values for hour logging
of the following numeric collector(s)
CPU_BusyTimePercent,
CPU_ContextSwitches_PerSecond, CPU_Count,
CPU_SwitchInvocations_PerSecond

NCL_NETAPP4_MINUTE

Provides access to historical values for minute logging
of the following numeric collector(s)
CPU_BusyTimePercent,
CPU_ContextSwitches_PerSecond, CPU_Count,
CPU_SwitchInvocations_PerSecond

NCL_PAGESIZE_DAY

Provides access to historical values for day logging of
the following numeric collector(s) PageSize

NCL_PAGESIZE_HOUR

Provides access to historical values for hour logging
of the following numeric collector(s) PageSize

NCL_PAGESIZE_MINUTE

Provides access to historical values for minute logging
of the following numeric collector(s) PageSize
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NCL_PERCENTAGEDIRTYCACHEPAGES_DAY

Provides access to historical values for day logging of
the following numeric collector(s)
PercentageDirtyCachePages

NCL_PERCENTAGEDIRTYCACHEPAGES_HOUR

Provides access to historical values for hour logging
of the following numeric collector(s)
PercentageDirtyCachePages

NCL_PERCENTAGEDIRTYCACHEPAGES_MINUTE

Provides access to historical values for minute logging
of the following numeric collector(s)
PercentageDirtyCachePages

NCL_PORTTHROUGHPUT_DAY

Provides access to historical values for day logging of
the following numeric collector(s) PortThroughput

NCL_PORTTHROUGHPUT_HOUR

Provides access to historical values for hour logging
of the following numeric collector(s) PortThroughput

NCL_PORTTHROUGHPUT_MINUTE

Provides access to historical values for minute logging
of the following numeric collector(s) PortThroughput

NCL_PORTUTILIZATION_DAY

Provides access to historical values for day logging of
the following numeric collector(s) PortUtilization

NCL_PORTUTILIZATION_HOUR

Provides access to historical values for hour logging
of the following numeric collector(s) PortUtilization

NCL_PORTUTILIZATION_MINUTE

Provides access to historical values for minute logging
of the following numeric collector(s) PortUtilization

NCL_PREFETCHTRACKSPERSECOND_DAY

Provides access to historical values for day logging of
the following numeric collector(s)
PrefetchTracksPerSecond

NCL_PREFETCHTRACKSPERSECOND_HOUR

Provides access to historical values for hour logging
of the following numeric collector(s)
PrefetchTracksPerSecond

NCL_PREFETCHTRACKSPERSECOND_MINUTE

Provides access to historical values for minute logging
of the following numeric collector(s)
PrefetchTracksPerSecond

NCL_PREFETCHTRACKSUNUSEDPERSECOND_DAY

Provides access to historical values for day logging of
the following numeric collector(s)
PrefetchTracksUnusedPerSecond
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Table B-3

Alert Manager views (continued)

View name

Description

NCL_PREFETCHTRACKSUNUSEDPERSECOND_HOUR

Provides access to historical values for hour logging
of the following numeric collector(s)
PrefetchTracksUnusedPerSecond

NCL_PREFETCHTRACKSUNUSEDPERSECOND_MINUTE

Provides access to historical values for minute logging
of the following numeric collector(s)
PrefetchTracksUnusedPerSecond

NCL_PREFETCHTRACKSUSEDPERSECOND_DAY

Provides access to historical values for day logging of
the following numeric collector(s)
PrefetchTracksUsedPerSecond

NCL_PREFETCHTRACKSUSEDPERSECOND_HOUR

Provides access to historical values for hour logging
of the following numeric collector(s)
PrefetchTracksUsedPerSecond

NCL_PREFETCHTRACKSUSEDPERSECOND_MINUTE

Provides access to historical values for minute logging
of the following numeric collector(s)
PrefetchTracksUsedPerSecond

NCL_PROCESS_SELF_MONITORING_DAY

Provides access to historical values for day logging of
the following numeric collector(s) CPU, MemoryUsed,
VirtualMemory

NCL_PROCESS_SELF_MONITORING_HOUR

Provides access to historical values for hour logging
of the following numeric collector(s) CPU,
MemoryUsed, VirtualMemory

NCL_PROCESS_SELF_MONITORING_MINUTE

Provides access to historical values for minute logging
of the following numeric collector(s) CPU,
MemoryUsed, VirtualMemory

NCL_RAIDOVERHEAD_DAY

Provides access to historical values for day logging of
the following numeric collector(s) RAIDOverhead

NCL_RAIDOVERHEAD_HOUR

Provides access to historical values for hour logging
of the following numeric collector(s) RAIDOverhead

NCL_RAIDOVERHEAD_MINUTE

Provides access to historical values for minute logging
of the following numeric collector(s) RAIDOverhead

NCL_READCACHEHITS_DAY

Provides access to historical values for day logging of
the following numeric collector(s) ReadCacheHits

NCL_READCACHEHITS_HOUR

Provides access to historical values for hour logging
of the following numeric collector(s) ReadCacheHits
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Table B-3

Alert Manager views (continued)

View name

Description

NCL_READCACHEHITS_MINUTE

Provides access to historical values for minute logging
of the following numeric collector(s) ReadCacheHits

NCL_READHITRATIO_DAY

Provides access to historical values for day logging of
the following numeric collector(s) ReadHitRatio

NCL_READHITRATIO_HOUR

Provides access to historical values for hour logging
of the following numeric collector(s) ReadHitRatio

NCL_READHITRATIO_MINUTE

Provides access to historical values for minute logging
of the following numeric collector(s) ReadHitRatio

NCL_READOPS_DAY

Provides access to historical values for day logging of
the following numeric collector(s) ReadOps

NCL_READOPS_HOUR

Provides access to historical values for hour logging
of the following numeric collector(s) ReadOps

NCL_READOPS_MINUTE

Provides access to historical values for minute logging
of the following numeric collector(s) ReadOps

NCL_READS_PERSECOND_DAY

Provides access to historical values for day logging of
the following numeric collector(s) Reads_PerSecond

NCL_READS_PERSECOND_HOUR

Provides access to historical values for hour logging
of the following numeric collector(s) Reads_PerSecond

NCL_READS_PERSECOND_MINUTE

Provides access to historical values for minute logging
of the following numeric collector(s) Reads_PerSecond

NCL_READ_IO_REQUESTS_DAY

Provides access to historical values for day logging of
the following numeric collector(s) Read_IO_Requests

NCL_READ_IO_REQUESTS_HOUR

Provides access to historical values for hour logging
of the following numeric collector(s) Read_IO_Requests

NCL_READ_IO_REQUESTS_MINUTE

Provides access to historical values for minute logging
of the following numeric collector(s) Read_IO_Requests

NCL_RECEIVEUTILIZATION_DAY

Provides access to historical values for day logging of
the following numeric collector(s) ReceiveUtilization

NCL_RECEIVEUTILIZATION_HOUR

Provides access to historical values for hour logging
of the following numeric collector(s) ReceiveUtilization

NCL_RECEIVEUTILIZATION_MINUTE

Provides access to historical values for minute logging
of the following numeric collector(s) ReceiveUtilization
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Table B-3

Alert Manager views (continued)

View name

Description

NCL_REPLICATIONCAPACITY_DAY

Provides access to historical values for day logging of
the following numeric collector(s) ReplicationCapacity

NCL_REPLICATIONCAPACITY_HOUR

Provides access to historical values for hour logging
of the following numeric collector(s)
ReplicationCapacity

NCL_REPLICATIONCAPACITY_MINUTE

Provides access to historical values for minute logging
of the following numeric collector(s)
ReplicationCapacity

NCL_TABLESPACEEXTENTUSED_DAY

Provides access to historical values for day logging of
the following numeric collector(s)
TablespaceExtentUsed

NCL_TABLESPACEEXTENTUSED_HOUR

Provides access to historical values for hour logging
of the following numeric collector(s)
TablespaceExtentUsed

NCL_TABLESPACEEXTENTUSED_MINUTE

Provides access to historical values for minute logging
of the following numeric collector(s)
TablespaceExtentUsed

NCL_TABLESPACEUSEDSIZE_DAY

Provides access to historical values for day logging of
the following numeric collector(s) TablespaceUsedSize

NCL_TABLESPACEUSEDSIZE_HOUR

Provides access to historical values for hour logging
of the following numeric collector(s)
TablespaceUsedSize

NCL_TABLESPACEUSEDSIZE_MINUTE

Provides access to historical values for minute logging
of the following numeric collector(s)
TablespaceUsedSize

NCL_TOTALCAPACITYALLOCATEDTOHOSTS_DAY

Provides access to historical values for day logging of
the following numeric collector(s)
TotalCapacityAllocatedToHosts

NCL_TOTALCAPACITYALLOCATEDTOHOSTS_HOUR

Provides access to historical values for hour logging
of the following numeric collector(s)
TotalCapacityAllocatedToHosts

NCL_TOTALCAPACITYALLOCATEDTOHOSTS_MINUTE

Provides access to historical values for minute logging
of the following numeric collector(s)
TotalCapacityAllocatedToHosts
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Alert Manager views (continued)

View name

Description

NCL_TOTALCAPACITYCLAIMEDBYHOSTS_DAY

Provides access to historical values for day logging of
the following numeric collector(s)
TotalCapacityClaimedByHosts

NCL_TOTALCAPACITYCLAIMEDBYHOSTS_HOUR

Provides access to historical values for hour logging
of the following numeric collector(s)
TotalCapacityClaimedByHosts

NCL_TOTALCAPACITYCLAIMEDBYHOSTS_MINUTE

Provides access to historical values for minute logging
of the following numeric collector(s)
TotalCapacityClaimedByHosts

NCL_TOTALCAPACITYUNALLOCATED_DAY

Provides access to historical values for day logging of
the following numeric collector(s)
TotalCapacityUnallocated

NCL_TOTALCAPACITYUNALLOCATED_HOUR

Provides access to historical values for hour logging
of the following numeric collector(s)
TotalCapacityUnallocated

NCL_TOTALCAPACITYUNALLOCATED_MINUTE

Provides access to historical values for minute logging
of the following numeric collector(s)
TotalCapacityUnallocated

NCL_TOTALFRAMESRECEIVED_DAY

Provides access to historical values for day logging of
the following numeric collector(s) TotalFramesReceived

NCL_TOTALFRAMESRECEIVED_HOUR

Provides access to historical values for hour logging
of the following numeric collector(s)
TotalFramesReceived

NCL_TOTALFRAMESRECEIVED_MINUTE

Provides access to historical values for minute logging
of the following numeric collector(s)
TotalFramesReceived

NCL_TOTALFRAMESTRANSMITTED_DAY

Provides access to historical values for day logging of
the following numeric collector(s)
TotalFramesTransmitted

NCL_TOTALFRAMESTRANSMITTED_HOUR

Provides access to historical values for hour logging
of the following numeric collector(s)
TotalFramesTransmitted

NCL_TOTALFRAMESTRANSMITTED_MINUTE

Provides access to historical values for minute logging
of the following numeric collector(s)
TotalFramesTransmitted
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Alert Manager views (continued)

View name

Description

NCL_TOTALPHYSICALDISKCAPACITY_DAY

Provides access to historical values for day logging of
the following numeric collector(s)
TotalPhysicalDiskCapacity

NCL_TOTALPHYSICALDISKCAPACITY_HOUR

Provides access to historical values for hour logging
of the following numeric collector(s)
TotalPhysicalDiskCapacity

NCL_TOTALPHYSICALDISKCAPACITY_MINUTE

Provides access to historical values for minute logging
of the following numeric collector(s)
TotalPhysicalDiskCapacity

NCL_TOTALSIZE_DAY

Provides access to historical values for day logging of
the following numeric collector(s) TotalSize

NCL_TOTALSIZE_HOUR

Provides access to historical values for hour logging
of the following numeric collector(s) TotalSize

NCL_TOTALSIZE_MINUTE

Provides access to historical values for minute logging
of the following numeric collector(s) TotalSize

NCL_TOTALVIRTUALDISKCAPACITY_DAY

Provides access to historical values for day logging of
the following numeric collector(s)
TotalVirtualDiskCapacity

NCL_TOTALVIRTUALDISKCAPACITY_HOUR

Provides access to historical values for hour logging
of the following numeric collector(s)
TotalVirtualDiskCapacity

NCL_TOTALVIRTUALDISKCAPACITY_MINUTE

Provides access to historical values for minute logging
of the following numeric collector(s)
TotalVirtualDiskCapacity

NCL_TRANSMITUTILIZATION_DAY

Provides access to historical values for day logging of
the following numeric collector(s) TransmitUtilization

NCL_TRANSMITUTILIZATION_HOUR

Provides access to historical values for hour logging
of the following numeric collector(s)
TransmitUtilization

NCL_TRANSMITUTILIZATION_MINUTE

Provides access to historical values for minute logging
of the following numeric collector(s)
TransmitUtilization

NCL_USEDPAGES_DAY

Provides access to historical values for day logging of
the following numeric collector(s) UsedPages
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Table B-3

Alert Manager views (continued)

View name

Description

NCL_USEDPAGES_HOUR

Provides access to historical values for hour logging
of the following numeric collector(s) UsedPages

NCL_USEDPAGES_MINUTE

Provides access to historical values for minute logging
of the following numeric collector(s) UsedPages

NCL_WRITECACHEHITS_DAY

Provides access to historical values for day logging of
the following numeric collector(s) WriteCacheHits

NCL_WRITECACHEHITS_HOUR

Provides access to historical values for hour logging
of the following numeric collector(s) WriteCacheHits

NCL_WRITECACHEHITS_MINUTE

Provides access to historical values for minute logging
of the following numeric collector(s) WriteCacheHits

NCL_WRITEHITRATIO_DAY

Provides access to historical values for day logging of
the following numeric collector(s) WriteHitRatio

NCL_WRITEHITRATIO_HOUR

Provides access to historical values for hour logging
of the following numeric collector(s) WriteHitRatio

NCL_WRITEHITRATIO_MINUTE

Provides access to historical values for minute logging
of the following numeric collector(s) WriteHitRatio

NCL_WRITEOPS_DAY

Provides access to historical values for day logging of
the following numeric collector(s) WriteOps

NCL_WRITEOPS_HOUR

Provides access to historical values for hour logging
of the following numeric collector(s) WriteOps

NCL_WRITEOPS_MINUTE

Provides access to historical values for minute logging
of the following numeric collector(s) WriteOps

NCL_WRITES_PERSECOND_DAY

Provides access to historical values for day logging of
the following numeric collector(s) Writes_PerSecond

NCL_WRITES_PERSECOND_HOUR

Provides access to historical values for hour logging
of the following numeric collector(s) Writes_PerSecond

NCL_WRITES_PERSECOND_MINUTE

Provides access to historical values for minute logging
of the following numeric collector(s) Writes_PerSecond

NCL_WRITE_IO_REQUESTS_DAY

Provides access to historical values for day logging of
the following numeric collector(s) Write_IO_Requests
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Alert Manager views (continued)

View name

Description

NCL_WRITE_IO_REQUESTS_HOUR

Provides access to historical values for hour logging
of the following numeric collector(s)
Write_IO_Requests

NCL_WRITE_IO_REQUESTS_MINUTE

Provides access to historical values for minute logging
of the following numeric collector(s)
Write_IO_Requests

REGISTERED_OBJECT

Provides a list of objects registered to a module for the
current session of the module.

NCL_ADMINISTRATIVECAPACITY_DAY

Provides access to historical values for day logging of
the following numeric collector(s):
AdministrativeCapacity

NCL_ADMINISTRATIVECAPACITY_HOUR

Provides access to historical values for hour logging
of the following numeric
collector(s):AdministrativeCapacity

NCL_ADMINISTRATIVECAPACITY_MINUTE

Provides access to historical values for minute logging
of the following numeric collector(s):
AdministrativeCapacity

NCL_AVAILABLE_DAY

Provides access to historical values for day logging of
the following numeric collector(s): Available

NCL_AVAILABLE_HOUR

Provides access to historical values for hour logging
of the following numeric collector(s): Available

NCL_AVAILABLE_MINUTE

Provides access to historical values for minute logging
of the following numeric collector(s): Available

NCL_AVGREADTIME_DAY

Provides access to historical values for day logging of
the following numeric collector(s): AvgReadTime

NCL_AVGREADTIME_HOUR

Provides access to historical values for hour logging
of the following numeric collector(s): AvgReadTime

NCL_AVGREADTIME_MINUTE

Provides access to historical values for minute logging
of the following numeric collector(s): AvgReadTime

NCL_AVGWRITETIME_DAY

Provides access to historical values for day logging of
the following numeric collector(s): AvgWriteTime

NCL_AVGWRITETIME_HOUR

Provides access to historical values for hour logging
of the following numeric collector(s): AvgWriteTime
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Alert Manager views (continued)

View name

Description

NCL_AVGWRITETIME_MINUTE

Provides access to historical values for minute logging
of the following numeric collector(s): AvgWriteTime

NCL_BLOCKSREAD_DAY

Provides access to historical values for day logging of
the following numeric collector(s): BlocksRead

NCL_BLOCKSREAD_HOUR

Provides access to historical values for hour logging
of the following numeric collector(s): BlocksRead

NCL_BLOCKSREAD_MINUTE

Provides access to historical values for minute logging
of the following numeric collector(s): BlocksRead

NCL_BLOCKSWRITTEN_DAY

Provides access to historical values for day logging of
the following numeric collector(s): BlocksWritten

NCL_BLOCKSWRITTEN_HOUR

Provides access to historical values for hour logging
of the following numeric collector(s): BlocksWritten

NCL_BLOCKSWRITTEN_MINUTE

Provides access to historical values for minute logging
of the following numeric collector(s): BlocksWritten

NCL_CACHEREADHITSPERSECOND_DAY

Provides access to historical values for day logging of
the following numeric collector(s):
CacheReadHitsPerSecond

NCL_CACHEREADHITSPERSECOND_HOUR

Provides access to historical values for hour logging
of the following numeric collector(s):
CacheReadHitsPerSecond

NCL_CACHEREADHITSPERSECOND_MINUTE

Provides access to historical values for minute logging
of the following numeric collector(s):
CacheReadHitsPerSecond

NCL_CACHEREADMISSESPERSECOND_DAY

Provides access to historical values for day logging of
the following numeric collector(s):
CacheReadMissesPerSecond

NCL_CACHEREADMISSESPERSECOND_HOUR

Provides access to historical values for hour logging
of the following numeric collector(s):
CacheReadMissesPerSecond

NCL_CACHEREADMISSESPERSECOND_MINUTE

Provides access to historical values for minute logging
of the following numeric collector(s):
CacheReadMissesPerSecond
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Table B-3

Alert Manager views (continued)

View name

Description

NCL_CACHEWRITEHITRATIO_DAY

Provides access to historical values for day logging of
the following numeric collector(s): CacheWriteHitRatio

NCL_CACHEWRITEHITRATIO_HOUR

Provides access to historical values for hour logging
of the following numeric collector(s):
CacheWriteHitRatio

NCL_CACHEWRITEHITRATIO_MINUTE

Provides access to historical values for minute logging
of the following numeric collector(s):
CacheWriteHitRatio

NCL_CONFIGUREDRAWSTORAGE_DAY

Provides access to historical values for day logging of
the following numeric collector(s):
ConfiguredRawStorage

NCL_CONFIGUREDRAWSTORAGE_HOUR

Provides access to historical values for hour logging
of the following numeric collector(s):
ConfiguredRawStorage

NCL_CONFIGUREDRAWSTORAGE_MINUTE

Provides access to historical values for minute logging
of the following numeric collector(s):
ConfiguredRawStorage

NCL_DATABASEUSEDSIZE_DAY

Provides access to historical values for day logging of
the following numeric collector(s): DatabaseUsedSize

NCL_DATABASEUSEDSIZE_HOUR

Provides access to historical values for hour logging
of the following numeric collector(s): DatabaseUsedSize

NCL_DATABASEUSEDSIZE_MINUTE

Provides access to historical values for minute logging
of the following numeric collector(s): DatabaseUsedSize
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Alert Manager views (continued)

View name

Description

NCL_DAY

Provides access to historical values for day logging of
the following numeric collector(s): AddressErrors,
BufferCreditNotProvided, BufferCreditNotReceived,
BufferPoolSize, BusyPercentage, BytesReceived,
BytesTransmitted, CIFSOperations,
CPU_ContextSwitches, CPU_SwitchInvocations,
CRC_Errors, CacheBatteryFailureCount,
CacheBatteryLowCount, CacheReadHitRatio, Class*
collectors, CommunicationFailure, ControllerFailure,
DAFSOperations, DSAOldReserveLogsSize,
DSAOldTransactionLogsSize, DelimiterErrors,
DeviceCapacity, DiskDeviceFailureCount,
EISL_FramesDiscarded, ELP_Failures,
EMUExternalInputFailureCount, EOFAbortsReceived,
EncodingDisparityErrors, FCPIn, FCPOperations,
FCPOut, Fan_* collectors, FanStatus_* collectors,
FileSystem collectors, ForcedFlushes,
FragmentedFramesReceived, FramesTooLong,
FramesTruncated, FramingErrorFrames,
HTTPOperations, Hitachi collectors, Hosts,
ISOldTransactionLogsSize, ISReserveLogsSize,
InvalidOrderedSets, InvalidTransmissionWords,
JabberFramesReceived, KbytesRead, KbytesWritten,
LUNFailureCount, LUNsUnderReconstruction,
LinkFailures, LinkResetsReceived,
LinkResetsTransmitted, MulticastFramesReceived,
MulticastFramesTransmitted, NECArraySensorCount,
NECSensor* collectors, NFSOperations,
Netcache_URLs_Served,
NonOperationalSequencesReceived,
NonOperationalSequencesTransmitted,
NumberOfPowerSuppliesFailed, NumberOfFansFailed,
OfflineSequencesReceived,
OfflineSequencesTransmitted, OldTransactionLogSize,
OldestCacheAge, PercentageSequentialReads,
PortSpeed, PowerSupply_* collectors,
PrimitiveSequenceProtocolErrors, ReadCacheMisses,
ReadMissRatio, ReadRequests, ReadRetries, Reads,
RemappedSectors, Request_Service_Time,
ReserveLogsSize
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Alert Manager views (continued)

View name

Description

NCL_DAY (continued)

RuntFramesReceived,
SecondaryImageSynchronizingProgress,
SignalLossDetections,
SnapMirrorTransferKB_PerSecond, StreamingPkts,
SwitchPorts, SyncLossDetections,
TempSensorOverThresholdCount, Temperature_*
collectors, TimeSinceLastSnapMirror,
TotalBytesReceived, TotalBytesSent,
TotalDiskBytesRead, TotalDiskBytesWrite,
TotalFramesDiscarded, TotalHard* collectors,
TotalSoft* collectors, TotalTapeBytesRead,
TotalTapeBytesWrite, TxProgress, UnusedPortCount,
UnusedPrefetchBlocks, UsedPortCount,
VolumeSizeAvailableForSnapshots, WriteMissRatio,
WriteRequests, WriteRetries, Writes, iSCSIIn,
iSCSIOperations, iSCSIOut

NCL_FREEPAGES_DAY

Provides access to historical values for day logging of
the following numeric collector(s):, FreePages

NCL_FREEPAGES_HOUR

Provides access to historical values for hour logging
of the following numeric collector(s): FreePages

NCL_FREEPAGES_MINUTE

Provides access to historical values for minute logging
of the following numeric collector(s): FreePages

NCL_HOUR

Provides access to historical values for hour logging
of certain numeric collector(s).
Review a list of numeric collectors.
See NCL_DAY.

NCL_IO_PERSECOND_DAY

Provides access to historical values for day logging of
the following numeric collector(s): IO_PerSecond

NCL_IO_PERSECOND_HOUR

Provides access to historical values for hour logging
of the following numeric collector(s): IO_PerSecond

NCL_IO_PERSECOND_MINUTE

Provides access to historical values for minute logging
of the following numeric collector(s): IO_PerSecond

NCL_IO_READPERSECOND_DAY

Provides access to historical values for day logging of
the following numeric collector(s): IO_ReadPerSecond
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Alert Manager views (continued)

View name

Description

NCL_IO_READPERSECOND_HOUR

Provides access to historical values for hour logging
of the following numeric collector(s):
IO_ReadPerSecond

NCL_IO_READPERSECOND_MINUTE

Provides access to historical values for minute logging
of the following numeric collector(s):
IO_ReadPerSecond

NCL_IO_WRITEPERSECOND_DAY

Provides access to historical values for day logging of
the following numeric collector(s): IO_WritePerSecond

NCL_IO_WRITEPERSECOND_HOUR

Provides access to historical values for hour logging
of the following numeric collector(s):
IO_WritePerSecond

NCL_IO_WRITEPERSECOND_MINUTE

Provides access to historical values for minute logging
of the following numeric collector(s):
IO_WritePerSecond

NCL_KBYTESPERSECOND_DAY

Provides access to historical values for day logging of
the following numeric collector(s): KbytesPerSecond

NCL_KBYTESPERSECOND_HOUR

Provides access to historical values for hour logging
of the following numeric collector(s): KbytesPerSecond

NCL_KBYTESPERSECOND_MINUTE

Provides access to historical values for minute logging
of the following numeric collector(s): KbytesPerSecond

NCL_KBYTESREAD_PERSECOND_DAY

Provides access to historical values for day logging of
the following numeric collector(s):
KbytesRead_PerSecond

NCL_KBYTESREAD_PERSECOND_HOUR

Provides access to historical values for hour logging
of the following numeric collector(s):
KbytesRead_PerSecond

NCL_KBYTESREAD_PERSECOND_MINUTE

Provides access to historical values for minute logging
of the following numeric collector(s):
KbytesRead_PerSecond

NCL_KBYTESWRITTEN_PERSECOND_DAY

Provides access to historical values for day logging of
the following numeric collector(s):
KbytesWritten_PerSecond
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Alert Manager views (continued)

View name

Description

NCL_KBYTESWRITTEN_PERSECOND_HOUR

Provides access to historical values for hour logging
of the following numeric collector(s):
KbytesWritten_PerSecond

NCL_KBYTESWRITTEN_PERSECOND_MINUTE

Provides access to historical values for minute logging
of the following numeric collector(s):
KbytesWritten_PerSecond

NCL_MINUTE

Provides access to historical values for minute logging
of certain numeric collector(s).
Review a list of numeric collectors.
See NCL_DAY

SCL

Provides access to historical values for logging of the
following state collector(s) AutoSupportSendStatus,
Bus* collectors, CacheBatteryStatus, Cluster* collectors,
ControllerRedundancyStatus, DBStorageUnitState,
DBSystemManagerState, DWDMState, DatabaseState,
DeviceStatus, DirectorStatus, DirectoryServiceStatus,
DriveRedundancyStatus, Enclosure* collectors,
HitachiDfArrayStatus, HostStatus,
InformationStoreServiceStatus, LUNState,
MessageTransferAgentStatus, MirrorViewFaulted,
MirrorViewState, MirrorViewTransitioning,
NECArrayStatus, NVRAM_BatteryStatus,
NetAppApplianceStatus, NetAppFileSystemStatus,
NetAppVolumeStatus, PhysicalDiskState, PortStatus,
PowerPathAssignedState, PowerPathRedundantStatus,
PowerSupplyStatus, ReadCacheStatus,
RemoteMirrorStatus, RemoteVolumeLinkStatus, SPA*
and SPB* collectors, SPCRemoteAgentStatus,
SecondaryImageCondition, SecondaryImageFaulted,
SecondaryImageState, SecondaryImageTransitioning,
ServiceGroupStatus, ShelfStatus, SnapMirrorAvailable,
SnapMirrorDestinationState,
SnapMirrorDestinationStatus, SymmetrixPortStatus,
SystemAttendantServiceStatus, SystemStatus,
TablespaceState, TemperatureAboveNormal,
UPS_BatteryStatus, UnixDMP_PathStatus,
Unix_VolumeState, VxASInitializationStatus,
WindowsDMP_PathHealth, WindowsDMP_PathState,
WindowsDMP_PathStatus, Windows_VolumeState,
WriteCacheStatus
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Alert Manager views (continued)

View name

Description

SCL_PROCESS_SELF_MONITORING

Provides access to historical values for logging of the
following state collector(s) ProcessStatus, SICLStatus

CommandCentral views
This topic describes the various database views in the database:
■

See “Notes about CommandCentral views ” on page 411.

■

See “Ad-hoc report views” on page 412.

■

See “Application views ” on page 416.

■

See “Array views ” on page 418.

■

See “Database application views ” on page 421.

■

See “File system views ” on page 426.

■

See “HBA views ” on page 427.

■

See “Host views ” on page 428.

■

See “Hub views ” on page 430.

■

See “Storage group views ” on page 435.

■

See “Switch views ” on page 436.

■

See “Volume views ” on page 437.

■

See “Zone views ” on page 439.

■

See “Collector views ” on page 420.

■

See “Miscellaneous views ” on page 440.

Notes about CommandCentral views
The following notes apply to the CommandCentral views in the ccstor database:
■

The ccstor database user owns CommandCentral views.

■

Data in any column containing an _Id suffix can be joined with the VxAM.object
table to produce a complete set of object attributes.

■

For more information about each column that is contained in a view, display
any object's Attributes pane in the Console.
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For information about the Attributes pane, see the CommandCentral Storage
User’s Guide.

Ad-hoc report views
This section contains the views that are related to ad-hoc reports.

View V_HostUsageReport
View columns:
■

Administrative_Capacity_on_Volume

■

Administrative_Capacity_on_Volume_DAS

■

Administrative_Capacity_on_Volume_SAN

■

Allocated

■

Allocated_FC_Fibre_Attached

■

Allocate_NonFC_Fibre_Attached

■

Allocated_IDE_Capacity

■

Allocated_ISCSI_Capacity

■

Apps_On_Raw_Volume

■

Apps_On_Raw_Volume_DAS

■

Apps_On_Raw_Volume_SAN

■

Assigned_To_Volume_Manager

■

Assigned_To_Volume_Manager_DAS

■

Assigned_To_Volume_Manager_SAN

■

Available_Diskgroup_space

■

Available_Diskgroup_space_DAS

■

Available_Diskgroup_space_SAN

■

Available_Diskgroup_space_UNKNOWN

■

Claimed

■

Claimed_FC_Fibre_Attached

■

Claimed_IDE_Capacity

■

Claimed_ISCSI_Capacity

■

Claimed_NonFC_Fibre_Attached
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■

Directly_Assigned_To_Application

■

Directly_Assigned_To_Application_DAS

■

Directly_Assigned_To_Application_SAN

■

Directly_Assigned_To_Filesystems

■

Directly_Assigned_To_Filesystems_DAS

■

Directly_Assigned_To_Filesystems_SAN

■

Discovered_Cluster_Name

■

Diskgroup_Capacity

■

Diskgroup_Capacity_DAS

■

Diskgroup_Capacity_SAN

■

Diskgroup_Capacity_UNKNOWN

■

Filesystem_Capacity_on_Volumes

■

Filesystem_Capacity_on_Volumes_DAS

■

Filesystem_Capacity_on_Volumes_SAN

■

Filesystem_Capacity_on_non_Volumes

■

Filesystem_Capacity_on_non_Volumes_DAS

■

Filesystem_Capacity_on_non_Volumes_SAN

■

Filesystem_Capacity

■

Filesystem_Capacity_DAS

■

Filesystem_Capacity_SAN

■

Filesystem_Used

■

Filesystem_Used_DAS

■

Filesystem_Used_SAN

■

Filesystem_Unused

■

Filesystem_Unused_DAS

■

Filesystem_Unused_SAN

■

HostInfo

■

HostName

■

Is_Discovered

■

Is_Virtual_Host
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■

Manual_Cluster_Name

■

Shared_Allocated_NonFC_Fibre_Attached

■

Shared_Allocated_FC_Fibre_Attached

■

Used_Diskgroup_space

■

Used_Diskgroup_space_DAS

■

Used_Diskgroup_space_SAN

■

Used_Diskgroup_Space_UNKNOWN

■

Unknown_Assignment

■

Unknown_Assignment_NonFC_Fibre

■

Unknown_Assignment_FC_Fibre

■

UnKnown_Assignment_IDE

■

UnKnown_Assignment_ISCSI

■

Volume_Capacity

■

Volume_Capacity_DAS

■

Volume_Capacity_SAN

View v_waterfall_mod
View columns:
■

Array_Name

■

Array_Discovery_State

■

Array_Family

■

Array_Model

■

Array_Type

■

Array_Vendor

■

Array_IP_Address

■

Array_Auto_Discovered

■

Array_OID

■

Array_Id

■

Claimed_Status_Claimed

■

Claimed_Status_Unclaimed
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■

Consumption_Assigned

■

Consumption_Unknown

■

Host_Usage_Apps_On_Raw

■

Host_Usage_FS_Un_Used

■

Host_Usage_FS_Used

■

Host_Usage_FS_Used_Apps

■

Host_Usage_FS_Used_Non_Apps

■

Logical_Addressable

■

Logical_Overhead

■

Logical_Available

■

Logical_Replication

■

Logical_Allocated

■

Logical_Administrative

■

Logical_Unallocated

■

Physical_Total

■

Physical_Unconfigured

■

Physical_Configured

■

Physical_Unknown

View v_FileUsageModel
View columns:
■

Arrays

■

FileSystem

■

HostName

■

StorageCapacity

■

Type

■

Used

View v_HostConsumption
View columns:
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■

Arrays as Array

■

HostName

■

Percentage

■

StorageCapacity

■

UsedCapacity

Application views
This section contains the views that are related to applications.

View V_EXCHANGE_FILE
View columns:
■

Exchange_Server_Storage_Group_Id

■

Exchange_Server_Storage_Group_OID

■

File_Id

■

File_OID

■

File_Name

■

File_System_Name

■

Volume_Name

■

Volume_Id

■

Volume_OID

■

LUN_Id

■

LUN_OID

■

LUN_Name (new)

View V_EXCHANGE_SERVER
View columns:
■

DSALogPath

■

DSAOldTransactionLogsSize

■

DSAReserveLogsSize

■

DSRunning

■

Enterprise
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■

Exchange_Server_Id

■

Host_Id

■

Host_OID

■

ISDBLogPath

■

ISOldTransactionLogsSize

■

ISReserveLogsSize

■

ISRunning

■

ISWorkingDir

■

MTADBPath

■

MTARunning

■

Name

■

OID

■

PerfOptRun

■

SARunning

■

Site

■

Version

■

X500DistinguishedName

View V_EXCHANGE_STORAGE_GROUP
View columns:
■

Exchange_Server_Id

■

Exchange_Server_OID

■

OID

■

SGLogFilePath

■

SGOldTransactionLogsSize

■

SGReserveLogsSize

■

SGSysFilePath

■

Storage_Group_Id

■

Storage_Group_Name (new)
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View V_VCS_SERVICE_GROUP
View columns:
■

Cluster_Id

■

Cluster_OID

■

Frozen_State (new)

■

Hybrid

■

OID

■

Online_Hosts (new)

■

Parallel

■

Service_Group_Id

■

Service_Group_Name

■

State (new)

Array views
This section contains the views that are related to storage arrays.

View V_ARRAY
View columns:
■

Array_Id

■

Array_IP_Address

■

Array_Model

■

Array_Name

■

Array_OID

■

Array_Vendor

■

Free_Storage

■

Total_Capacity

View V_ARRAY_PORT
View columns:
■

Array_Id

■

Array_Name
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■

Array_OID

■

Port_Id

■

Port_Name

■

Port_OID

View V_LUNS
View columns:
■

ArrayId

■

Array_Name

■

Array_OID

■

Device_Type (deprecated; column still exists with null value)

■

Location

■

LUN_Capacity

■

LUN_Config

■

LUN_ID

■

OID

■

RAID_Level

■

Vendor

View V_LUN_BINDING
View columns:
■

Array_Port_Binding_ID

■

Array_Port_Binding_OID

■

Array_Port_OID

■

LUN_Name (new)

■

LUN_OID

View V_LUN_MASK
View columns:
■

HBA_Port_Id

■

HBA_Port_OID
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■

LUN_Id

■

LUN_Name (new)

■

LUN_OID

Collector views
This section contains the views that are related to CommandCentral Storage
collectors.

View V_DRU_STATISTICS_DAY
View columns:
■

Average

■

Average_Time

■

Collector_Name

■

Minimum

■

Object_Id

■

Object_Name

■

Object_OID

View V_STATISTICS_DAY
View columns:
■

Average

■

Average_Time

■

Collector_Name

■

Maximum

■

Minimum

■

Object_Id

■

Object_Name

■

Object_OID

View V_STATISTICS_HOUR
View columns:
■

Average
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■

Average_Time

■

Collector_Name

■

Maximum

■

Minimum

■

Object_Id

■

Object_Name

■

Object_OID

Database application views
This section contains the views that are related to database applications.

View V_DATABASE
View columns:
■

Application_Object_Type

■

AVAILABLE

■

Buffer_Pool_Size

■

CAPACITY

■

Database_Id

■

Database_Name

■

Database_OID

■

DatabaseType

■

DBSystemManagerNum

■

DB_FREE_PERCENTAGE

■

DB_System_Manager_OID

■

DB_USED_PERCENTAGE

■

Default_Extent_Size

■

Default_Number_of_Containers

■

isDBDiscovered

■

isHostDiscovered

■

isRAC
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■

Log_File_Path

■

Extended_Storage_Segments_Size

■

Home_Directory

■

Host_Name (new)

■

Host_OID

■

OID

■

USED

■

version

View V_DATABASE_FILE
View columns:
■

DB_Storage_Unit_Id

■

DB_Storage_Unit_OID

■

File_Id

■

File_Name

■

File_OID

■

File_System_Name

■

LUN_Id

■

LUN_Name (new)

■

LUN_OID

■

Volume_Id

■

Volume_Name

■

Volume_OID

View V_DATABASE_SERVER_FILE
View columns:
■

Database_Server_Id

■

Database_Server_Name

■

Database_Id

■

Database_Name

■

Database_Type
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■

Segment_Id

■

Segment_Name

■

Device_Id

■

Device_Name

■

File_Id

■

File_Name

■

File_Type

■

Volume_Id

■

File_System_Id

View V_DB_STORAGE_UNIT
View columns:
■

DB_Storage_Unit_Id

■

DB_Storage_Unit_Name

■

Node_Number

■

OID

■

State

■

Tablespace_Id

■

Tablespace_Name

■

Tablespace_OID

■

Total_Pages

■

Type

■

Usable_Pages

View V_DB_SYSTEM_MANAGER
View columns:
■

Application_Object_Type

■

Database_System_Manager_Name

■

Home_Directory

■

Host_Name

■

Host_OID
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■

Multi_Partitioned

■

OID

■

Product_Name

■

Version

View V_ORACLE_FILE
View columns:
■

File_Id

■

File_Name

■

File_OID

■

File_Status

■

File_System_Name

■

File_Type

■

LUN_Id

■

LUN_Name (new)

■

LUN_OID

■

Physical_Block_Reads

■

Physical_Block_Writes

■

Tablespace_Id

■

Tablespace_OID

■

Volume_Id

■

Volume_Name

■

Volume_OID

View V_ORACLE_INSTANCE
View columns:
■

Home_Directory

■

Host_Id

■

Host_Name (new)

■

Host_OID

■

Instance_Id
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■

Instance_Name

■

Instance_OID

■

Instance_Run_State

■

Oracle_Version

View V_ORACLE_TABLESPACE
View columns:
■

Blocks_Read

■

Blocks_Write

■

Instance_Id

■

Instance_OID

■

Tablespace_Id

■

Tablespace_Name

■

Tablespace_OID

■

Tablespace_Size

■

Tablespace_Status

■

Tablespce_Extents_Used

View V_TABLESPACE
View columns:
■

Application_Object_Type_Name

■

Database_Id

■

Database_OID

■

Database_State

■

Extent_Size

■

Free_Pages

■

OID

■

Page_size

■

Prefetch_size

■

Tablespace_content

■

Tablespace_Id
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■

Tablespace_name

■

Total_pages

■

Usable_Pages

■

Used_Pages

File system views
This section contains the views that are related to file systems.

View V_FILESYSTEM
View columns:
■

File_System_Capacity

■

File_System_Free_Space

■

File_System_Free_Space_in_percentage

■

File_System_Id

■

File_System_Name

■

File_System_Type

■

File_System_Volume

■

FileSystem_Disk_Group

■

Host_Id

■

Host_OID

■

OID

■

Volume_OID

View V_FILESYSTEM_LUN
View columns:
■

Host_Id

■

Host_OID

■

File_System_Id

■

OID

■

Volume_Id

■

Volume_OID
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■

LUN_Id

■

LUN_OID

■

Array_Id

View V_SUN_FILESYSTEM_LUN
View columns:
■

Host_Id

■

Host_OID

■

File_System_Id

■

OID

■

SunDiskSlice_Id

■

SunDiskSlice_OID

■

LUN_Id

■

LUN_OID

■

Array_Id

HBA views
This section contains the views that are related to host bus adapters (HBAs).

View V_HBA
View columns:
■

Driver_Information

■

Firmware_Version

■

HBA_Id

■

HBA_Mode

■

HBA_Name (new)

■

Host_Id

■

Host_Name

■

Host_OID

■

OID

■

Product
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■

Vendor

View V_HBA_PORT
View columns:
■

HBA_Id

■

HBA_Name (new)

■

HBA_Port_Id

■

Host_Id

■

Host_Name (new)

■

Host_OID

■

OID

■

Remote_Switch_Port_Id

■

Remote_Switch_Port_OID

Host views
This section contains the views that are related to hosts.

View V_DEVICE_HANDLE
View columns:
■

Device_Handle_Id

■

Device_Handle_Name

■

Device_Path

■

Device_Size

■

Device_Type

■

Direct_Attached

■

Direct_Attached_Storage_Name

■

Direct_Attached_Storage_State

■

HBA_OID

■

Host_Id

■

Host_OID

■

LUN_OID
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■

OID

■

Target_Port_OID

View V_HOST
View columns:
■

Cluster_Id

■

Cluster_Name

■

Cluster_OID

■

Host_Id

■

Host_IP_Address

■

Host_Name

■

Host_Operating_System

■

Host_OS_Type

■

OID

View V_CLUSTERED_HOST
View columns:
■

OID

■

Host_Id

■

Host_Name

■

Host_IP_Address

■

Host_Operating_System

■

Host_OS_Type

■

Cluster_Id

■

Cluster_OID

■

Cluster_Name

■

Host_Discovery_State

View V_SUN_DISK
View columns:
■

Device_Handle_Id
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■

Device_Handle_OID

■

LUN_Id

■

LUN_OID

■

Sun_Disk_ID

■

Sun_Disk_OID

■

Sun_Disk_Name

■

Sun_DiskSet_Id

■

Sun_DiskSet_OID

Hub views
This section contains the views that are related to hubs.

View V_HUB
View columns:
■

HTTP_IP_Address

■

Hub_Id

■

Hub_Name

■

Model

■

OID

■

SNMP_IP_Address

■

Telnet_IP_Address

■

Vendor

View V_HUB_PORT
View columns:
■

Hub_Id

■

Hub_OID

■

Hub_Port_Id

■

OID

■

Remote_Port_Id

■

Remote_Port_OID
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NetApp views
This section contains the views that are related to NetApp objects.

V_NETAPP_QUOTAS
■

NAME

■

QUOTATYPE

■

ARRAYNAME

■

ArrayLink

■

DISKLIMIT

■

DISKUSED

■

FILELIMIT

■

FILEUSED

■

SOFTFILELIMIT

■

SOFTDISKLIMIT

■

TARGET

■

QTREENAME

■

QtreeLink

■

Quota_OID

■

IsDiscovered

■

VOLUMENAME

■

VolumeLink

■

VFILERNAME

■

VFilerLink

V_NETAPP_SNAPMIRRORS
■

NAME

■

ARRAYNAME

■

ARRAYLINK

■

SOURCENAME

■

TargetNAME
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■

REPLICATIONTECHNOLOGY

■

MirrorState

■

MIRRORSTATUS

■

DBObjectKey

■

IsDiscovered

V_NETAPP_VOLUMES
■

VolumeLink

■

DBObjectKey

■

VolumeName

■

TotalVolumeCapacity

■

FreeVolumeCapacity

■

UsedVolumeCapacity

■

RAID_Level

■

Vendor_Layout

■

Discovery_State

■

IsSegment

■

IsAggregate

■

State

■

ArrayLink

■

Array_Name

V_NETAPP
■

HAL_StorageArray_NUM

■

ObjectKey

■

Vendor

■

Model

■

TotalRawStorage

■

UnconfiguredRawStorage

■

SerialNumber
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■

FirmwareLevel

■

TotalVirtualDiskCapacity

■

NetworkAddress

■

FullyQualifiedHostName

■

TotalVolumeCapacity

■

FreeVolumeCapacity

■

LUNCapacity

■

AllocLUNCapacity

■

TotalAggregateCount

■

TotalQtreeCount

■

TotalVolumeCount

■

TotalShareCount

■

TotalQuotaCount

V_NETAPP_VFILER
■

VAIL_NasVirtualFiler_NUM

■

ObjectKey

■

VirtualStorageName

■

IpAddress

■

Status

■

NasIsNisEnabled

■

NasIsNisServer

■

NasIsNisDomain

■

Array

■

TotalQtreeCount

■

TotalVolumeCount

■

HostingFilerLink

■

HostingFiler
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V_NETAPP_QTREES
■

VAIL_NasFileSystem_NUM

■

ObjectKey

■

FileSystemName

■

FileSystemStatus

■

FileSystemId

■

SecurityType

■

IslockEnabled

■

Array

■

NasFileSystemRemoteReplicationAssociation

■

NasVirtualFiler

■

RawStorageVolume

■

rsvLink

■

VolumeName

■

ArrayLink

■

vFilerLink

■

vFilerName

V_NETAPP_SNAPSHOTS
■

VAILRsvSnapshot_NUM

■

ObjectKey

■

AccessTime

■

IsBusy

■

SnapshotName

■

CumulativePercentTotalBlocks

■

CumulativePercentUsedBlocks

■

CumulativeTotal

■

Dependency

■

PercentageTotalBlocks

■

PercentageUsedBlocks
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■

TotalBlocks

■

BlocksReserved

■

PercentReserved

■

VolumePercentReserved

■

VolumeSizeReserved

■

Array

■

RawStorageVolume

■

volumeLink

■

volume_Name

■

arrayLink

■

array_Name

Storage group views
This section contains the views that are related to storage groups.

View V_STORAGE_GROUP
View columns:
■

Group_Type (deprecated; column still exists with null value)

■

Id

■

Member_Id

■

Member_Name (new)

■

Member_OID

■

Member_Type (new)

■

OID (deprecated; column still exists with null value)

View V_STORAGE_USER_SUMMARY
View columns:
■

Entfiles

■

Entusedmb

■

Reportdate

■

server
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■

UserAccounts

Switch views
This section contains the views that are related to switches.

View V_FABRIC
View columns:
■

Fabric_Id

■

Fabric_Name

■

Fabric_Operational_Mode

■

FC_Functional

■

OID

■

Physical_Fabric

■

Zoned_Fabric

View V_SWITCH
View columns:
■

Fabric_Id

■

Fabric_OID

■

Firmware_Version

■

HTTP_Address (new)

■

IP_Address

■

Model

■

OID

■

Out_Band_Address (new)

■

SNMP_community

■

Switch_Id

■

Switch_Name

■

Switch_Role

■

Switch_Status

■

Telnet_Address (new)
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■

Vendor

View V_SWITCH_PORT
View columns:
■

GBIC_Type

■

OID

■

Port_Id

■

Port_Name (new)

■

Port_Number

■

Port_State

■

Port_Type

■

Remote_OID

■

Switch_Id

■

Switch_OID

Volume views
This section contains the views that are related to volumes.

View V_VM_DISKGROUP
View columns:
■

dg_discovered

■

Disk_Count

■

Disk_Group_Capacity

■

Disk_group_Free_Space_in_percentage

■

Disk_Group_Space_Free

■

Disk_Group_Version

■

host_discovered

■

Host_Id

■

Host_Name

■

Host_OID

■

OID
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■

VM_Disk_Group_Id

■

Volume_Count

■

Volume_Disk_Group_Name

■

Volume_Manager_Type

View V_VOLUME
View columns:
■

Host_Id

■

VM_Disk_Group_Id

■

VM_Disk_Group_OID

■

Volume_Id

■

Volume_Manager_Type

■

Volume_Name

■

Volume_OID

■

Volume_Size

■

Volume_State

View V_VOLUME_MANAGER
View columns:
■

Host_Id

■

Host_Name

■

Host_OID

■

Volume_Manager_Id

■

Volume_Manager_OID

■

Volume_Manager_Name

■

Volume_Manager_Type (new)

■

Volume_Manager_Version (new)

View V_VM-DISK
View columns:
■

VM_Disk_Group_Id
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■

VM_Disk_Group_OID

■

VM_Disk_Id

■

VM_Disk_OID

■

VM_Disk_Name

■

Device_Handle_Id

■

Device_Handle_OID

■

LUN_Id

■

LUN_OID

Zone views
This section contains the views that are related to zones.

View V_ZONE
View columns:
■

Fabric_Id

■

Fabric_Name (new)

■

Fabric_OID

■

MultiZoneDatabaseSupport (new)

■

NodeWWNZoning (new)

■

NoZoning (new)

■

OID

■

SwitchPortWWNZoning (new)

■

SwitchPortZoning (new)

■

UnzonedFreeForAll (new)

■

Zone_Config_Name

■

Zone_Id

■

Zone_Name

■

ZoneAliases (new)

■

ZoneMemberRequiredForZone (new)

■

ZoneNameNumeric (new)
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■

ZoneRequiredForZoneset (new)

■

Zoning_Capabilties (deprecated; column still exists with null value)

View V_ZONE_MEMBERS
View columns:
■

Zone_Id

■

Zone_Member_Id

■

Zone_Member_Name (new)

■

Zone_Member_OID

■

Zone_OID

Miscellaneous views
CommandCentral Storage includes an additional view:
See “View V_CUSTOM_ATTRIBUTES” on page 440.

View V_CUSTOM_ATTRIBUTES
View columns:
■

Object_Id

■

Object_OID

■

Object_Name

■

Object_Type

■

Custom_Attribute_Name

■

Custom_Attribute_Value

■

Custom_Attribute_Creator
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